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Release Notes – January 2010
Section 1: Please Note the Following Changes
SSL Requirement Change to Documents Posted to Concur
As of the 2nd quarter of 2010, SAML documents must be posted to Concur using SSL
(https). Please consult Concur Client Support for additional information about this
important change.

Section 2: Enhancements From Client Suggestions Forum
The following features were submitted using Concur's Suggestion service, available
via Concur's forums. They are now included in this service release.
Each of the features in this section is described in brief here, and in more
detail in their respective sections within this document - if you need additional
information please refer to these sections.

Expense Processor Can Mark Reports "Review in Progress"
An Expense Processor may occasionally have an expense report that requires further
follow-up or research before the processor can make the appropriate authorization
decision. Currently, there is no easy way for the processor to put the report "on
hold" or otherwise indicate to another processor that the report is being reviewed.

Courtesy Email for the Default Approver
With this new feature, a user's default approver receives a courtesy email if that
person is not the first approver in the workflow or if another approver was selected
by the user for the first step in the workflow (if the company allows users to select
approvers).

Ability to Create and Assign Itemization Wizards
Administrators are now able to create custom itemization wizards that can be
assigned to expense types. The itemization wizards define the expense types that
users see on the wizard to help the user more easily create itemizations.

Localization User Interface
A new localization interface has been added to Concur Travel and Expense, allowing
clients to manage their localized data without having to run an export and import.
The Localization page in Expense Admin lists all localization categories per
specified language.
Release Notes
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Travel Allowances: Delete Rates on the Travel Allowance Rate Page
You can now use the Rates page to delete rate mapping information.

Ability to Define Valid Expense Types for Itemization
Administrators are now able to define which expense types are valid for itemizations
on an expense type basis.

Invoice: Expense Type Names Now Updated Via the Expense Type
Import
Users of the Expense Type import in Concur Invoice can now include the name of the
Expense Type when using this feature.

Invoice: Vendor Import: Automatically Set Invoice Owner and Expense
Type
The user can now set the default Invoice Owner and Expense Type based on the
vendor being imported.

Section 3: Concur Expense (Current Interface)
The following features are included in this service release.

Expense Processor Can Mark Reports "Review in Progress"
An Expense Processor may occasionally have an expense report that requires further
follow-up or research before the processor can make the appropriate authorization
decision. Currently, there is no easy way for the processor to put the report "on
hold" or otherwise indicate to another processor that the report is being reviewed.
With this release, the processor can use the new "Review in Progress" feature.
NOTE: This new feature was designed to assist companies that have multiple
processors and companies that use the Concur Audit Service. (The
information about Concur Audit Service is described in its own section.)

IMPORTANT!
"Review in Progress" is not an approval status or a workflow status – it is simply a
message or warning to other processors and auditors. It does not affect approval; it
does not change the workflow; it does not actually prevent another processor from
taking other processor actions (for example, sending the report back to the
employee). It is intended to provide an alert to other processors that the report is
under review.
Release Notes
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In addition, the "Review in Progress" message appears only to the processor. The
employee or approver will not see the message.

Marking a Report
The processor searches for reports using his/her normal process – using the search
area or by running a query. Reports that are marked with "Review in Progress" are
included in the results, for example, the Reports Ready for Processing query returns
reports with and without the "Review in Progress" message.
To demonstrate the new process, the processor will open and mark a report (in this
case, the report named "New laptop").

The report opens on the Expense Report page, where the Requires Review
button appears.

NOTE: The processor can mark a report only when the report is pending the
processor step, like Approved & in Accounting Review. The Requires Review
button does not appear if the report has any other status, such as Submitted
& Pending Approval.
When the processor clicks Requires Review, the Mark Review In Progress
window appears.
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The processor enters a comment in the Comment field.
NOTE: The Review in Progress text appears by default in the Comment field.

Viewing the Message
The message appears in several places and to all processors - not just the processor
who originally marked the report. It does not appear to anyone with roles other than
processor or Concur Auditor.
It appears on the Expense Report page in processor.
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•

Notice the "Review in Progress" message at the top of the page.

•

Hover the mouse pointer over the message to see the full comment, date,
and processor's name.
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It also appears in the Audit Trail for the processor (not visible to users or approvers).

It also appears on the processor search results page.

•

In the Approval Status column, the "Review in Progress" message appears
along with the date and the processor's name.

•

The comment icon appears. Hover the mouse pointer over the icon to see the
full comment.

Un-marking a Report
Once the processor has completed the follow-up review, the processor can remove
the "Review in Progress" message (un-mark the report).
NOTE: The "Review in Progress" message can be removed by any processor - not
just the one who originally marked the report.
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The processor can either:
•

Open the report, click Review Complete, add a comment, and click OK.

- or •
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Complete another processor action. For example, if the processor clicks
Approve, a message appears indicating that the "Review in Progress"
message will be removed if the processor continues. It does not prevent the
action.
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Restriction - Taking "Bulk" Actions
The report cannot be un-marked by completing a "bulk" action, such as changing the
approval statuses for one or more reports on the search results page.

If the processor clicks OK for the Please Confirm message, the marked report is
deselected and remains unchanged while the other selected reports are affected (in
this case, the approval status is changed).

Report Recall
For the most part, the user (employee) will never know that the report has been
marked. There is no indication on the user's Report List page or in the Audit Trail
(visible to the user).
However, a report with the "Review in Progress" message cannot be recalled. If the
user attempts to recall the report, the user receives a message that the report
cannot be recalled.

Concur Audit Service
This new feature is also used by the Concur Audit Service. If your company uses
Concur Audit, note that the process is fundamentally the same for Auditors as for
Processors. For example, either can mark a report and view a message; the Audit
Trail comment appears to the Auditors and Processors (not users or approvers).
The main difference involves un-marking a report:
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•

A processor can mark and un-mark any report - even if the report was
originally marked by a Concur Audit Service auditor.

•

An Auditor can mark any report but can only un-mark a report that was
originally marked by a Concur Audit Service auditor. A Concur Audit Service
auditor cannot un-mark a report that was originally marked by a processor.
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Configuration
This is a standard feature. There is no setting to turn the feature off or on.

Courtesy Email for the Default Approver
With this new feature, a user's default approver receives a courtesy email if that
person is not the first approver in the workflow or if another approver was selected
by the user for the first step in the workflow (if the company allows users to select
approvers).
NOTE: The default approver is listed as the Expense Report approver in the user's
profile. This feature is not available for cash advance or authorization request
approvals.

Configuration
The format of the email is configurable using the Workflow Email Notifications
feature.
For more information, refer to the Expense: Workflow Email Notifications
Setup Guide.
To activate the feature, select the desired email format from the Courtesy Email
Notification list.
NOTE: Access to the Workflow page is available to the unrestricted Expense
Administrator role. If you have the restricted Expense Administrator role, you
will need to submit a change request to Concur Client Support.
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Ability to Create and Assign Itemization Wizards
Overview
Administrators are now able to create custom itemization wizards that can be
assigned to expense types. The itemization wizards define the expense types that
users see on the wizard to help the user more easily create itemizations. The
selected expense types can have the following properties set:
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•

Whether they are a Primary or Secondary expense type

•

Whether they are Required

•

Whether they default to being marked Personal
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•

Whether they are required to be marked Personal

NOTE: This new itemization option does not replace the existing lodging itemization
wizard. The lodging wizard is specifically designed to address the recurring
daily expenses of a hotel stay. The new itemization wizard option allows
itemization of single occurrences of an expense type on the same date as the
parent expense.
Some additional items that are available as part of this new feature:
•

Configuration of itemization as required, optional, or not allowed for the
expense type

•

Copy down of attendees from parent to itemization. Any time a custom wizard
is used for a parent expense with attendees, those attendees will be copied
down to the resulting itemizations that allow attendees.

What the User Sees
The following example shows how this new option might appear to the user while
itemizing a car rental expense. The Car Rental expense type has been configured to
use the Car Rental Itemization wizard.
The user enters the parent expense, then clicks Itemize.
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The user enters amounts for each of the expense types required for an itemization.
As with other itemization pages, the running totals of what has been accounted for
and what amount remains shows at the top of the pane. Any amount not accounted
for will be itemized using the parent expense type. When done, the user clicks Save
Itemizations.

The user can see the resulting itemized entries in the expense list in the left pane.
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Creating a New Itemization Wizard
Itemization wizards can be created and edited on the Itemization Wizard tab of
the Expense Types page.
NOTE: Access to the Expense Types page is available to the unrestricted Expense
Administrator role. If you have the restricted Expense Administrator role, you
will need to submit a change request to Concur Client Support.

 To create a new itemization wizard:
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1.

On the Expense Types page, select the Itemization Wizard tab. The
Itemization Wizard List appears.

2.

Click New. The General step of the New Itemization Wizard page
appears.

3.

Enter the desired values.
Field

Description

Name

This name appears on the itemization tab
when users are filling in an expense type
using this wizard, and in the list of itemization
wizards on the expense type properties page.

Secondary Expense Type Label

This name appears to the end user as a label
dividing the secondary expense types from
the primary expense types. If this field is left
blank, you will not be able to select any
secondary expense types.
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4.

Click Next. The Available Expense Types step of the New Itemization
Wizard appears.

5.

Click in the Expense Types column to select an expense type.
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TIP: To remove an expense type, select the Remove value from the expense
type list.

6.

7.
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Select the desired settings for each expense type.
Column

Description

Expense Type

Select the desired expense type.

Required

Select this box to require users to enter a
value for this expense type.

Default to Personal

Select this box to set the Personal check box
to selected by default for this expense type.

Must be Personal

Select this box to make the Personal check
box selected and uneditable.

Click Done.
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Once the itemization wizard is created, it can be assigned to an expense type on the
General step of the New Expense Type or Modify Expense Type wizard.

Refer to the Expense: Expense Types Setup Guide for more information.

CONFIGURATION
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Ability to Define Valid Expense Types for Itemization
Overview
Administrators are now able to define which expense types are valid for itemizations
on an expense type basis. The expense types are selected on the General step of
the New Expense Type or Modify Expense Type wizard.
NOTE: Access to the Expense Types page is available to the unrestricted Expense
Administrator role. If you have the restricted Expense Administrator role, you
will need to submit a change request to Concur Client Support.
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Select or clear the check boxes to define the available expense types:

The list of available expense types will be limited to the selected expense types when
the user is itemizing expenses manually.
NOTE: If the expense type also has an itemization wizard configured, the user will
first see the itemization wizard and it’s associated expense type list. Any
manual itemizations after that point will use the list defined in Expense
Types Available for Itemization.
Refer to the Expense: Expense Types Setup Guide for more information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
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Localization User Interface
Overview
A new localization interface has been added to Concur Travel and Expense, allowing
clients to manage their localized data without having to run an export and import.
The Localization page in Expense Admin lists all localization categories per
specified language.

The page can be filtered to only show all localization categories, only the complete
ones, or only the incomplete ones.
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When a category is selected, a table of all available items for the category appears.

The user can enter data directly in the table to update the values.
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NOTE: This page does not include the export/import localization functionality. That
functionality is still available in the classic user interface.
Refer to the Shared: Localization Setup Guide for more information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Travel Allowances: Delete Rates on the Travel Allowance Rate Page
Until now, you could use the Travel Allowance Rates page to:
•

View your imported travel allowance rates

•

View rate mapping between cities and rates (400 records in the import file)

Functionality has been added to this release. You can now use the Rates page to
delete rate mapping information.
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The rates that have been mapped show View in the action column.
Click View to access the Location List for Rate Location page. Select the desired
location and click Delete Selected Rows.

New "County" Field for the Locations UI and the Locations Import
If you use the Locations page (in Shared Configuration Administrator in the classic
user interface) or the Locations import, be aware that there is a new field. It is called
Administrative Region, it is a sub-field to the State/Province field, and it is
designed to be used for counties.
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Locations Page

With the January release, Concur will populate the Administrative Region
field/column with the counties for the default United States locations.
Note the following:
•

If you have manually added a US location, the associated county will not be
automatically added. If you want the county for that location – though it is
not required – you must manually add it. (To do so, click the location code
(link) to access the Edit Location page and select the appropriate county.)

•

Concur will not automatically load county information for other countries; the
Administrative Region column will be blank. However, you can import
counties for other countries, if desired, using the updated Locations import.
For information, refer to the Locations Import chapter in the Expense
Reports - Import and Extract File Specifications.

Add Location Page
The new Administrative Region field also appears on the Add Location page.

Release Notes
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The field appears only after you have selected United States in the Country field. If
you add counties for a different country via the Location import, then the
Administrative Region field will appear for that country as well.

Travel Allowances: New "County" Field for Rates
A new field has been added to the Travel Allowance rate import. It is called
Administrative Region, it is a sub-field to the State/Province field, and it is
designed to be used for counties.
•

If your company does not use Concur's US/GSA rate service, then using the
"county" field is optional; no action is necessary.

•

If your company does use the Concur's US/GSA rate service, then additional
steps must be taken, as indicated below.

Concur's US/GSA Rate Service
The US/GSA rates – as of this year – will be supplied by the Department of Defense
as only county rates. Concur uses the Department of Defense site as the source of
the rate date loaded into the application. (Until now, the US/GSA rates were a
mixture of city rates, county rates, and descriptive text.)
If your company uses the rate feed, the steps you must take are detailed in the Fact
Sheet named US/GSA Rate Feed Change to "County" Only.
The process of changing to counties-only will take two months:
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•

In January, the Concur rate service will automatically import the county rates
to the travel allowance rate tables.

•

In February, the Concur rate service will automatically remove the legacy
rates (city, descriptive text) from the travel allowance rate tables.
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Account Codes Functionality Now Available
Overview
The Accounting Administration page has been added to Expense Admin. This
page allows administrators to update the account codes used by expense types. The
administrator can select a level of the account code hierarchy, then view or edit the
account codes for all expense types at that level. The administrator can also add new
levels to the account code hierarchy.
NOTE: This feature may be accessed by users with the Expense Configuration
Administrator role or the Expense Configuration Administrator (Restricted)
role as well as any custom Role Builder role that includes this function.

 To access the Accounting Administration page:
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1.

On My Concur, select Administration > Expense Admin. The Expense
Administration page appears.

2.

Click Accounting Administration. The Account Codes tab of the
Accounting Administration page appears.
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The account code hierarchy is displayed in the left pane. The root node is
Global. Level one is for Ledger. If there are levels set up for the Account Code
Hierarchy for a Ledger, these appear as levels two though the number of
levels set up. The right pane displays the account code fields for the expense
types for the node selected in the left pane.

 To add a new account code hierarchy level:
1.

Release Notes
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Select the desired hierarchy level.
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2.

Click New.

3.

Enter the name of the new hierarchy level.

4.

Click Save.
Refer to the Expense: Account Codes Setup Guide for more information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

New Mobile Icon on the Expense Approval Pages
The new Concur Mobile reminder icon
appears on the Expense approval pages as
a reminder that Expense approvals can be completed using Concur Mobile.
Icon on the approvals list page:
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Icon on the expense report approval page:

You can click the icon to register for Mobile or update your existing registration.
NOTE: The icon does not appear if the company has deactivated Concur Mobile.

Approver View Search Returns Limited to First 500 Expense Reports
In order to prevent an Out of Memory error message the approver view of returns for
search criteria is now limited to the first 500 expense reports. This is designed to
prevent the system from attempting to display every possible return and run out of
memory, resulting in an error message.

Section 4: Concur Expense (Classic Interface)
The selected features listed below impact the Classic interface - they are repeated
here for convenience.

Courtesy Email for the Default Approver

! This feature is configured using the Classic interface and functions only in the
Current Concur Travel & Expense interface.

With this new feature, a user's default approver receives a courtesy email if that
person is not the first approver in the workflow or if another approver was selected
by the user for the first step in the workflow (if the company allows users to select
approvers).
See the section of the same name under Concur Expense (Current Interface)
for additional information.
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Travel Allowances: Delete Rates on the Travel Allowance Rate Page

! This feature is configured using the Classic interface and functions only in the
Current Concur Travel & Expense interface.

You can now use the Rates page to delete rate mapping information.
See the section of the same name under Concur Expense (Current Interface)
for additional information.

Section 5: Concur Invoice
The following features are included in this service release.

Expense Type Names Now Updated Via the Expense Type Import
Users of the Expense Type import feature in Concur Invoice can now update an
existing expense type name with a new name via this import process. This is done
using the New Expense Type Name field option. This field is not a required field, but
is a required field for all client specified expense types.
Refer to the Invoice: Expense Type Import User Guide for additional
information.

Vendor Import: Automatically Set Invoice Owner and Expense Type
Clients who want to use the Vendor Import job to set the Default Invoice Owner and
Expense Type for a vendor can now do so using the Approved Vendor import. Two
new fields are now added to the 200-level record, Default Employee ID and Default
Expense Type Name. By specifying the employee and expense type in these fields for
the imported vendor you set the system to now automatically map these
associations whenever this vendor provides an invoice for their goods or services.
Please note the following when using this feature:
•

This feature is supported only in the version 2 vendor import - this is not
supported in version 1.

•

An existing mapping to either of these fields can be cleared by reimporting
the vendor and using the value of "N" in the field - the existing value is
cleared and the vendor association to the employee and expense type is
removed.
Refer to Chapter 2 Approved Vendor Import - Concur Invoice (Version 2) for
additional information.
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Vendor Import: Default Country Code
The Vendor Import job will now automatically default the Country Code value to US if
a country code is not imported. This change is designed to prevent a null value for
Country Code if both the 100-level Default Country Code and the 200-level Vendor
Country Code fields are left blank.
Refer to Chapter 2 Approved Vendor Import - Concur Invoice (Version 2) for
additional information.

Section 6: Concur Pay
The following features are included in this service release.

Support for United Kingdom Payments Now Available
Overview
Concur Pay has released an add-on service, Concur Pay EMEA. Initially this will
support clients who desire to make payments in the United Kingdom using UK based
funding accounts and employee bank accounts. The Funding Account page and
User Banking page are localized for UK banks.
The Concur Pay EMEA UK payment process is a fully-managed, in-country payment
service:
•

Funding currency is pound sterling (GBP)

•

All payments in the United Kingdom are made in pound sterling (GBP)

•

The client’s funding bank account and payees’ bank accounts must be in the
United Kingdom.

The reimbursement process varies from the US payment process. Concur Pay
payments generated in the UK require a Concur process of drawing funds via reverse
wire from a client’s pound sterling (GBP) bank account utilizing the Clearing House
Automated Payment System (CHAPS) to a Concur account to (1) reimburse the
Client’s expense claim filers and/or (2) schedule payment to the Client’s corporate
card issuers for corporate card charges and fees, by direct credit from the Concur
account utilizing the Banker’s Automated Clearing Services (BACS) system in the
United Kingdom. This process takes a standard five banking days for payment.
The reverse wire process is supported for a specific list of UK banks.
NOTE: Starting in Spring 2010, the funding process will move to a direct debit
process similar to the Concur Pay NA offering supporting payments in USD
and CAD. This will decrease the payment period to three days.
Refer to the Expense: Reimbursement Manager User Guide for more
information.
Release Notes
January 2010
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Configuration
This feature is enabled by Concur after it has been purchased. Contact Concur Client
Services to purchase this feature.

BMW Visa US Card Program Now Supported
The BMW Visa US card program has been added to the supported card program list.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Section 7: Analysis and Concur Intelligence
The following features are included in this service release.

Concur Intelligence – New Dashboard Metrics
We have created sixteen new dashboard metrics, specific to Concur Invoice. These
metrics are available in the Dashboard Metrics folder. The complete list of new
Invoice Dashboard Metrics is:
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•

Invoice Cycle Time – Allows the user to view the average length of time an
invoice takes from creation to being paid.

•

Invoice Cycle Time Segments – Allows the user to view the average length of
time an invoice is at a given stage of the payment lifecycle.
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•

Invoices Processed per AP User – Allows the user to evaluate the efficiency of
their AP Users.

•

Invoices Processed per Origination Source – Allows the user to track the
percentage of invoices created by different methods, including manually,
electronically, and via Intelligent Capture.
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•

Total Invoice Spend by Month – Allows the users to see the total amount of
Invoice spent month over month.

•

Total Invoice Spend by Expense Type – Displays the Top Five Invoice expense
types.
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•

Total Invoice Spend by Expense Type Trend – Displays the spending trend of
the Top Five Invoice expense types.

•

Total Invoice Requests Processed – Displays the total number of invoices by
month.
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•

Invoice Requests Processed Year Over Year – Displays the number of invoices
processed by month, in comparison to previous years.

•

Top 10 Invoice Expense Types Average MTD vs. YTD – Displays the Year to
Date amounts for the Top Ten Invoice Expense Types.
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•

Invoice Spend by Expense Type – Displays the approved amount for a user
selected Invoice Expense Type.

•

Invoice Expense Type Spend Trend – Displays the spending trend for a user
selected Invoice Expense Type.
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•

Invoice Approval Aging – Displays the length of time each invoice took to be
approved.

•

Percent Invoice Requests with Uncleared Exceptions – Shows the user how
many existing Invoices currently have exceptions.
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•

Overall Invoice Vendor Spend – Displays the Top Five Invoice vendors.

•

Invoice Spend by Vendor – Displays the approved amount for a user selected
Invoice Vendor.
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Analysis/Concur Intelligence – Model Updates
Several new data elements have been added to the Concur Data Warehouse model
in the January Release.

Expense Model: Audit Trail Information
Audit Trail Information is now available in the Concur Data Warehouse model. This is
an OPT IN FEATURE. By default, Audit Trail Information is NOT moved into the
Reporting Database. If this information is important to your company and you wish
to report on this data, please create a case with Concur Client Support to enable this
feature. Once enabled, the DW Expense Archive will move the Audit Trail data into
the Reporting Database.
The Audit Trail fields are available in the Concur Data Warehouse model at:
Concur Data Warehouse > Expense > Audit Trail
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Expense Model: Employee Role History
We are now making Expense Employee Role History available for reporting. This
allows a user to view changes made to the role assigned to a specific employee over
time. These fields are available in the Concur Data Warehouse model at:
Concur Data Warehouse > Expense > Lists > Employee Role History
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Travel Employee History
We are now making Travel Employee History available for reporting. This allows a
user to view changes made to a Travel Employee’s user profile over time. These
fields are available in the Concur Data Warehouse model at:
Concur Data Warehouse > Expense > Lists >Travel Employee History
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Section 8: Jobs
The following features are included in this service release.

Please Note: Use of the TEXT Password Option in Employee Import
Whenever the TEXT option is used for the 100-level Password Generation field in an
Employee import feed, it is strongly recommended that a password be provided in
the 300-level record. Failure to do so will result in a random character set saved to
the system that is invisible to the user and the user will be forced to change their
password when they attempt to log in for the first time.

Additional Information Displayed in Lodge Transaction Pop-Up
When working with Lodge transactions, the client can now use a pop-up that appears
when hovering over a transaction to determine to which expense report the
transaction should be added. This is done by adding the field label to the pop-up that
is derived from the Custom field the client has mapped between the credit card
transaction and the expense report entry.
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TAB Delimiter Support for Accounting Extract IIF File Output
With this release support is now included for the TAB delimiter type when running an
account extract output. This feature is designed to support the Quickbooks Intuit
Interchange Format (.IIF) file type.

Custom Field Labels Available for Manage Lodge Job Definitions
A client can now request that selected Custom fields associated with a specific job
definition be provided with label names that will appear as column headings in the
Manage Lodge Transactions page. Naming the Custom fields is done using a SQL
script that assigns the names to the Custom fields the client wishes to add. If a job
feed contains multiple Custom fields, only those named will appear in the page - all
other Custom fields, even if they have a value, are hidden from view.
NOTE: The client will need to submit a Service Request to Concur specifying the field
names.
See the Lodge Account Fact Sheet for additional information.

File Prefix Validation Now Performed on Credit Card Import Definitions
A Credit Card job can now be configured to include one or more file prefixes as valid
prefixes for the import job. At job run time, the code will only import files that
contain these valid file prefixes. If a file in the Data Directory does not contain a
valid prefix, an error will be logged and the file will not be imported.
NOTE: If no values are specified for the data directory, all files in the directory are
run.
How It Works
The prefixes the system will validate and run are specified by the client as commaseparated prefixes in the File Prefixes text box in the Add Import Definition page
as shown in the figure below:

The system uses this information to determine if the feed should be imported.

Section 9: Language Support
The following language was introduced with this service release.
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Support for Traditional Chinese Language
With this release support for the Traditional Chinese language is now included in the
Concur Travel & Expense product for Expense and Invoice. (Travel does not currently
support Asian languages).

Section 10:

Updated Documentation

Documentation is available for Concur clients from the Concur Service Central web
site.

Chapter Changes in the Client-Facing Expense Reports - Import and
Extract File Specifications
Several changes were made for this release in the Expense Reports - Import and
Extract File Specifications document:
Travel Allowance import information:
•

Name change: Chapter 10: Travel Allowance Import (classic user interface)
chapter became the Chapter 10: Travel Allowance Import (XML v 1) chapter

•

Name and number change: Chapter 10: Travel Allowance Import (current
user interface) became Chapter 11: Travel Allowance Import (XML v 2)

•

New: Chapter 12: Travel Allowance Import (XML v 3) to include information
about "county"

Other chapter number changes (no change to content):
•

Validation Table Import from chapter 11 to 13

•

Taxability / Deductibility Import from chapter 12 to 14

•

Exchange Rates Import from chapter 13 to 15

Client Documentation Now Converted to Standalone Guides
The Concur Technical Publications department has converted all product
documentation from chapters in manuals to either Setup or User guides. These
standalone guides allow users to select only the functionality they would like to
review. This conversion supports the transition of Concur offerings from the classic
interface, where permissions were limited to a standard set of roles, to the current
user interface, where custom roles can provide any combination of permissions.
These guides are available through a dedicated URL that will always be updated with
the latest documentation. The Current Documentation page lists all setup and user
guides within their respective product groups, in alphabetical order. Links at the top
of the page allow the user to quickly access the desired product.
NOTE: Clients will no longer require the restricted docs as this functionality is no
longer valid. As a result these document types are now retired.
Release Notes
January 2010
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This conversion groups all Concur product documentation into the following areas:
•

Release Notes: The document released each month detailing features
included in the monthly release

•

Setup Guides: Originally configuration chapters, these guides explain how to
set up a feature within the Expense, Invoice, or Travel products

•

User Guides: Originally administration and end-user chapters, these guides
explain how to use a feature after configuration

•

Import and Extract Specifications: These documents remain as chapters
within manuals - they explain how to configure and run jobs, such as
Employee import

You can view these changes by logging in on Concur Client Central and navigating to
Resources > Release Documentation and clicking the link under Concur Travel &
Expense.
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Section 11:

Resolved Cases - Concur Expense (Classic)

Case ID

Case/Defect Description

091103000902

Product/Feature Expense (Classic)/Email Notifications

091102000458

Release Notes
January 2010

Description: The Delegates are not receiving email notifications for the
Image Received notice.
Resolution: The code is modified to now CC the Delegate when an image has
been received for the expense report.
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Section 12:

Resolved Cases - Concur Travel & Expense

Case ID

Case/Defect Description

090720000663

Product/Feature Expense/Locations
Description: A user cannot save an expense report with a credit card entry
that has an invalid location (city) specified that is also a read-only field. Under
these conditions the system generates an error message and does not allow
the user to proceed.
Resolution: The code is modified to now check to see if the location is readonly on a credit card entry before generating the error message that the
location cannot be found.
This fix is intended to allow the user to proceed with an incorrect location,
since the user cannot correct the issue.

090909000036

Product/Feature Expense/Car Mileage
Description: The system is unable to distinguish between two car types using
different rates but identical vehicle IDs. As a result it will default to the first
car listed in the employee's User Profile.
Resolution: The code is modified to now use the Car Key instead of Vehicle
ID for the car rates and other information.

090915000347

Product/Feature Expense/Allocations
Description: The Allocations icon does not display consistently when multiple
credit card transactions are included in an expense report.
Resolution: The code is modified to now provide backup checks to ensure the
Allocations icon displays.

090921000201

Product/Feature Expense/Canadian Value Added Tax (VAT)
Description: When 2 tax authorities were configured for an expense type and
one tax was configured with Entry Field to Subtract from Gross and the
other was not, the Entry Field to Subtract from Gross was not being
applied.
Resolution: The code is modified to now calculate the taxable amount
separately for each tax definition.

091014000002

Product/Feature Expense/Localization (German)
Description: German label changes are needed for the single day itinerary
page:
•

Depart column: Currently reads Abreise am; should read Abreise um.

•

Back at Origin column: Currently reads Zürück am; changed to Zurück
um ... am Ausgangsort.

Resolution: The code is modified to now update these column labels.
091014000684

Product/Feature Expense/Travel Allowance
Description: The system appears to take too long to process a check box
selection action in the Expense and Adjustment window when selecting
date exclusion or a meal as examples.
Resolution: The code is modified to now skip the processing icon by
removing the wait time to process the requests. The user can move on
immediately and the amount column will display the updated amount when
the response is received from the server as a background process.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

091027000626

Product/Feature Expense/Localization (Spanish)
Description: Incorrect Spanish label for Help link.
Resolution: The label on the help link has been corrected to Ayuda.

091030000543

Product/Feature Expense/Travel Allowance
Description: The Time Zone Offset values are incorrect for the states of
Iowa, Nebraska, and South Dakota.
Resolution: Location import files are now available that set the correct time
zone for each location.
They are:
•

IowaTimezoneFixes.txt

•

NebraskaTimezoneFixes.txt

•

SouthDakotaTimezoneFixes.txt

NOTE: Clients interested in having these changes applied to their
entity should submit a change request to support.
091103000705

Product/Feature Expense/Concur User Profile (CUP)
Description: An Employee import that specifies the employee may approve
expense reports is not represented in the user interface via the Expense
Approver check box. Instead, the checkbox is not selected (enabled).
Resolution: The code is modified to remove the dependency between the
BI_MANAGER and MANAGER roles. Now, the BI_MANAGER only requires the
TRAVELLER role.
In addition, the warning message and warning action message are changed in
order to reflect this change.

091108000030

Product/Feature Expense/Attendees
Description: (This issue is specific to Internet Explorer) When itemized
entries have attendees at the itemization level and the approved amount is
set to zero, the approved amount at a parent level is not updated when the
Processor or Approver updates (amends) the associated itemization amount
and an exception code error is generated.
Resolution: The code is modified to ensure that the transaction amount is
not split for submitted or read-only expense reports during the entry save
action.

091116000043

Product/Feature Expense/Connected Lists
Description: The system is displaying the message Invalid Value for a Cost
Center project on the Allocations page even though the value is valid.
Resolution: Additional validation code is added to cover scenarios where the
user may move from a field prior to the finish of the search action.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

091119000704

Product/Feature Expense/Itineraries (Travel Allowance)
Description: Feature Enhancement: Create a rule object like the Travel
Allowance itinerary object that includes all the itineraries attached to the
report rather than just the itineraries associated with the entry for the entry
events like Entry Save or Entry Submit.
Resolution: Added Travel Allowance Itinerary (on report) object to the Entry
Save and Submit audit rules. This object is similar to the existing Travel
Allowance Itinerary object but does not limit the itineraries to the ones
applying to the entry and includes all the itineraries on the report.

091130000103

Product/Feature Expense/Attendees
Description: The number of attendees in the attendee table header on the
expense does not match the attendee count when the count of attendees field
is editable by the user.
Resolution: The code is modified to now use the actual number of attendees
for the Attendee Count field instead of the number of records.

091202000531

Product/Feature Expense/Workflow
Description: The correct Authorized Approver is not used when a workflow
rule action causes a change in the approver.
Resolution: The code is modified to now validate the Authorized Approver
step and display the correct Approver if the workflow step includes an action
for changing the Approver.

091204000715

Product/Feature Expense/Approval Flow
Description: The Approval Flow page does not display the Search
Approver By dropdown control when the Approver field has no value.
Resolution: The code is modified to now force the display of the Search
Approver By dropdown control under these conditions.

091214000524

Product/Feature Expense/E-mail Notifications
Description: The report owner information is not included in the email send
to delegates who are being notified about their user's expense reports.
Resolution: The default Status Change Delegate email notification type now
includes the report owner in the Subject line of the email.

091217000705

Product/Feature Expense/Attendees
Description: Expense reports are not proceeding past the Pending Validation
step when an expense contains attendees and the expense is a negative
amount. This pending validation error typically occurs when Fringe Benefits
Tax tracking is employed.
Resolution: The code was setting the attendee amount as zero for negative
expenses when the approver changed the approved amount. The code is
modified to now set the approved amounts correctly on the attendee entry
map.

091221000068

Product/Feature Expense/Workflow
Description: Approver is incorrectly able to act as a Processor to approve an
expense report and send it to extract-ready state.
Resolution: The code is modified to now check role code, only allow
managers to approve reports pending approval by their managerial code, and
finally validate that the step is pending a manager.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

091223000525

Product/Feature Expense/Allocations
Description: Multiple allocation records are causing the expense reports to
stop at the Pending Validation step. This happens when the user opens the
Allocation page and then deletes the default row, then saves the allocation.
Resolution: The code is modified to now delete an existing default allocation
as per the user's action and no longer insert a second default record
allocation.

100105000652

Product/Feature Expense/Attendees
Description: An Unexpected System Error (UE) is generated when viewing
historical (extracted) expense reports that have transactions that include
attendees. The existing code is attempting to hide the Add New Attendee
button for a read-only expense report.
Resolution: A check is now added to the code to hide the Add New Attendee
button only when it logically should exist on a report.

N/A

Product/Feature Expense/Condition Editor
Description: Certain conditions in the Editor are now handled correctly. In
addition, some values are missing from the dropdown control in the user
interface.
Resolution: The code is modified to now display the correct values in the
Editor.

N/A

Product/Feature Expense/Employee Administrator (classic)
Description: The Processor Manager role lacks the display options to include,
exclude, and filter reports to only those pending the Processor Workflow step.
Resolution: The code is modified to now display these options when
assigning the Processor Manager role in Employee Administrator (classic).
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Section 13:

Resolved Cases - Jobs

Case ID

Case/Defect Description

090728000452

Product/Feature: Jobs/Company Card Administrator
Description: In some instances, card accounts are recreated by card feeds
even after the Card Administrator has manually deleted them.
Resolution: The code was modified so that card accounts are always softdeleted regardless of whether or not there are card transactions associated
with the card.

090831000684

Product/Feature: Jobs/Payment Confirmation Import
Description: The Payment Confirmation Import job may fail if it is updating a
large number of records.
Resolution: The code was modified to update records in sets of 500.

090929000183

Product/Feature: Jobs/Employee Administrator
Description: The Manager field in a user’s Travel Profile is not updated when
the Expense Approver is modified in the Current Concur Travel & Expense
user interface.
Resolution: The code was modified to update the last_modified timestamp so
that changes to the employee record will be pushed to Cliqbook the next time
the Cliqbook Employee Extract job runs.

091022000247

Product/Feature: Jobs/Company Card Import
Description: The warning message detailing card account records that could
not be automatically assigned to an employee is unclear and needs to be
updated.
Resolution: The message is only intended to provide a count of the number
of records that did not contain an employee ID.
The message is now re-worded to be more instructive - the text now reads:
There were <X> records that did not provide an employee ID and may require
manual assignment by the Expense Company Card Administrator. Use the
Assign Cards page in Expense Company Card administrator to find the cards
and assign them to the correct employees.

091027000178
091110000446

091030000117

Product/Feature: Jobs/Company Card Import
Description: The expected crediting of an American Express Membership
Rewards Fee type is incorrectly classified as a payment during import.
Resolution: The American Express KR1025 US importer was modified to
recognize the credit of American Express Membership Rewards Fee as bank
charges.
Product/Feature: Jobs/Employee Import
Description: Employee Import record type 350 does not support street
addresses of a length greater than 30 characters.
Resolution: The code was modified to accept street addresses with a length
up to 255 as specified.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

091103000705

Product/Feature: Jobs/Import Users
Description: The Expense Approver check box in the employee profile is
not selected during the import of the employees even though the employee
record in the template had a "Y" in the Approves Expense Reports column.
Resolution: A user who has the Expense User role can now be assigned
BI_MANAGER permission regardless of whether or not they are an Expense
Approver.

091118000552

Product/Feature: Jobs/Single Sign-on
Description: Cliqbook-only users are redirected to Concur Central in the
classic UI instead of directly into the Current Concur Travel & Expense.
Resolution: The code was modified to redirect to Concur Travel & Expense if
the user’s only role is CLIQBOOK_USER.
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Section 14:

Resolved Cases – Analysis/Concur Intelligence

Case ID

Case/Defect Description

090831000855

Product/Feature Intelligence/Concur Intelligence Reports

091028000748

090319000004

Description: The Workflow Cycle Time – Summary by Processor report is not
returning any data.
Resolution: The logic in this report was updated to successfully return the
correct data.
Product/Feature: Concur DW Archive/ Concur Data Warehouse Model
Description: Authorization Request Header custom fields 11-20 and
Authorization Request Category custom fields 21 to 40 available in the Concur
Data Warehouse.
Resolution: The DW Expense Archive and Concur Data Warehouse model are
now updated to correctly bring over all Authorization Request Custom fields.
They are available at:
Concur Data Warehouse > Expense > Authorization Requests > Authorization
Request Headers > Additional Request Details
and:
Concur Data Warehouse > Expense Authorization Requests > Authorization
Request Category Entries > Additional Request Category Details

090128000046

Product/Feature: Concur DW Archive/ Concur Data Warehouse Model
Description: Data stored in the CT_REPORT_ENTRY_EXTN table was not
available in Analysis/Concur Intelligence.
Resolution: The DW Expense Archive and Concur Data Warehouse model has
been updated to correctly bring over the CT_REPORT_ENTRY_EXTN data.
It is available at:
Concur Data Warehouse > Expense > Expense Reports > Entry Information >
Entry Extension Details
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Section 15:

Known Issues - Expense (Current)

Case ID

Case/Defect Description

N/A

Product/Feature: Expense/Approver Search Returns
Description: An Out of Memory error message is displayed when search
criteria attempts to return many hundreds of results.
Workaround: An upper limit of 500 returns is now enforced for the approver
view. This is designed to prevent the system from attempting to display every
possible return and run out of memory, resulting in an error message.
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Section 16:

Known Issues - Invoice

Case ID

Case/Defect Description

091209000752

Product/Feature: Invoice/Workflow
Description: Workflow steps configured so that the Vendor Approval step
precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) step are not supported.
Workaround: The client should configure Workflow so that the Vendor
Approval step never precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) workflow step.
Instead, the Vendor Approval step should follow the COA step.

091213000012

Product/Feature: Invoice/Intelligent Capture
Description: Color and grayscale PDF format is not supported under
Intelligent Capture.
Currently only black & white PDFs are supported when uploading PDFs using
Intelligent Capture.
Workaround: The client should set their scanner to only export PDF format
files in black and white, and not grayscale or color. This will ensure the
clearest definition and the easiest readability by the Intelligent Capture
system.
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This document contains proprietary information and data that is the exclusive
property of Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. No part of this
document may be reproduced, transmitted, stored in a retrievable system,
translated into any language, or otherwise used in any form or by any means,
electronic or mechanical, for any purpose, without the prior written consent of
Concur Technologies, Inc.
Information contained in this document applies to the following products in effect at
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Release Notes – February 2010
Section 1: Please Note the Following Changes
SSL Requirement Change to Documents Posted to Concur
As of the 2nd quarter of 2010, SAML documents must be posted to Concur using SSL
(https). Please consult Concur Client Support for additional information about this
important change.

Section 2: Enhancements From Client Suggestions Forum
The following features were submitted using Concur's Suggestion service, available
via Concur's forums. They are now included in this service release.
Each of the features in this section is described in brief here, and in more
detail in their respective sections within this document - if you need additional
information please refer to these sections.
The enhancements are:

Release Notes
February 2010

•

Option to copy approver on company card transaction reminder emails: The
Copy to Approver option is now available on the Email Reminder page
when the Reminder Type is set to Company Card.

•

Enhancements to the attendee search functionality: With this release, several
enhancements have been made to the Attendees (formerly named
Add/Delete Attendees) section of the New Expense tab on the Expense
Report page. Most of the changes involve the Search and Favorites
functionality.

•

Print preview Cancel button renamed to Close: The Print Preview Cancel
button is now renamed to Close to better represent the functional action it
will execute.

•

Print button on Report Submit page if users are not allowed to print prior to
submit: Clients that do not allow their users to print their expense reports
prior to submit will now see a Print button on the Report Submit Status
window. This button will allow users to conveniently print their expense
reports immediately after submission.

•

Users can delete company card transactions from My Concur: A new Remove
button has been added to My Concur for clients that allow their users to
delete company card transactions without adding them to reports. The
Remove button appears in the Available Company Card Charges section
on My Concur.

•

New workflow setting to skip approver who has already approved: If the
administrator selects the new workflow setting – Skip approval step if
approver has already approved – then Expense skips subsequent
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occurrences of the same approver if that approver previously approved the
report/advance/request.
•

Preferred car is the default car on mileage entries: This release adds a check
box to the car registration form in Profile, titled Preferred Car. If this check
box is selected for a car, that car will be the default car displayed on mileage
entries for the user.

•

Travel allowance wizard available from the menu: Currently, if a client uses
the travel allowance feature and elects to use the wizard, the wizard is
available only immediately after the user saves the expense report header. If
the user clicks Cancel while using the wizard, the user cannot access the
wizard again.
With this release, if there is no itinerary already associated with an expense
report, the user can access the travel allowance wizard by selecting Details
and then any of the options under Travel Allowances.
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•

Invoice: Support for Approval using Concur Mobile: Mobile Approvals for
Invoice gives reviewers the freedom and flexibility to manage approvals
anytime, anywhere. Reviewers are able to see a list of pending invoices, view
invoice details and images, and take appropriate action.

•

Invoice: Vendor import now available on-demand: Vendor Managers can now
import vendors on demand from within Concur Invoice. The user can
download a template, upload the completed vendor data spreadsheet, and
see validations and results, both for partial and full updates. This helps ensure
the most up-to-date client Vendor Master List data is available.

•

Invoice Users can now use the Test User function: Concur Invoice now takes
advantage of Test User. This allows clients to test configuration and workflow
changes, and perform training, directly in a safe “sandbox” within a
production environment.
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Section 3: Concur Expense (Current Interface)
The following features are included in this service release.

Option to CC Approver on Company Card Transaction Reminder Emails
Overview

Business Purpose

The Copy to Approver option is now
available on the Email Reminder page
when the Reminder Type is set to
Company Card.

Configuration

This enhancement is useful to clients
that use the company card email
reminders. It notifies the approver
when the user is late submitting
company card charges. This option
closes a feature gap with older product
lines.

This option can be set on the Email
Reminder page for new or existing email reminders:

Refer to the Expense: Email Reminders Setup Guide for more information.

Release Notes
February 2010
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Enhancements to the Attendee Search Functionality
With this release, several enhancements
have been made to the Attendees
(formerly named Add/Delete
Attendees) section of the New
Expense tab on the Expense Report
page. Most of the changes involve the
Search and Favorites functionality.

Business Purpose
This enhancement provides a benefit
for all Concur Expense users who work
with expense types (like Business
Meals) that require the user to list all
attendees. These enhancements make
the feature quicker and easier to use.

Favorites
When the user clicks Favorites – it is now a button – the Favorites tab of the
Search Attendees window appears. This tab provides quick, one-click access for
the user to add favorite attendees to the expense.

Release Notes
February 2010
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This page lists the users' favorite attendees
(as listed in Profile > Favorite Attendees)
minus those already assigned to the expense.

The user can select one or more attendees and then click Add to Expense.

Release Notes
February 2010
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Search
When the user clicks Search, the Search Attendees tab of the Search Attendees
window appears.

The user selects the
appropriate attendee type,
enters part of the name,
etc., and click Search.

The search results include all
attendees who match the criteria.
The user selects the desired
attendee(s) and clicks Add to
Expense.

Recently Used
The user accesses the Recently Used tab by clicking Favorites or Search and then
clicking the Recently Used tab.

Release Notes
February 2010
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The Recently Used tab lists the last 25
attendees that the user has used minus
those already assigned to the expense.

Other Enhancements
If the attendee the user is searching for does not appear in the search results, the
user can add the attendee to the system (if the company allows users to add
attendees).

When the user clicks New
Attendee, the Edit Attendee
Details window appears - with
the attendee type and criteria
copied from the search window.

Release Notes
February 2010
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Also:
As noted previously – the user accesses the
Search Attendees window by clicking Favorites
or Search in the Attendees section of the
Expense Report page. Then, the user can
navigate freely between the three tabs.

Use this area to page through the search
results, favorites, or recently used
attendees.

The New Attendee button appears if the
company allows users to add attendees.

Configuration
There is no configuration. These enhancements are global.

Print Preview Cancel Button Renamed to Close
The Print Preview Cancel button is now renamed to Close to better represent the
functional action it will execute.

Release Notes
February 2010
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Print Button on Report Submit Screen if Users are not Allowed to Print
Prior to Submit
Overview

Business Purpose

Clients that do not allow their users to
This enhancement provides convenient
print their expense reports prior to
access for users to print their report for
submit will now see a Print button on
clients that do not allow their users to
the Report Submit Status window.
print reports prior to submission.
This button will allow users to
conveniently print their expense reports
immediately after submission. When selected, the Print button will display all
available printed report formats. This button will not appear if the users are allowed
to print the report prior to submission.

What the user sees
Immediately after submitting the report, the user will see the Report Submit
Status window with the new Print button.

Release Notes
February 2010
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Configuration
This button will only appear to users whose policy has the Disable ability to print
reports prior to submit check box selected.

This button will not appear to the users if the Disable ability to print reports prior
to submit check box is cleared for their policy.
Refer to the Expense: Policies Setup Guide for more information.

Release Notes
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Users Can Delete Company Card Transactions From My Concur
Overview

Business Purpose

A new Remove button has been added
to My Concur for clients that allow their
users to delete company card
transactions without adding them to
reports. The Remove button appears in
the Available Company Card Charges
section on My Concur.

This enhancement is useful to clients
that allow their users to delete
company card transactions without
using them in the report. It streamlines
the process of removing unneeded
company card transactions.

What the user sees
On My Concur, the user will see the Remove button in the Available Company
Card Charges section.

Configuration
This button will only appear to users when the Allow users to delete company
card transactions without adding them to a report check box is selected. This
setting is configured in Expense Company Card Administrator > Settings.

Release Notes
February 2010
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This button will not appear to the users if the Allow users to delete company
card transactions without adding them to a report check box is cleared.
Refer to the Expense: Company Card Administrator User Guide for more
information.

New Workflow Setting to Skip Approver Who Has Already Approved
If the administrator selects the new
workflow setting – Skip approval step
if approver has already approved –
then Expense skips subsequent
occurrences of the same approver if that
approver previously approved the
report/advance/request.
Note the following:

Business Purpose
This enhancement provides a benefit
for all Concur Expense clients. It saves
time for approvers who have already
approved an expense report, cash
advance, or authorization request.

•

The approver must actually approve the report. The subsequent "skips" do
not occur if the original approval has timed out, has been skipped, or was
delegate approved.

•

Ad-hoc steps are not skipped even if the approver previously approved the
report/advance/request.

•

This does not apply to cost object approvals. The cost object approvals
process handles this situation differently.

Configuration
If a client wants to use this
feature, the client must
initiate a service request
with Concur Client Support.
Setting on the workflow
page:

Release Notes
February 2010
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Configurable Form for User Car Registration
Overview

Business Purpose

The Car Registration page in Profile
now has a configurable form, allowing
clients to select additional fields for
completion. These fields are available
for reports, allowing clients to provide
the required car registration data to
government agencies. The forms are
selected for each car configuration.

This enhancement is useful to clients
that need to gather additional
information about the registered cars
for reporting purposes. This is most
common in European based
companies.

What the user sees
When a user registers a car in Profile, they will see the form selected for their car
configuration:

Configuration
The new car registration forms and fields are configured using the Forms and
Fields page. The new form type is called Expense Car:

Release Notes
February 2010
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A default form is provided and this form can be copied to create new forms. The user
will be able to use this form to add or edit their registered cars. As before, the fields
for Vehicle ID, criteria, and initial distance will not be editable once the vehicle has
been used on an expense entry.
Once the forms are created, they are assigned in the Car Configuration area of
Expense Configuration Administrator:

Refer to the Expense: Car Configuration Setup Guide for more information.

Existing Configurations
All car configurations in place prior to the February update will have an associated
car form created as part of the update process. This new form definition will retain all
of the same field labels that were available for users in the prior release, and all
registered cars will display using the new form. Modifications can be made to these
forms to take advantage of the additional fields.

Preferred Car is the Default Car on Mileage Entries
Overview

Business Purpose

This release adds a check box to the car
registration form in Profile, titled
Preferred Car. If this check box is
selected for a car, that car will be the
default car displayed on mileage entries
for the user.

Release Notes
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This enhancement provides a data
entry convenience for users who have
multiple cars registered over time in
Expense for Mileage reimbursement. It
streamlines the process of entering a
Mileage expense.
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What the user sees
In Profile, the user will see the Preferred Car check box when registering a
company car:

The user will see the preferred car listed as the default vehicle when entering a new
mileage expense:

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Release Notes
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Travel Allowance Wizard Available from the Menu
Currently, if a client uses the travel
allowance feature and elects to use the
wizard, the wizard is available only
immediately after the user saves the
expense report header. If the user clicks
Cancel while using the wizard, the user
cannot access the wizard again.
With this release, if there is no itinerary
already associated with an expense
report, the user can access the travel
allowance wizard by selecting Details
and then any of the options under
Travel Allowances.

Business Purpose
This enhancement provides a benefit
for all Concur Expense clients who use
the travel allowance feature and the
travel allowance wizard. This feature
provides another option for users to
access the wizard, which helps ensure
that the user takes all of the steps - in
order - that are required for proper
travel allowance reimbursement.

If there is an itinerary already attached to the report, the user will see the standard
travel allowance pages (non-wizard) when he/she selects the travel allowance
options on the Details menu.

Release Notes
February 2010
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Wizard vs. Standard (non-wizard) Pages

Wizard format:
•

Steps instead of tabs

•

Next instead of Done
(walks the user through
the steps, in order)

Standard (non-wizard)
format:

Release Notes
February 2010
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Tabs instead of steps

•

Done instead of Next
(user can access the
tabs in any order)
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Configuration
There is a global feature; there is no configuration.
IMPORTANT: This
feature is independent of
the Display Wizard
option on the Edit Travel
Allowance
Configuration page.
The Display Wizard field
affects only whether the
wizard appears
immediately after the
user saves the expense
report header.

Lodge Transactions Search Text Field No Longer a Required Field
The Search Text field used in the
Manage Lodge Transactions page is
no longer a required field. Prior to this
change the user was required to input
transaction information or the job run
number - now the search results in a
larger return set.

Release Notes
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Spend Category added to Expense Type Import
Overview

Business Purpose

The Spend Category field has been
added to the expense type import. The
Spend Category associated with each
expense type determines which
reporting category the expenses of that
type fall under.

This enhancement is useful to clients
that use the Expense Type Import and
Concur Reporting. It allows them to
easily import expense types with the
correct Spend Categories.

Refer to the Expense: Expense
Type Import User Guide for more information.
Refer to the Expense: Expense Types Setup Guide for more information on
Spend Categories.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Release Notes
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Lodging Expense Types Now Have Itemization Options
Overview

Business Purpose

The lodging expense types now have
the option to make itemization
Required, Optional or Not Allowed. In
addition, users can select which expense
types are available for use in itemization
entries.

This enhancement makes it easier to
turn off mandatory hotel itemization
for clients that do not require their
users to itemize hotel expenses.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Release Notes
February 2010
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Section 4: Concur Invoice
The following features are included in this service release.

Vendor Import Now Available On-Demand
Vendor Manager users can now import
vendors on demand from within Concur
Invoice without need to perform the
Approved Vendor import job feed. This
is done using a combination of options
in the Vendor Manager tool, on the
Import Vendors page that let the user
download an Excel spreadsheet whose
header is pre-populated with the
necessary fields.

Business Purpose
This enhancement is useful to clients
who want to add or update vendors
without waiting for overnight
processing. This ensures the latest
client Vendor Master list data is
resident in Invoice.

The user enters the vendor data and
uploads the file into Invoice for processing. When done, the system determines the
number, and success, of each of the various records. Information on past imports,
including Date, Status, and Records Processed, is shown in the Vendor Import
History section.
The new Import Vendors page is shown in the figure below following an import:

Refer to the Invoice: Vendor Manager Setup Guide for more information

Please Note: Processor Access Removed in Vendor Payment (Classic)
Starting in this release, access to the
Payment Processor backoffice tool will
be removed from Vendor Payment
(classic interface). This change applies
to companies who have converted to
Concur Invoice.
Release Notes
February 2010
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For all users with the Payment Processor role, the Payment Processor link will no
longer display in Classic:

Only the Process Requests link will show under the Invoice tab in the new
interface:

Refer to the Concur Invoice Processor User Guide for more information.

Invoice Users Can Now Use the Test User Feature
The Test User feature is now extended
to the Invoice product. This means the
user can now enter and manipulate test
data as a Test User without harm to
standard, "real" transactional data in
the entity.

Business Purpose
This enhancement allows clients to test
configuration and workflow changes,
and perform training, directly in a safe
“sandbox” within a production
environment..

How It Works
This feature essentially isolates the test data from live data and eliminates the need
for the Test environment. This can help clients in several ways - they can now:

Release Notes
February 2010

•

Validate configurations

•

Perform end-to-end Workflow testing

•

Create text extracts to validate bridge programs

•

Create training materials from testing experiences
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•

Train employees by direct experience within the application

All requests created by, submitted by, and approved by users with the test user
attribute are excluded from production extracts and analytics. These users and their
data are isolated from standard "real" users so that test data is not mixed with that
of the standard employees. A test user can only manipulate and work with other test
users and test data.
The feature is activated from within Concur Invoice by first enabling the feature in
Invoice Admin:

Enabling the feature drives two additional areas:
•

Within Employee Administrator, the Is a Test User? check box becomes
available.
NOTE: To prevent the switching of a user from test to "real", this attribute
can only be set when first adding an employee. Once a user is set as a Test
User, they will always remain a Test User.

•

A test user exclusion filter is automatically added to all Production extracts

Invoice-Specific Concepts
Intelligent Capture:
•

No Test User attribute is available for Intelligent Capture user accounts

•

Data created within Intelligent Capture is not test data (is not a "test"
request)

•

Intelligent Capture can be tested without need of the Test User feature

Vendor Data:
•

Vendor data is not test data - there is no concept or isolation of vendors

•

Test Users and non-Test Users see the same vendor data

Purge Feature:
Release Notes
February 2010
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•

No changes to the existing Test User purge feature - this feature continues to
apply only to the Concur Expense product

•

The purge feature will be available for Invoice in a future release

Preparation for this Feature: Recommended Client Steps
The client should prepare for this feature by performing the following steps:
1.

Determine what tasks to perform

2.

Determine the number of Test Users required to perform the tasks

3.

Assign names and roles clearly identifying each Test User employee tagged
with this attribute (it is an employee-level attribute)

4.

Perform the tasks
Refer to the Concur Invoice Test User User Guide for more information.

Invoice: Support Under Concur Mobile for Request Review & Approval
Mobile approvals for Invoice gives
reviewers the freedom and flexibility to
manage approvals anytime, anywhere.
Reviewers are able to see a list of
pending invoices, view invoice details
and images, and take appropriate
actions, including:
•

View line items

•

View invoice header

•

View invoice image

•

View Vendor details

•

Send back with a comment

•

Approve

Business Purpose
This enhancement gives Invoice
Approvers the freedom and flexibility
to manage approvals anytime,
anywhere. It simplifies life for mobile
employees, encourages them to adhere
to corporate policy, and helps decrease
Invoice Cycle Time

Refer to Introduction to Concur Mobile for more information.

Release Notes
February 2010
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Section 5: Analysis and Concur Intelligence
The following features are included in this service release.
Many of the existing Standard Reports have had some usability updates made to
them in the February Release. The impacted reports are:

Release Notes
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•

Missing Receipt Audit – A new column, Reimb. Currency has been
added to the report.

•

Top Spenders – This report has been removed. The functionality of the
report is duplicated by the Top Spenders by Employee and Top Spenders
by Expense Type reports.

•

Financial Summary – This report was updated to use reporting amounts.
This prevents multiple unique currencies being summed in a single
report. The Approved Amount column has been renamed to Approved
Amount (rpt) to reflect this change.

•

Expense Entry Analysis - This report was updated to use reporting
amounts. This prevents multiple unique currencies being summed in a
single report. The Approved Amount column has been renamed to
Approved Amount (rpt) to reflect this change.

•

Expense Entry Analysis Details (Grouped by Expense Type) - This report
was updated to use reporting amounts. This prevents multiple unique
currencies being summed in a single report. The Approved Amount
column has been renamed to Approved Amount (rpt) to reflect this
change.

•

Expense Entry Analysis Details (Grouped by Employee) - This report was
updated to use reporting amounts. This prevents multiple unique
currencies being summed in a single report. The Approved Amount
column has been renamed to Approved Amount (rpt) to reflect this
change.

•

Car Rentals Expensed Not Booked in Concur Travel – The graph was
removed from this report. In addition, the Vendor column was re-named
Rental Agency.

•

Attendee Details - This report was updated to use reporting amounts.
This prevents multiple unique currencies being summed in a single
report. The reporting currency is now listed as a report subtitle to reflect
this change.

•

Number of Trips by Traveler – This report has been re-named Number of
Trips by Arranger. This title more accurately reflects the data being
returned in the report.

•

Voided Air Tickets – This report had a drill through to Ticket Details and
Record Locator. This drill through was not working for the Analysis
version of the report. The drill throughs are now correctly mapped.

•

Hotel Expenses Exceed Reserved Rates - This report was updated to use
reporting amounts. This prevents multiple unique currencies being
summed in a single report.
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•

Financial Summary Report and Employee Details Report – Concept Fields
have been added to these reports.

Analysis/Concur Intelligence – Model Updates
In the February Release, we have begun to include Configuration information in the
Concur Data Warehouse model. The remaining Configuration Data elements will be
included over the next two releases.

Configuration Information: Expense Types (Expense and Invoice)
Expense Type Configuration data is now available for both Expense and
Invoice at:
Concur Data Warehouse > Configuration > Expense Types & Categories,
Payment Types > Expense Types or
Concur Data Warehouse > Configuration > Expense Types & Categories,
Payment Types > Invoice Expense Types

Release Notes
February 2010
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Configuration Information: Payment Types
Payment Type Configuration data is now at:
Concur Data Warehouse > Configuration > Expense Types & Categories,
Payment Types > Payment Types

Configuration Information: Account Codes (Expense and Invoice)
Account Code Configuration data is now available for both Expense and
Invoice at:
Concur Data Warehouse > Configuration > Account Codes > Expense Account
Codes or
Concur Data Warehouse > Configuration > Account Codes > Invoice Account
Codes

Release Notes
February 2010
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Travel Model: Employee Details (Travel)
Additional employee details for Employees who have access to both Expense
and Travel have been added to the Travel Model. This data is now available
at:
Concur Data Warehouse > Travel > Trips > Additional Employee Details

Release Notes
February 2010
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Expense Model: Employee Details (Travel)
Additional employee details for Employees who have access to both Expense
and Travel have been added to the Expense Model. This data is now available
at:
Concur Data Warehouse >Expense > Lists > Travel Employee History

Release Notes
February 2010
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Section 6: Concur Pay
The following features are included in this service release.

Concur Pay Expands Support for Processing Reports with a Negative
Amount Due To a Card Issuer
Overview
American Express Canada has been added to the list of issuers that allow Concur Pay
to process reports that have a negative amount due to a card issuer.
Refer to the Expense: Reimbursement Manager User Guide for more
information on this functionality.

Important note
This functionality is only available with certain card issuers. The card types that
currently support this are:
•

Citibank MasterCard US

•

Citibank Visa US

•

Citibank MasterCard CA

•

Citigroup Diners MasterCard US

•

American Express CA

•

American Express US

•

American Express UK

CONFIGURATION
No additional configuration is required to use this feature. Over time additional card
issuers will be enabled to use this feature.

Release Notes
February 2010
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Section 7: Concur Mobile
Support Under Concur Mobile for Invoice Request Review & Approval
Mobile approvals for Invoice gives
reviewers the freedom and flexibility to
manage approvals anytime, anywhere.
Reviewers are able to see a list of
pending invoices, view invoice details
and images, and take appropriate
actions, including:
•

View line items

•

View invoice header

•

View invoice image

•

View Vendor details

•

Send back with a comment

•

Approve

Business Purpose
This enhancement adds Invoice to the
Concur Mobile interface for greater
ease of use and access to Invoice
functionality.

Refer to Introduction to Concur Mobile for more information.

Release Notes
February 2010
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Section 8: Jobs
The following features are included in this service release.

New Job Status for Failed Import Files
A new job status, FAILURE_BAD_FILE,
is assigned to all import job types that
result in an error based on lack of the
100-level record or where the number
of errors exceeds the defined threshold.
The status is Failed (Bad File) under
these circumstances.

Business Purpose
This enhancement allows a client to
quickly determine if the cause of a
failure was due to the formatting of the
data provided in the feed.

Enable Display of Column Header Row in the Extract Output File
With this release the user can now
decide to display the column headers in
the Extract output file. If enabled a
column header row is written for each
section in the file that will display
whatever name is specified or, if no
name is specified, the default field
value.

Business Purpose
This enhancement allows an easy way
to know the data provided in each
column for each section of the extract,
allowing for easier integration or
trouble-shooting.

Note that the extract can be configured
with either the column header or file header section, but not both.

Add Delimiter List to List Import Job Definition Page
Allowable delimiters (Comma; Pipe) that
can be used in a List import job are now
available when defining this job type.
This change is intended to allow Concur
to retire all tab-delimited XML files for a
List import by allowing the job to run
using the delimiting definition specified
within the XML.

Business Purpose
This enhancement allows Concur to
retire tab-delimited List Import XML
files.

A script will be run that allows migration of existing jobs using the pipe-delimited
XML to the comma delimited XML.

Release Notes
February 2010
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Section 9: Updated Documentation
Documentation is available for Concur clients from the Concur Service Central web
site.

Chapter Changes in the Client-Facing Expense Reports - Import and
Extract File Specifications
Several changes were made for this release in the Expense Reports - Import and
Extract File Specifications document:
Travel Allowance import information:
•

Name change: Chapter 10: Travel Allowance Import (classic user interface)
chapter became the Chapter 10: Travel Allowance Import (XML v 1) chapter

•

Name and number change: Chapter 10: Travel Allowance Import (current
user interface) became Chapter 11: Travel Allowance Import (XML v 2)

•

New: Chapter 12: Travel Allowance Import (XML v 3) to include information
about "county"

Other chapter number changes (no change to content):
•

Validation Table Import from chapter 11 to 13

•

Taxability / Deductibility Import from chapter 12 to 14

•

Exchange Rates Import from chapter 13 to 15

Client Documentation Now Converted to Standalone Guides
The Concur Technical Publications department has converted all product
documentation from chapters in manuals to either Setup or User guides. These
standalone guides allow users to select only the functionality they would like to
review. This conversion supports the transition of Concur offerings from the classic
interface, where permissions were limited to a standard set of roles, to the current
user interface, where custom roles can provide any combination of permissions.
These guides are available through a dedicated URL that will always be updated with
the latest documentation. The Current Documentation page lists all setup and user
guides within their respective product groups, in alphabetical order. Links at the top
of the page allow the user to quickly access the desired product.
NOTE: Clients will no longer require the restricted docs as this functionality is no
longer valid. As a result these document types are now retired.
This conversion groups all Concur product documentation into the following areas:

Release Notes
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•

Release Notes: The document released each month detailing features
included in the monthly release

•

Setup Guides: Originally configuration chapters, these guides explain how to
set up a feature within the Expense, Invoice, or Travel products
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•

User Guides: Originally administration and end-user chapters, these guides
explain how to use a feature after configuration

•

Import and Extract Specifications: These documents remain as chapters
within manuals - they explain how to configure and run jobs, such as
Employee import

You can view these changes by logging in on Concur Client Central and navigating to
Resources > Release Documentation and clicking the link under Concur Travel &
Expense.

Release Notes
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Section 10:

Resolved Cases - Concur Expense (Classic)

Case ID

Case/Defect Description

091124000269

Product/Feature Expense (Classic)/Imports & Extracts
Description: When a travel allowance rates file import contains the same
expired rate records (the 310 record) across many job runs the job logs a
warning on all runs subsequent to the first job run. The warning message
"Warning: The ExpiredRateImporter's record has invalid travel allowance rates
for the provided rate location" is logged.
Resolution: The code is modified to change the expired rate importer to
check if the rates were already expired with the identical expiration date and,
if so, not log any warning.

100127000392

Product/Feature Expense (Classic)/Localization
Description: The German localization file loads with an error due to missing
code.
Resolution: The code is modified to correct this problem - the file is now
loaded and the correct strings for German language display.

Release Notes
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Section 11:

Resolved Cases - Concur Travel & Expense

Case ID

Case/Defect Description

090716000655

Product/Feature Expense/Report Totals
Description: The label for Company Disbursements is incorrect in the Report
Totals page.
Resolution: The code is modified to change the label Amount Due
Company Card [Payment Type] to Amount Due Company Card
[Payment Type].

090831000451

Product/Feature Expense/Processor
Description: When the Processor resizes the column widths on either the
Expense List or Report List pages these widths are not retained when they
return to the page.
Resolution: The system will only retain width changes to custom views of
these pages. The system does not retain the width for the default page
appearance.
NOTE: The Custom Expense List view is available when clicking Custom
(under Expenses as...) on the View menu.

090903000503
091105000797

090921000130

Product/Feature Expense/Cost Object Approval
Description: The system is not generating an error when user self-approves
an expense report under Cost Object Approval (COA) workflow.
Resolution: The code is modified to now generate an exception where a
report in Cost Object workflow has skipped all the COA approval steps and the
report is moved to the next parent workflow step (out of COA).
Product/Feature Expense/Test User
Description: An employee with the Test User attribute is "seen" by both the
Processor and Manager when this employee type should be filtered from view
to Production employees.
Resolution: The code is modified to now remove the Or statement and place
parentheses around a Where clause to honor the IS_TEST_EMP state.

091001000185

Product/Feature Expense/Processor
Description: The Processor is not able to sort by a column that is either a list
or connected list. This is happening because the system is sorting by the list
item key and not the text.
Resolution: The code is modified to sort by text and not by key whenever the
Custom column is a list.

091002000344
091021000022

Product/Feature Expense/Report Totals
Description: The report totals for the Processor's expense report are
incorrect when saving a cash advance return.
Resolution: The code for the Entry Save event is changed as follows:

091118000027

•

CT_CA_BUILD_CAE_RPT_PROC is now only called when inserting a new
entry or updating an entry on a report not yet filed

100112000844

•

CT_CA_PARTIAL_APPROVAL_PROC is now only called when changing the
approved amount on an expense
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

091005000142

Product/Feature Expense/Audit Trail
Description: An Unexpected Software Error (UE) is generated when the
Processor or a user attempts to view the audit trail.
Resolution: The code for each product is changed as so:

091013000342

•

Concur Expense - Added a try catch block around the audit trail where an
amount is converted to a BigDecimal. In the case of an error, the original
value is written.

•

Concur Invoice - Added the missing audit trail definitions for
request.field.format and reqest.field.action.

Product/Feature Expense/Approver Search
Description: The last day of a specified period is not included when the
approver enters search criteria in order to return expense reports for display.
Resolution: The code is modified to update the SQL so that it is now inclusive
of the entire last day. Prior to this fix the query lacked the correct hour
statement, resulting in only part of the expense report total available using
this query.

091013000481

Product/Feature Expense/Connected Lists
Description: A user entering the full code for a project is not allowed to
continue by the system - the system considers this an invalid entry.
Resolution: The code is modified so that if code, short code, and display
values are different for connected list items then the
system will now match the entered value with either the short code or the
display value based on the user's choice of either Code or Text.

091015000023

Product/Feature Expense/Cash Advance
Description: The Report Total calculation is rendering a negative payment
amount where a cash advance balance is assigned with travel allowance.
Resolution: The code is modified in two areas:

091019000027

•

Alter the CT_CA_BUILD_CAE_BASE_PROC procedure to create cash
advance entries for the negative expenses that are a part of itemized
fixed meals. When the system creates itemized fixed meals it uses
system expense types that the user can never manually create (existing
functionality). Cash advance entries continue to be restricted to positive
report entry amounts for all other non-gain/loss expenses and nonitemized fixed meals expenses.

•

Alter the CT_BUILD_JOURNAL_PROC procedure so that the cash advance
applications logic includes the negative expenses that are a part of
itemized fixed meals.

Product/Feature Expense/List Management
Description: A list under List Management is returned as Text instead of the
correct default of Code, then Text when the user requests Code result return.
Resolution: The code is modified to now return the Code display where this
choice is made for simple list value display.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

091019000111

Product/Feature Expense/Localization - Help
Description: Help appears to display in English only and does not change
language (translation) when user and machine use non-English language.
Resolution: The code is modified to correct a stored procedure that was not
fetching the list of supported languages - this resulted in the default of English
appearing instead.
NOTE: The Administrative Help is not available in any language other than
English. In addition, localization is ongoing and translations of existing and
newly-added languages are forthcoming.

091019000162

Product/Feature Expense/Processor View

091210000339

Resolution: The code is modified by copying the report payment code from
the traveler section onReportOpen to the processor onReportOpen section of
the code. A processor check to the traveler submitted bid check now allows
the processor to see the report payments.

091019000405

Product/Feature Expense/Vendor Display

Description: Processor cannot view Payment portion of an expense report.

Description: The Vendor value does not appear to be copied to child
expenses - a blank value appears instead.
Resolution: The code is modified to add logic that copies down the vendor
li_name to the child transaction whenever the normal Vendor description field
is not populated on the parent.

091019000904

Product/Feature Expense/Duplicate Transaction Check
Description: The Duplicate Transaction check is returning an incorrect list of
expense reports within the exception message that displays.
Resolution: The code is modified to no longer include all expense reports
that are outside of the transaction variance percent check and instead verify
and include only those entries that are duplicated by the transaction variance
percent check.

091030000323

Product/Feature Expense/Allocations
Description: Allocations fail to allocate by the amount.
Resolution: The code is modified to allow for negative expenses by amount.
However, if the selected expenses contain a mix of positive and negative
amounts the system will disallow there entry. The entry must be all positive or
all negative.

091103000502

Product/Feature Expense/Authorization Requests - Policy Copydown
Description: The associated policy is not copied down from the Authorization
Request header to the Expense Report header.
Resolution: The code is modified to now copy down the policy from the
Authorization Request header (for new reports only - reports already existing
in the database will not change behavior). In addition, another check is added
that disallows the copy down of the policy where the report header lacks the
Authorization Requests field.
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Case ID
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091104000407

Product/Feature Expense/Localization - French
Description: The apostrophe under French language display is shown in its
HTML code and not as the correct character.
Example:
•

Incorrect: Champs obligatoires manquants: Objet de l&apos;activité

•

Correct: Champs obligatoires manquants: Objet de l'activité

Resolution: The code is modified to now "escape" the apostrophe using
HTML-compatible coding rather than using the XMLutil (which is not
compatible with this specific HTML coding).
091104000512

Product/Feature Expense/Attendees
Description: The Company field incorrectly becomes a Required field type
after adding an attendee.
Resolution: The code is modified to now redraw the form after the inital
attendee addition by noting the last attendee type to determine what form to
draw.

091104000584

Product/Feature Expense/Browser Error
Description: All supported browsers lock and display the error StripWrap is
null or not an object when the user clicks Cancel in the Processor/Approver
Itemization page.
Resolution: The code is modified to add a null check for StripWrap and not
excute the code if StripWrap does not exist.

091105000731

Product/Feature Expense/Car Mileage
Description: The Company Car form does not display dynamic elements
correctly and overlaps or obstructs new messages in their text boxes.
Resolution: The code is modified to treat paired fields as a single field when
performing the form validation. This prevents these fields from shifting from
horizontal to vertical stacked appearances.

091112000477

Product/Feature Expense/Cash Advance
Description: The Exchange Rate field is not available in the Cash Advance
Details page.
Resolution: The code is modified to add the Exchange Rate field to the
following pages:

091112000931

•

View & Approve Cash Advance

•

Assign Cash Advance

•

Unassigned Cash Advance (from report)

Product/Feature Expense/Chinese Localization
Description: A Chinese user does not see their language - the system
defaults to English.
Resolution: The code is modified to now specify the specific "ZH" language
preference as either ZH-CN for simplified Chinese and ZH-TW for traditional
Chinese. This specifier was missing and caused the default language (English)
to display.
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Case/Defect Description

091116000224

Product/Feature Expense/Smart Expenses

091210000262

091116000425

Description: The Expense For Me and Search Proxy buttons are
inoperative in the View Card Charges page.
Resolution: The code is modified to now handle proxy functionality correctly
on the View Card Charges page.
Product/Feature Expense/List Management
Description: A list associated with a Helper page is only returning Text
results and does not include the Code results. This happens with a submitted
expense report whose policy has been changed.
Resolution: The code is modified to now display Code or Text values as
follows:

091117000011

•

Connected Lists: Both Code & Text

•

Simple List w/ Helper: Both Code & Text

•

Simple List as Picklist: Text only

Product/Feature Expense/Cash Advance Approvers
Description: The Employee administrator is not able to change the default
Cash Advance Approver for a user. This is happening because the system is
basing these default modifications on the administrator's attributes and not on
those attributes of the employee the administrator is changing Approvers for.
Resolution: The code is modified to pass the correct hierarchy nodes of the
role that is associated with the logged in user. This means the Employee
administrator displaying this page is either set for the user they are editing for
or the administrator depending on the task.

091117000833
100122000439

Product/Feature Expense/Attendees (Browser Display under IE v7.0)
Description: The search function for attendees is incorrectly forcing casesensitive values - there should be no enforcement of case for the search entry
criteria.
Resolution: The code is modified to handle a case insensitive search through
the code instead of relying upon the collation. Prior to this fix the case
sensitive attributes for Custom columns was being enforced for any search
including the Custom columns, resulting in no returns if the user did not type
the exact case matching those on the Custom column.

091120000021
091215000271

Product/Feature Expense/Forms & Fields
Description: The Enter Establishment Name field is incorrectly allowing the
pipe ("|") character to be saved as a valid entry. the pipe character is a
restricted entry that should not ba allowed.
Resolution: The code is modified to address three separate issues:
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The Vendor field will now be marked as Required if either VendorLi
and/or VendorDescription is marked as required on the form

•

Field Validations is now run on the Vendor field if a validation exists for
VendorDescription

•

User now receives Invalid Value message when attempting to save a
free-form text entry in the Vendor field when VendorDescription is
hidden, read-only, or not on the form
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091123000668

Product/Feature Expense/Printed Reports
Description: The Euro currency symbol doesn't display correctly in the PDF
version of the printed report.
Resolution: The error was caused due to a character set mismatch. The ASP
file was sending the midtier request with the parameters encoded in ISO8859. The midtier then decoded the string as UTF-8, causing some character
miss-matches. The code is now modified to reset the input parameter first
decode the ISO bytes correctly, then re-encode them correctly in UTF-8.

091202000410

Product/Feature Expense/Workflow
Description: The authorized approver that should display for the next step in
workflow does not appear on the Approval Flow page.
Resolution: The code is modified to now resolve and validate the authorized
approver as is done for any user submitting an expense report.

091203000028

Product/Feature Expense/Currency
Description: The reimbursement currency appearing in the user's Profile
page is incorrect.
Resolution: The code is modified to now supply the form field configuration
for the currency and ledger fields combination box controls in read-only mode.

091204000557
091215000739
091221000096

Product/Feature Expense/Workflow
Description: Expense reports cannot be approved - the system is returning
the error message "The Action Cannot be executed because the item has
recently been changed. Please update your list and try again." This is due to
multiple conflicting workflow instances being called by the code for the same
report.
Resolution: This issue is often the result of a slow network condition that
causes the user to mistakenly click Submit multiple time, thus creating
multiple incomplete processes for the same report. The system is essentially
trying to update the workflow and being instructed that the same report is a
new report when the Submit button is clicked a second or third time.
The code is modified to now ensure the first workflow transaction is completed
prior to fetching the report's current_workflow column values. This allows the
workflow to update prior to submitting the report.

091207000147

Product/Feature Expense/Printed Reports - Localized Character Display
Description: Invalid characters are appearing in the PDF attachment of the
Approver notification email. The characters appear correctly in the email - it is
the attached PDF file that contains the erroneous characters.
Resolution: The code is modified to add the Arial Unicode MS font as the
default font for Printed Reports in the CSS (style) sheet. Also added Arial
Unicode MS as a font resolver in the ITextRenderer, which is used to render
the PDF.

091207000274

Product/Feature Expense/Card Charges
Description: Expense report without Active status causes error "Expense
could not find the report in the current view" when attempting to open from
used card charges list.
Resolution: The code is changed to now pass the correct filter argument for
the open report URL and open the report even if the report is inactive.
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091207000652

Product/Feature Expense/Delegates

100106000012

Description: The Restrict to Group setting does not always honor the
configuration. This resulted in a delegate search return result that included
incorrect users.
Resolution: The code is modified to now make the delegate search hierarchy
Group-aware for both the Expense and Invoice product search functionality.

091209000467

Product/Feature Expense/Allocations
Description: Changing a field value in the Allocations forms is not "sticking":
a value of No changed to Yes does not save the Yes value - the value of No is
retained instead.
Resolution: The code is modified to track the last focused Boolean picklist in
order to force and commit its changed value.

091210000639

Product/Feature Expense/Authorized Approvers
Description: The Authorized Approver check box and the Manager Approval
Limit field are displayed for users without Expense Admin privileges and where
the user is not configured for the Authorized Approver feature.
Resolution: The code is modified to now find if the conditions described
above are met and if so to use the table row "display:none" code in displaying
fields and controls.

091211000576

Product/Feature Expense/Car Mileage
Description: The car mileage reinbursement rate set to .50 is displayed as
".5" - this is confusing to users.
Resolution: The code is modified to now display the car mileage as a twodigit after decimal figure, for example ".75".

091223000138

Product/Feature Expense/View Card Charges - Sort Order
Description: A user cannot sort by date or amount when viewing card
charges.
On view card charges (statements) page (CTE & Brooklyn) sorting by date and
amount do not work.
Resolution: The code is modified to now remove the duplicate IDs from the
column model and set the correct sort order on the Amount field.

100104000395

Product/Feature Expense/Allocations
Description: In a 2-level connected list the user is incorrectly able to select a
valid value for Custom4 (Project: 2nd level of list) without any value existing
in Custom3 (Task: 1st level of list).
Resolution: The code for this entity is changed to now stop the user from
saving bad data and display a reproduction details screen in which the user
can save details of the failure.
Specifically, the code is modified for this entity to check for any allocation
record being saved without the missing parent level connected list item.
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100110000050

Product/Feature Expense/List Management
Description: Importing a spreadsheet in order to delete hotel vendors is not
deleting the vendors but instead displaying the following error message:
Field Validation Results
The results of the Field Validation are:
0 list items were successfully processed.
0 list items failed field validation.
Resolution: The code is modified to now join an init to a string.

100111000516

Product/Feature Expense/User Interface
Description: There is a typographical error in the error message that displays
when importing a Company Card transaction. The text "exising" should be
"existing".
Resolution: The text "exising" is now changed to "existing".

100113000010

Product/Feature Expense/Workflow
Description: The system is incorrectly using Pacific Standard Time (PST) as
the default to define the period for an Approval Delegate user - the system
should use the time and date relevant to the user; that is, local time.
Resolution: The code is modified to now use the time of the user performing
the action to determine if the approval delegation is within the date range.
Prior to this fix the midtier server time adjusted to GMT was used for this
determination. This fix applies to both the Expense Reports and
Authorization Requests pages.

100113000180

Product/Feature Expense/Travel Allowance
Description: Account codes are not correctly populated if the account code
hierarchy has allocation fields.
Resolution: The code is modified to now determine the account codes when
the expense entries are created. Allocations are then created following this
step.

100115000454

Product/Feature Expense/Audit Rules
Description: Adding an exception to an audit rule causes an Unexpected
Software Error (UE).
Resolution: There are two code modifications associated with the fix for this
issue:

100118000011

•

The code will now use the xct_key rather than the default of 1 to address
the configuration hierarchy node map fix

•

A Javascript validation is now used to ensure the user cannot create a
new exception code identical to an existing code.

Product/Feature Expense/Travel Allowance
Description: An error occurs when the Approver or Processor amends the
date format in their site settings then attempts to view an iterinerary for a
specific date range.
Resolution: The code is modified to perform a comparison using the correct
Date objects that are generated whenever the user changes their date display
preferences.
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100118000247

Product/Feature Expense/Tax Administration
Description: The Date Helper in the Tax Administrator expression editor does
not allow the selection of dates.
Resolution: The code is modified to add time.js which includes the necessary
function JSFormatDate().

100125000057

Product/Feature Expense/Connected Lists
Description: A valid value entered for a Cost Center/Project list set is
incorrectly interpreted by the system as an invalid value.
Resolution: The code is modified to no longer execute the validation code if
the value in the connected list field is not yet set.

100126000148

Product/Feature Expense/Itemization
Description: The user is not able to add an attendee to the expense report
after itemizing the report. In addition, if the user attempts to change the
expense type they see an application error.
Resolution: The code is modified to now update the UI cache when
itemizations are deleted. This prevents an error when the expense type is
changed to update the now non-existent child entries.

100127000050

Product/Feature Expense/Workflow
Description: The system does not route an expense report to an approver
newly-added to workflow, and the system displays an error message that the
approver is invalid.
Resolution: The code is modified to now convert a workflow step if the
changed approver is a valid authorized approver and not the populated
approver.

100131000012

Product/Feature Expense/Localization - Swedish
Description: The Add Card Charges string is not yet translated to Swedish.
Instead, the English version of this string is displayed.
Resolution: The code is modified to now include the correct string.

100203000019

Product/Feature Expense/Cash Advance
Description: An expense report is incorrectly prevented from progressing
when the report contains an ATM withdrawl and is approved by an approver.
Instead, the error message "Journal entries do not balance to the approved
amount for this entry" appears.
Resolution: The code is modified so that, if IBCP cash advance is used the
Cash Advance Return expense type cannot be chosen by the user.

100205000217

Product/Feature Expense/Workflow
Description: A user with the Test User attribute (a Test User) incorrectly
appears as a "real" user when searching for approvers.
Resolution: The code is modified to add the Test User condition to all queries
that search for approvers. This essentially filters out the test user from the
search results.
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100205000580

Product/Feature Expense/Workflow
Description: An expense report is not sent to the next level Cost Object
approver if a step is skipped for the Report Owner value.
Resolution: The code is modified to ignore the approval limit for evaluating
the cost object limit authority when a step approver is identical to the report
owner. This means the system allows the addition of an approver to the
workflow chain under these conditions.
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Section 12:

Resolved Cases - Jobs

Case ID

Case/Defect Description

090804000056

Product/Feature: Jobs/Credit Card Import

091020000227

Description: Invalid characters in a credit card feed can result in the user
receiving an “Import Error” when they attempt to add the charge to an
expense report.

091009000039

Resolution: The credit card importer code was modified to replace any ISO
control characters in the Merchant Name, Doing Business As, Merchant
Street or Merchant City fields in the card transaction with a ‘?’

091019000343

Product/Feature: Jobs/Credit Card Import

091123000552

091119000040
100119000678
100120000370

100112000465

Description: The URL provided in the Import Status email notification is
incorrect.
Resolution: Modified the email to not include the URL to the summary page
and to provide instructions appropriate to the user’s role and the UI they use
(Classic vs. Current).
Product/Feature: Jobs/Employee Import
Description: Large Employee Import files are causing blocking issues in
Concur User Profile (CUP).
Resolution: The following modifications were made:
•

Created separate thread pools for production and test entities

•

Job totals are denormalized and stored with the job run

•

Records in the import queue table are set to QUEUE status only when the
previous batch has completed

Product/Feature: Jobs/Credit Card Import
Description: A subset bank charges are incorrectly hidden on import of a
MasterCard CDF 3.0 feed.
Resolution: Added AdjustmentReasonCode 6923 to the list of known codes.
Transactions with this AdjustmentReasonCode will be imported as a Bank
Charge.

100202000242

Product/Feature: Jobs/Credit Card Import
Description: Odd number of double-quotes in a transaction causes a failure
for a delimited feed
Resolution: The code was modified to bypass processing of quotes embedded
in a field. The quotes are included in the data imported.
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Resolved Cases – Analysis/Concur Intelligence

Case ID

Case/Defect Description

090813000377

Product/Feature Concur Intelligence Reports
Description: The Car Rental Expense Exceeds Reserved Rate report is not
returning any data.
Resolution: One of the dependent fields in the report was not being
successfully archived. The DW Expense Archive was updated to move this
data.

091202000734

Product/Feature: Concur Standard Reports
Description: The Invoice Request Accrual Report was not returning any data.
Resolution: The Payment Status filter was looking at the incorrect key. The
report was update to view the Payment Status Legacy Key.

091228000492

Product/Feature: Concur Dashboard Metrics
Description: The Total Expense By Month dashboard metric was returning
inconsistent data.
Resolution: The Payment Status filter was keying off Paid Date (which
included a Payment Confirmation status). Payment Status filter was update to
key off the Sent for Payment date instead. This is consistent with how other
report are filtered.
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Section 14:

Known Issues - Expense

Case ID

Defect ID

Case/Defect Description

N/A

Product/Feature: Expense/Workflow

Client

Description: If a workflow step times out and the next step is using the skip
step feature, that step will not be skipped.
Workaround: There is no workaround for this issue. It will be resolved in an
upcoming release.
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Known Issues - Invoice

Case ID

Case/Defect Description

091209000752

Product/Feature: Invoice/Workflow
Description: Workflow steps configured so that the Vendor Approval step
precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) step are not supported.
Workaround: The client should configure Workflow so that the Vendor
Approval step never precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) workflow step.
Instead, the Vendor Approval step should follow the COA step.

091213000012

Product/Feature: Invoice/Intelligent Capture
Description: Color and grayscale PDF format is not supported under
Intelligent Capture.
Currently only black & white PDFs are supported when uploading PDFs using
Intelligent Capture.
Workaround: The client should set their scanner to only export PDF format
files in black and white, and not grayscale or color. This will ensure the
clearest definition and the easiest readability by the Intelligent Capture
system.

091028000053

Product/Feature: Invoice/Extended Search Attributes
Description: Extended search attributes added to a form that can be
configured in the Vendor Payment (Classic) interface cannot be configured or
worked with in the new Invoice (Current) interface. Only standard default
search criteria are available in the Current interface.
Workaround: Customers are advised to work with the default search fields
provided in Concur Invoice. This functionality will be included in a future
release.
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Release Notes – March 2010
Section 1: Please Note the Following Alerts
SSL Requirement Change to Documents Posted to Concur
As of the 2nd quarter of 2010, SAML documents must be posted to Concur using SSL
(https). Please consult Concur Client Support for additional information about this
important change.

Concur Expense Administration Functions at Parity will be Retired from
the Classic User Interface with the April Release
Beginning with the April release (April 16, 2010), functions at parity in the current UI
will be retired from the classic UI. In the future, this transition will take place
approximately one release after the current UI reaches functional parity. For the
April release the User Administration page in the Concur Travel & Expense
(Current) user interface will reach complete functional parity with the Employee
Administrator tool in the Expense (Classic) user interface. In addition, over the past
one and one half years many of the administration and tools pages have been made
available in the current interface.
Please note as of the April Release Friday 4/16/10 the functions listed below will
be retired from the classic user interface.

EMPLOYEE ADMINISTRATOR
•

All menu items

CONCUR CENTRAL ADMINISTRATOR
•

All menu items

SHARED CONFIGURATION ADMINISTRATOR
•

Forms & Lists: Custom Lists (clients not using Concur Expense will continue to
see Custom Lists)

•

Image Settings (clients not using Concur Expense will continue to see Custom
Lists)

EXPENSE CONFIGURATION ADMINISTRATOR
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•

Expense Types: Expense Types

•

Audit Rules: Random Rules

•

Email Reminders: Email Reminder List (Email Reminder Rules will remain in
the classic user interface)

•

Forms & Lists: Vendor Lists

•

Account Codes
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TAX ADMINISTRATOR
•

Tax Expense Types (see the Converting Tax Expense Types to Tax & Reclaim
Groups Fact Sheet on Concur Client Central for details)

•

Tax Configurations

•

Tax Configuration Assignments

If you are not already familiar with these functions in the current user interface,
Concur provides documentation in the form of User and Setup Guides, in addition to
training demonstrations. Please review these materials in order to begin using the
functions in the current user interface.
To view the available resources, log onto Concur Client Central, then follow the
desired path below:
User and Setup Guides: Resources > Release Documents > Technical
Documentation > Click Here
Demos: Resources > Training > Concur Travel & Expense
Reviewing these resources will ensure you are comfortable using these functions in
the current user interface in the coming months.

Account Code Columns Character Limit in SAE
Overview
Account Code columns have increased to 48 characters in this release.
To prevent breaking existing client extracts, the 20-character limit will be enforced
for Travel & Expense Expense Admin (Expense Type and Expense Type importer) and
the Expense Classic Account Code user interface.
This is an advance notice that the Standard Accounting Extract (SAE) Account Code
columns character limit, currently 20, will increase to 48 in the September 2010
release.
The following columns are affected:
CT_ACCT_NODE_EXP_TYPE_MAP.ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_ALLOCATION.ACCOUNT_CODE_1
CT_ALLOCATION.ACCOUNT_CODE_2
CT_CASH_ADVANCE.ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_CREDIT_CARD_ACCOUNT.CLEARING_ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_EFT_PAYMENT_JOURNAL.LIABILITY_ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_EFT_PAYMENT_JOURNAL.CASH_ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_EFT_PAYOR_ACCOUNT.LIABILITY_ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_EFT_PAYOR_ACCOUNT.CASH_ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_JOURNAL.ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_PAYMENT_TYPE.CLEARING_ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_SETUP_ACCT_PKG_SPD_MAP.ACCOUNT_CODE
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Section 2: Enhancements From Client Suggestions Forum
The following features were submitted using Concur's Suggestion service, available
via Concur's forums. They are now included in this service release.
•

Expense List Anchor: When returning focus to the expense list after editing an
expense entry the system will now return the user directly to the item they
were viewing prior to the editing session.

•

Changes to Exceptions: The format of the entry level exceptions has been
modified. Prior to this release, the entry level exceptions included a list
number, and were presented in red font. After this release, the entry level
exceptions will not display a number, and will be presented in black font. The
icon is not changed and will continue to represent the severity of the issue.

•

Edit Tax Amount: A Traveler or Approver can now edit the Tax amount fields.
Now, the Total Tax Amount field can be replaced by individual tax amounts
for each authority, each editable based on the user's field access.

•

Additional Fields Available Under Multiple Expense Edit: Two fields, Personal
Expense and Business Purpose, are now available when using the Multiple
Expense Edit feature.

•

Limit Attendee Types by Group: An administrator can now limit the list of
attendee types available to a user by restricting the attendee types available
to the group to which the user is assigned.

•

Invoice: Currency Field Addition to the Vendor Form: The Currency field is
now available by default on the Vendor form, and when specified autopopulates the header Currency field . It is also available as an audit rule and
query for the Invoice Processor, and as a 200-level record in the Approved
Vendor import (Version 2).

•

Invoice: Configuration Option Available – Specify Self as Approver:
Companies can now configure their approval workflow to allow or disallow
users to specify themselves as an approver. Allowing self as an approver can
be useful where an additional downstream review step must be added.

•

Invoice: View Previously Deleted Requests: Both the AP User and Processor
roles (only) can now view deleted payment requests using the Deleted
Requests link. Clicking this link displays the new All Deleted Requests
page where the user can use search criteria to display a list of deleted
requests. This list includes information such as the vendor name, invoice
number, and date and employee who deleted the request.
Each of the features in this section is described in brief here, and in more
detail in their respective sections within this document - if you need additional
information please refer to these sections.
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Section 3: Concur Expense (Current Interface)
The following features are included in this service release.

Concur Best Practices Dashboard

! This feature is configured and used in the Travel & Expense current interface - it
is not configured or used within the Concur Expense classic interface.

Overview

Business Purpose

With this release Concur is pleased to
This enhancement allows clients to
announce the new Best Practices
analyze their use of Travel & Expense
Dashboard. This feature allows a client
in order to get more out of their
to run a check on their company that
Concur products.
will generate a series of reports that
rate, in graphical format, how a client
has configured selected features and functions in the Expense, Travel, or combined
Travel & Expense platform. The intent is to visually represent the current
configuration in order to help clients more effectively implement, use, and configure
the Concur Travel & Expense platform.

Who Can View the Best Practices Dashboard?
The Dashboard can be viewed by any user with the following roles and permissions
under the specified product as shown in the table below:
Travel Product
Role

Action

User Admin

Uses the User Permission tool under the Travel tab to add the
Report User role for the employee who will view the Dashboard.

Report Admin

Uses Modify Reports by: to select this employee, then add the
General - Concur Best Practices Dashboard report - this report
allows the user to view the Dashboard.

User

Must log out, then in again to refresh the cache and enable
viewing of the Dashboard.

Expense Product
Role

Action

Report Admin

Uses the User Permission tool under the Reporting tab to add
the Dashboard User role for the employee who will view the
dashboard.
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Travel Product
Role

Action

User

Must log out, then in again to refresh the cache and enable
viewing of the Dashboard.

NOTE: Clients with a combined product offering can draw on either method to grant
the required permissions to their employees. Best practice is to use one
method consistently.

Accessing the Best Practices Dashboard
The Best Practices Dashboard is accessed from either the Travel or Expense product
by clicking the Reporting tab, then clicking the General - Concur Best Practices
Dashboard report. The Best Practice Dashboard appears with separate sections that
detail the following (see the figures below):
•

Overall Snapshot: A synopsis of the system settings represented as a total
overall score, shown graphically on the right uppermost section.

•

Control and Compliance: Separated into two sections for those using both
Travel and Expense; otherwise, a section for each product divided into
adoption, features, and rules. Each of these sections displays the score
graphically while an overall score is shown on the right uppermost section.

•

Details: Clicking Show Details opens the section to a set of bulleted points,
each explaining what actions can be taken to improve the overall score.

What the User Sees
The user first views the Overall Snapshot section:

By scrolling down, the user can view specific optimizations for their product areas.
The figure below represents a company with both the Travel and Expense products:
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The Mobile product is also represented:

Viewing Details
Clicking View Details opens the section to reveal a set of bullet points, each
explaining how the product area can be configured for optimal performance:
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More information about using the Best Practices Dashboard feature is available by
contacting Concur directly. You may also draw on information provided in the new
Dashboard User Guide available from Concur Client Central.

Managing Attendee Types by Group
This new feature provides clients the
ability to define attendee types that are
available for a specific group.

Business Purpose
This enhancement benefits clients by
providing a more granular way to
manage attendees. Different groups of
employees can see a restricted - and
more appropriate - set of attendee
types.

When a user adds, edits, views, or
searches for an attendee, only the
specified attendee types for that user's
group will be available. For example,
perhaps users in a Sales group can
select and manage client attendees where non-Sales users cannot.

What the User Sees
The user will likely not notice a difference. The attendee types that a user can add,
edit, view, or search for is limited to more appropriate types defined for the user's
group.
One case may occur rarely - If an attendee is added to an entry and if that specific
attendee type is later made inactive for the user's group and if the user later opens
the entry, that attendee's information will no longer be editable by the user.

Approver, Delegate, Proxy, and Processor
When attendee information is accessed by an approver, delegate, proxy, or
processor, the attendee types available are based on the types defined for the report
owner's group.
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Configuration
NOTE: If you do not have access to these configuration areas, contact Concur Client
Support for assistance with configuration changes.
The configuration includes two parts:
•

Attendee setting: One-time process to turn on the feature

•

Group configuration: Completed for each group

 To set the Attendee Setting option:
1.

On Concur Central (classic user interface), select Expense Configuration
Administrator > Attendees > Settings. The Attendee Settings page
appears.

2.

Select Enable attendee type group management.

3.

Click OK.

Now a new column - Attendee Types - appears on the Group Configuration page.
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 To assign attendee types to groups:
1.

On Concur Central (classic user interface), select Expense Configuration
Administrator > Group Configurations. The Group Configurations List
page appears.

2.

Click the Edit link in the Attendee Types column for the group you want to
affect. The Attendee Types List page appears.

All attendee types appear except No Shows and This Employee, since they are
system attendee types and cannot be inactive.
3.

Click Active to inactivate any desired attendee types. Click Inactive to
activate any desired attendee types.
Note the following - not all types can be activated/inactivated:

4.

♦

If an attendee type is set to Active at the parent group level, it will remain
active at the child group level.

♦

If the attendee type is set to Inactive at the parent group level, it can be
overridden at the child group level and set to Active.

Click Done.

Attendee Import
In one of the next releases, the attendee import will be made group-aware so users
cannot import attendees that are inactive for their groups.
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Formulas to Calculate Expense Adjusted Amount by Expense Type
Overview

Business Purpose

The New/Modify Expense Types wizard
has a new step titled Formulas. This
step allows administrators to create
formulas to calculate the Adjusted
Amount for expenses of that type. The
formulas are defined per policy for each
expense type. The formulas can use the
following expense entry fields as variables:

This enhancement is useful to clients
that policy level amount restrictions for
expense types. It removes the burden
of calculation and compliance from the
report approver.

•

Custom 1-40 (must have a field type of Amount, Integer or Numeric)

•

Exchange Rate

•

Posted Amount

•

Transaction Amount

Formulas are entered as plain text in the cell for each policy on the Formulas step:

Variables
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•

Custom 1-40 (must have a field type of Amount, Integer or Numeric) : C1 to
C40

•

Exchange Rate : EX

•

Posted Amount : PA

•

Transaction Amount :TA
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•

Result

Basic and Conditional Formulas
Basic formulas include arithmetic operators and report data variables. Basic formulas
must start with the result variable (lowercase), then define the equation:
result = equation
The formula to calculate the adjusted amount by subtracting the value in Custom4
from the posted amount is:
result = PA – C4
Conditional formulas are used when you need multiple possible calculations,
depending on values involved. The formulas use the if, elif (elseif), and else
conditional statements to define complex behavior.
The lines following the conditional statements, that define the result calculation
formula to use, must be indented in order to be properly recognized. The indentation
can be done by using either space(s) or a tab for indentation. It is not possible to
enter tabs directly into the Amount Calculation Formula column. If tabs are desired,
the formula should be entered into a text editor first, and then copied into the admin
screen column.
In this example, you want to leave amounts below 20 alone, decrease amounts from
20-50 by 75%, and decrease amounts above 50 by 50%. The formula is:
if PA<20:
result = PA
elif PA<50:
result = (PA * 0.75)
else:
result = (PA * 0.5)
Refer to the Expense: Expense Types Setup Guide for more information.

Restrictions
The Formulas step is not available, and will appear grayed out, for the following
expense types:
Fixed travel allowance expense types:
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•

Fixed Lodging expense type

•

Fixed Meals (gross) expense type

•

Fixed Meals expense type

•

Overnight expense type

•

Provided Meals expense type

•

Taxable Meals expense type
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Cash Advance expense types:
•

Cash Advance Return expense type

•

Currency Gain/Loss expense type

•

Any expense type using the Cash Advance - Not Partially Approvable or
Cash Advance – Standard spend categories

Mileage expense types:
•

Company Car Mileage expense type

•

Personal Car Mileage expense type

•

Any expense type using the Company Car - Mileage Reimbursement or
Personal Car - Mileage Reimbursement spend categories

The Undefined expense type.
Any expense type used as a parent expense type.

What the User Sees
Users creating expense entries will see the Requested amount column display the
calculated amount after they save the entry.
Before the save:
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After saving, with the adjusted amount appearing in the Requested column:

Entries with attendees will have the amount per attendee adjusted to match the
calculated amount after the expense is saved:
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If the amount per attendee was previously adjusted by the user, a message will be
displayed advising the user to review the new amounts.

Use Cases
These use cases illustrate how different companies can benefit from this feature.
Acme is required by local regulations to reimburse the employee 50% for their
monthly public transportation pass used to go to and from work. Acme can use the
following formula for the Public Transportation Pass expense type:
result = PA * .5
Acme also agreed with the unions that when a consultant has lunch in the office
restaurant of a client, the amount reimbursed would be:
•

0 if the lunch costs less than €3.80

•

X – 3.80 if the lunch costs more than €3.80 and less than €8.30

•

€4.50 if the lunch costs more than €8.30

Acme can use the following formula for the Lunch expense type, assuming the
consultant’s reimbursement currency is set to Euro:

if PA < 3.80:
result = 0
elif PA < 8.30:
result = PA – 3.80
else:
result = 4.50
MegaCorp has a large number of business expenses that are combined with personal
expenses. They require their user to enter the full receipt amount for the expense,
then enter the personal amount in a custom field (Custom3). MegaCorp can use the
following formula with the desired expense types:
result = PA – C3
MegaCorp has a business meal policy where personal expenses and alcohol are not
reimbursed. They have two custom fields, Custom3 and Custom4, for the user to
enter personal and alcohol amounts. MegaCorp can use the following formula with
the Business Meal expense type:
result = PA – (C3 + C4)
LenDev has a company car lease program where a user is reimbursed for 75% of
expenses associated with this program. The users enter the expenses using the
Company Car expense types. LenDev can use the following formula with the
Company Car expense types:
result = PA * .75
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Configuration
This functionality is available to users with the Expense Configuration Administrator
user role, and to user roles granted the Edit Expense Type Calculation Formulas role
in Role Builder. Users without the correct role will not see the Formulas tab in Forms
and Fields. No additional configuration is required to enable this feature.

Additions to Editing Multiple Expenses
Currently in Concur Travel & Expense, a
user can select multiple expenses and
then edit certain fields for all of the
selected expenses.

Business Purpose
This enhancement makes editing faster
and easier for users.

With this release, Business Purpose
and Personal Expense (do not reimburse) have been added to the fields that can
be edited for multiple expenses. (The Travel Allowance field also appears for travel
allowance expenses.)
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More Options for Travel Allowance Users to Select Configurations
Currently, Expense can be configured so
that travel allowance users - when
creating itineraries - can select from
different travel allowance
configurations. The configurations they
can choose from are based on the user's
country. That means, for example, all of
a client's US users could select from the
same set of configurations.

Business Purpose
Employees who work on multiple
projects may need to select the
appropriate travel allowance rules for
that project. This enhancement
provides a lower level of control of
choices for clients that allow their users
to select different rules.

With this release, a client can create a
"subset" of country configurations and then map the subset to the appropriate group
of users. So, for example, a client's US executives can select only from the
"executive" subset and the client's US non-executives can select only from the "nonexecutive" subset.
Since the set of configurations is now more defined, it will be less likely that the user
will select the incorrect configuration.

What the User Sees
The user will likely see no difference except that - when creating an itinerary - the
list of configurations from which he/she can choose will be shorter.

Configuration
STEP 1: DEFINE THE CONFIGURATION SETS
The first step is to define the configuration sets - a named group of configurations
from which a user can select.
1.
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On Concur Central (classic user interface), select Expense Configuration
Administrator > Travel Allowances. The Travel Allowance
Configurations page appears.
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2.

Select Configuration Sets at the top of the page. The Travel Allowance
Configuration Sets page appears.

3.

Click Add Configuration Set. The Edit Travel Allowance Configuration
Set page appears.

4.

Complete the appropriate fields.

5.
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Field

Description

Configuration Set
Name

Enter the name of this set of configurations.

Country

Select the country.

Configuration

In the helper pane, select the configurations that will
comprise the set.

The name must be unique.

Click OK.
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Add as many sets as desired. They appear on the Travel Allowance Configuration
Sets page.

STEP 2: MAP THE CONFIGURATION SET TO USERS
Use the Edit Travel Allowance Configuration Assignment to complete these two
tasks:
•

Single configuration: Assign a single configuration to a group of users (as
defined by country and then the Travel Allowance hierarchy - in our example,
Org Unit 1 and Org Unit 2)
- and -

•

Set of Configurations: Assign a set of configurations to a group of users (as
defined by country and then the Travel Allowance hierarchy - in our example,
Org Unit 1 and Org Unit 2) and define the user's default configuration

 To assign a single configuration or a set of configurations:
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1.

On Concur Central (classic user interface), select Expense Configuration
Administrator > Travel Allowances. The Travel Allowance
Configurations page appears.

2.

Select Configuration Assignments at the top of the page. The Travel
Allowance Configuration Assignments page appears.
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3.

Click Create New Configuration Assignment. The Edit Travel Allowance
Configuration Assignment page appears.

4.

To assign a configuration set: Complete the appropriate fields.
Field

Description

Configuration

Select the name of the configuration that will be the user's
default configuration.
NOTE: This configuration does not have to be one of the
configurations in the configuration set, but it likely will be.

Country

Select the country.

User selects from
this set

Select the name of the configuration set from which the user
can select when creating an itinerary.

(hierarchy fields; in
this case, Org Unit
1 and Org Unit 2)

Enter or select the data that matches the travel allowance
hierarchy to the user.
This information will be used to determine the default travel
allowance configuration.

To assign a single configuration: Complete the appropriate fields.

5.
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Field

Description

Configuration

Select the name of the configuration.

Country

Select the country.

User selects from
this set

Select None.

(hierarchy fields; in
this case, Org Unit
1 and Org Unit 2)

Enter or select the data that matches the travel allowance
hierarchy to the user.

Click OK.
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User-editable VAT Amounts
Value added tax (VAT) amounts are
either calculated by Expense or
imported as part of the company card
import. Currently, VAT amounts are
read-only; users and approvers cannot
edit them.
With this release, a client can allow its
users and approvers to edit VAT
amounts - whether system-calculated or
imported - for the specific purpose of
changing the amount to match the
user's tax receipt.

Business Purpose
Accurate value added tax amounts are
critical for reporting and claiming input
tax for countries with domestic VAT,
and equally important for reclaim of
VAT. This feature provides users the
ability to edit VAT amounts, for
example, to match the user's tax
receipt - which is always considered
the "correct" VAT amount.

Configuration - Editability
USERS AND APPROVERS
Whether or not the field is editable for users and approvers depends on two
configuration options: one in tax configuration and one in form fields.

 To access the tax configuration option:
1.
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On Concur Central (in the classic user interface), click Tax Administrator.
The Tax Authorities page appears.
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2.

At the top of the page, click Tax Configurations. The Tax Configurations
page appears.

3.

Select the name of the desired configuration. The Edit Tax Configuration
page appears.

For the Tax Data on User Forms field:
♦

If you select Read-only or Hidden, then the user cannot affect the VAT
amount field (regardless of the form field configuration).

♦

If you select Modify, then Expense checks the form field settings.

 To access the form field configuration options:
NOTE: If you do not have access to the Forms and Fields area, contact Concur Client
Support for assistance with configuration changes.
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1.

In the current user interface, select Administration > Expense Admin >
Forms and Fields.

2.

From the Form Type list, select Expense Entry.

3.

Select the Form Fields tab.
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4.

Select the appropriate form (probably Default).

5.

Select the Tax Posted Amount field.

6.

Click Modify Form Fields.

If the Tax Data on User Forms field on the Edit Tax Configuration page is
set to Modify, then for the Employee Role and/or Approver Role field on
this page:
♦

If you select Read-only or Hidden, then the user cannot affect the VAT
amount field.

♦

If you select Modify, the VAT field is editable.

PROCESSOR
Whether or not the Expense processor can edit the VAT amount field is based solely
on the access rights defined in the form field. The Tax Data on User Forms field on
the Edit Tax Configuration page has no affect on the processor's ability to edit the
VAT amount.
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Configuration - Field Name
Until now, the VAT amount field had a static name, such as Tax Posted Amount.
With this release, the field name varies when the field is editable by the user.

The field name is <tax
name> Amount in
<spend currency> in this case, VAT
Amount in EUR.

The <tax name> is from
the Tax Name field on the
Create New (or Edit) Tax
Authority page in Tax
Administrator.
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Changes to Exceptions
Overview
The format of the entry level exceptions has been modified. Prior to this release, the
entry level exceptions included a number, and were presented in red font. After this
release, the entry level exceptions will not display a number, and will be presented in
black font.
Before:

After:

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
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Is Billable Field Now Available
Overview

Business Purpose

The Is Billable field is now available for
use in expense entry forms. This field is
also available for use in the following
product areas:
•

Account Code Hierarchies

•

Audit Rules

•

Extract Definitions

This enhancement is useful to clients
that would like to track billable
expense entries.

The field can be modified and/or added to the Expense Entry form on the Forms
and Fields page:

Refer to the Expense: Forms and Fields Setup Guide for more information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature. This feature can only be
used in the current user interface.

Process Receipts Now Available in the Current User Interface
Overview

Business Purpose

The Process Receipts tool is now
available in the current user interface.
This tool allows users to mark paper
receipts as received and attach new
receipt images to reports. The new
Process Receipts menu option is
available under the Expense menu:
Release Notes
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receipts.
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The Process Receipts page is at complete functional parity in the current user
interface.

What the user sees
The Receipts Received tab:

The Attach Receipts & View tab:
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Configuration
This functionality is available to users with the Expense Receipt Processor user role.
No additional configuration is required to enable this feature.

Manage Accounts for Expense Company Card Admnistrator
Overview

Business Purpose

With this release, the Manage Accounts
This enhancement is part of the
feature is now available in the Travel &
continuing transition from the Classic
Expense (Current) user interface. This
Expense to the new, Current Expense
feature integrates the Manage Cards,
interface.
Assign Cards, and Diversion and Lodge
Accounts functionality found in the
Expense (Classic) interface, and moves from a model of managing cards by
employee to one of managing by card accounts.
The new Manage Accounts page is shown in the figure below:
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Searching for an Account
When searching for accounts, the user can input search criteria relative to either card
accounts or employees to return the result set:

Once the card account is returned, the user can then use options on the page to
modify or assign or unassign a card as applicable:

Creating a New Account
A new account is created by clicking New, then filling in the required information.
Note the addition of the Save and Assign button - this save option allows the user
to immediately assign the Individual card account type (it is not relevant to either
the Lodge or Diversion card types).
Release Notes
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Refer to the Expense - Company Card Administrator User Guide for more
information about this feature.

Company Card Settings
Overview

Business Purpose

With this release, all Company Card
This enhancement is part of the
settings originally available in the
continuing transition from the Classic
Expense (Classic) interface are now
Expense to the new, Current Expense
incorporated into the Travel & Expense
interface.
(Current) interface. These settings are
available on the Settings tab when
navigating to the Company Card section of Concur Expense Admin.
The new Settings tab opens a page that includes all of the settings available in the
Expense (Classic) interface with the addition of the new Allow card accounts to be
deleted option, as shown in the figure below:
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Refer to the Expense: Company Card Administrator User Guide for more
information.

New Field for Expense Entries: Airline Fee Type Code
Overview

Business Purpose

The Airline Fee Type Code field has been
This enhancement is useful to clients
added to the list of fields available for
that are using the Airfare Flight Fees
Expense Entry forms. This field allows
feature and would like more detail and
the users to enter more detail about
the ability to create audit rules on
additional fees charged by airlines. This
additional airline fees.
field should be used along with the
Airline Flight Fees feature. The flight
fees can be classified as the following types:
•

Baggage

•

Upgrades

•

Seats

•

Airline Club

•

On Board

•

Other

This field is available to be assigned to forms on the Forms and Fields page:
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This field is also available for use in Audit Rules, for the Entry Data Object:

What the User Sees
When the user creates an expense entry, they will see the Airline Fee Type Code list:
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Configuration
This feature is intended for use with the Airline Flight Fees feature, which is activated
per policy.
Refer to the Expense: Policies Setup Guide for more information.
In order to use this field, it must be added to the appropriate form in Forms & Fields.

Card Charge Hover / Popup Enhancement
Overview

Business Purpose

They system will now display an
This enhancement allows the user
enhanced view of card charges in the
greater access to their card
popup that appears when the user
information.
hovers over the card icon. This
enhancement is intended to improve the
layout and presentation of data within the popup.
The new format is shown in the figure below:
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Lodge Cards: Custom Field Labels
Overview

Business Purpose

Labels for lodge card custom fields are
now configured at the card account level
instead of the job level.

Configuration

This enhancement allows the Expense
Company Card Administrator to view
additional custom data for Lodge
transactions thereby making
assignment of orphaned transactions
more efficient.

This feature can only be configured by
Concur personnel. Please contact Concur Client Support to enable this feature.
Refer to the Lodge Account Fact Sheet for more information.
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Section 4: Concur Invoice
The following features are included in this service release.

Configurable Option Available: Add Self as Approver

! This feature is available in Concur Invoice (Current) interface; it is configured
using the Vendor Payment (Classic) interface.

Overview

Business Purpose
With this release a site can configure
This enhancement increases workflow
whether a user should be allowed to
power and flexibility by tailoring when
specify themselves as an approver for
a user can specify themselves for
the payment request they create. For
additional layers of approval.
example, a company may require the
AP User who creates a request to fill out
an additional field or perform a check after all approvals are obtained. This can be
accomplished by the AP User adding themselves as the final approver. Other
companies may prefer that this option not be available at their site.

To allow the company to opt out of this functionality, this service release includes a
new Allow Self Approval check box available when creating or editing a workflow.
The check box is selected (on) by default so that the functionality remains as has
been to date. However, the client can elect to clear (off) the check box, thus
preventing any user from selecting themselves as an approver.

Configuration
This feature is configured using the Workflows tool in Payment Configuration
Administrator (Classic). The administrator can elect to select or clear the Allow Self
Approval check box when creating or editing payment workflow. The setting
appears on the respective page (for example, Edit Workflow: Default Payment
Workflow page) as shown in the figure below:

Please note the following about this feature:
•
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•

This setting applies to requests in an Unsubmitted state (either initial creation
or sent back to the originator)

•

Any employee can add themselves as an approver after the request is
submitted - this functionality is retained in the product

Currency Field Addition to the Vendor Form

! This feature is available in Concur Invoice (Current) interface; it is configured

using the Vendor Payment (Classic) interface. Please also note that the new
Currency field is only supported in Version 2 of the Approved Vendor import - it is
not supported under Approved Vendor import (Version 1).

Overview

Business Purpose

The Currency field is now available for
addition to the Vendor form by either
the Payment Configuration or Payment
Configuration (Restricted) administrator
roles. This enhancement allows:

This enhancement increases efficiency
and accuracy by automatically
populating the Vendor’s payment
currency on the payment request. It
also aides the ongoing management of
Vendor currencies through UI and
import update options.

•

A default payment currency to be
associated with a vendor, and

•

The payment request to
automatically use the default currency associated with the selected vendor

The payment request header Currency field will draw from the default currency
associated with the selected vendor, or if no default value exists, from the employee
instead. This behavior is automatic and no additional copy-down configuration is
required.
This field is also available under:
•

Audit Rules: The field can be used when building audit rules.

•

Query Building: The Invoice Processor role can use this field when building a
query.

Support for Currency in Approved Vendor Import Version 2
A vendor can be associated with a default currency using the new Currency field in
the 200-level record of the Approved Vendor import (Version 2 only). Using this
import, a currency can be specified that will automatically populate the Currency
field when added to the vendor form.
Refer to Chapter 3, Approved Vendor Import - Concur Invoice (Version 2) of
the Concur Invoice - Import and Extract File Specifications manual for more
information about importing a currency for a vendor.
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Configuring What Currencies Can Display
The currencies the administrator makes available are chosen from a list available in
the new Currency Admin section of Invoice Admin. All currencies are represented the administrator can add and remove currencies as required using the Add
Currency and Remove Currency buttons respectively.

View Previously Deleted Payment Requests
Overview
Both the AP User and Processor roles
can now view deleted payment requests
using the Deleted Requests link. This
feature extends the user's payment
request research capabilities by allowing
them to determine after deletion if a
request was deleted, by whom and
when the deletion occurred.

Business Purpose
This enhancement broadens research
capabilities to locate missing and
deleted requests. Visibility on who and
when deleted as well as history and
images is provided.

With this information, the user is provided greater visibility of the requests they work
with day to day. Note that the feature does not allow for the reactivation of a request
nor can the user edit the read-only request, they are restricted to viewing the
request, its audit trail, image, and other attributes.
The Deleted Requests link is available from the Invoice tab:

Clicking this link displays the new All Deleted Requests page - the default view
(Last 7 Days) is shown in the figure below:
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Viewing Payment Requests by Date
The initial view of the payment requests shows those deleted in the last week. The
user can decide to change this view by clicking View and selecting an option:

Searching for Deleted Payment Requests Using Criteria
The user can decide to display specific requests using the search functionality
available in the Search area of the page. This is done by providing search criteria
that match the selected filters:
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Opening a Deleted Payment Request for Viewing
Once the request is displayed there are two options for opening the request:
View menu: First select the request, then click Open from the View menu.
Mouse: Double-click the request row directly.

Actions The User Can Take With a Deleted Request
Since the request is read-only no editing may be performed. However, the user can
decide to take the following actions:
Print: Click Actions, then point to Print and click Payment Request in Invoice
Format

View Audit Trail: Click Details, then click Audit Trail to display the Audit Trail
window for this request

View Images: Click View Image - the Concur Imaging Service displays any
associated images in a window of the same name
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Section 5: Concur Pay
The following features are included in this service release.

Active Date for New Funding Accounts is Now Current Date +3 Banking
Days
Business Purpose

Overview

This enhancement is useful to clients
who are adding new funding accounts.
When new funding accounts are added
It allows the funding account
for USD or CAD (same will be true for
confirmations (debit and credit) to
EUR) currency banks, the funding
occur to validate that the account is
account status will be set to
ready to process payment batches.
Unconfirmed, and the Active Date will
be set to the current date +3 banking
days. The funding account can be used in batch definitions but will not have funds
withdrawn to pay batches until the Active Date. Batches that use the funding account
will be on hold until the active date, then will be processed.
Refer to the Expense: Reimbursement Manager User Guide for more
information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature. This only applies to newly
entered funding accounts.
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Section 6: Analysis and Concur Intelligence
The following features are included in this service release.

Concur Intelligence – New Dashboard Metrics
We have created seven new dashboard metrics that have a strong focus on Travel
data. These metrics are available in the Dashboard Metrics folder. The complete
list of new Invoice Dashboard Metrics is:
•

Average Difference Expensed vs. Negotiated – Displays the average dollar
difference between the hotels negotiated nightly rate and the actual nightly
rate amount paid.

•

Booked by Airline– Displays total number of booked tickets by airline vendor
purchased through Cliqbook.

•

Booked by Car Rental Company– Displays total number of cars reserved by
vendor purchased through Cliqbook.

•

Booked by Hotel– Displays total number of hotel reservations by hotel
property purchased through Cliqbook.

•

Percent Air Advance Purchase Window– Displays the amount of time before a
trip that airfare was purchased.

•

Top 15 Cities Average Hotel Rate– Displays the average hotel booking amount
for the most frequently visited cities.

•

Top 15 Exception Codes– Displays the most frequently encountered
exceptions code within Cliqbook.

Analysis/Concur Intelligence – Report Updates
Many of the existing Standard Reports have had some usability updates made to
them in the March Release. The impacted reports are:
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•

Top City Pairs – A filter was incorrectly located in the report. This prevented
data from being returned. The report has been updated with the filter on the
correct query.

•

Unassigned Credit Card Transactions – Three updates were made to this
report. First, a new column, Reimbursement Currency was added. Second,
the final report total was removed, preventing dissimilar currencies from
being added together. Finally, the Payment Type column was moved.

•

Top Employee with Unassigned or Unsubmitted Credit Card Transactions –
Two updates were made to this report. First, a new column, Reimbursement
Currency was added. Second, the final report total was removed, preventing
dissimilar currencies from being added together. Additionally, the Prompt
Page was update to the current Concur template.

•

Expense Accrual - Two updates were made to this report. First, a new
column, Reimbursement Currency was added. Second, the final report
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total was removed, preventing dissimilar currencies from being added
together.
•

Employee Details – Three new columns were added to this report: Default
Expense Approver ID, Default Cash Advance Approver ID, and Default
Travel Request Approver ID.

•

Car Rental Exceed Reserved Rate – This report is now utilizing the reporting
currency, instead of the transaction currency.

•

Top Exceptions Violators – On the Prompt Screen, optional prompts for
Number of Exceptions and Total Exception Amount have been added.
Three new columns have been added to the report output: Number of
Exceptions, Total Exception Amount, and Employee ID. A drill through
from the Employee and Employee ID column to the new Employee
Exceptions – Details report was also added.

•

Numbers of Trips by Arranger - On the Prompt Screen, optional prompts for
Total Air Spend, Number of Trips, and Total Distance Flown have been
added. In addition, three new columns have been added: Total Air Spend,
Total Distance Flown, and Employee Email Address.

•

Airfare Summary – In this report, Total Fares, Total Paid, and Average
Fare columns are now displaying the amounts using the Reporting Currency.

•

Car Rental Summary– A new column, Rank, has been added to this report.
This report now orders in ascending order on the new column.

New Standard Report: Employee Exceptions - Details
This report will identify all report level exceptions for a given employee. The
typical use case will be an Analysis user running the Top Exceptions
Violators report. After viewing the results, an employee is identified that
they wish to view additional information on. A drill through will be enabled
from the ‘Number of Exceptions’ and ‘Employee’ column that will open the
new Employee Exceptions Details report. As with all of our drill throughs,
this report can also be run as a standalone report. This report is available at:
Concur Intelligence - Standard Reports > Compliance or Analysis –
Standard Reports > Compliance.
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EMPLOYEE EXCEPTIONS - DETAILS: REPORT PROMPTS

EMPLOYEE EXCEPTIONS - DETAILS: REPORT OUTPUT

Analysis/Concur Intelligence – Model Updates
Several new data elements have been added to the Concur Data Warehouse model
in the March Release.

EXPENSE MODEL: RECEIPTS VIEWED
We are now making Receipts Viewed information available for reporting.
These fields are available in the Concur Data Warehouse model at:
Concur Data Warehouse > Expense > Expense Reports > Report Receipts
Viewed
Release Notes
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CONFIGURATION: AUTHORIZED APPROVERS
We are now making Authorized Approver Configuration information available
for reporting. These fields are available in the Concur Data Warehouse model
at:
Concur Data Warehouse > Configuration > Authorized Approver
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CONFIGURATION: CAR CONFIGURATION
We are now making Car Configuration information available for reporting.
These fields are available in the Concur Data Warehouse model at:
Concur Data Warehouse > Configuration > Cars
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Section 7: Updated Documentation
Documentation is available for Concur clients from the Concur Service Central web
site.

Chapter Changes in the Client-Facing Expense Reports - Import and
Extract File Specifications
Several changes were made for this release in the Expense Reports - Import and
Extract File Specifications document:
Travel Allowance import information:
•

Name change: Chapter 10: Travel Allowance Import (classic user interface)
chapter became the Chapter 10: Travel Allowance Import (XML v 1) chapter

•

Name and number change: Chapter 10: Travel Allowance Import (current
user interface) became Chapter 11: Travel Allowance Import (XML v 2)

•

New: Chapter 12: Travel Allowance Import (XML v 3) to include information
about "county"

Other chapter number changes (no change to content):
•

Validation Table Import from chapter 11 to 13

•

Taxability / Deductibility Import from chapter 12 to 14

•

Exchange Rates Import from chapter 13 to 15

Client Documentation Now Converted to Standalone Guides
The Concur Technical Publications department has converted all product
documentation from chapters in manuals to either Setup or User guides. These
standalone guides allow users to select only the functionality they would like to
review. This conversion supports the transition of Concur offerings from the classic
interface, where permissions were limited to a standard set of roles, to the current
user interface, where custom roles can provide any combination of permissions.
These guides are available through a dedicated URL that will always be updated with
the latest documentation. The Current Documentation page lists all setup and user
guides within their respective product groups, in alphabetical order. Links at the top
of the page allow the user to quickly access the desired product.
NOTE: Clients will no longer require the restricted docs as this functionality is no
longer valid. As a result these document types are now retired.
This conversion groups all Concur product documentation into the following areas:
•
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•

Setup Guides: Originally configuration chapters, these guides explain how to
set up a feature within the Expense, Invoice, or Travel products

•

User Guides: Originally administration and end-user chapters, these guides
explain how to use a feature after configuration

•

Import and Extract Specifications: These documents remain as chapters
within manuals - they explain how to configure and run jobs, such as
Employee import

You can view these changes by logging in on Concur Client Central and navigating to
Resources > Release Documentation and clicking the link under Concur Travel &
Expense.
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Section 8: Resolved Cases - Concur Travel & Expense
Case ID

Case/Defect Description

091014000328

Product/Feature: Expense/Localization - Chinese
Description: The field names returned for the Missing Required Field
exception audit rule were being rendered as "?" for these double-byte
characters.
Resolution: The code is modified to now add the missing field names as
direct XML elements instead of as parts of an XML string.

091022000462
100106000079

Product/Feature: Expense/Processor
Description: The approver's name is not represented under the Approval
Status column when exporting the Processor's report list to Excel. This
behavior was by design as the time it takes to retrieve the name impacts
performance.
Resolution: The code is modified to now include the approver's name in the
column without causing a performance decrease in the system.

091112000431

Product/Feature: Expense/Workflow
Description: User performing an approver search is incorrectly viewing all
authorized approvers that conform to any portion of the 3 segments of
Company ID, Cost Centre, and Project Code that were entered by the user as
search criteria.
Resolution: The code is modified to set the search for authorized approvers
to display only approvers found at the most precise level that has authorized
approvers.

091117000011

Product/Feature: Expense/Employee Admin
Description: The default approvers for the Employee Admin user incorrectly
appear when this role is configuring approvers for a user. As a result, the
Cash Advance Approver field does not display in this instance since the
admin does not have cash advance set up.
Resolution: The code is modified to no longer pass the hierarchy key for the
approver but instead to pass the user key instead. Now, the correct variable is
passed based on the role you are logging in as. For the Employee Admin, the
key is set to the user whose attributes they are editing.

091125000639

Product/Feature: Expense/Imports
Description: The message No imports found on this date is displayed when
attempting to retrieve log results for completed imports. Details are also not
being retained for a historical record when clicking the Details icon.
Resolution: The code is modified to update the age configuration setting in
the CUP.application_setting table to 60 days - PLEASE NOTE THIS DATE
RANGE CHANGE.
Now, an updated message to match the changed functionality will display to
match the functionality:
Select the import date and click Search. The page will display results for all
imports on that date and the 60 days prior.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100103000028

Product/Feature: Expense/User Import
Description: Customer would like to ensure there is segregation of duties
between administrators that can create users and administrators that can
assign roles to users. Currently, the “User Import” available in User
Administration allows an administrator without the Role Admin role to import
users and assign virtually any Concur Expense or Concur Invoice role to them.
Resolution: The code is modified to restrict access to the User Import
function to only those users with either the Role Admin (Expense/Invoice) or
Permission Admin (Travel) roles.

100119000019

Product/Feature: Expense/Travel Allowance - Swedish
Description: Description: Feature Enhancement: Provide an alternate
calculation of the over limit amount for extended trips.
Resolution: The code is modified to add a new method for calculating
extended trip reductions on company rates.
Refer to the Swedish Travel Allowance Setup Guide for information.

100120000167

Product/Feature: Expense/Audit Rules
Description: An update to the audit rule Exception Visibility was not saving,
but instead reverting to its original setting.
Resolution: The code is modified to remove a typographical error that
prevented the correct behavior.

100121000100

Product/Feature: Expense/Expense Entries
Description: Feature Enhancement: Add Personal Expense as a field available
for bulk expense edit.
Resolution: The code is modified to add this field.

100122000062

Product/Feature: Expense/List View
Description: Manager is restricted to only 500 reports total to view - they are
not able to view the additional number when requesting view of all reports
(that is, over 500) approved in the last year.
Resolution: The code is modified to add paging functionality to the
manager's report list when viewing lists. Now, reports will display in
increments of 100 at a time.

100126000531

Product/Feature: Expense/Travel Allowance
Description: Feature Enhancement: Allow different configurations to be used
for different travel allowance assignments within the same country.
Resolution: The code is modified to now provide different named
configuration sets for each county, which allows assignment of the named
configuration set for each travel allowance assignment record.
Refer to the section More Options for Travel Allowance Users to Select
Configurations in these release notes for more information.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100126000614

Product/Feature: Expense/Log In
Description: User logs in via Director or SSO and is not brought to the home
page they set using Profile and System settings. Instead, they are brought to
the My Concur page.
Resolution: The code is modified to no longer use an override to force a
home page of My Concur. Instead, the My Concur page is set as a default type
that can be changed by the user.

100203000043

Product/Feature: Expense/Travel Allowance
Description: A data truncation error is occurring where the Entry
Description field is configured to copy down from the Report Purpose field.
This is due to copy down configuration having been configured before the
Report Purpose field was enlarged to 2000 characters - the disparity in field
sizes is causing this problem for legacy configurations.
Resolution: The code is modified to add a special condition to the TA Fixed
stored procedure. Now, a check for copy down from Report Purpose field to
Entry Description field is performed.

100205000569

Product/Feature: Expense/Travel Allowance
Description: A user with the Expense Processor (Audit) role is incorrectly
allowed by the system to create single day itineraries.
Resolution: The code is modified to note the report status when rendering
the TA grid, so if a processor or traveler opened the TA grid for a submitted
report it will no longer show the Create Itinerary tab.

100209000337

Product/Feature: Expense/Itemization
Description: When itemizing a Hotel expense where the expense is fully
itemized via the hotel wizard, the user is not returned to the Expense List
page to continue adding a new expense. Instead, the user remains within the
Itemization page and must click Cancel to continue adding expenses.
Resolution: The hotel wizard code is modified to check if the expense is fully
itemized or not. If it is, then user returns to the Expense List page. If it is
not, the user is shown the Add New Itemization page.

100217000498

Product/Feature: Expense/Processor
Description: There is a disparity of one day in the audit start date being
displayed in Expense (Classic) and the new Travel & Expense (Current). This
is because the GMT date is being displayed in the new interface and the older
interface is adjusting the date for the Processor's time zone.
Resolution: The code is modified to now adjust the time zone in the new
interface and not use the GMT value.

100218000641

Product/Feature: Expense/Workflow
Description: When a user that is both a Manager and a Processor marks an
expense report as Manual Paid, the report then shows up in the manager's list
of reports that need their approval. Since the report hadn't completed the
workflow process (a card charge still needed to be paid), the approver was
being updated on the workflow process record.
Resolution: The code is modified to no longer update the workflow process
record.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100223000096

Product/Feature: Expense/Cash Advance
Description: An Unexpected Software Error (UE) is generated when the
Processor attempts to edit a parent entry on an expense report that includes
cash advance. This issue is preventing the save of the report.
Resolution: The code is modified to no longer perform a check on cash
advance for a parent entry.

100224000789

Product/Feature: Expense/Accounting Codes
Description: The Expense administrator (Restricted) role does not have
access to accounting administration.
Resolution: The code is modified to now use the permissions granted by the
Expense (Classic) interface for accounting codes.

100226000479

Product/Feature: Expense/Validation Rules
Description: Validation logic is not working correctly for an entry field
configured as a list when validated against a validation list field also
configured as a list.
Resolution: The code is modified to check the datatype of the field. If the
datatype is varchar, the system assumes the string is short code. If the
datatype is list or connected list, the system will now assume the string is li
key type.

100301000403

Product/Feature: Expense/Allocations
Description: The hover tip for the Allocation field incorrectly tells the user
that the expense has been allocated even when the allocation is only partially
allocated.
Resolution: The code is modified to now indicate the correct state of the
allocation. The hover text that now displays reads as follows:

100307000034

•

100% allocation: This expense has been allocated.

•

Less than 100% allocation: This expense has been partially allocated.

Product/Feature: Expense/Attendees
Description: When using a foreign currency and working with attendees the
transaction amount is correctly updated but the the approved amount and
attendee approved amount are not correctly updated.
Resolution: The code is modified to calculate the attendee splits based on
the instance count of the attendee.

100310000007

Product/Feature: Expense/Localization - Polish
Description: The dropdown list box in the user's Profile tab does displays
truncated Polish text strings.
Resolution: The code is modified to now open the list to adjust for string
length.
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Section 9: Resolved Cases - Analysis/Concur Intelligence
Case ID
090603000331

Case/Defect Description
Product/Feature: Concur DW Archive/Concur Data Warehouse Mode
Description: All Invoice Journal items were being archived into the Reporting
Database as absolute values.
Resolution: The DW Expense Archive has been updated to properly assign
positive or negative amounts during the archive process.

090609000110
090612000028
090721000333

Product/Feature: Concur DW Archive/Concur Data Warehouse Model
Description: Car Configuration Data was not available in the Concur Data
Warehouse.
Resolution: Car Configuration Data has been added to both the DW Expense
Archive and Concur Data Warehouse.
It is available at:

091003000004

Concur Data Warehouse > Configuration > Cars

091003000002

Product/Feature: Concur DW Archive/Concur Data Warehouse Model
Description: Authorized Approvers Data was not available in the Concur Data
Warehouse.
Resolution: Authorized Approvers Data has been added to both the DW
Expense Archive and Concur Data Warehouse.
It is available at:
Concur Data Warehouse > Configuration > Authorized Approvers
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Section 10:

Resolved Cases - Jobs

Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100102000003

Product/Feature: Jobs/Employee Import
Description: The Bank Account validation performed in the employee import
is incorrect and does not allow account numbers with alphabetic characters.
Resolution: The code was modified to allow bank accounts to be any
combination of letters and digits between 3 and 17 characters in length.

100119000715

Product/Feature: Jobs/Company Card Import
Description: Certain payment transactions not recognized as a payment for
the legacy Citibank format.
Resolution: Modified the importer to recognize ACH CORPORATE
DEBIT#DR# transactions as a payment.

100120000444

Product/Feature: Jobs/Employee Import
Description: The code is treating the Ledger Code field as a required field
even when the 300 record is for an existing employee.
Resolution: The import logic was modified to get the ledger code from the
database for an existing employee if it is not provided in the feed record.

100203000721

Product/Feature: Jobs/Standard Accounting Extract
Description: In some instances, the value for Total Amount in the header
record does not match the sum of individual amounts in the Standard
Accounting Extract (SAE).
Resolution: When the SAE contains reports with 3-decimal precision
currencies, but is configured to output fewer decimal places, the total amount
contained in the header does not match the sum of individual amounts. The
accounting extract job code was modified to detect this condition and provide
a warning.
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Section 11:

Known Issue – Expense

Case ID

Case/Defect Description

N/A

Product/Feature: Expense/Calculated Adjusted Amount
Description: Some Travel Allowance expense entries are being incorrectly
adjusted. Entries that are not marked as Travel Allowance entries are adjusted
correctly.
Workaround: There is no workaround for this issue. It will be resolved in an
upcoming release.

N/A

Product/Feature: Expense/Attendee Types by Group
Description: If a Processor or Approver is adding a new attendee and is not
of the same group as the employee whose report they are adding an attendee
to the attendees from both groups are available.
Workaround: There is no workaround for this issue - the Processor or
Approver in this scenario will need to be careful to choose the correct
attendee by group.
This issue will be resolved in the next release.
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Release Notes – April 2010
Section 1: Please Note the Following Alerts
Changes to Retention of Historical Data in Environment Databases
A change to the retention of historical data in both the Production and Test
databases will take effect May 1st 2010. Selected data as shown in the table below
will be deleted in a 60 or 365 day period commencing the 1st of May, 2010.
The table below indicates the number of days that Concur will now retain historical
records for selected data written to the tables and environments types:
Environment Type

Table Name

Days to Retain Data

TEST

CT_AUDIT

60 Days

TEST

CT_LOG

60 Days

TEST

CT_JOB_RUN_DETAILS

60 Days

PROD

CT_LOG

365 Days

PROD

CT_JOB_RUN_DETAILS

365 Days

! This update does not change the current system behavior - all transactional and
client-entered data is still retained and is not removed from the database.

Upcoming Changes to Supported Configurations
Please see the section Supported Configurations in this document for browser and
operating system changes to take place over the next few releases.

SSL Requirement Change to Documents Posted to Concur
As of June 17th of 2010, SAML documents must be posted to Concur using SSL
(https). Please note the following about this critical and important change:
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•

HTTPS is available now - clients do not need to wait for the June 17th
deadline to use secure POST with https. It is highly recommended that
clients act on this now to allow testing time and ensure compliance by the
cutover date.

•

No coordination or communication with Concur is required for the client to
change their SAML POST to be HTTPS compliant - questions should be
directed to the client's IT department.

•

On June 17th 2010 all non-secure (HTTP) SSO request will fail and clients will
be unable to log in using SSO. At that time, all users will be required to
manually log in with their credentials (username and password).
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Concur Expense Administration Functions at Parity will be Retired from
the Classic User Interface with the April Release
Beginning with the April release (April 16, 2010), functions at parity in the current UI
will be retired from the classic UI. In the future, this transition will take place
approximately one release after the current UI reaches functional parity. For the
April release the User Administration page in the Concur Travel & Expense
(Current) user interface will reach complete functional parity with the Employee
Administrator tool in the Expense (Classic) user interface. In addition, over the past
one and one half years many of the administration and tools pages have been made
available in the current interface.
Please note as of the April Release Friday 4/16/10 the functions listed below will
be retired from the classic user interface.

EMPLOYEE ADMINISTRATOR
•

All menu items (excepting special access for Client Support to handle any
troubleshooting issues for the client)

CONCUR CENTRAL ADMINISTRATOR
•

All menu items

SHARED CONFIGURATION ADMINISTRATOR
•

Forms & Lists: Custom Lists (for clients that use Expense. Invoice-only clients
will still have access)

•

Expense Delegates

•

Image Settings (for clients that use Expense. Invoice-only clients will still
have access)

EXPENSE CONFIGURATION ADMINISTRATOR
•

Expense Types: Expense Types (Expense Categories will remain in the classic
interface)

•

Audit Rules: Random Rules (Custom Audit Rules and Validation Rules will
remain in the classic interface)

•

Email Reminders: Email Reminder List (Email Reminder Rules will remain in
the classic interface)

•

Forms & Lists: Vendor Lists

•

Account Codes (the links under Ledger Name will be read-only, thus
preventing access to the page where the administrator edits account codes)

TAX ADMINISTRATOR
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•

Tax Expense Types (see Fact Sheet on Concur Client Central, Converting Tax
Expense Types to Tax & Reclaim Groups for details)

•

Tax Configurations

•

Tax Configuration Assignments
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If you are not already familiar with these functions in the current user interface,
Concur provides documentation in the form of User and Setup Guides, in addition to
training demonstrations. Please review these materials in order to begin using the
functions in the current user interface.
To view the available resources, log onto Concur Client Central, then follow the
desired path below:
User and Setup Guides: Resources > Release Documents > Technical
Documentation > Click Here
Demos: Resources > Training > Concur Travel & Expense
Reviewing these resources will ensure you are comfortable using these functions in
the current user interface in the coming months.

Account Code Columns Character Limit in SAE
Overview
Account Code columns have increased to 48 characters in this release.
To prevent breaking existing client extracts, the 20-character limit will be enforced
for Travel & Expense Expense Admin (Expense Type and Expense Type importer) and
the Expense Classic Account Code user interface.
This is an advance notice that the Standard Accounting Extract (SAE) Account Code
columns character limit, currently 20, will increase to 48 in the September 2010
release.
The following columns are affected:
CT_ACCT_NODE_EXP_TYPE_MAP.ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_ALLOCATION.ACCOUNT_CODE_1
CT_ALLOCATION.ACCOUNT_CODE_2
CT_CASH_ADVANCE.ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_CREDIT_CARD_ACCOUNT.CLEARING_ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_EFT_PAYMENT_JOURNAL.LIABILITY_ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_EFT_PAYMENT_JOURNAL.CASH_ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_EFT_PAYOR_ACCOUNT.LIABILITY_ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_EFT_PAYOR_ACCOUNT.CASH_ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_JOURNAL.ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_PAYMENT_TYPE.CLEARING_ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_SETUP_ACCT_PKG_SPD_MAP.ACCOUNT_CODE
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Section 2: Enhancements From Client Suggestions Forum
The following features were submitted using Concur's Suggestion service, available
via Concur's forums. They are now included in this service release.
•

Changes to Comment Fields: Several changes have been made regarding the
Comments feature:
♦

Processor comments allowed at any time: The Processor can post
comments to an expense report at any time, even after the report is paid

♦

Expense reports sent back to the employee are no longer limited to 500
characters, but are now extended to up to 1500 characters

•

Using Company Card "Rich Data": With the new "rich data" feature, Concur
identifies company card transactions that have rich data and then
automatically formats the transaction information, displays the information
to users, approvers, and processors, and images the information, attaching
the image to the user's expense report as a PDF file.

•

Notify Employee Link: Concur Invoice now displays a Notify Employee link
instead of Submit whenever a delegate without rights to submit the request
is ready to submit the request and needs to contact the employee they are
working on behalf of.
Each of the features in this section is described in brief here, and in more
detail in their respective sections within this document - if you need additional
information please refer to these sections.
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Section 3: Concur Expense (Current Interface)
The following features are included in this service release.

Reporting Hierarchy Levels Can Now Be Selected for Group-Aware
Reporting Roles
Overview

Business Purpose

When group-aware reporting roles are
assigned in User Permissions, the
administrator is now able to select the
reporting hierarchy levels.

This enhancement allows clients to
manage group-aware reporting roles.
It closes a feature gap with the classic
user interface.

The Select Groups window on the User
Permissions page displays the available reporting hierarchy levels:

NOTE: For the April release, this window will show all the nodes in the reporting
hierarchy as a flat list. In the example above you see the parent node, R&D,
and its child node, R&D-PM. The May release will update this functionality to
use a tree control, which is better suited to illustrate hierarchical data.
Refer to the Shared: Feature Hierarchies Setup Guide for more information on
reporting hierarchies.
Refer to the Shared: User Administration User Guide for more information
about User Permissions.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
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Mileage Calculations Using Google Maps
Overview
Concur Expense has
integrated with Google Maps
to allow users to enter
mileage expenses using the
Google Maps interface. Note
the following about this
feature:
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Business Purpose
Mileage expenses are typically an area where a
higher level of fraud is found, typically because
users enter a base amount without any
substantiation for the total miles entered. With
the addition of Google Maps integration to car
mileage, it is both quick and easy for users to
calculate the distance driven. Fraud is reduced
for the company as full route details are
accessible through the map. Clients that use
mileage logs can now have users map various
waypoints for each distance driven.

•

The user can select
start and end points,
and waypoints in
between, for each
mileage expense.

•

The locations entered
by the user are stored and can be accessed again using a Most Recently Used
list.

•

Users can modify the distance on the Mileage expense entry.

•

Company locations can be entered and listed for the user to choose from.

•

The commute distance for the user can be subtracted from the mileage
expense. Commute distance is calculated using the user’s home address value
and the company location value.

•

Audit rules can identify when the mileage has been edited to exceed the
calculated amount, and whether the commute distance has been deducted.

•

The Google Maps integration feature can be activated per car configuration.

•

The Commute Deduction feature can be activated for car configurations that
have Google Maps integration activated.
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What the User Sees
When this feature is enabled, the expense user will see a button labeled Mileage
Calculator when entering a mileage expense for this car configuration:
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When they click the button, a window with a Google Maps interface appears, allowing
them to enter the start and end points for their trip:

If the user has a Home Address configured, the first waypoint will default to that
address:
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When the user starts entering text, the configured Company Locations and Most
recently used addresses appear:

Once the user has entered two waypoints, the mileage is calculated at the bottom of
the screen:
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The user can mark individual waypoints as Personal. Their mileage is deducted from
the reimbursable amount:

If the car configuration is set to allow deduction, the user can click Deduct
Commute to subtract their commute from the mileage:
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NOTE: If a company requires the commute deduction for all mileage expenses they
can use the new Has Commute Deduction audit rules object to require that a
commute deduction be present on all mileage expenses.
When finished, the user clicks Add Mileage to Expense and the values are
transferred to the expense entry:

Configuration
This feature is activated per car configuration. Two new check boxes have been
added to the New/ Edit Car Configuration screen:
•

Allow Google map integration

•

Allow deduction

These check boxes appear on the Edit Car Configuration page of Expense
Configuration Administrator:
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The Allow deduction check box is only available when Allow Google Maps
integration is selected.
Refer to the Expense: Car Configuration Setup Guide for more information.
The new audit rule fields are Has commute deduction and Mileage Overage:

Refer to the Expense: Audit Rules Setup Guide for more information.
Company Locations are configured in Company Admin.
Refer to the Expense: Car Configuration Setup Guide for more information.

New Employee Import Car Configuration 910-Level Records
The client can now use the new 910-level Car Configuration importer fields to import
car information for their employees. This record set adds Circulation fields (First
Date, Last Date, etc.) and Energy and Engine Size to this record type.
This addition does not change the existing 900-level Car importer record set.
Refer to Chapter Four - Employee Import in the Expense Reports – Import
and Extract Specifications guide for more information.
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New Employee Import Universal Banking Account 810-Level Records
A new banking import record, Bank Account Importer, is available in the Employee
Import. This set of fields is intended to handle all countries outside of North America
as a "universal" banking account import. For example, this record includes the Postal
Address field necessary for the United Kingdom, SEPA, and other bank countries
throughout the world.
All clients can access this new record type and this record is intended to become the
standard bank account import for all countries in the future.
Refer to Chapter Four - Employee Import in the Expense Reports – Import
and Extract Specifications guide for more information.

Cliqbook Only User Detail Fields Hidden for Non-Cliqbook Clients
Overview
Clients that do not have Concur Cliqbook
Travel will no longer see the following
fields on the User Details page in User
Administration:
•

Work Telephone

•

Work Address

•

Home Telephone

•

Home Address

Business Purpose
This enhancement hides unnecessary
fields on the User Details page. It helps
EMEA clients comply with Data Privacy
laws.

These fields are not used by the Expense or Invoice products.
Refer to the Shared: User Administration User Guide for more information on
the User Details page.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
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Access for Processor Options Now Available in Current User Interface
Overview

Business Purpose

The Access for Processor field is now
available when assigning the Processor
user role in User Permissions:

This enhancement allows clients to
manage the processor’s view
access. It closes a feature gap with
the classic user interface.

The Access for Processor field limits the reports the processor can view to these
options:
•

Display all reports excluding returned reports

•

Display all reports including returned reports

•

Display only reports pending processor step and beyond
Refer to the Shared: User Administration User Guide for more information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
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Composite Login ID Now Supported in Current User Interface
Overview
Clients using the Composite Login ID
option can now enter and update the
Expense (classic) user interface login
IDs in User Administration. The
Composite Login ID option requires two
different login IDs for each user. To
support this, the Logon ID from the
Expense Employee form has been added
to the User Details page.

Business Purpose
This enhancement allows clients using
the Composite Login ID option to add
and maintain users in the current user
interface. It closes a feature gap with
the classic user interface.

The User Details page displays both fields:
CTE Login Name: This field contains the login name for the current user interface,
and is located at the top of the User Details page:
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Logon ID: This field contains the logon ID for the classic user interface, and is
located in the Expense and Invoice Settings section of the User Details page:

The field label for the classic logon ID is set on the Employee Form.
Refer to the Shared: User Administration User Guide for more information.
Refer to the Shared: Forms Setup Guide for more information about the
employee form.

Configuration
This feature is only available to clients using the Composite Login ID for user
authentication. All other clients will only see the CTE Login Name field in User
Details.

Changes to the Travel Allowance Country Configuration Guides for
Norway and Generic Time Band
There are two changes to the travel
allowance country-specific configuration
guides:
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Business Purpose
These enhancements provide
greater flexibility for all Concur
Expense clients to meet their
company-specific allowance needs.

•

Norway: There is a new option
available to use time bands for
single-day trips. This option
provides flexible support for
different client requirements.

•

Generic Time Band: In certain
eastern European countries, the percentage applied to meals for partial travel
days is different from the percentage applied to meals for full travel days.
New options have been added to allow different calculations for partial-day
provided meals deductions.
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For complete details, refer to the country-specific travel allowance
configuration guides.

Replacing Rates Using the Travel Allowance Import
Overview
Currently, the only way to change an
incorrect travel allowance rate was to
change it directly in the database.

Business Purpose
This enhancement provides a time
savings for clients and for Concur.

With this release, the new Rate
Records Duplicate Handling field has been added. It can be used to change
(replace) incorrect RateImporter and TimeBandRateImporter records.
The options are:
•

REPLACE: Replace the existing record with the provided record

•

IGNORE (or no value): Do not replace the existing record; Ignore the
import record
For more information about the import, refer to the Travel Allowance Import
(XML v 3) chapter of the Expense Reports – Import and Extract
Specifications, which is available on Concur Client Central.

Expense and Invoice Employee Primary Fields Available on User Details
Page
Overview
Clients that choose not to synchronize
the Primary Profile fields between
Travel and Expense or Invoice require
two sets of Primary Profile fields. The
User Details page in User
Administration has been enhanced to
display the Primary fields from the
Expense and Invoice Employee form in
the Expense and Invoice Settings area.
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•

First Name

•

Middle Name

•

Middle Initial

•

Last Name

•

Employee ID

•

Login ID

•

Email Address
Page 19

Business Purpose
This enhancement benefits clients who
need to maintain separate primary
profile information for Travel and
Expense or Invoice. It closes a feature
gap with the classic user interface.
The fields that can be displayed are:
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Refer to the Shared: Forms Setup Guide for more information on the
Employee form.

Configuration
These fields will only appear if clients do not sync their primary profile data between
Travel and Expense or Invoice.

Changes in Comment Fields
Several changes have been made
regarding comments:
•

Processor comments allowed
at any time: Currently, once a
report is paid, comments cannot
be added to the report.

Business Purpose
These enhancements are usability and
time-saving tools for clients. The ability
for processors to add comments at any
time allows the business to keep a
single place of information for
comments on the report, better
supporting post-approval audits.

With this release, processors can
post comments to a report any
time, including after the report is paid.

NOTE: Users with these roles can add comments after the report has been
paid: Expense Processor, Expense Processor Manager, Expense
Processor Audit, and Concur Auditor (used only by clients that use the
Concur Audit Service).
•

Comment field size for returned reports: When an approver or processor
sends an expense report back to a user, a comment is required.
With this release, the comment field - which held up to 500 characters - has
been increased to a maximum of 1500 characters. This allows a more
descriptive comment on the reason for the return.

•

Currently, users and approvers
can add report comments only by
accessing the report header
information.
With this release, users and
approvers can also add report
comments from the Comment
History popup, providing easy
access to this function.
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Enhancements to the Company Card Transaction Lists
Overview

Business Purpose

Several enhancements have been
made to provide additional card
transaction information:
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This enhancement provides easy access to
additional card information for users reducing the number of clicks for a user to
access the most important card transaction
information. Also want to point out here that
it helps users reconcile back to their card
statement.

•

The Available Company
Card Charges section of
My Concur now includes
the Expense Type
column.

•

The Smart Charges tab on the Expense Report page now includes the
Expense Type column.

•

The submit date, approved (or partially approved) amount, and the expense
type have been added to the Company Card Charges page.
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Using Company Card "Rich Data"
With the new "rich data" feature,
Concur identifies company card
transactions that have rich data
(defined below). Then Concur
automatically:
•

Formats the transaction
information into a receipt-like
layout

Business Purpose
Clients have long asked to no longer
require receipts for transactions with
'level 3' data. The first obstacle in
providing a solution for this request is
that there is no industry standard of
'level 3' data.
So, Concur created a Concur 'Rich Data'
Standard for use with our new Card Data
as Receipt feature!

•

Displays the formatted
transaction information to
users, approvers, and
processors

•

Then, if the new Utilize rich card data for receipts handling policy-specific
option is selected, Concur images the formatted transaction information and
attaches it to the user's expense report (attaches to an existing image PDF if
there is one or creates a new image PDF if there is not an existing one) when
the user submits the report

Also, clients can set their receipt limit requirements so that the system does not
require the user to provide a receipt if the transaction contains rich data.

Rich Data
Concur has evaluated various card transactions and developed a list of items that
constitute rich data. Note that the list differs by transaction type.
Transaction Type

In addition to basic data (vendor, date, amount, etc.), the
transaction must include:

Airfare

•

Carrier Code (Airline)

•

Arrival Location

•

Service Class

•

Departure Date

•

Departure Location

•

Arrival Date

Hotels/Lodging

•

Folio data, itemized nightly detail (to meet IRS requirement)

Car rental

•

Rental agreement number

•

Return date

•

Renter name

•

Return city

•

Pickup date

•

Return state

•

Pickup city

•

Rate per mile

•

Pickup state

•

Number of days rented

•

Item description

•

Item unit of measure

•

Item quantity

•

Item extended amount

Purchases

Release Notes
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What the User Sees
The user sees a "plus" on the card icon for transactions with rich data (for example,
on the Expense Report page).
For example:
When the user clicks the icon, the receipt-like image appears.
Airfare:

Car rental:

Release Notes
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Purchases:

With E-Receipts
This feature can be used in addition to e-receipts.
Transaction Type

If the transaction also has an e-receipt:

Airfare

Both appear for the transaction; users see both icons

Hotels/Lodging
Car rental
Purchases

(E-Receipts are not currently available for purchases)

Configuration
ACTIVATING THE FEATURE
To activate the feature, contact Concur Client Services. The feature is policy-specific,
so you must also provide the name of the affected policy.

RECEIPT LIMITS AND AUDIT RULES
There is a new option – Has Rich Data – that the administrator can use for receipt
limits and audit rules.
For example, to require a receipt for hotel expenses if there is no e-receipt or rich
data, the conditions for receipt limits would be:
Release Notes
April 2010
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Airline Fee Type Code for Flight Fees - Now Available through Reporting
The Airline Fee Type Code feature released in March is now available through Concur
Reporting. This feature allows the user to add the Airline Type Fee Code field to a
form and use this same field in Audit Rules. When configured, the user sees a
selection of fee types (Baggage, Seats, Airline Club) that they can select from to
provide more detail about their flight fee breakdown.
See the section Analysis and Concur Intelligence for more information.
See the Concur Release Notes, March 2010, for more information about the
Airline Fee Type Code feature.
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Section 4: Concur Invoice
The following features are included in this service release.

Preview for May Release: Concur Invoice Supplier Portal
PREVIEW: Next month's release of Concur Invoice (May) will feature a Supplier
Portal. A company using Invoice will now be able to invite their key Suppliers to
securely register for the Supplier Portal, where these suppliers can then check the
status of outstanding invoices and accept invitations from other buyers also using
Invoice. With this view, a single supplier can interact in a one-to-many model with
multiple Concur companies.
The following features are included in this service release.

Notify Employee Link Now Appears for Delegate Who Cannot Submit
Overview
When a Delegate with rights to
create but not submit a
payment request creates a
request, the system will replace
the Submit link with a Notify
Employee link. When clicked,
the system sends an email to
the employee on whose behalf the

Business Purpose
This enhancement streamlines the delegation
process, aiding communication between employees
and expedites the process of invoices entering the
workflow
delegate is acting on.

This allows the delegate to notify the employee that their request is ready for review
and submittal.
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Section 5: Concur Pay
The following features are included in this service release.

Concur Pay Now Supports Bank of America Visa and MasterCard CA
Overview
Concur Pay can now reimburse Bank of
America Visa and MasterCard CA cards.
The cards do not support processing of
credits, as that is not supported by Bank
of America.

Business Purpose
This enhancement expands the card
program support offered by Concur
Pay.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Concur Pay UK Pay Cycle Reduced to 4 Days
Overview

Business Purpose

The pay cycle for Concur Pay UK has
been reduced from 5 days to 4 days.
The pay cycle process is:
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Configuration
This feature is only available to Concur Pay clients in the UK. No additional
configuration is required to use this feature.
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Section 6: Web Services
Concur Web Services Controlled Release
Business Purpose

Overview
Concur is creating a family of web
services that allow the Concur
Advantage team, and later this year
Concur clients and partners, to write
web applications that share data and
functions found in Concur Cliqbook
Travel, Concur Expense, and Concur
Invoice with other web applications.
Applications that use these web
services are called partner
applications. The Concur Advantage
team will build partner applications to
interface with the Concur web services.

These features offer clients a standard way
to share Concur Travel & Expense data and
functionality with external systems using
an Internet backbone. Among the key
benefits of the two web services describe
here is they allow clients to achieve near
real-time synchronization between Concur
Travel & Expense and their systems such
as Accounting, Client Matter, CRM, or
Project Management systems.

NOTE: Concur is restricting web services to a few early adopter clients that are
working with the Concur Advantage team. Later this year they will be
commercially available to all clients.

Extract Web Service Controlled Release
Overview

Business Purpose

The Extract Web Service allows clients to
This feature is designed to give clients
request an extract of all available data for
greater flexibility in requesting and
a specified extract definition. The request
receiving their extract data. It is
is immediately placed in the queue for
particularly useful for Global clients or
processing. The client’s application can
clients that need data outside the
request the job status once the job is
Overnight Processing Period.
created. When the extract file is ready, the
client’s application can request the data. The data is delivered either in .csv format,
or as a zip file containing multiple .csv files, depending on the extract definition.
Refer to the Expense: Extract Web Service Setup Guide for more information.

Configuration
Clients must register and enable a partner application that uses this web service to
access this functionality.
Refer to the Shared: Web Services Setup Guide for more information.
Release Notes
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List Item Web Service Controlled
Release

Business Purpose
This feature is designed to allow clients to
manage frequently changing list items
throughout the day including, but not
limited to, outside the Overnight Processing
Period. It is particularly useful to clients that
use systems that add, update, or remove
items throughout the business day where
the client needs access to these changes
outside the Overnight Processing Period.

Overview

The List Item Web Service
allows clients to add, update or
delete list items for a specified list.
The web service works with single
or multiple level lists. The client
sends a batch of list items to be
processed, and receives a success
or failure response. If any list
items failed, the error details are provided for each item.

Refer to the Shared: List Item Web Service Setup Guide for more information.

Configuration
Clients must register and enable a partner application that uses this web service to
access this functionality.
Refer to the Shared: Web Services Setup Guide for more information.
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Section 7: Analysis and Concur Intelligence
The following features are included in this service release.

Concur Intelligence – New Dashboard Metrics
We have created one new dashboard metrics for the April release, This metrics is available in
the Dashboard Metrics folder,
•

Total Airline Ancillary Fees – This metric captures the total spend of ancillary
airline fees by individual category, This allows the user to quickly view what
ancillary fees are being expensed most frequently by their employees.

Analysis/Concur Intelligence – Report Updates
Many of the existing Standard Reports have had some usability updates made to them in the
April Release, The impacted reports are:
•

Release Notes
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prompt screen, the prompts for Currency and Country have been removed, In
the report, Reporting Currency is now being used, instead of the booking
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Summary Section, One new column, “Potential Car Days” was added to the
Car Summary Section.
•

Car Rental Summary – This report was updated with the following changes,
Multiple columns were renamed (“Cars” renamed to “Total Cars”, “Days”
renamed to “Total Days”, “Total Price” renamed to “Total Car Spend”,
"Transportation Vendor/Hotel Property" renamed to "Car Rental Vendor",
"Average Rate" renamed to "Average Daily Rate", "Minimum Rate" renamed
to "Minimum Daily Rate", "Maximum Rate" renamed to Maximum Daily
Rate"), Reporting Currency is now being used, instead of Booking Currency, A
new column, “Potential Car Days” also has been added.

•

Adoption (Air, Car, Hotel) – This report was excluded entries that did not
include a Purchase Date, Changes have been made to the DW Travel Archive
to always populate the Purchase Date for Car and Hotel.

•

Air Adoption by Month – In this report, the Prompt Screen was updated to use
a Date Range prompt, instead of a Year Selector, The logic of this report was
also updated to count Trips, instead of Tickets,

•

Air Analysis: Cliqbook vs. Agency Summary – Two columns have been
removed from this report: “Lost Savings” and “Savings by Cliqbook Ticket.”

•

Number of Trips by Arranger – A new prompt has been added to this report,
Users now have the ability to choose the Booking Type, The two options
available for Booking Types are: “Cliqbook & Agency” or “Cliqbook.”

New Standard Report: Reports Approved But Receipts Not Viewed
This report will identify all Approvers who did not view receipts prior to approving the
report, This will enable administrators to drive compliance if their Approval policy
requires that receipts need to be viewed prior to approval, This report is available at:
Concur Intelligence – Standard Reports > Expense Processing or Analysis – Standard
Reports > Expense Processing
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Reports Approved But Receipts Not Viewed: Report Prompts

Reports Approved But Receipts Not Viewed: Report Output

New Standard Report: Airline Ancillary Fees Summary
This report will identify all spend on airline ancillary fees, There have been six
expense types that make up the ancillary fees, This report will display each of those
Release Notes
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expense types, and what percentage of all airline spend they make up, This report is
available at:
Concur Intelligence – Standard Reports > Spending or Analysis – Standard Reports >
Spending

Airline Ancillary Fees Summary: Report Prompts
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Airline Ancillary Fees Summary: Report Output

New Standard Report: Expense Airline Ancillary Fee - Details
This report will provide a detailed breakdown of spend on airline ancillary fees, In
conjunction with the Airline Ancillary Fees Summary report, an Travel Manager can
have a complete breakdown of what employees are spending on Ancillary Airline
fees, This report is available at:
Concur Intelligence – Standard Reports > Spending or Analysis – Standard Reports >
Spending
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Expensed Airline Ancillary Fees - Details: Report Prompts
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Expensed Airline Ancillary Fees -Details: Report Output

Analysis/Concur Intelligence – Model Updates
Added to Concur Data Warehouse > Expense
Added these date fields:
♦

Expense Reports > Common Report Header Filters > Filters Based On Paid
Date > Last Thirty Days (Based on Paid Date)

♦

Expense Reports > Common Report Header Filters > Filters Based On
Sent For Payment Date > Last Thirty Days (Based on Sent for
Payment Date)

♦

Expense Reports > Report Dates and Statuses > Paid Date/Time

Added these locale fields:
♦

Lists > Employee Information > Locale

♦

Lists > Employee Information > Keys > Locale Key

♦

Lists > Employee Information > Keys > Prompt Keys > Locale Prompt
Key

Added these airline ancillary fee fields:
♦

Expense Reports > Entry Information > Additional Entry Details > Airline
Ancillary Fee Type

♦

Expense Reports > Entry Information > Keys > Airline Ancillary Fee
Type Key

♦

Expense Reports > Entry Information > Keys > Prompt Keys > Airline
Ancillary Fee Type Prompt Key

Added these fields to folder: Expense Reports > Car Expenses > Additional Car Details:
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♦

CO2 Emission Rate

♦

First Date of Circulation

♦

First Date Of Circulation For Company

♦

End Date Of Circulation

♦

Registration Date

♦

Custom 1 - Name through Custom 5 - Name

♦

Custom 1 - Code through Custom 5 - Code

Added these fields to folder: Expense Reports > Credit Card > Credit Card Accounts:
♦

Card Cancel Date

♦

Card Provider Status

Added these fields to this folder: Lists > Cars
♦

Engine Size

♦

Energy

♦

CO2 Emission Rate

♦

First Date of Circulation

♦

First Date Of Circulation For Company

♦

End Date Of Circulation

♦

Registration Date

Added these fields to this new folder: Lists > Cars > Additional Car Details
♦

Car Custom 1 - Name through Car Custom 5 - Name

♦

Car Custom 1 - Code through Car Custom 5 - Code

Added these miscellaneous fields:
♦

Expense Reports > Entry Information > Additional Entry Details >
Allocation State

♦

Lists > Employee Information > Additional Details > Is Test User

Added to Concur Data Warehouse > Travel
Added these fields to this folder: Reservations and Tickets > Amounts:
♦

Booking Rate (reporting currency)

♦

Hotel Negotiated Rate (reporting currency)

Added to Concur Data Warehouse > Configuration
Added these fields to this folder: Cars > Registered Cars:
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♦

First Date Of Circulation For Company

♦

End Date Of Circulation

♦

Registration Date

Added these fields to this new folder: Cars > Registered Cars > Additional Car Details:
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Section 8: Supported Configurations
The following features are included in this service release.

Microsoft Vista Service Pack 2 Support
Concur Travel & Expense is compatible with the new Vista Service Pack 2 update.

Support For Windows XP Using Service Pack 2 Ends July 13 2010
Microsoft will end support for Windows XP using Service Pack 2 on July 13th, 2010.
With the loss of support for this operating system the following Microsoft browser
and service pack combinations will also no longer be supported by Microsoft:
•

Internet Explorer version 7.0 using Service Pack 2

•

Internet Explorer version 6.0 using Service Pack 2

Support For Firefox 3.0 Ends on March 30 2010
Mozilla will end support for the Firefox version 3.0 browser on March 30th of 2010.
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Section 9: Updated Documentation
Documentation is available for Concur clients from the Concur Service Central web
site.

Chapter Changes in the Client-Facing Expense Reports - Import and
Extract File Specifications
Several changes were made for this release in the Expense Reports - Import and
Extract File Specifications document:
Travel Allowance import information:
•

Name change: Chapter 10: Travel Allowance Import (classic user interface)
chapter became the Chapter 10: Travel Allowance Import (XML v 1) chapter

•

Name and number change: Chapter 10: Travel Allowance Import (current
user interface) became Chapter 11: Travel Allowance Import (XML v 2)

•

New: Chapter 12: Travel Allowance Import (XML v 3) to include information
about "county"

Other chapter number changes (no change to content):
•

Validation Table Import from chapter 11 to 13

•

Taxability / Deductibility Import from chapter 12 to 14

•

Exchange Rates Import from chapter 13 to 15

Client Documentation Now Converted to Standalone Guides
The Concur Technical Publications department has converted all product
documentation from chapters in manuals to either Setup or User guides. These
standalone guides allow users to select only the functionality they would like to
review. This conversion supports the transition of Concur offerings from the classic
interface, where permissions were limited to a standard set of roles, to the current
user interface, where custom roles can provide any combination of permissions.
These guides are available through a dedicated URL that will always be updated with
the latest documentation. The Current Documentation page lists all setup and user
guides within their respective product groups, in alphabetical order. Links at the top
of the page allow the user to quickly access the desired product.
NOTE: Clients will no longer require the restricted docs as this functionality is no
longer valid. As a result these document types are now retired.
This conversion groups all Concur product documentation into the following areas:
•

Release Notes
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•

Setup Guides: Originally configuration chapters, these guides explain how to
set up a feature within the Expense, Invoice, or Travel products

•

User Guides: Originally administration and end-user chapters, these guides
explain how to use a feature after configuration

•

Import and Extract Specifications: These documents remain as chapters
within manuals - they explain how to configure and run jobs, such as
Employee import

You can view these changes by logging in on Concur Client Central and navigating to
Resources > Release Documentation and clicking the link under Concur Travel &
Expense.
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Section 10:

Resolved Cases - Concur Travel & Expense

Case ID

Case/Defect Description

090109000340

Product/Feature: Expense/Attendee Audit Rules
Description: The attendee date is incorrect for selected attendees - often the
year 2001 will appear even though the correct date was entered.
Resolution: The code is modified in two ways:

091013000691

•

A second layer of code is included to capture the error of adding a "0" to
the CT_ATTENDEE_EXCEPTION table and recalculate the period to insert
the correct value.

•

Additional logging is added so that if the condition arises more complete
information will be available for troubleshooting purposes.

Product/Feature: Expense/Processor
Description: The Processing window does not dismiss after the Processor
deletes a query in the Manage & Create queries page.
Resolution: The code is modified to now clear the processing window after a
query is deleted.

091027000704

Product/Feature: Expense/User Admin
Description: An unrestricted list of available employees is displayed in the
View Users page when the administrator with group restricted employee
administration rights clicks Add New User, then immediately clicks Cancel.
The administrator can view employees outside of their Group restriction as a
result.
Resolution: The code is modified to filter the list based on the first item that
appears in the Employee Configuration list.

091117000679

Product/Feature: Expense/Processor Manager
Description: When assigning the Processor Manager role the option to allow
them to view returned expense reports using the Display all reports
including returned reports option under Access for processor is
unavailable. The Processor role can be assigned this capability.
Resolution: The Access for Processor field is now available when assigning
the Processor user role in User Permissions.
See the section Access for Processor Options Now Available in Current
User Interface in this document for more information.

091211000067
091104000073

Product/Feature: Expense/User Admin
Description: When assigning group-aware Reporting roles the administrator
is not able to select one or more Reporting hierarch nodes.
Resolution: When group-aware Reporting roles are assigned in User
Permissions, the administrator is now able to select the reporting hierarchy
levels using options on the Assign Groups page.
See the section Reporting Hierarchy Levels Can Now Be Selected for
Group-Aware Reporting Roles in this document for more information.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

091214000681

Product/Feature: Expense/Preferences
Description: Expense preferences set using Company Admin are not saving
when the administrator saves immediately after adjusting the check boxes.
Resolution: The code is modified to no longer save the previously retrieved
preference settings that were overwriting the values saved in the dialog box.

100122000677

Product/Feature: Expense/Audit Rules
Description: The Transaction Amount field (spend currency) of the audit rule
object Entry Attendee is not using the entry transaction currency when
converting currency.
Resolution: The code is modified to add the currency key required by the
audit rules engine to perform the correct currency conversions.

100210000498

Product/Feature: Expense/Attendees
Description: The Receipts Required window incorrectly shows that receipts
are not required if the parent entry does not require a receipt even though an
itemization under that parent does require a receipt.
Resolution: The code is modified to now set the Receipt Required and Image
Required flags on the parent entry during the create and update itemizations
actions.

100215000539

Product/Feature: Expense/Processor
Description: Payment types are not sorting by the payment type name when
the column heading is selected for sorting by the processor.
Resolution: The code is modified to no longer sort by payment type key, but
instead by payment type name.

100218000717

Product/Feature: Expense/Attendees
Description: Inactive attendees are incorrectly displaying in the Search
return results.
Resolution: The code is modified to now include the
USE_SYSTEM_EMPLOYEE_ATTENDEE site setting when rendering the
Attendee Type list on the Attendee search form.

100221000025

Product/Feature: Expense/Itemized Entries
Description: The Receipts Required window incorrectly shows that receipts
are not required if the parent entry does not require a receipt even though an
itemization under that parent does require a receipt.
Resolution: The code is modified to now set the Receipt Required and Image
Required flags on the parent entry during the create and update itemizations
actions.

100225000382

Product/Feature: Expense/Expense Entry
Description: A trip created with a date in the future using a foreign currently
(to the user) cannot retrieve and display the correct exchange rates from the
Oanda Exchange Rate service.
Resolution: The code is modified to request that the rate service instead use
the exchange rates in effect today where the trip being entered uses a future
date. Future dated exchange rates may be needed to validate rates on travel
allowance itineraries where allowance rates are posted in a currency other
than the user’s reimbursement currency, or for demonstrations.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100225000477

Product/Feature: Expense/Attendees
Description: The Reset button intended to clear a search list of attendees
fails to clear the fields.
Resolution: The code is modified to clear both the text fields and the list
fields when the user clicks the Reset button in Attendees.

100225000675

Product/Feature: Expense/Spend Categories
Description: The client is missing one of two Lodging spend categories.
Resolution: This spend category was only displayed if the client used travel
allowances. The code is modified to now include the Lodging - Do Not Track
Room Rate Spending spend category without regard to use of travel
allowances.

100226000577

Product/Feature: Expense/Cost Object Approval Workflow
Description: An exception is incorrectly firing if a cost object has been limit
approved.
Resolution: The code is modified to now evaluate the limit authority correctly
where the approver is skipped as having already approved the report earlier in
the workflow.

100301000018

Product/Feature: Expense/Car Mileage
Description: The system is incorrectly accepting the entry when the user
attempts to enter a value for Odometer Start that is greater than that for
Odometer End.
Resolution: The code is modified to add a check to ensure that the user
cannot enter a value for Odometer Start that is greater than the value
entered for Odometer End.

100302000332

Product/Feature: Expense/Attendees
Description: The value for Attendee Count is different for a user and a
Processor - the value should be identical.
Resolution: The issue is caused by the code auto-adding the user as an
attendee when the user reopens the expense, even though the user had
deleted himself from the attendee table previously. The code is modified to no
longer auto-add the traveler when 1 or more attendees is present in the
Attendee Count grid or if the expense report has been submitted.

100302000344

Product/Feature: Expense/User Admin
Description: A User Admin attempting to remove the existing Approving
Manager from a user's record can save the deletion, but on returning to the
user's profile they find the manager still resident as the value for Approving
Manager - the system is not honoring the deletion of this manager.
Resolution: The code is modified to now clear the key associated with the
deleted approver when the contents of the field are deleted, so that no
approver is assigned for that user.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100302000378

Product/Feature: Expense/Lists
Description: Connected list item associated with employee is available in
classic interface but not current interface.
Resolution: This is caused by corrupted data in the list entry with an
unknown cause. The code for the List Management option is modified to
handle correction of this circumstance - the list item may be re-entered and
saved without a duplicate item warning. It will now map to the correct parent
item key.

100302000796

Product/Feature: Expense/User Admin
Description: The Cash Advance Approver check box is not displaying for
clients when the administrator displays the approver page, enables or disables
cash advances for the user, then redisplays the approver page.
Resolution: The code is modified to remove the cached session objects for
Cash Advance if the user profile cash advance account code is changed from
not having cash advance to having cash advance, or vice versa.

100303000275

Product/Feature: Expense/Processor
Description: The Concur Auditor is unable to view exceptions that are
configured be viewed by only the Processor.
Resolution: The code is modified to now include the role code of
concur_auditor when checking the role code to display the processor
exceptions.

100304000133

Product/Feature: Expense/Attendees
Description: An attendee search that returns more than a single page of
results cannot be sorted beyond the current page - the following pages do not
show the requested sort order, the sort order is lost.
Resolution: The code is modified to now perform remote sorting for all
search results - this ensures all pages that display honor the requested sorting
order.

100304000802

Product/Feature: Expense/Expense Types
Description: Modifying an expense type in the new current interface results
in removal of the expense category in the classic interface.
Resolution: The code is modified to now include the expense type category
code when loading an expense type object.

100305000755

Product/Feature: Expense/Processor
Description: The ability to set up audit rule conditions that include arithmetic
calculations on currency or numeric fields is missing in the current user
interface. In addition, rules configured to contain arithmetic calculations do
not display correctly.
Resolution: The code is modified to correctly display these calculations. The
condition builder is also now able to create arithmetic calculations for audit
rules.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100308000055

Product/Feature: Expense/User Admin
Description: The Middle Initial field stored in the Expense database is not
updated when updating the Middle Name column where the client is set up to
use the Synchronize Primary Profile information between Travel and Expense
setting.
Resolution: The code is modified to now update the Middle Initial column in
addition to the Middle Name column in the CT_EMPLOYEE table. With this fix,
the Middle Initial column will take the first character of the Middle Name
column as its value. If the Middle Name column is blank, then the Middle
Initial column will also be blank.

NOTE: The client must have the Synchronize Primary Profile information
between Travel and Expense setting set to Yes in order to synchronize
between the two columns.
100309000521

Product/Feature: Expense/Audit Rules
Description: An expense report that is recalled or sent back is stripped of the
random audit CAS exception. This exception should be included when the
report is resubmitted. Random audit exceptions with the code of RANDOM are
retained.
Resolution: The code is modified to now retain a random audit rule
exception with the code of CAS.

100310000149

Product/Feature: Expense/Cliqbook Fields
Description: Cliqbook fields should not display for those sites that use
Expense and/or Invoice only.
Resolution: The following fields are now hidden on the User Details and My
Profile pages:

100310000153

•

Work Telephone

•

Work Address

•

Home Telephone

•

Home Address

Product/Feature: Expense/Smart Expenses
Description: Feature Enhancement: Add Expense Type to Available
Charges on My Concur, to the card transactions list when viewing charges,
and to the Smart Expenses list.
Resolution: The code is modified to add the expense type column to the
areas in the user interface listed above.

100310000773

Product/Feature: Expense/Attendees
Description: The value last entered for an attendee displays again when
pulling up the attendee form and adding a new attendee.
Resolution: This is by design - if the new form has the same field as the
previous form the value is copied over - it does not matter if the value is the
default value or via user input.
However, the code was modified to enforce the behavior that, if both the
previous form and the new form have the same default value in the identical
field, then the value should not be copied over from the previous form and the
default value for the new form should be displayed.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100313000003

Product/Feature: Expense/Cash Advance
Description: User with all required permissions to create and approve
expense reports experiences system errors when attempting to approve and
create reports when the configuration for cash advances is set to NOT inherit
from a higher level group.
Resolution: The code is modified by adding a null check.

100314000016

Product/Feature: Expense/Email Notification
Description: Emailing expense reports to multiple email addresses is not
working properly - the semicolon separator is not recognized when separating
email addresses.
Resolution: The code is modified to now parse on both the comma and the
semicolon.

100317000062

Product/Feature: Expense/User Interface
Description: Enhancement Request: Change the company card vendor field
to use the same source on all pages.
Resolution: The code is modified to display Doing Business As in the View
Charges page. This matches the field used in the Available Company Card
Charges list and the card charge popup window. The Doing Business As
vendor name is the name most likely to be recognized by the user.

100318000171

Product/Feature: Expense/Travel Allowance - Norway
Description: Feature Enhancement: Add more flexible rates for domestic
trips of a single day.
Resolution: The code is modified to add an option for using time band rates
for domestic single day trips. This is enabled using the new Travel Allowance
Calc Method Property single_day_trip_uses_time_bands. The setting is
disabled by default.
See the section Changes to the Travel Allowance Country Configuration
Guides for Norway and Generic Time Band in this document for additional
information.

100318000744

Product/Feature: Expense/COA Workflow
Description: The default Approver for a Cost Object Approval workflow is
required to re-approve an expense report when that second approval occurs
later in the COA workflow than the first step.
Resolution: The code is modified to skip any cost object step regardless of
order if the exact same approver has approved earlier in the workflow.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100319000738

Product/Feature: Expense/Error Messages - Copydown List
Description: Users are confused by the copy down message when editing the
report header or parent expense field that is then copied down to lower level
items.
Resolution: The Copydown list type is changed in the following ways for this
release:

100322000615

•

No error message is displayed when the header is updated and there
are no entries

•

When a header is updated and there are entries, the following
message will display:
You have changed the <custom field names> field(s) in this report
header. Do you also want to overwrite the <custom field name>
field(s) in all entries and itemizations in this report with the new value
entered here? Click Yes to overwrite the values. Click No to save the
changes only in this report header.

•

When a parent entry with itemizations is updated, the following
message will display:
You have changed the <custom field names> field(s) in this expense
entry. Do you also want to overwrite the <custom field name> field(s)
in all itemizations for this entry with the new value entered here? Click
Yes to overwrite the values. Click No to save the changes only in this
entry.

Product/Feature: Expense/Processor
Description: Unable to select the city Coeur d'Alene when creating a new
query in Processor.
Resolution: The code is modified to escape via Javascript all city names that
contain a single quote, such as Coeur d'Alene.

100322000734

Product/Feature: Expense/Receipt Processor
Description: The Report ID field does not automatically convert lowercase
text to uppercase, resulting in no match found. The classic interface allowed
lower case.
Resolution: The code is modified by adding an uppercase call to the Report
ID filter.

100323000055

Product/Feature: Expense/Receipt Processor
Description: Receipt Processor in the current user interface is forced to use
mouse to enter scanned barcode - the Enter key does not perform the same
function when processing the receipts submission form. Additionally, the page
focus after performing this function is not reset to Report ID, causing the
user to again use the mouse to bring focus to this field. Fixing these two
issues would speed client work.
Resolution: The code is modified to now honor the Enter key for the Report
ID field. Also, when returning to the page after pressing Enter the focus is on
the Report ID field.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100323000882

Product/Feature: Expense/Processor
Description: Unable to select the expense type name President's Club when
creating a new query in Processor.
Resolution: The code is modified to escape via Javascript all expense type
names that contain a single quote, such as President's Club.

100326000236

Product/Feature: Expense/Attendees
Description: Attendee placeholder text in the Attendee typeahead box does
not disappear when the user clicks in the box - instead all text must be
highlighted and deleted before the user can proceed. This happens only for
the second attendee and on.
Resolution: The code is modified to add an override for the API that handles
the empty text message.

100326000559

Product/Feature: Expense/VAT
Description: An Unexpected Software Error (UE) is generated when
attempting to add an additional condition on either the Tax Condition or the
Reclaim Condition pages for a Tax Reclaim Group that has already been
saved.
Resolution: The code is modified to remove a null value for the Expression
key - this prevented the conditions from being saved. Now, a null value is
used only if the condition is new.

100330000372

Product/Feature: Expense/Travel Allowance - Swedish
Description: Feature Enhancement: Exclude meal deductions if the itinerary
is a trip of less than 50 kilometer (Short Distance).
Resolution: The code is modified to add a setting to Swedish TA for the Short
Trip Uses Deductions (Y/N). Now, when this setting is set to Y (enabled) and
the itinerary is marked as a short trip, the meal deductions are not deducted
for the trip.

100401000048

Product/Feature: Expense/Workflow
Description: An expense report with late payment fees is not correctly routed
to a different approver for the required approval after manager's approval.
Resolution: When the next step has Skip step and a change approver rule,
the system did not consider the change approver rule to determine the
approver on the next step. As a result, the previous step is not skipped as it
doesn't know who to assign as the approver. The code is modified to evaluate
the changed approver when determining if the next step has a valid approver.

100408000328

Product/Feature: Expense/Expense Types
Description: The Next button is incorrectly grayed out (unavailable) when
trying to modify expense types.
Resolution: The code is modified to update the Expense Types wizard to use
a direct string comparison of expense type names when checking for
duplicates instead of using a RegEx comparison.
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Section 11:

Resolved Cases - Invoice

Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100406000253

Product/Feature: Invoice/Audit Rules
Description: The Is a Test User field on the Employee data object is not
available when creating / modifying an Invoice audit rule.
Resolution: The code was modified to make the Is a Test field an available
field on the Employee data object.

N/A

Product/Feature: Invoice/Processor
Description: Invoice processors are unable to view payment confirmation
images.
Resolution: An Action menu item, View Payment Image, is now added to
the Processor List and Processor Reviewer pages to allow the processor to
view payment confirmation images.

NOTE: This link only displays if an image is associated with the request otherwise the link is unavailable.
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Section 12:

Resolved Cases - Analysis/Concur Intelligence

Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100208000697

Product/Feature: Concur Data Warehouse Model
Description: Paid Date/Time is not available in the Concur Data Warehouse.
Resolution: Paid Date/Time has been added to Concur Data Warehouse. It is
available at:
Concur Data Warehouse > Expense > Expense Reports > Report Dates and
Statuses

090611000026

Product/Feature: Concur DW Archive, Concur Data Warehouse Model
Description: Credit Card was not available in the Concur Data Warehouse.
Resolution: Authorized Approvers Data has been added to both the DW
Expense Archive and Concur Data Warehouse. It is available at:
Concur Data Warehouse > Expense > Expense Reports > Credit Card > Credit
Card Accounts

090621000000

Product/Feature: Concur DW Archive, Concur Data Warehouse Model
Description: ‘Allocated State’ field was not available in the Concur Data
Warehouse.
Resolution: The ‘Allocated State’ field has been added to both the DW
Expense Archive and Concur Data Warehouse. It is available at:
Concur Data Warehouse > Expense > Expense Reports > Entry Information >
Additional Entry Details

090626000305

Product/Feature: Concur DW Archive, Concur Data Warehouse Model
Description: ‘Locale’ field was not available in the Concur Data Warehouse.
Resolution: The ‘Locale’ field has been added to both the DW Expense
Archive and Concur Data Warehouse. It is available at:
Concur Data Warehouse > Expense > Lists > Employee Information,
Concur Data Warehouse > Expense > Lists > Employee Information > Keys
and
Concur Data Warehouse > Expense > Lists > Employee Information > Keys >
Prompt Keys

091022000013

Product/Feature: Concur DW Archive, Concur Data Warehouse Model
Description: ‘Test User’ field was not available in the Concur Data
Warehouse.
Resolution: The ‘Test User’ field has been added to both the DW Expense
Archive and Concur Data Warehouse. It is available at:
Concur Data Warehouse > Expense > List > Employee Information >
Additional Details
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Section 13:

Resolved Cases - Jobs

Case ID

Case/Defect Description

090821000494

Product/Feature: Jobs/Company Card Import
Description: AirPlus provides the Travel Date instead of the Transaction Date
preventing the expense of “future” transactions.
Resolution: AirPlus now provides the Transaction Date in addition to the
Travel Date, The AirPlus importer was modified to read the Transaction Date
from the new location.

091023000656
100302000480

091026000647

Product/Feature: Jobs/ Company Card Import
Description: Canadian ATM Withdrawals not correctly identified in some
instances in the American Express GL1025.
Resolution: Modified the importer to also look at the Genesis Major Industry
Code to identify ATM Withdrawals.
Product/Feature: Jobs/ Company Card Import
Description: AirPlus Lodge import fails when AirPlus does not provide the
employee ID in the feed and instead provide “n/a” as the AccountNumber.
Resolution: Modified the importer to treat “n/a” as a special case, The
transaction will be orphaned on import.

091101000002

Product/Feature: Jobs/Extract

091116000367

Resolution: The code was modified to track the number of records
processed even when the Extract is informational and statuses aren’t updated.

Description: Record Count is not updated for Informational Extracts

100104000625
100201000068

Product/Feature: Jobs/ Company Card Import
Description: AirPlus provides “UNK” in the cardholder country field which
fails our ISO validation.
Resolution: Modified the importer to ignore a country of “UNK”.

100202000189
100202000025
100210000476

Product/Feature: Concur Expense/ Company Card Administrator
Description: Company Card tool in the current UI does not consistently work
with some versions of Internet Explorer.
Resolution: Modified the code to work for IE.
Product/Feature: Jobs/ Company Card Import
Description: The GE MasterCard SBF importer is not automatically assigning
card accounts to the employee.
Resolution: Modified the importer to read the employee ID and, if it is valid,
assign the account to the employee.

100311000824

Product/Feature: Jobs/ Company Card Import
Description: Credit balance refund transactions in the VISA VCF 4.0 aren’t
hidden from the employee in some instances
Resolution: Modified the importer to recognize a credit balance refund by an
additional string (“CBR MAN CHK”).
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100330000311

Product/Feature: Jobs/Company Card Import
Description: American Express KR1205 occasionally fails
Resolution: The code was modified to handle certain error conditions
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Section 14:

Known Issues - Expense

Case ID

Case/Defect Description

N/A

Product/Feature: Expense/Calculated Adjusted Amount
Description: Some Travel Allowance expense entries are being incorrectly
adjusted. Entries that are not marked as Travel Allowance entries are adjusted
correctly.
Workaround: There is no workaround for this issue. It will be resolved in an
upcoming release.
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Section 15:

Known Issues - Invoice

Case ID

Case/Defect Description

091028000053

Product/Feature: Invoice/Extended Search Attributes
Description: Extended search attributes added to a form that can be
configured in the Vendor Payment (Classic) interface cannot be configured or
worked with in the new Invoice (Current) interface. Only standard default
search criteria are available in the Current interface.
Workaround: Customers are advised to work with the default search fields
provided in Concur Invoice. This functionality will be included in a future
release.

091209000752

Product/Feature: Invoice/Workflow
Description: Workflow steps configured so that the Vendor Approval step
precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) step are not supported.
Workaround: The client should configure Workflow so that the Vendor
Approval step never precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) workflow step.
Instead, the Vendor Approval step should follow the COA step.

091213000012

Product/Feature: Invoice/Intelligent Capture
Description: Color and grayscale PDF format is not supported under
Intelligent Capture.
Currently only black & white PDFs are supported when uploading PDFs using
Intelligent Capture.
Workaround: The client should set their scanner to only export PDF format
files in black and white, and not grayscale or color. This will ensure the
clearest definition and the easiest readability by the Intelligent Capture
system.
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This document contains proprietary information and data that is the exclusive
property of Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. No part of this
document may be reproduced, transmitted, stored in a retrievable system,
translated into any language, or otherwise used in any form or by any means,
electronic or mechanical, for any purpose, without the prior written consent of
Concur Technologies, Inc.
Information contained in this document applies to the following products in effect at
the time of this document's publication:

Concur Travel & Expense, April 2010

The above product(s) and information contained in this document are subject to
change without notice. Accordingly, Concur Technologies, Inc. disclaims any
warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information contained in this
document, and assumes no liability for damages incurred directly or indirectly from
any error, omission, or discrepancy between the above product(s) and the
information contained in this document.
© 2004 – 2010 Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. All rights
reserved.
Concur® Expense, Concur, and their respective logos are all trademarks of Concur
Technologies, Inc. All other company and product names are the property of their
respective owners.
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Release Notes – May 2010
Section 1: Please Note the Following Alerts
Functional Parity: Receipt Processor Role to be Retired in June Release
Functions at parity in the current UI will be retired from the classic UI on an on-going
basis. As a rule, this on-going transition will take place approximately one release
after the current user interface reaches functional parity.
Please be advised that, in the June release, Concur anticipates parity in the current
user interface for the Receipt Processor role, which will be retired at that time.

Changes to Retention of Historical Data in Environment Databases
A change to the retention of historical data in both the Production and Test
databases will take effect May 1st 2010. Selected data as shown in the table below
will be deleted in a 60 or 365 day period commencing the 1st of May, 2010.
The table below indicates the number of days that Concur will now retain historical
records for selected data written to the tables and environments types:
Environment Type

Table Name

Days to Retain Data

TEST

CT_AUDIT

60 Days

TEST

CT_LOG

60 Days

TEST

CT_JOB_RUN_DETAILS

60 Days

PROD

CT_LOG

365 Days

PROD

CT_JOB_RUN_DETAILS

365 Days

! This update does not change the current system behavior - all transactional and
client-entered data is still retained and is not removed from the database.

Upcoming Changes to Supported Configurations
Please see the section Supported Configurations in this document for browser and
operating system changes to take place over the next few releases.

SSL Requirement Change to Documents Posted to Concur
As of June 17th of 2010, SAML documents must be posted to Concur using SSL
(https). Please note the following about this critical and important change:
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•

HTTPS is available now - clients do not need to wait for the June 17th
deadline to use secure POST with https. It is highly recommended that
clients act on this now to allow testing time and ensure compliance by the
cutover date.

•

No coordination or communication with Concur is required for the client to
change their SAML POST to be HTTPS compliant - questions should be
directed to the client's IT department.

•

On June 17th 2010 all non-secure (HTTP) SSO request will fail and clients will
be unable to log in using SSO. At that time, all users will be required to
manually log in with their credentials (username and password).

Account Code Columns Character Limit in SAE
Overview
Account Code columns were increased to 48 characters in the March release.
To prevent breaking existing client extracts, the 20-character limit will be enforced
for Travel & Expense Expense Admin (Expense Type and Expense Type importer) and
the Expense Classic Account Code user interface.
This is an advance notice that the Standard Accounting Extract (SAE) Account Code
columns character limit, currently 20, will increase to 48 in the September 2010
release.
The following columns are affected:
CT_ACCT_NODE_EXP_TYPE_MAP.ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_ALLOCATION.ACCOUNT_CODE_1
CT_ALLOCATION.ACCOUNT_CODE_2
CT_CASH_ADVANCE.ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_CREDIT_CARD_ACCOUNT.CLEARING_ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_EFT_PAYMENT_JOURNAL.LIABILITY_ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_EFT_PAYMENT_JOURNAL.CASH_ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_EFT_PAYOR_ACCOUNT.LIABILITY_ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_EFT_PAYOR_ACCOUNT.CASH_ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_JOURNAL.ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_PAYMENT_TYPE.CLEARING_ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_SETUP_ACCT_PKG_SPD_MAP.ACCOUNT_CODE
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Section 2: Enhancements From Client Suggestions Forum
The following features were submitted using Concur's Suggestion service, available
via Concur's forums. They are now included in this service release.
•

User Admin Can Now View All Users They Can Modify:
The Employee Group Configuration list on the User Administration page
has a new option: All Users I Can Access. This allows the administrator to
view all the users they can modify, instead of viewing the users by employee
group.

•

Itemizations Can Be Configured for Copy-Down:
With this release, the administrator can now configure itemizations to accept
copied-down information in new ways.
Each of the features in this section is described in brief here, and in more
detail in their respective sections within this document - if you need additional
information please refer to these sections.
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Section 3: Concur Expense
The following features are included in this service release.

User Administrator Can Choose “All Users I Can Access” in Employee
Group Configuration List
Overview

Business Purpose

The Employee Group Configuration
list on the User Administration page
has a new option: All Users I Can
Access. This allows the administrator to
view all the users they can modify,
instead of viewing the users by
employee group.

This enhancement allows User
Administrators to view all the users
they can modify by default. This
enhancement was highly ranked in
client suggestions.

Refer to the Shared: User Administration User Guide for more information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature. The Employee Group
Configuration list only appears when the Use Expense Advanced Filters option is
selected.
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Delete Button Added to Favorite Attendees Tab
Overview
Users sometimes accidentally add an
attendee to their Favorites. A new Delete
button has been added to the Favorites
tab in the Search Attendees section of
the Expense Report page, to allow the
user to delete extra attendees while
working on an expense.

Business Purpose
This enhancement allows users to
delete attendees from their Favorites
list when accessing them through an
expense entry.

NOTE: This button only removes the attendee from the Favorites list. The attendee
record is only "soft deleted" and still available when searching attendees.
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Account Code Hierarchies With Partially Configured Connected Lists Are
Now Editable in the Current User Interface
Overview
Account code hierarchies are sometimes
configured using one connected list field
as a hierarchy level. The Account Codes
page now supports selecting the higherlevel list items to reach the correct level
item to add to the hierarchy.

Business Purpose
This enhancement makes it possible for
clients to edit complex accounting
hierarchies in the current user
interface.

In this example, Org Unit 6 is the third level of a connected list:
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When a new hierarchy level is created in the current user interface, the higher level
connected list fields are also presented:

The selected value appears in the account code hierarchy, with the three level values
hyphenated:

Refer to the Expense: Account Codes Setup Guide for more information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Best Practices Dashboard: Google Maps and Mileage Overage Audit
Rule Usage
Overview
The Best Practices Dashboard will now
measure the client's use of the Google
Map mileage feature and the Mileage
Overage audit rule when scoring the
client configuration for best practices at
their site.
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How it Works
The Google Maps feature, in combination with the Mileage Overage audit rule, allows
the client to effectively track and measure use of the company and personal car type
at their site and know when a change to the calculated number of miles is made by
an employee. With this release, the Dashboard will now provide a score based on the
use of either or both of the features. A lower score is registered when this
combination is either not being used or being used only on a limited number of
configured cars.

Best Practices Dashboard: Printer-Friendly Format Available
Overview
Clients can now elect to print out the
Dashboard reports generated when the
Dashboard scores the client's site
configuration.

Business Purpose
This enhancement provides an easier
way for the client to view and share
the Dashboard scoring information.

How it Works
A new link, Open Printer Friendly Version, now appears above the overall
snapshot section of the client configuration as shown in the figure below.

Clicking this link opens a printable version of the report in a new window or tab
without any headers, links, or company look-up field. All of the optionally hidden text
is displayed, and all Show Details links suppressed as well for a clean appearance.
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Itemizations Can Be Configured for Copy-Down
Overview

Business Purpose

With this release, the administrator can
configure itemizations to accept copieddown information.

Parent Field Configured with Copy
Down

This enhancement provides a benefit
for all Concur Expense clients to more
precisely define the default values for
itemized entries.

When the parent field is configured as a copy-down, the itemization field can be
configured so that one of these actions occurs:
•

Expense copies down the information that is in the parent field at the time the
expense is itemized.
Example: Assume that Org Unit 1 on the report header contained Sales,
which copied down to Org Unit 1 on the expense entry. Further assume that
the user changed the expense entry field from Sales to Marketing before the
expense was itemized.
With this option, Marketing copies to the itemization field.

•

Expense copies down the information from the parent's source field.
Example: Assume that Org Unit 1 on the report header contained Sales,
which copied down to Org Unit 1 on the expense entry. Further assume that
the user changed the expense entry field from Sales to Marketing before the
expense was itemized.
With this option, Sales copies to the itemization field.

•

Expense leaves the field blank.

Parent Field Configured with a Constant
When the parent field is configured with a constant, the itemization field can be
configured so that one of these actions occurs:
•

Expense provides the information that is in the parent field at the time the
expense is itemized.
Example: Assume that the default "constant" in the field is ABC. Assume that
the user changed the field from ABC to DEF before the expense was itemized.
With this option, DEF copies to the itemization field.

•

Expense provides the parent's default value.
Example: Assume that the default "constant" in the field is ABC. Assume that
the user changed the field from ABC to DEF before the expense was itemized.
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With this option, ABC copies to the itemization field.
•

Expense leaves the field blank.

Configuration
To configure the itemizations, contact Concur Client Support.

Copy-Down from Entry Fields to Allocation Fields
Overview

Business Purpose

With this release, allocation fields can
be configured to accept copied-down
data from entry-level fields.
(Allocation fields have always been able
to accept copied-down data from the
employee-level fields and report-level
fields.)

This enhancement benefits clients who
use project-based allocation or billing.
It makes the allocation process
quicker for users and perhaps more
in-line with company policy.

Copy-down for allocation fields works
the same as copy-down for other fields - with the following exceptions:
•

Copy-down will work only when the user allocates entries individually. If the
user selects multiple entries for allocation, the entry-level information is not
copied down.

•

After the initial copy-down, if a user changes the information in the entrylevel "source" field, whether or not the copied-down information is also
updated depends on the allocation.
For example, currently if the user allocates less than 100% of an expense (for
example, 80%), then the remaining part (in this case, 20%) is automatically
allocated by the system, based on the expense type and its associated
account code.
In this case, if the user later changes the information in the entry-level
"source" field:
♦

The copied-down information in the 80% defined by the user is not
changed - even if the user later opens the allocation. If the user wants to
change that information, he/she must change it manually.

♦

The copied-down information in the 20% defined by the system is
automatically updated to match the new information in the entry-level
"source" field.

Configuration
Contact Concur Client Support for assistance in configuring allocation fields.
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New Email Notification Alerts When Card Feed Import Completes
Overview
Business Purpose
A new email notification option, (Send
email when...) A card feed import
This feature gives the Company Card
completes, notifies the Company Card
administrator the option to track their
administrator whenever a company
card feed type jobs.
card job type completes. This means
the Company Card admin will now
receive the same email notifications that, prior to this change, the IT Admin role
receives.
The option is available in the user's Profile by selecting Expense Preferences from
Expense Settings. Under Send email when... the card administrator selects the A
card feed import completes check box (it is cleared by default) as shown in the
figure below:

Refer to the Shared: User Administration User Guide for more information.

Advanced Configuration for New and Existing Lodge Accounts
Overview
When creating or modifying a Lodge
account, the Company Card admin can
now select the Lodge Import format
used to import the Lodge data and
specify labels for the custom data
supplied by their card provider in the
Lodge feed.
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How it Works - Creating a New Lodge Account
When the card administrator creates the new Lodge account in the Manage
Accounts page, they click New, select Lodge as the Account Type, and provide
values for the remaining fields as shown in the figure below:

Once completed, the user clicks Save and Configure to display the Configure
Expense Field Labels for Lodge Account dialog box.

The card administrator can now select the appropriate Lodge Import Format from the
list provided under Select Lodge Import Format. When selected, the column
under Specification Field Name is populated with the values provided within the
definition. To provide labels these custom fields, click the row directly and enter the
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desired text. This label will be used for the custom fields in Manage Lodge
Transactions and in the pop-up displayed to the user.

Working with Existing Lodge Accounts
Existing Lodge accounts can be associated with a Lodge Import Format by clicking
Modify, changing options as required (selected options are unavailable), and then
clicking Save and Configure.

The process is then identical to that used when creating a new Lodge account.
Refer to the Expense: Company Card Administrator User Guide for more
information.
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Group Aware Reporting Roles in User Permissions Now Show the
Reporting Hierarchy in a Tree Format
Overview
When assigning group-aware user roles
in User Permissions, the administrator
can now see the reporting hierarchy in a
tree format. Prior to this release, all
levels of the hierarchy appeared as a
flat list.

Business Purpose
This enhancement makes it easier for
administrators to view and select the
correct levels in the reporting hierarchy
when assigning reporting roles.

NOTE: The reporting hierarchy levels will only appear if users have been assigned to
the level.
Refer to the Shared: User Administration User Guide for more information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
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Section 4: Concur Invoice
Concur Invoice Supplier Portal
Overview
Business Purpose
A company using Invoice will
now be able to invite their key
This enhancement automates invoice status
suppliers to securely register for
inquiries, freeing the client's AP department to focus
the new Supplier Portal, where
on more mission-critical business. Suppliers no
longer need to spend time on the phone to their
these suppliers can then check
buyers - they can self-serve using the Portal.
the details and status of
outstanding invoices, and accept
invitations from other Invoice buyers. With this view, a single supplier can interact in
a one-to-many model with multiple Concur buyers.
For the purposes of this documentation, note that a client is a buyer, and the vendor
is a supplier.

What the Supplier Sees
The Supplier Portal page includes options that allow the supplier to accept (add)
invitations to the Portal, sent by the buyer via email. Once the invitation is accepted,
the supplier can select the buyer and input the invoice number to check on the
status of the invoice. They can also see buyer details, such as contact information.
The Supplier Portal page appears as the figure below:
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An Administration page lets a Portal administrator add additional users, and adjust
privileges and reset passwords for existing users.
NOTE: This option will only display for suppliers that are not already an existing
Invoice customer - Invoice users will not need to add administrative users to
the Portal.

The supplier will refer to the online Help system available from the Supplier
Portal for additional information.

Enabling the Supplier Portal
To enable the Supplier Portal, the Invoice administrator uses the Supplier Portal
Admin option in Invoice Admin, selecting the Enable the Supplier Portal feature
option after reading and agreeing to the legal statement as shown in the figures
below. No Concur assistance is needed to enable the feature.

And:
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NOTE: Concur can only display payment information to buyers, if it has been
supplied by the buyer. Clients should ensure they’re using the Payment
Confirmation Import to send payment details to Concur, prior to enabling the
Supplier Portal.

Inviting a Supplier to the Portal
Once the Portal is enabled, new invitation functions display in Vendor Manager.
Buyers start by identifying a key set of suppliers who should start checking invoice
status via the Portal. Buyers can select one or more vendors (a group) for a single
invite, but these vendors must share a tax identification number (TIN). When
selected, the Send Supplier Portal Invitation link is used to open the Send
Supplier Portal Invitation dialog box as shown in the figure below:
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Checking Invitation Details
The Vendor Manager can quickly identify suppliers who have been invited to use the
Supplier Portal by noting the display of an envelope to the left of the vendor row.

A right-click on the row opens a context menu that includes the View Supplier
Portal Invitation command (also available from the Actions menu):

Clicking this link opens the Invitation Details page.
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This page is used to:
•

Review the details of the original invitation (such as when sent, and if it was
accepted)

•

Note if any other vendors were included as part of a group invitation

•

Delete the invitation to deactivate the supplier relationship at the Portal

Supplier Login and Registration
Once an email invitation has been sent the supplier navigates to the URL provided in
the email and accepts the terms of the Supplier Portal usage by clicking Register
Now as shown in the figure below.
NOTE: If you are an existing Invoice customer then Registration is not needed; just
login with your existing user name and accept the agreement - this will add
the supplier portal module to your existing user experience.

By accepting the terms of the registration agreement the Create New Account
page appears. The supplier fills out the information and clicks Register.
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NOTE: Only one supplier user representing a company will be allowed to perform
the registration process where multiple parties of the same vendor will access
the same Portal account. The user that registers first will be the acting admin
for the account and can add additional users via the Administration interface.
Once registered the supplier can log in to the Supplier Portal using the email and
password supplied during registration.
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Once logged in, the supplier can begin to accept new buyer invitations, check on the
detail and status of invoices, and search for and review buyer information for
existing buyers.

When checking on invoices, the Portal will display the:
•

Status: Received, Pending Approval, Paid, Void, Cancelled

•

Paid Date

•

Invoice Image

•

Payment Confirmation Image

•

Check Number

•

Invoice Amount

•

Check Image

NOTE: Concur can only display payment information to buyers, if it has been
supplied by the buyer. Clients should ensure they’re using the Payment
Confirmation Import to send payment details to Concur, prior to enabling the
Supplier Portal.
Refer to the online Help system available from the Supplier Portal and the
Invoice: Supplier Portal User Guide for more information.

Imaging and List Management Links Added to Invoice Admin
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Overview
The administrator can now
configure the image settings
and list management settings
directly from Concur Invoice
Admin.

Business Purpose
This enhancement brings additional functionality from
the classic Vendor Payment product to the new
Invoice current interface.

This is done by clicking Invoice
Admin from the Administration tab and then clicking either link on the left side
menu as shown in the figures below.
The image configuration settings appear when clicking Imaging Settings:

For list configuration, click the List Management link:

Refer to the Shared: List Management User Guide and Shared Image Settings
User Guide for more information.
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Payment Role Name Changes
Overview
Selected names of the roles
required to access and configure
features and settings in Concur
Invoice have changed. Now, the
word "Payment" is replaced by
"Invoice" so that the new role
names align with the Invoice name
Manager offering.

Business Purpose
This change aligns role names with their principal
product and prevents any confusion between the
Invoice product and the Concur Payment Manager
offerings.
and to prevent any confusion with the Payment

As an example, the name Payment Approver now becomes Invoice Approver, while
Payment Processor becomes Invoice Processor. Note that the role names Payment
Configuration administrator and Payment Configuration administrator (Restricted)
are also changed even though these roles are exclusive to the Vendor Payment
(classic) product. This is done for the sake of consistency across both products.
A complete list of the name changes are included in the table below - those that did
not change are included as well:
Old Name

New Name

Concur Invoice User

Concur Invoice User

Concur Invoice Pilot User

Concur Invoice Pilot User

Employee Admin Permission on Payment
Hierarchy

Employee Admin Permission on Invoice
Hierarchy

Payment Invoice Processor

Invoice Receipt Processor

Payment Approver

Invoice Approver

Payment AP User

Invoice AP User

Payment Processor (Audit)

Invoice Processor (Audit)

Payment User

Invoice User

Payment Processor

Invoice Processor

Payment Processor Manager

Invoice Processor Manager

Payment Configuration Administrator

Invoice Configuration Administrator

Payment Configuration Administrator
(Restricted)

Invoice Configuration Administrator
(Restricted)

Payment Proxy Logon

Invoice Proxy Logon

Payment Vendor Manager

Invoice Vendor Manager
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Payment Request Import Can Now Auto-Submit the Request
When configuring a Payment Request
import job type the Integration
Business Purpose
administrator can now elect to have
the job automatically submit the
This enhancement automates the submit task
payment requests. This can be useful
and allows for bulk submit of payment
when a client wants to “pre-load” high
requests.
volumes of transactions, such as
archiving requests from a retired
system into Concur Invoice. In these cases, the client needs the requests to go
through some abbreviated form of workflow, often to take advantage of the data in
Analytics.
NOTE: The imported requests are auto-submitted only if the payment request is
assigned to a user either through the import feed, or if a default employee is
configured to always be assigned a request from a specific vendor.
This is done by the Integration administrator in the Expense (classic) interface by
configuring the Payment Request import job type and selecting the Direct E-Invoice
value from Data Source.

Doing this allows the user to select the option to auto submit from the additional
dropdown list that appears as shown in the figure below:
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Section 5: Concur Pay
The following features are included in this service release.

Reimbursement Manager to be Renamed to Payment Manager
Please note that the Reimbursement Manager feature will be renamed to Payment
Manager in the June release.

Payment Manager - Funding Accounts Tab Now Available
Overview
Business Purpose
The Funding Accounts tab is now
available in the current user interface,
This enhancement gives clients access
on the Payment Manager page. This
to their funding accounts in the current
user interface.
enhancement is the first piece of
Reimbursement Manager functionality
to be implemented in the current user interface. Clients can manage their US, CA
and UK accounts on this page.
Users must have the Reimbursement Manager role to access this feature.

 To access Funding Accounts:
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1.

Select Administration > Expense Tools.

2.

Click Payment Manager. The Funding Accounts tab appears.
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Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Funding Accounts Now Employee Group Aware
Overview
Concur Pay funding accounts are now
employee group aware. The Funding
Account window in Payment Manager
now has a field labeled Applies To, that
allows administrators to select the
correct employee groups.
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Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Reimbursement Manager Role Now Employee Group Aware
Overview
The Reimbursement Manager user role
is now employee group aware. When
assigning the user role, the
administrator can now select the
employee groups the Reimbursement
Manager has access to.
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Existing Reimbursement Manager roles will be granted access to the Global group.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Concur Pay Expands Support for Processing Reports with a Negative
Amount (A Credit) Due To a Card Issuer
Overview
Several additional company card issuers
has been added to the list of issuers
that allow Concur Pay to process reports
that have a negative amount (a credit)
due to a card issuer.

Business Purpose
This enhancement expands the card
program support offered by Concur
Pay.

Refer to the Expense: Reimbursement Manager User Guide for more
information on this functionality.

Important note
This functionality is only available with certain card issuers. The card types that
currently support this are:
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•

American Express CA

•

American Express US

•

American Express UK

•

Citibank MasterCard US

•

Citibank Visa US

•

Citibank MasterCard CA
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•

Citigroup Diners MasterCard US

•

JP Morgan Chase MasterCard US NEW

•

JP Morgan Chase Visa US NEW

•

JP Morgan Chase MasterCard CA NEW

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature. Over time additional card
issuers will be enabled to use this feature.
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Section 6: Web Services
Attendee Web Service Controlled Release
Overview
The Attendee Web Service allows
clients to add, update or delete
attendee records. The client retrieves
the list of attendee types, then creates
an attendee batch including the type
and other attendee details. The client
sends the batch of attendees to be
processed, and receives a success or
failure response. If any attendees
failed, the error details are provided for
the first ten failures.

Business Purpose
This feature is designed to allow clients
to manage frequently changing
attendees throughout the day
including, but not limited to, outside
the Overnight Processing Period. It is
particularly useful to clients that use
systems that add, update, or remove
attendees throughout the business day
where the client needs access to these
changes outside the Overnight
Processing Period.

Refer to the Expense: Attendee Web Service Setup Guide for more
information.

Configuration
Clients must register and enable a partner application that uses this web service to
access this functionality.
Refer to the Shared: Web Services Setup Guide for more information.

List Items Now Available
Overview

Business Purpose

The List Item Web Service has been
enhanced to allow clients to retrieve
list items by list level. Clients can send
a request:
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This feature is designed to allow clients
to view existing list items.

•

With no list item defined: This will return a list of all top level list items.

•

With a list item defined: This will return a list of all items on the level
below that list item. For example, with a three level list, if the request
includes a first level list item, the response will include all level two items
below that item. If the request includes a second level list item, the response
will include all level three items below that item.
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The result set can be filtered by passing in an optional filter string. The results will be
limited to list items whose Name or Code match the string.
The result set is limited to 500 list items. This functionality is in parity with the List
Management page.
Refer to the Shared: List Item Web Service Setup Guide for more information.

Configuration
Clients must register and enable a partner application that uses this web service to
access this functionality.
Refer to the Shared: Web Services Setup Guide for more information.
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Section 7: Analysis and Concur Intelligence
The following features are included in this service release.

Analysis/Concur Intelligence – Report Updates
Many of the existing Standard Reports have had some usability updates made to them in the
May Release. The impacted reports are:
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•

Airfares Expensed not Booked in Concur Travel – Report ID was added to this
report. The results graph and Purpose Column have been removed.

•

Car Rentals Expensed not Booked in Concur Travel – On the prompt page, the
Re-imbursement Currency prompt was removed. The Report ID was
added to this report. The Re-imbursement Currency column and Purpose
column have been removed. Finally, the Approved Amount is now being
displayed in the Reporting Currency.

•

Hotel Stays Expensed Not Booked in Concur Travel – The Report ID was
added to this report and the Purpose Column has been removed.

•

Hotel Expense Exceeds Negotiated Rate – On the prompt page, the
Transaction Currency prompt was removed. The Report ID was added to
this report. The results graph, Trip Match Type column, Transaction
Currency column, Purpose column have been removed. All amounts are
now displayed in Reporting Currency. Finally, the Potential Refund column
has been re-named Amount Difference.

•

Past Hotel Reservations with Rates in Excess of Negotiated Rates – The Hotel
Negotiated Rate is now being displayed in the Reporting Currency.

•

Upcoming Hotel Reservations with Rates in Excess of Negotiated Rates – The
Hotel Negotiated Rate is now being displayed in the Reporting Currency.

•

Car Rental Expense Exceeds Reserved Rate –The Reservation Rate is now
being displayed in the Reporting Currency instead of the Booking Currency.
The Report ID was added to this report. The results graph, Purpose
Column, and Trip Type Match column have been removed. The Potential
Refund column has been re-named Amount Difference.

•

Hotel Expense Exceeds Reserved Rate – The Hotel Negotiated Rate is now
being displayed in the Reporting Currency. Reservation Rate in now using the
Reporting Currency instead of the Booking Currency. The Report ID was
added to this report. The results graph, Trip Match Type column and
Purpose column has been removed.

•

Airfare Details – On the prompt page, the Advance Purchase prompt was
removed. The Ticket Price and Total Paid column are now being displayed
in the Reporting Currency. In addition, the Booking Currency column has
been removed.
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New Standard Report: Account Reconciliation Report
Provides administrators visibility into report payees, which Concur Pay created
payment demands, that have been extracted to their accounting system in a given
accounting extract job, but haven’t been paid yet. This report is available at:
Concur Intelligence – Standard Reports > Administration or Analysis –
Standard Reports > Administration

ACCOUNT RECONCILIATION REPORT: REPORT PROMPTS
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ACCOUNT RECONCILIATION REPORT: REPORT OUTPUT

New Standard Report: Bank Statement Reconciliation Report
Provides administrators visibility into the report payees paid for a given funding
account withdrawal. This report is available at:
Concur Intelligence – Standard Reports > Administration or Analysis –
Standard Reports > Administration
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BANK STATEMENT RECONCILIATION REPORT: REPORT PROMPTS

BANK STATEMENT RECONCILIATION REPORT: REPORT OUTPUT
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New Standard Report: Employee Bank Account Status
Provides administrators visibility into employees for a given Employee Group with
bank accounts with errant data or who don’t have active bank accounts. This report
is available at:
Concur Intelligence – Standard Reports > Administration or Analysis –
Standard Reports > Administration

EMPLOYEE BANK ACCOUNT STATUS: REPORT PROMPTS
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EMPLOYEE BANK ACCOUNT STATUS: REPORT OUTPUT

Analysis/Concur Intelligence – Model Updates
Added to Concur Data Warehouse > Expense > Payment Manager
Added these fields to this folder: Batch:
•

Batch Name

•

Batch ID

•

Type

•

Status

•

Start Date

•

Estimated Closed Date

•

Closed Date

•

Estimated Sent Date

•

Sent Date

•

Amount

Added these fields to this folder: Batch > Payor Account:
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•

Payor Account Name

•

Payor Reference ID

•

Provider Name
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•

Bank Country

•

Bank Currency

•

Payor Account Active

•

Pay Cycle

•

Liability Account Code

•

Cash Account Code

Added these fields to this folder: Batch > Master Account:
•

Card Program Name

•

Master Reference ID

•

Payment Type

•

Card Currency

•

Master Account Active

Added these fields to this folder: Batch > Keys:
•

Batch Key

•

Payor Account Key

•

Master Account Key

•

Status Key

Added these fields to this folder: Batch > Key > Prompt Keys:
•

Payor Account Prompt Key

•

Master Account Prompt Key

•

Status Prompt Key

Added these fields to this folder: Payment Demand:
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•

Creation Date

•

Type

•

Status

•

Funding Initiation Date

•

Funding Date

•

Payment Initiation Date

•

Payment Date

•

Return Initiation Date

•

Return Settlement Date

•

Reference ID

•

Amount

•

Is Deleted
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Added these fields to this folder: Payment Demand > Employee Bank Account:
•

Employee Name

•

Employee ID

•

Account Type

•

Account Status

•

Account Currency

•

Account Country

•

Active

Added these fields to this folder: Payment Demand > Keys:
•

Payment Demand Key

•

Status Key

•

Employee Key

•

Bank Account Key

Added these fields to this folder: Payment Demand > Keys > Prompt Keys:
•

Status Prompt Key

•

Employee Prompt Key

Added these fields to this folder: Item Payee:
•

Creation Date

•

Manually Paid

•

Amount

Added these fields to this folder: Item Payee > Associated Expense Report
Information:
•

Report Name

•

Report ID

•

Total Report Amount

•

Reimbursement Currency

Added these fields to this folder: Item Payee > Keys:
•

Item Payee Key

•

Report Key

•

Report Legacy Key

Added these fields to this folder: Payment Expense Journal:
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•

Extracted Date/Time

•

Payer Payment Type

•

Payee Payment Type
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•

Amount

•

Billing Amount

•

Account Code

Added these fields to this folder: Payment Expense Journal > Associated Expense
Report Information:
•

Report Name

•

Report ID

•

Employee Name

•

Employee ID

Added these fields to this folder: Payment Expense Journal > Associated Report
Entry Information:
•

Expense Type

•

Transaction Date

Added these fields to this folder: Payment Expense Journal > Associated Report
Entry Allocation Information:
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•

Allocation Percentage

•

Allocation Account Code 1

•

Allocation Account Code 2

•

Custom 1 – Name

•

Custom 1 – Code

•

Custom 2 – Name

•

Custom 2 – Code

•

Custom 3 – Name

•

Custom 3 – Code

•

Custom 4 – Name

•

Custom 4 – Code

•

Custom 5 – Name

•

Custom 5 – Code

•

Custom 6 – Name

•

Custom 6 – Code

•

Custom 7 – Name

•

Custom 7 – Code

•

Custom 8 – Name

•

Custom 8 – Code

•

Custom 9 – Name

•

Custom 9 – Code
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•

Custom 10 – Name

•

Custom 10 – Code

•

Custom 11 – Name

•

Custom 11 – Code

•

Custom 12 – Name

•

Custom 12 – Code

•

Custom 13 – Name

•

Custom 13 – Code

•

Custom 14 – Name

•

Custom 14 – Code

•

Custom 15 – Name

•

Custom 15 – Code

•

Custom 16 – Name

•

Custom 16 – Code

•

Custom 17 – Name

•

Custom 17 – Code

•

Custom 18 – Name

•

Custom 18 – Code

•

Custom 19 – Name

•

Custom 19 – Code

•

Custom 20 – Name

•

Custom 20 – Code

Added these fields to this folder: Payment Expense Journal > Keys:
•

Journal Key

•

Report Key

•

Report Legacy Key

•

Report Entry Key

•

Allocation Key

•

Payer Payment Type Key

•

Payee Payment Type Key

•

Extract Job Run Legacy Key

•

Associated Item Payee Key

Added to Concur Data Warehouse > Expense > Payment Journal
Added these fields to this folder: Payment Journal:
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•

Event Date/Time

•

Journal Entry Type

•

Liability Account Code

•

Cash Account Code

•

Amount

Added these fields to this folder: Payment Journal Associated Batch Information:
•

Batch ID

•

Batch Status

•

Batch Type

Added these fields to this folder: Payment Journal > Associate Payment Demand
Information:
•

Reference ID

•

Payment Demand Status

•

Payment Demand Type

Added these fields to this folder: Payment Journal > Associated Item Payee
Information:
•

Creation Date

•

Manually Paid

•

Payee Amount

Added these fields to this folder: Payment Journal > Associated Item Payee
Information > Keys:
•

Journal Entry Type Key

•

Batch Key

•

Payment Demand Key

•

Item Payee Key

•

Report Key

•

Report Legacy Key

Added these fields to this folder: Payment Journal > Associated Item Payee
Information > Keys > Prompt Key:
•

Journal Entry Type Prompt Key

Added to Concur Data Warehouse > Invoice
Added this field to this folder: Supplier Details:
•

Is Deleted

Added these fields to this folder: Supplier Details > Additional Supplier Details:
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•

Custom 1 – Name

•

Custom 1 – Code

•

Custom 2 – Name

•

Custom 2 – Code

•

Custom 3 – Name

•

Custom 3 – Code

•

Custom 4 – Name

•

Custom 4 – Code

•

Custom 5 – Name

•

Custom 5 – Code

•

Custom 6 – Name

•

Custom 6 – Code

•

Custom 7 – Name

•

Custom 7 – Code

•

Custom 8 – Name

•

Custom 8 – Code

•

Custom 9 – Name

•

Custom 9 – Code

•

Custom 10 – Name

•

Custom 10 – Code

•

Custom 11 – Name

•

Custom 11 – Code

•

Custom 12 – Name

•

Custom 12 – Code

•

Custom 13 – Name

•

Custom 13 – Code

•

Custom 14 – Name

•

Custom 14 – Code

•

Custom 15 – Name

•

Custom 15 – Code
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Section 8: Supported Languages
The following languages are added to the product in this release.

Support for Hungarian Language
Support for the Hungarian language is included in this service release. Note that this
language is not available for Travel.
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Section 9: Supported Configurations
The following features are included in this service release.

Support For Windows XP Using Service Pack 2 Ends July 13 2010
Microsoft will end support for Windows XP using Service Pack 2 on July 13th, 2010.
With the loss of support for this operating system the following Microsoft browser
and service pack combinations will also no longer be supported by Microsoft:
•

Internet Explorer version 7.0 using Service Pack 2

•

Internet Explorer version 6.0 using Service Pack 2

Google Chrome
This release removes support for Google Chrome version 2.0.
Support for Google Chrome version 4.x is included in this release.
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Section 10:

Updated Documentation

Documentation is available for Concur clients from the Concur Service Central web
site.

Chapter Changes in the Client-Facing Expense Reports - Import and
Extract File Specifications
Several changes were made for this release in the Expense Reports - Import and
Extract File Specifications document:
Travel Allowance import information:
•

Name change: Chapter 10: Travel Allowance Import (classic user interface)
chapter became the Chapter 10: Travel Allowance Import (XML v 1) chapter

•

Name and number change: Chapter 10: Travel Allowance Import (current
user interface) became Chapter 11: Travel Allowance Import (XML v 2)

•

New: Chapter 12: Travel Allowance Import (XML v 3) to include information
about "county"

Other chapter number changes (no change to content):
•

Validation Table Import from chapter 11 to 13

•

Taxability / Deductibility Import from chapter 12 to 14

•

Exchange Rates Import from chapter 13 to 15

Client Documentation Now Converted to Standalone Guides
The Concur Technical Publications department has converted all product
documentation from chapters in manuals to either Setup or User guides. These
standalone guides allow users to select only the functionality they would like to
review. This conversion supports the transition of Concur offerings from the classic
interface, where permissions were limited to a standard set of roles, to the current
user interface, where custom roles can provide any combination of permissions.
These guides are available through a dedicated URL that will always be updated with
the latest documentation. The Current Documentation page lists all setup and user
guides within their respective product groups, in alphabetical order. Links at the top
of the page allow the user to quickly access the desired product.
NOTE: Clients will no longer require the restricted docs as this functionality is no
longer valid. As a result these document types are now retired.
This conversion groups all Concur product documentation into the following areas:
•

Release Notes
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Release Notes: The document released each month detailing features
included in the monthly release
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•

Setup Guides: Originally configuration chapters, these guides explain how to
set up a feature within the Expense, Invoice, or Travel products

•

User Guides: Originally administration and end-user chapters, these guides
explain how to use a feature after configuration

•

Import and Extract Specifications: These documents remain as chapters
within manuals - they explain how to configure and run jobs, such as
Employee import

You can view these changes by logging in on Concur Client Central and navigating to
Resources > Release Documentation and clicking the link under Concur Travel &
Expense.
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Section 11:

Resolved Cases - Concur Travel & Expense

Case ID

Case/Defect Description

090109000340

Product/Feature: Expense/Attendee Audit Rules
Description: A value of zero is incorrectly inserted for attendee period,
resulting in a value of 0001 as the date and generating an error.
Resolution: The code is modified in two ways to resolve this issue:

090930000067

•

A second layer of code will now recalculate the period and insert the
correct period where the initial layer of code is attempting to insert a
value of 0 (zero).

•

Logging is added so that, if the condition appears again, the information
can be captured for future evaluation.

Product/Feature: Expense/Localization - German
Description: A corrupted character in the string identifier EmployeeIDNote is
causing the German display of required for Expense or Invoice user to
incorrectly appear as Erforderlich fÃ¼r Expense oder Invoice Benutzer.
Resolution: The code is modified to correct this translation. The new
translation is Erforderlich für Expense oder Invoice Benutzer.

091030000599

Product/Feature: Expense/Allocations
Description: Feature Enhancement: Allow copy down to the allocations field
from the expense entry field.
Resolution: The code is modified to now allow a copy down action from the
expense entry fields to the allocation fields.
See the section Copy-Down from Entry Fields to Allocation Fields in this
document for more information.

091123000203

Product/Feature: Expense/Group Configuration
Description: Feature Enhancement: Add a value, All Users I have Access to,
to the Employee Group Configuration dropdown list so that administers
can view all of the users they have permissions to configure.
Resolution: The code is modified to add the All Users I have Access to, to the
Employee Group Configuration dropdown list.
See the section User Administrator Can Choose “All Users I Can Access”
in Employee Group Configuration List in this document for more
information.

100119000801

Product/Feature: Expense/Email Reminders
Description: A disparity between the Expense (classic) and The Expense
(current) products results in the Copy to Email Address field only allowing
50 characters in the current product - the classic product allows 256
characters.
Resolution: The code is modified to allow the user to type up to 256
characters in the Copy to Email Address field in the current product.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100120000016

Product/Feature: Expense/User Interface
Description: A Chinese user is not shown the "Welcome <username>"
message when first logging in to the product.
Resolution: The code is modified to now support the Welcome message for
all languages that use more than 2 characters for their language code (e.g.
Chinese = zh_CN).

100122000408

Product/Feature: Expense/Locations
Description: Locations added for Antarctica do not appear in the Locations
helper.
Resolution: The code is modified perform a left outer join to the
ct_ctry_currency_map table in order to default the currency for Antarctica to
the expense report's reimbursement currency. This fix resolves the issue of
Antarctica not having an official currency, which was preventing the display.

100209000487

Product/Feature: Expense/User Admin
Description: A user can add an approval limit for an Authorized Approver but
cannot specify the currency. This resulted in the currency always defaulting to
USD.
Resolution: The code is modified to now add a new Approval Limit
Currency field to allow the approver to define the currency for the approval
limit. This field appears directly to the right of the Manager Approval Limit
field whenever the Authorized Approver check box is selected. Now, if an
approval limit is entered and no currency is selected, an error is generated
and a popup appears when attempting to save the values.

100226000334

Product/Feature: Expense/Audit Rules
Description: No logging record is being created when using the Expense
Admin or Accounting Admin interface to change account codes for expense
types.
Resolution: The code is modified to add auditing (Change Log Entries) for
Expense Type account code changes made in the Expense (current) Expense
Admin interface.

100309000187

Product/Feature: Expense/Allocations
Description: When an allocation is fully used (the remaining amount is zero)
the system is still displaying a new row to allocate. This is not required since
the full amount is accounted for.
Resolution: The code is modified to now note that the amount is fully
allocated and prevent automatic display of a new allocation row.

100329000446

Product/Feature: Expense/Profile
Description: The Register for E-Receipt link does not work in a system
configured for French language display - it does work for a system configured
for a different language, such as English.
Resolution: This was caused by an apostrophe in the text of the label. The
code is modified to now escape the labels for javascript by using the correct
API.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100330000490

Product/Feature: Expense/Imaging
Description: User is able to view a receipt image in Expense (classic) but not
in Expense (current). The browser will either not display the image or display
an error.
Resolution: The code is modified to now use the new Web Service interface
to view these images. This service allows images of greater than 10mb to be
displayed.

100330000834

Product/Feature: Expense/Audit Trail
Description: The Audit Trail record does not include the Expense Receipt
Processor role's action of viewing the expense report images - the role
information is not captured and recorded in the audit history.
Resolution: The code is modified to add the receipt container and view
receipts audit trail entries.

100407000049

Product/Feature: Expense/Forms & Fields
Description: A disparity between the Expense (classic) and Expense
(current) products results in the Receipt Container ID field not being
populated on older expense reports in the Expense (current) interface - they
are populated in the classic interface.
Resolution: The code is modified to add the missing map entry and variable
in DAO.

100407000179

Product/Feature: Expense/Printed Reports - Russian language
Description: English strings incorrectly appear in a Russian language printed
report when using the Printed Reports feature in a Test environment.
Resolution: The code is modified to display the Totaling cells of the report
correctly. Now the Total Posted Amount and Total Approved Amount cells
in the report will not show the value for the Total Claimed Amount, but
instead show their correct amounts.

100407000736

Product/Feature: Expense/Allocations
Description: An Authorized Approver is not able to allocate the expense
report - it is displayed in read-only format.
Resolution: The code is modified so that the custom status is considered
when validating if an expense can be edited or not.

100409000118

Product/Feature: Expense/Localization - German
Description: the Travel Info label on My Concur is incorrectly translated to
Hinweise für die Reisebuchnung in the German language.
Resolution: The code is modified to change the localized string from
Hinweise für die Reisebuchnung to Hinweise für die Reisebuchung.

100413000771

Product/Feature: Expense/Expense Type
Description: Changing the case of expense type characters in the Expense
(current) product does not "stick" - the user must change the case of the
characters in the Expense (classic) product to have the change retained in the
expense report.
Resolution: The code is modified to now consider and update a value based
on a case correction update and not just a word change update.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100413000193

Product/Feature: Expense/Connected Lists
Description: A blank drop down list is displayed when a connected list field
included in an account hierarchy is not the first level of the connected list, and
the previous levels of the connected list are not included in the account code
hierarchy prior to this field.
When a connected list field included in an account hierarchy is not the first
level of the connected list, and the previous levels of the connected list are
not included in the account code hierarchy prior to this field, two issues are
raised:
•

The drop down list is blank and does not display any values

•

The field only shows the value of the defined level in the account code
tree in accounting Admin, causing confusion since the client will see
identical names drawn from different connected lists

Resolution: The code is modified to address both issues:

100415000407

•

The parent values will now appear in the drop down list so that, if the
client is using only level 3 in the account code hierarchy, they will be
required to select level 1, then level 2, and then level 3. If the client is
using level 1 and level 3 in the account code hierarchy, they would select
level 1 for level 1, and the system would automatically include level 2
and level 3 for level 3.

•

The accounting code tree will now display all missing levels, each
separated by a comma. If the client is only using level 3 in the account
code hierarchy, the tree will show level 1-level 2-level 3. If they have
level 1 and level 3 in the account code hierarchy, the tree will show level
1 for level 1 and level 2-level 3 for level 3.

Product/Feature: Expense/Cash Advance
Description: An error is generated when attempting to submit a cash
advance under conditions where a Proxy is working for a user with no default
Cash Advance Approver in their profile.
Resolution: The code is modified to fix the cash advance midtier to update
the default approver for the actual user rather than the proxy user.

100415000547

Product/Feature: Expense/Expense Processor
Description: The Payment To column that displays the cash portion of an
expense report incorrectly displays the name of the administrator and not the
name of the employee.
Resolution: The code is modified to not use the name of the currently logged
in user, but instead the name of the owner of the expense report in the
Report Payments pop up.

100419000052

Product/Feature: Expense/Lists
Description: A custom list field using multiple lists, each associated with a
different form, only displays items from the list associated at the field level.
Resolution: The code is modified to add the ability to select from multiple
lists for simple list fields. Now, if more than one list is associated with a field,
the admin user will need to select the appropriate list first, before selecting
the value for the account code hierarchy.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100421000531

Product/Feature: Expense/Email Notifications
Description: There is a typographic error in the email notification "Concur
Pay - Expense Reimbursement has arranged payment for your expense report
named %ReportName% for the amount due to your card card account."
Resolution: The code is modified to now read "Concur Pay - Expense
Reimbursement has arranged payment for your expense report named
%ReportName% for the amount due to your credit card account."

100421000635

Product/Feature: Expense/Attendees
Description: The Attendee field for an expense entry is not available for
editing - it displays in read-only format but is a Required field type. This
happens when the expense entry is marked as Personal.
Resolution: The code is modified to now overwrite the Is Required property
to a status of No where the expense is marked as Personal.

100422000111

Product/Feature: Expense/Tax Administrator
Description: The system no longer responds after attempting to rename the
Airfare group after using the Tax Administration wizard.
Resolution: The code is modified to no longer call the SplitTaxExpense
expense type if the date is not the max date of 9999-12-31 or greater. Prior
to this fix calling this function caused an invalid date to be sent to the
database.

100422000284

Product/Feature: Expense/Audit Rules
Description: An audit rule is not evaluating correctly when a NULL value is
appearing as a value for CT_CREDIT_CARD_TRANSACTION.HAS_RICH_DATA
(Has Rich Data) in a credit card transaction.
Resolution: The code is modified to now return a No value to the rule when
the field Has Rich Data is blank or NULL.

100422000443

Product/Feature: Expense/Account Code
Description: The Account Code hierarchy is incorrectly displaying deleted
items.
Resolution: The code is modified so that the Account Code structure no
longer displays deleted list items.

100427000536

Product/Feature: Expense/List
Description: Deleting an item from one of two lists in the same category
results in the item still appearing in both lists.
Resolution: The code is modified to now mark for delete only the list item for
a specific (single) list, and not for all list items where the list items are shared
between lists.

100427000586

Product/Feature: Expense/Localization (Spanish)
Description: Add Charge Card and other strings incorrectly localized for the
Spanish language.
Resolution: The file ExpenseJS-es.xml is updated from Añadir cargo a la tarjeta
to Añadir cargo de la tarjeta.
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Case ID
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100428000590

Product/Feature: Expense/Expense Entry
Description: The Original Paper receipt rule is not being invoked on the first
expense entry save action. This is because the VAT calculation is being
performed after the Receipt Required evaluation was completed.
Resolution: The code is modified so that the VAT calculation is performed
before the Receipt Required evaluation.

100428000757

Product/Feature: Expense/Expense Entry
Description: The position of the Tax Posted Amount field cannot be
repositioned in the expense entry form.
Resolution: The code is modified to now honor the sequence order of the
drawing and display of the Tax Posted Amount field.

100429000039

Product/Feature: Expense/Travel Allowance
Description: A user who creates a new itinerary with a new reimbursement
currency after an expense report is created does not see the new currency in
the report when reopening the report.
Resolution: The code is modified to now direct the stored procedure for
creating fixed entries to query the report currency and not the employee
currency for the correct currency value.

100308000450

Product/Feature: Expense/Smart Expenses
Description: User receives import error when trying to add card transaction
to the report.
Resolution: When a user changes the expense type of an itemization the
system remembers that assignment so that everything imported with the
same vendor name will be turned into the selected expense type in the future.
The code will no longer use itemizations for this purpose.

091006000075

Product/Feature: Expense/User Profile
Description: User receives an Unexpected Error when trying to select Dutch
(Netherlands) locale.
Resolution: This issue is specific to Internet Explorer. The default system
settings have been modified to correctly handle this locale.

100421000051

Product/Feature: Expense/Travel Allowances
Description: The incorrect translation is used for “Date” on the Add/Edit
Itinerary Row pane.
Resolution: The Spanish translation for date has been updated to “Fecha”.

100427000385

Product/Feature: Expense/Audit Rules
Description: Incorrect label is displayed in audit rules for field “Bank Account
is Active.
Resolution: The field label has been corrected.

100413000690

Product/Feature: Expense/Attendees
Description: An incorrect number of attendees is displayed on the expense.
Resolution: This is a display error and the values in the database were
correct. The code has been corrected to refresh the display after the count
has been updated.
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Section 13:

Resolved Cases - Jobs

Case ID

Case/Defect Description

091221000498

Product/Feature: Jobs/Company Card Import
Description: Late Fees cannot be hidden from the end user.
Resolution: The American Express GL1025 importer was modified to detect
Late Fees and allow the client to configure their visibility.

100318000165

Product/Feature: Jobs/Employee Import
Description: Large Employee Import feeds with 350 Records can cause
OutofMemory errors within Concur User Profile (CUP).
Resolution: The code that executes a large query was modified to retrieve
records in chunks of 1000. It is using the same mechanism that is done for
Concur Expense.

100323000016

Product/Feature: Jobs/Email notifications
Description: Inactive users with the IT_ADMIN or IT_ADMIN_RO role still
receive email notifications for job failures.
Resolution: The code was modified to not send emails to users that are no
longer active.

100331000677

Product/Feature: Expense/Company Card
Description: The list of card accounts displayed in Manage Accounts in the
current UI is different than the list displayed in Assign Cards in the classic UI.
Resolution: The new Manage Accounts functionality in the current UI was not
filtering out provider-canceled card accounts. The code was modified to filter
these card accounts.

100420000137

Product/Feature: Jobs/Employee Import
Description: Processing of a 600 Record causes a NullPointerException in
some instances.
Resolution: The error was caused when the card account had been assigned
to an employee but did not have a valid Assignment Date. The code was
modified to ensure that the Assignment Date was valid before attempting to
use it.
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Release Notes – June 2010
Section 1: Please Note the Following Alerts
Concur Expense Administration Functions at Parity to be Retired from
the Classic User Interface
Please note as of this release June 18 2010 the functions listed below will be
retired from the classic user interface. They are now available in the current
interface.

RECEIPT PROCESSOR
•

All - now available in the current interface

SSL Requirement Change to Documents Posted to Concur
As of June 17th of 2010, SAML documents must be posted to Concur using SSL
(https). Please note the following about this critical and important change:
•

HTTPS is available now - clients do not need to wait for the June 17th
deadline to use secure POST with https. It is highly recommended that
clients act on this now to allow testing time and ensure compliance by the
cutover date.

•

No coordination or communication with Concur is required for the client to
change their SAML POST to be HTTPS compliant - questions should be
directed to the client's IT department.

•

On June 17th 2010 all non-secure (HTTP) SSO request will fail and clients will
be unable to log in using SSO. At that time, all users will be required to
manually log in with their credentials (username and password).

Account Code Columns Character Limit in SAE
Overview
Account Code columns were increased to 48 characters in the March release. As a
result, a 20 character limit is no longer enforced in either the Concur Travel &
Expense (Expense Admin: Expense Type and Expense Type importer) user interface
or the Expense Classic Account Code user interface.
This is an advance notice that the Standard Accounting Extract (SAE) Account Code
columns character limit, currently 20, will increase to 48 in the September 2010
release.
The following columns are affected:
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CT_ACCT_NODE_EXP_TYPE_MAP.ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_ALLOCATION.ACCOUNT_CODE_1
CT_ALLOCATION.ACCOUNT_CODE_2
CT_CASH_ADVANCE.ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_CREDIT_CARD_ACCOUNT.CLEARING_ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_EFT_PAYMENT_JOURNAL.LIABILITY_ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_EFT_PAYMENT_JOURNAL.CASH_ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_EFT_PAYOR_ACCOUNT.LIABILITY_ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_EFT_PAYOR_ACCOUNT.CASH_ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_JOURNAL.ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_PAYMENT_TYPE.CLEARING_ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_SETUP_ACCT_PKG_SPD_MAP.ACCOUNT_CODE

Changes to Retention of Historical Data in Environment Databases
A change to the retention of historical data in both the Production and Test
databases will take effect May 1st 2010. Selected data as shown in the table below
will be deleted in a 60 or 365 day period commencing the 1st of May, 2010.
The table below indicates the number of days that Concur will now retain historical
records for selected data written to the tables and environments types:
Environment Type

Table Name

Days to Retain Data

TEST

CT_AUDIT

60 Days

TEST

CT_LOG

60 Days

TEST

CT_JOB_RUN_DETAILS

60 Days

PROD

CT_LOG

365 Days

PROD

CT_JOB_RUN_DETAILS

365 Days

This update does not change the current system behavior - all transactional and
client-entered data is still retained and is not removed from the database.
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Section 2: Enhancements From Client Suggestions Forum
The following features were submitted using Concur's Suggestion service, available
via Concur's forums. They are now included in this service release.
•

Approval By Email Generally Available:
Clients have a need to approve expense reports via email, without logging in
to Concur. The Email Approval feature has been created to meet this need.
Clients with this feature enabled receive the standard approver email
notification when a report is submitted for their approval.

•

Audit Rule Options for Managing Unused or Unsubmitted Company Card
Transactions:
The new rule options allow clients to monitor company card transactions that
are unused (either not yet attached to an expense report or attached to an
unsubmitted expense report).

•

Email Reminders Can be Sent for Unsubmitted Reports:
Clients find that their employees sometimes forget to submit expense reports,
either on the initial submission, or after the report has been returned to the
user. A new Email Reminder option has been added to include unsubmitted
reports in email reminders.

•

Password Manager Roles:
Two new standard roles have been created, both called Password Manager.
Each role can update user passwords but neither has administration access.
One role is available to clients with Concur Cliqbook Travel, and one is
available to clients with Concur Expense or Concur Invoice.

•

Allow Payment Request Images to be Deleted:
The ability for a user to delete an image associated with their payment
request can now be enabled or disabled using a setting in Invoice Settings. By
enabling the setting (the default) the Delete Image command is added to the
Actions menu.

•

Vendor Code now a Searchable Value in Invoice Process Requests:
Invoice users can now use a new value, Vendor Code, when searching for
payment requests in the Process Requests page.
Each of the features in this section is described in brief here, and in more
detail in their respective sections within this document - if you need additional
information please refer to these sections.
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Section 3: Concur Expense
The following features are included in this service release.

Mobile Promotion Banners Now Included in Email and UI
Overview
Concur Mobile promotion banners are
now displayed in the login page, My
Concur, and in the body of selected
workflow and other Service-generated
emails for all clients who have Concur
Mobile enabled. Those select clients
without Concur Mobile activation at
their site will see the display of the
promotion at the login page only.

Business Purpose
This enhancement raises user
awareness of Concur Mobile. This
assists clients in driving usage to their
corporate solution and reducing the
risk of end users seeking their own
mobile solutions from a broad
spectrum of mobile apps.

Why Include Mobile Promotions?
These promotions assist clients in driving usage to their corporate solution and
reducing the risk of end users seeking their own mobile solutions from a broad
spectrum of mobile apps. Clients who use Concur Mobile see direct improvements in
employee productivity and enhanced control of corporate policy. The promotions are
designed to be non-intrusive, but appear in multiple locations as reminders that the
feature is available.
The figure below shows the login page and the promotion that clients see with or
without Concur Mobile activation at their site:
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The figure below shows a sample promotion for a Concur Travel & Expense user
(Invoice and Travel are similar) that displays in My Concur (or Travel Home) where
Concur Mobile is activated at a site:

Who Will See The Promotion
All clients will see the Mobile promotion at the login page. All clients with Concur
Mobile enabled with combination of Concur Travel, Expense, and/or Invoice will see
the promotion both in the user interface and in workflow and other email
notifications. If the specific feature they are using is available in Concur Mobile, the
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promotion indicates this; if not, the promotion displays a generic statement
advertising its availability.
Refer to the Mobile Employee Launch Kit for more information.

Approval By Email Generally Available
Overview
Business Purpose
Clients have a need to approve expense
reports via email, without logging in to
This enhancement provides a
Concur. The Email Approval feature has
convenient option for approvers who
been created to meet this need. Clients
dt
t
th
with this feature enabled receive the standard approver email notification when a
report is submitted for their approval. The approver can then reply to the email with
the word Approve as the body text to approve the report. Depending on
configuration, the approver may also be able to reject the report by replying with the
word Reject as the body text. The text of the email and the required response is
localized into the language of the approver.
NOTE: The approver cannot enter comments when rejecting the report. If comments
are required, the approver must log in to the application to reject a report.

! This feature is not recommended as standard practice. Email will always be less

secure than logging into an application, and it is not possible to ensure that the
person responding to the email is actually the designated approver. Please review
this option with your company IT or security department before enabling it, to
ensure it meets your data security policy.
Refer to the Expense: Email Approval Setup Guide for more information.

Configuration
This is an opt-in feature. Contact Concur Client Services to enable this feature.
Please note the following about configuring this feature:
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Audit Rules: Validation Rules Can Now Update List Fields
Overview
The validation rule functionality has
been expanded to be able to update list
custom fields. Please note the following
about this functionality:
•

When looking up list values, the
list item short code is used:

Business Purpose
This enhancement expands the range
of fields that can be updated by
validation rules.

♦

When copying from one list to another, the source list short code for the
current value is used to look up the short code in the target list.

♦

When copying from a text field, the text field value is compared to the
short code value.

•

If the list item is not found in the target list, the field is updated with a null
value.

•

This feature is only available in the current user interface, and is configured in
the classic user interface.
Refer to the Expense: Audit Rules (Validation Rules) Setup Guide for more
information.

Configuration
Validation Rules must be activated for your entity in order to use this feature.
Contact Concur Client Services for more information.

Audit Rule Options for Managing Unused or Unsubmitted Company Card
Transactions
Overview
Business Purpose
The new rule options allow clients to
monitor company card transactions that
This enhancement provides clients the
are unused (either not yet attached to
tools to better monitor and manage
an expense report or attached to an
unused card transactions - reducing
unsubmitted expense report). Using
the risk and fees associated with
these options, the administrator can
unprocessed transactions.
design audit rules that prevent
submission of other expense reports
until the user has submitted all card transactions older than a client-defined number
of days.
The new options are associated with the Report Submit event and the Report data
object. They are:
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Option

Description

Employee has Unused Card
Transactions with (Current date Posted date)

Checks to see if the employee has unattached/
unsubmitted card transactions – excluding any
transactions attached to the current report – where
the posted date is at least x days older than the
current date

Has Unsubmitted Card Transactions
with (Current date - Posted date)

Checks to see if the current report has unsubmitted
card transactions where the posted date is at least x
days older than the current date

Employee has Unused Card
Transactions with (Current date Transaction date)

Checks to see if the employee has unattached/
unsubmitted card transactions – excluding any
transactions attached to the current report – where
the transaction date is at least x days older than the
current date

Has Unsubmitted Card Transactions
with (Current date - Transaction
date)

Checks to see if the current report has unsubmitted
card transactions where the transaction date is at
least x days older than the current date

Consider when using the new options:
•

First, determine how the company wants to define "aged" (like 30 days).

•

Then, whether to compare the current date to the posted date or the
transaction date (like 30 days past the transaction date).

•

Then, whether to use the new exception named UNUSEDCC. If you do, then if
the user has aged card transactions already attached to one or more reports,
then the report names appear in the exception message.

Sample
In this sample, the system will block submission of expense reports until all aged
card transactions are submitted.
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How It Works
Assume that the user has unused aged card transactions.
The user tries to submit....

Result

Expense report #1 - contains only cash
transactions

Report #1 is blocked until all aged card
transactions are submitted

Expense report #1 - contains only cash
transactions

Report #1 is blocked

Expense report #2 - contains aged card
transactions

When all aged card transactions are
submitted, then the user can submit report
#1

Expense report #1 - contains only cash
transactions

Report #1 and #2 are blocked

Expense report #2 - contains card
transactions under the age limit

When all aged card transactions are
submitted, then the user can submit report
#1 and #2

Expense report #3 - contains aged card
transactions
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Exceptions Tool Moves to the Current User Interface
The Exceptions tool is now available in
the current user interface. It performs
the same function as the Exceptions
function in the classic user interface.

Business Purpose
This enhancement closes a feature gap
with the classic user interface.

To access the Exceptions tool, select
Administration > Expense Admin >
Exceptions. The Exceptions page appears.

To add a new exception, click New. The New Exception window opens.

Enter the exception code, the exception level, and message. Select the group that is
allowed to edit the exception. Save.
To modify an exception, select an existing exception and click Modify. Make the
desired changes (if have the correct permissions, based on the Editable By group)
and save.
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New Feature for Ad Hoc Workflow Steps
With this service update, a new feature
called Approve & Forward has been added
for companies that allow approvers to
easily add workflow steps.

How It Works
The new Approve & Forward button
appears on the Expense Report page.

Business Purpose
This enhancement provides a benefit
for all Concur Expense clients that
use ad-hoc workflow steps. This
usability enhancement makes it
quick and easy for approvers to add
an additional review step.

When the approver clicks the button, the Approval Flow page opens with the new
step already inserted and the insertion point set in the field - ready for the approver
to make the selection.

The approver selects the next approver and clicks Approve. The report is approved
and then moves to the next approver.

Configuration
If the company already allows approvers to add workflow steps, no action is
necessary; the new button appears automatically.
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If the company wants to allow its approvers to add workflow steps, the company
should contact Concur Client Support.

New User Role: Password Manager
Overview
Clients have identified the need for a
user role that can update user
passwords but does not have other user
administration access. To answer this
need, two new standard roles have
been created, both called Password
Manager. One role is available to clients
with Concur Cliqbook Travel, and one is
available to clients with Concur Expense
or Concur Invoice.

Business Purpose
This enhancement creates two new
standard roles for Password Managers.
It segregates the role of password
management from the overall user
administration feature, allowing the
password reset function to be assigned
to a helpdesk analyst.

Clients with Travel and either Expense or Invoice can choose how to limit access to
users by assigning one or both roles:
•

The role on the Travel tab of User Permissions will grant access to the
users with the Travel feature enabled. If the Travel settings are set to use
Divisional Access, the user will only be able to view and update users in their
divisions.

•

The role on the Expense or Invoice tab of User Permissions will grant
access to the users with Expense or Invoice enabled. The administrator can
select the Expense or Invoice groups the user has access to when assigning
the role.

•

If both roles are assigned, the user will be able to view and update users that
match their Travel divisional access (if enabled) and selected Expense or
Invoice group.

NOTE: The users with Travel and either Expense or Invoice have one password for all
applications. When any of the Password Manager roles changes a password, it
changes for all applications.
Users with these roles will see the Password Manager link on the Company
Administrator page. These roles have the following access in Password Manager:
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•

User search functionality found on the User Administration page.

•

Modify access to the Password fields on the User Details page.

•

Read-only access to the Title, First Name, Middle Name, Nickname, Last
Name, Suffix, and Email fields on the User Details page.
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All other fields on the User Details page are hidden:

Refer to the Shared: User Administration User Guide for more information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature. For clients using Concur
Expense or Concur Invoice, the Password Manager role is available for assignment on
the Expense or Invoice tab in User Permissions.
NOTE: The Password Manager role is employee-group aware.
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New Options for Travel Allowance Audit Rules
There are several new options for
creating custom audit rules for travel
allowances.

Business Purpose
This enhancement provides a benefit
for Concur Expense clients who use
travel allowances. This allows them to
more closely monitor and manage their
"per diem" expenses.

The new options are:
•

Number of Days in Trip: Indicates the number of days in the trip
This option can be used for those configurations that do not allow certain
expense types, such as Laundry, unless the trip is at least a specified number
of days.
NOTE: The number of days in the trip is calculated by counting the calendar
dates in the itinerary. Be aware that the number of days may not
calculate correctly for trips where the travel allowance configuration
uses a 24-hour period as the definition of a day.

•

Trip End Date: End date/last date of the trip in local time
– and –
Trip Start Date: Start date/first date of the trip in local time
This option can be used in those cases where the hotel transaction posts one
day after the traveler actually checked out, so the last day of lodging appears
to be on or after last day of the trip. This may result in the traveler not
receiving a lodging expense for when he/she was actually supposed to.
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The associated events are:
•

Entry Save

•

Entry Submit

The associated data objects are:
•

Travel Allowance Itinerary: any travel allowance itinerary

•

Travel Allowance Itinerary (on report): any travel allowance itinerary
connected to the current expense report

More Information
Custom audit rules are available at Administration > Expense Admin > Audit Rules.
For more information about audit rules, refer to the Expense: Audit Rules Setup
Guide. For more information about travel allowance audit rules, refer to the Expense:
Travel Allowance Setup Guide.

Email Reminders Can be Sent for Unsubmitted Reports
Overview
Business Purpose
Clients find that their employees
sometimes forget to submit expense
This enhancement provides a way for
reports, either on the initial submission,
clients to remind their employees
or after the report has been returned to
about late unsubmitted reports.
the user. A new Email Reminder option
has been added to include unsubmitted reports in email reminders.
The email reminder rule should be created to select reports that are Not Submitted
and older than the desired date:
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The email reminder should have the Include Unsubmitted option selected:

Refer to the Expense: Email Reminders Setup Guide for more information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
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Section 4: Concur Invoice
Supplier Portal: User Admin Can Assign Supplier Portal Roles
Overview
A new User Admin tab, Supplier
Portal, allows the Role Admin role to
assign the permissions required to view
and use the Supplier Portal. This
feature is intended for Invoice users
who will also work with the Supplier
Portal.

Business Purpose
This enhancement complements the
effort to support self-serve task
completion by the client - in this case
the Supplier Portal.

The new tab is accessed by clicking User Permissions in the User Administration
list of Company Administration:

Clicking the link allows the user to access the new Supplier Portal tab:

The user then uses the permissions modification dialog box to assign Supplier Portal
roles to users:
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Refer to the Invoice: Supplier Portal User Guide for more information.

Payment Settings Now Invoice Settings in Current Invoice Interface
Overview
With this release the Vendor Payment
(classic) settings are now moved to the
Invoice (current) interface and
renamed to Invoice Settings. The user
can access these settings by clicking
Invoice Admin from the
Administration menu and, in Concur
Invoice Admin, clicking Invoice Settings:

Business Purpose
This enhancement continues the effort
to move functionality from the Vendor
Payment (classic) interface to the new
Invoice (current) interface.

The Invoice Settings page appears (settings are shown in their default state):
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There are three settings available from Invoice Settings:
•

Enable Change Payment Policy: Allows the Invoice AP User to reassign a
payment request from one company Payment policy to another.

•

Hide Payment Request Delete Link for Payment User: Restrict the
appearance of the Delete link so that a user cannot delete a request.

•

Allow Invoice users to delete images on payment requests created on
their behalf: Allows a user who has been assigned a request by an AP User
to delete images associated with that request (the user can always delete
images from requests they have created themselves).
Refer to the Invoice: Known Issues section of this document for information
about the Enable Change Payment Policy setting.
Refer to the section Allow Payment Request Images to be Deleted in this
document.
Refer to the Invoice: Invoice Settings Setup Guide for more information.

Allow Payment Request Images to be Deleted
Overview
Business Purpose
The ability for a user to delete an image
associated with a payment request
This enhancement allows the payment
assigned to them can now be enabled
request owner to remove confidential
or disabled using a setting in Invoice
information in image format and
Settings. By enabling the setting (the
upload a different image instead.
default) the Delete Image command is
added to the Actions menu for
requests not created by the user (that is, for requests assigned to the user by the AP
Release Notes
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User). The user can access this command to remove the image from the payment
request.

Who Can Use this Functionality
This functionality is limited to the Invoice request owner or the Processor reviewing
the request, and only under the following conditions:
•

The payment request must be in an unsubmitted state

•

The payment request is only of the type assigned to them - images associated
with requests they create themselves can have images removed at any time

•

Processor: Can delete the image from any payment request

•

Invoice owner: Can delete the image only from their own payment request

How it Works
To enable the image deletion functionality the Invoice Admin first selects (enables)
the Allow Invoice users to delete images on payment requests created on
their behalf check box setting under Invoice Settings:

When this setting is selected (enabled) a new option, Delete Image, is available from
the Actions menu. This command only appears when the payment request is either
opened for data entry by the invoice owner or open for reviewing by the Processor.
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If the image is deleted an entry is made to the Audit Trail for this payment request.
Refer to the Invoice: Payment Settings Setup Guide for more information.
Refer to the Invoice: Processor User Guide for more information.

Set Assignment Request Email Notification for New Invoice Users
Overview
Business Purpose
The Employee Import job feed is
updated in this release to add a new
This enhancement allows use of the
field, A Payment Request has been
employee import to quickly set the
Assigned. This 300-level Employee
email assignment rather than using UI
Importer field is used to enable or
elements that can take longer when
disable the sending of the Request
performed for multiple employees.
Assignment email notification to a new
Invoice user. Users receive this email notification type whenever a request is
assigned to them.

How it Works
This field is configured to automatically set a value of Yes for new users included in
the import. The setting does not automatically reset this option for existing users their current email notification settings are honored unless a value is included in the
import intended to change their current settings.
NOTE: This field is only available in the employee_comma_delimited_v2.xml file
specification - it is not backwards compatible with earlier versions of the
employee import.
Refer to Chapter 4: Employee Import in the Expense Reports – Import and
Extract Specifications manual for more information.

Process Requests - Search on Vendor Code Now Supported
Overview
A new value, Vendor Code, is available
to the Processor role when searching
for payment requests in the Process
Requests page.

Business Purpose
This enhancement provides additional
flexibility to the user when searching
for Invoice vendors.

This search value is available as a
choice under the Search list as shown in the figure below:
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Vendor Code is also available as a column that can be added using the List Settings
feature under Preferences.

Option to Perform Copy Down When Assigning a Request
Overview
Business Purpose
A new check box, Use new Request
Owner's employee values in this
This enhancement saves the client time
request, is now added to the Assign
by automatically filling in the employee
Requests dialog box. This check box is
information when the payment request
selected (enabled) by default, and is
is assigned to them.
designed to automatically populate the
request with the employee's information on assignment of the request to that
employee. This feature also allows the AP User or other assigner to prevent the
automatic population of this data on assignment.
The new check box appears when assigning an unassigned request from the Assign
Requests page as shown in the figure below:
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Vendor Form Extended Attributes: Vendor Search
Overview
Business Purpose
The Invoice Admin can now draw on
additional search capabilities for their
This enhancement gives the
users who are searching for vendors
administrator the ability to broaden or
when creating their payment requests.
limit the Search functionality for their
With this release, a Vendor Search
users.
Admin tool is available to the
administrator that they can use to add or remove vendor search fields. Each field is
also added as a column displayed to the user in the Vendor List page.
How it Works - Adding and Removing Vendor Search Fields
The Invoice Admin accesses the new Vendor Search Admin tool from the Concur
Invoice Admin page by clicking Vendor Search Admin:
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The Vendor Form page appears; this is shown in the figure below with the optional
Division field being added by the administrator:

This page is used to add or remove the fields that will appear for the user when
searching for vendors. Note that, while all fields can be added as columns in the
vendor row grid, only selected fields can be used for the quick search and advanced
search functionalities. This is shown under the Searchable column in the Vendor
Form page:
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For example, the administrator can decide to add the Division or Country fields as
searchable items - these will appear as columns in the vendor row grid, but only the
Division field will be available in quick search and advanced search.
What the User Sees
The user will see only the set of fields the administrator adds using the Vendor
Search Admin tool (Division shown below). Qualified (searchable) fields appear in the
Search drop down list:

As a searchable field in the Advanced search dialog box (available by clicking
Advanced):
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And as a column in the vendor row grid:

Intelligent Capture: Amount Fields Validation Error Message Update
Overview
Business Purpose
Users will no longer encounter the
validation error message "The sum of
This enhancement reduces the chance
line items, tax, and shipping does not
of inputting erroneous data and
add up to the invoice amount" when
resolves a persistent problem for the
invalid characters are misinterpreted by
client.
the system. This typically happens
when a dollar sign ($) is interpreted as
an "S", resulting in amounts that cannot be reconciled. Now the code strips these
invalid characters from the Tax, Shipping, Price (line item unit price), Line Item
Total, and Invoice Total fields in the Verify page. They are also removed during the
export and import process.

Intelligent Capture: Users Can Reset Batches
Overview
With this release all existing users and
template user accounts now have
access to the Reset button so that they
can reset a batch that has become
hung in processing.

Business Purpose
This enhancement gives the user the
latitude to resolve this issue on site,
without contacting Concur directly.

This update resolves the problem of having to contact Concur directly to reset a
batch that is running Rule Runner or performing an export where the batch becomes
"stuck" and requires a reset to a status of Pending. Now the user can perform this
action directly to clear the issue.
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Intelligent Capture: Capture of the Invoice Received Date
Overview
Business Purpose

Overview

This enhancement allows the client to
Business
Purpose
track the time
an invoice was received
by the Capture service to the time it
This enhancement allows the client to
was submitted, approved, extracted,
track the time an invoice was received
paid.
by the Capture service to the time it
was submitted, approved, extracted,
paid.

The Intelligent Capture Verify page
now features a new Invoice Received
Date field. This field will auto populate
the date entered in the Batch
Received Date on the Start Batch
Panel page. This allows the user to
manually enter the date in the Batch
Received Date field and so provide the date the invoice was received by the
system.
The Batch Received Date is shown in the figure below:

The new Invoice Received Date field appears on the Verify Panel:

When added to a header form the data can be leveraged in conjunction with other
Invoice features such as Audit Rules and Query Builder.
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Section 5: Concur Pay
The following features are included in this service release.

Concur Pay for SEPA (Single Euro Payments Area) Bank Accounts
Generally Available
Overview
Concur Pay has been expanded to
support SEPA bank accounts. This
allows clients with users or funding
banks in the 12 SEPA countries to use
Concur Pay. The supported countries
are:
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•

Austria

•

Belgium

•

Finland

•

France

•

Germany

•

Greece

•

Ireland

•

Italy

•

Luxembourg

•

Netherlands

•

Portugal

•

Spain
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Users see localized fields in the Bank Information page in Profile:

Configuration
This feature is activated in HMC. Set the Concur Pay Enabled EMEA Support site
setting to Yes to activate this feature.

User Banking Information Page Now Supports 12 European Bank
Countries
Overview
The Bank Information page in Profile
now supports entering bank information
for 12 SEPA (Single Euro Payments
Area) countries.

Business Purpose
This enhancement allows European
users to manage their bank account
information.

Employees with a Reimbursement
Currency of Euro will be able to enter their banking information for bank accounts
located in one of the 12 supported, SEPA countries.
Refer to the Expense: Reimbursement Manager User Guide for more
information on this functionality.
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Configuration
The Bank Information page will appear for users with a Reimbursement Currency of
Euro only if the entity is configured to use Concur Pay EMEA. The site setting “Concur
Pay Enable EMEA Support” must be set to Yes.

European User Banking is Now Supported in Excel Employee Import
Overview
The Import Users page in User
Administration now supports importing
European bank information. The
template has been enhanced with the
following fields:
•

Bank Account Country Code

•

Bank Account Branch Name

•

Bank Account Branch Location

•

Bank Account Name on Account

•

Bank Account Address1

•

Bank Account Address2

•

Bank Account City

•

Bank Account Region

•

Bank Account Postal Code

Business Purpose
This enhancement allows clients to
import their European banking
employees using the Excel import.

Refer to the Shared: User Import User Guide for more information on this
functionality.

Configuration
The additional fields will only appear in the template if the entity is configured to use
Concur Pay EMEA. The site setting “Concur Pay Enable EMEA Support” must be set to
Yes.

Payment Manager – Monitor Batches Tab Now Available
Overview
The Monitor Batches tab is now
available in the current user interface,
on the Payment Manager page.
Clients can use this page to view their
Concur Pay batches.

Business Purpose
This enhancement gives clients access
to the list of Concur Pay batches in the
current user interface.

Users must have the Reimbursement Manager role to access this feature.
Release Notes
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 To access the Monitor Batches tab:
1.

Select Administration > Expense Tools.

2.

Click Payment Manager. The Monitor Batches page appears, showing the
current open batches by batch definition. There are filter options available to
display additional batches.

Please note the following about the Monitor Batches page:
♦

Batch configurations known as Cash batches in Reimbursement Manager
are named Employee batches in Payment Manager.

♦

Confirmation batches do not appear in Payment Manager.

Refer to the Expense: Reimbursement Manager User Guide for more
information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
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Concur Pay Expands Support for Processing Reports with a Negative
Amount (A Credit) Due To a Card Issuer
Overview
Several additional company card issuers
has been added to the list of issuers
that allow Concur Pay to process reports
that have a negative amount (a credit)
due to a card issuer.

Business Purpose
This enhancement expands the card
program support offered by Concur
Pay.

Refer to the Expense: Reimbursement Manager User Guide for more
information on this functionality.

Important note
This functionality is only available with certain card issuers. The card types that
currently support this are:
•

American Express CA

•

American Express US

•

American Express UK

•

Citibank MasterCard US

•

Citibank Visa US

•

Citibank MasterCard CA

•

Citigroup Diners MasterCard US

•

JP Morgan Chase MasterCard US

•

JP Morgan Chase Visa US

•

JP Morgan Chase MasterCard CA

•

US Bank Visa US NEW

•

US Bank MasterCard US NEW

•

US Bank FirstStar Visa US NEW

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature. Over time additional card
issuers will be enabled to use this feature.
NOTE: If clients have an audit rule in place to prevent users from submitting a report
with a net credit, the rule must be inactivated to allow them to use this
feature.
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Section 6: Web Services
Web Service Request Limits
Overview
The Concur web services now have a
limit on the number of requests clients
can submit. The limits are:

Business Purpose
This feature is designed to enhance the
stability and security of the web
services.

•

No more than ten requests per
ten minute interval.

•

No more than 1000 requests per day.

These limits are enforced per client and per web service, so a client can submit ten
requests for the Attendee web service and ten requests for the List Item web service
within the same ten minute interval.
Refer to the Expense: Attendee Web Service Setup Guide for more
information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
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Section 7: Concur Imaging
The following features are included in this service release.

Enhancement for the Concur Imaging - Get Image From Concur Web
Service
A new option has been added to the
Concur Imaging - Get Image From
Concur web service. Users can now
receive the PDF directly from the
service rather than having it displayed
in the Adobe Reader window. With this
new optional <format> element, the client
with or without encryption.

Business Purpose
This enhancement provides additional
options for clients who use the Imaging
web service.
can receive the PDF in the returned XML

This change is optional for existing users – no changes have to be made unless users
want to take advantage of this new feature.

Configuration
If a client uses this web service and is interested in the new option, the client should
contact Concur Client Support. Client Support will then pass the client's information
to the Imaging team for follow-up.
If the client is interested in any of the Concur Imaging web services, the client
should review the general information on Concur Client Central in the Document
Library > Concur Imaging.

Changes in Concur Imaging
On June 4, several enhancements were made in Concur Imaging.

Uploaded Images - File Format
In addition to the currently accepted JPG, TIFF, and PDF file formats, users can now
upload PNG and GIF images.

Status Page
A status page may be appended to the PDF, indicating that files failed to process (for
example, because of password protection or an incorrect file type).
The status page does not provide file names or the reason for the failure. It does,
however, indicate which file(s) failed, such as File #1 Succeeded, File #2 Failed, File
#3 Succeeded. The user can then review the PDF and determine which files need to
be corrected and uploaded/faxed again.
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Note the following:
•

If no files fail to process, there is no status page.

•

If some files fail to process, the status page appears with the successes and
failures listed.

•

If all files fail to process, the PDF will consist of only the status page.

Bookmark Panel
Prior to June 4, the bookmark panel on the left side of the PDF image would
automatically appear when the image was opened. With this update, the bookmark
panel will be closed - providing more visible space for the receipt image.

Compression
Concur Imaging will start compressing larger PDFs. Images are not affected
immediately; however, if a user views a PDF later, the user may notice that the
image is now grayscale and may not be quite as clear.
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Section 8: Analysis and Concur Intelligence
The following features are included in this service release.

Analysis/Concur Intelligence – Report Updates
Many of the existing Standard Reports have had some usability updates made to them in the
June Release. The impacted reports are:
•

Top Spend by Vendor – The previous iteration of this report only allowed the
user to select Transaction Date by year. This report has been updated to
select the Transaction Date using standard monthly calendar controls.

•

Hotel Expense Exceeds Reserved Rate – Two small changes were made to this
report. First, the ‘Expense Type’ column was removed. A new column,
‘Country’, was also added.

•

Invoice Accrual – The new filter, ‘Exclude Soft Deleted Requests’ has been
added to this report.

•

Hotel Summary – There have been extensive changes to this report. In the
Hotel Bookings and Hotel Summary by Vendor sections, the ‘Booking
Currency’ column has been removed, and the columns ‘Rooms,’ ‘Nights,’ and
‘Total Spent’ have been changed to ‘Total Rooms,’ ‘Total Nights,’ and ‘Total
Hotel Spend’ respectively. In the Hotel Top 10 Destinations section, the
‘Booking Currency’ column has been removed, and the columns ‘Average
Rate,’ ‘Nights,’ and ‘Total Price’ have been changed to ‘Average Daily Rate,’
‘Total Nights,’ and ‘Total Hotel Spend’ respectively. In the Top X Rates
Instances section, the column ‘Vendor City/Location’ has been renamed to
‘City.’ Finally, the ‘Booking Currency’ column has been removed from the
Average Nightly Rate Trend section.

•

Itinerary Details – The Ticket Segment section of this report has been
renamed Air Segment. Correspondingly, we are now using Air Segment
data instead of Ticket Segment data in this report. In addition, a new
section, Rail Segment has been added to this report.

New Standard Report: Report Entry Exceptions Details
This report provides a detailed list of all Report Entry exceptions for employees over
a user defined timeframe. Users will also have the option of selecting a single
employee when running this report. This report is available at:
Concur Intelligence – Standard Reports > Compliance or Analysis – Standard
Reports > Compliance
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Report Entry Exception Details: Report Prompts
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Report Entry Exception Details: Report Output

New Standard Report: Ancillary Airline Fees Per Ticket
Within our Analytics offering, we provide the ability to see ancillary fees charged by
the airlines. This report will allow Travel Managers to view how much each employee
is spending on ancillary fees on a per ticket basis. This report is available at:
Concur Intelligence – Standard Reports > Spending or Analysis – Standard
Reports > Spending

Ancillary Airline Fees Per Ticket: Report Prompts
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Ancillary Airline Fees Per Ticket: Report Output

Analysis/Concur Intelligence – Model Updates
The following fields have been added to the Concur Data Warehouse model in the
June release.

Added to Concur Data Warehouse > Expense > Audit Trail > Employee
Audit
Added these fields to this folder:
•

Employee Name

•

Employee ID

Added to Concur Data Warehouse > Expense > Expense Reports > Entry
Information > Amounts (Reimbursement Currency)
Added this field to this folder:
•

Requested Amount

Added to Concur Data Warehouse > Expense > Expense Reports > Entry
Information > Amounts (Reporting Currency)
Added this field to this folder:
•

Requested Amount

Added to Concur Data Warehouse > Expense > Lists > Employee
Information > Additional Details
Added this field to this folder:
•
Release Notes
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Added to Concur Data Warehouse > Invoice > Payment Request Header
Information > Additional Details
Added this field to this folder:
•

Is Deleted

•

Deleted By

•

Deleted Date

Added to Concur Data Warehouse > Invoice > Common Payment Request
Header Filters
Added this field to this folder:
•

Exclude Soft Deleted Requests

Analysis/Concur Intelligence – Usability Updates
In the June release, we have incorporated field description from the User Guide into
the Concur Data Warehouse model. In order to view this data, select a field. Once
selected, right click on the field, and select the ‘Information’ menu item. At the
bottom of the model, additional information about the field (including a brief
description) will be displayed. All fields that have descriptions in the User Guide have
a corresponding value in the model.
Additional descriptions will be added to both the User Guide and the Concur
Data Warehouse model in an upcoming release.
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Section 9: Jobs
The following features are included in this service release.

Support for Amex SIC Number to Drive the Merchant Code
Overview
This release includes a change to use
the SIC code instead of the MIS code
for standard merchant code mapping in
the Amex KR1025 APA feed - doing this
provides greater detail for the client.

Business Purpose
This enhancement allows the client to
draw more data from the card feed.

User Can Specify Employee ID Field in Lodge Account Form
Overview
Business Purpose
A user can now specify which Custom
field included in the Lodge account form
This enhancement ensures fewer
should be used to determine the
orphaned Lodge accounts and greater
Employee ID value when the system
accuracy finding and identifying an
searches for this value to assign an
employee for account assignment.
account. Prior to this change the logic
would search all custom fields for this
data but could orphan a Lodge transaction if conflicting data values were found that
prevented auto-assignment. Now, the ability to tell the system where to find this
data ensures fewer orphaned accounts and accuracy when selecting the correct
employee for the account.
The ability to specify a single Custom field as the Employee ID is available in the
Manage Accounts page of Company Card in the new Expense interface. However,
the Lodge account is configured in the Expense (classic) interface using the
Integration administrator tool.
How it Works
Using Manage Accounts in the current interface, the user searches for the account
and selects it, then clicks Modify to open the Modify Card Account dialog box.
Clicking Save and Configure opens the Configure Expense Field Labels for
Lodge Account: <name> dialog box. Selecting the format from Select Lodge
Import Format causes the dialog box to display the field names as shown in the
figure below:
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The user selects the field by its row, then, under CC Field Type, selects Employee
ID to map that field as shown in the figure below:

Note that only a single field can be selected - an error message displays if the user
attempts to specify a second field for Employee ID values.

Refer to the Expense: Company Card Administrator User Guide for more
information.
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Section 10:

Supported Configurations

The following configurations are either supported or no longer supported with this
service release.

Upcoming Support
Support for Windows 7 Under Service Pack 1
Support for Microsoft Windows 7 using Service Pack 1 will be included in an
upcoming release.

Support for Google Chrome Version 5.0
Support for Google Chrome version 5.0 will be included in an upcoming release.

Support for Apple Macintosh Safari 5.0
Support for Macintosh Safari version 5.0 will be included in an upcoming release.

Cliqbook Email Transition to Concursolutions Domain in July
Starting July 2010, all emails generated by Cliqbook using the outtask.com domain
will transition to a new domain, concursolutions.com. The client's IT department
should prepare their sites to accept email from this domain if they not already done
so.

Current Release - No Longer Supported
Support For Windows XP Using Service Pack 2 Ends July 13 2010
Microsoft will end support for Windows XP using Service Pack 2 on July 13th, 2010.
With the loss of support for this operating system the following Microsoft browser
and service pack combinations will also no longer be supported by Microsoft:
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Internet Explorer version 7.0 using Service Pack 2

•

Internet Explorer version 6.0 using Service Pack 2
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Section 11:

Updated Documentation

Documentation is available for Concur clients from the Concur Service Central web
site.

Word Document Format of User and Setup Guides Available to Clients
The June 2010 release includes the availability of all User and Setup Guides in the
popular Microsoft Word 2003 format. This customer request supports those clients
who assemble training material from these guides - now they can do so using a
format that ensures compatibility with the majority of desktop word processors.
Clients access the documentation using Concur Client Central where they can log in
and choose Resources > Release Documentation to display all guides. Each guide
is available in the traditional Adobe PDF format and, alongside, the Word format as
shown in the figure below:

Chapter Changes in the Client-Facing Expense Reports - Import and
Extract File Specifications
Several changes were made for this release in the Expense Reports - Import and
Extract File Specifications document:
Travel Allowance import information:
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•

Name change: Chapter 10: Travel Allowance Import (classic user interface)
chapter became the Chapter 10: Travel Allowance Import (XML v 1) chapter

•

Name and number change: Chapter 10: Travel Allowance Import (current
user interface) became Chapter 11: Travel Allowance Import (XML v 2)
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•

New: Chapter 12: Travel Allowance Import (XML v 3) to include information
about "county"

Other chapter number changes (no change to content):
•

Validation Table Import from chapter 11 to 13

•

Taxability / Deductibility Import from chapter 12 to 14

•

Exchange Rates Import from chapter 13 to 15

Client Documentation Now Converted to Standalone Guides
The Concur Technical Publications department has converted all product
documentation from chapters in manuals to either Setup or User guides. These
standalone guides allow users to select only the functionality they would like to
review. This conversion supports the transition of Concur offerings from the classic
interface, where permissions were limited to a standard set of roles, to the current
user interface, where custom roles can provide any combination of permissions.
These guides are available through a dedicated URL that will always be updated with
the latest documentation. The Current Documentation page lists all setup and user
guides within their respective product groups, in alphabetical order. Links at the top
of the page allow the user to quickly access the desired product.
NOTE: Clients will no longer require the restricted docs as this functionality is no
longer valid. As a result these document types are now retired.
This conversion groups all Concur product documentation into the following areas:
•

Release Notes: The document released each month detailing features
included in the monthly release

•

Setup Guides: Originally configuration chapters, these guides explain how to
set up a feature within the Expense, Invoice, or Travel products

•

User Guides: Originally administration and end-user chapters, these guides
explain how to use a feature after configuration

•

Import and Extract Specifications: These documents remain as chapters
within manuals - they explain how to configure and run jobs, such as
Employee import

You can view these changes by logging in on Concur Client Central and navigating to
Resources > Release Documentation and clicking the link under Concur Travel &
Expense.
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Section 12:

Resolved Cases - Concur Travel & Expense

Case ID

Case/Defect Description

090914000831

Product/Feature: Expense/Audit Rules
Description: The Search functionality in the Audit Rules tool is not working
correctly.
Resolution: The code is modified to now re-filter the audit rule search results
whenever the cache (store) is reloaded.

091006000456

Product/Feature: Expense/Tax Administrator
Description: The wrong confirmation message appears when removing Tax
Organization from the Tax Organizations for Configuration page.
Resolution: The code is modified to display a new error message:
Remove selected tax organization from configuration? Click Yes to remove it.
Click No to not remove it.

091020000116

Product/Feature: Expense/Attendees
Description: The system is incorrectly storing two different Attendee
employees for a single Attendee employee.
Resolution: The code is modified to change the stored procedure that creates
and updates sysemp attendees to no longer restore a deleted Attendee
employee if a row already exists for that employee in the database.

091110000653

Product/Feature: Expense/Expense Types
Description: Expense types in the Audit Rules area of the Configuration
Report are incorrectly displayed as a key value instead of a descriptive name.
Resolution: The code is modified to display the expense names instead of the
expense key in the configuration report.

091110000830

Product/Feature: Expense/User Admin
Description: User accounts incorrectly appear multiple times in User Admin
when there is a single underlying user account.
Resolution: The code is modified to now look up the connected list key for
the employee hierarchy and then fix the employee search query to join on
ct_list_item_map instead of ct_list_item and to limit the join by the list key.

091111000373

Product/Feature: Expense/Workflows
Description: Expense reports awaiting an Approver who is deactivated do not
move to the next level and proceed to the manager of the now deactivated
Approver.
Resolution: The code is modified to now automatically move the report(s)
pending an Approver if the Approver is no longer assigned that role.

091124000270

Product/Feature: Expense/Cash Advance
Description: Approver delegates cannot approve a cash advance request
when navigating from My Concur to the Cash Advance Approval List page.
Instead, an Unexpected System Error (UE) is generated.
Resolution: The code is modified to set the role when redirected from My
Concur to the Cash Advance Approval List page.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

091209000330

Product/Feature: Expense/News Administration
Description: News created for the Travel Admin is incorrectly routed to and
displayed to the Expense Processor role when the news was specified only for
the Travel Admin.
Resolution: The code is modified to prevent this behavior in the future.

091221000242
100421000947

Product/Feature: Expense/List Category
Description: Client is not able to create new list categories and associate
multiple custom lists with the same list category when managing lists using
List Management.
Resolution: The code is modified to include list categories and share list
items.
See the section Access to List Categories in List Management in this
document for more information.

091221000515

Product/Feature: Expense/Forms & Fields
Description: It is not possible to set a field property on a custom field in the
Attendee form.
Resolution: The code is modified to match all system references to this field
so that the field is always referred to within the system as FindAtnTrvlrAccess.

100120000697

Product/Feature: Expense/Smart Expenses
Description: The user does not see the e-Receipt or trip segment attached to
the trip icon.
Resolution: The code is modified to now show the correct information when
hovering over the trip icon.

100212000020

Product/Feature: Expense/Cash Advance
Description: The last two places (zeros) in the Cash Advance Account
Code field are being rounded off and incorrectly dropping digits.
Resolution: The code is modified to no longer tread the numeric data in the
Cash Advance Account Code field as a number but instead as a string when
converting to JSON.

100224000648

Product/Feature: Expense/Delegate
Description: The Receives Approval Email check box is incorrectly selected
(enabled) and grayed out when configuring for delegates that do not have
approval rights. This check box should be either removed or cleared (disabled)
for these delegate types.
Resolution: The code is modified to no longer automatically enable the
Receives Approval Email check box - the user or the administrator will have
the ability to do this instead.

100303000105

Product/Feature: Expense/Email Detail Report
Description: The Detailed Expense Report feature is displayed in PDF format
with a cutoff of the columns and contents on the right side of the page.
Resolution: The code is modified to correctly interpret the style sheet used
by the HTML when converted to PDF format.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100318000258

Product/Feature: Expense/User Admin
Description: When adding a new employee in User Admin for SSO-enabled
clients an incorrect value appears in the Login ID field in Expense and Invoice
Settings. Manually correcting the still causes the Login Name value to
reappear.
Resolution: The code is modified to now honor the value in
EMPLOYEE_SYNC_LOGINID_SOURCE instead of the value in
SYNC_TRVLEXP_PRIMARY_EXPENSE_PROFILE.

100318000361

Product/Feature: Expense/Value Added Tax (VAT)
Description: When a tax condition uses the Foreign Or Domestic entry
field, the taxes are not updated correctly on itemizations when updating the
location of the parent. This was occurring because parent-to-child copy downs
occurred prior to determining the foreign or domestic value for the parent.
Resolution: The code is modified to now determine the foreign or domestic
value on the parent prior to parent-to-child copy down. It is also modified to
add another hard coded system copy down from parent to child for the foreign
or domestic field.

100319000603

Product/Feature: Expense/Workflow
Description: An expense report can be incorrectly advanced without having
specified the Approving Manager - this is a required step/field.
Resolution: The code is modified to no longer validate the Concur Auditor
step and proceed to the next step for validation of the Approver.

100322000018

Product/Feature: Expense/Calendar View
Description: The sort functionality available when viewing an expense report
in the Calendar view by week is not functioning - the pop up sorting is grayed
out and not useable.
Resolution: The code is modified to have the system sort each day and
expense type by amount and disable the sort menu for calendar view so that
the arrow no longer appears.

100324000242

Product/Feature: Expense/Tax Administration
Description: Nothing happens and the system appears unresponsive when
the user clicks New to create a new tax condition.
Resolution: The code is modified to change the stored procedure that gets
the list of tax authorities (CE_TAXADMIN_GetTaxAuthorities) to only return
tax authorities that have tax rate types.

100402000283

Product/Feature: Expense/List Categories
Description: User cannot share list items using the Share Items functionality
in List Categories.
Resolution: The code is modified so that the client can now enable List
Categories so they can share the list item using the Share Items functionality.

100408000440

Product/Feature: Expense/Expense Entries
Description: The user sees an account code error when saving certain
expense types within an account code hierarchy using connected lists.
Resolution: The code is modified to now distinguish between null and empty
strings for the account code lookup. This was preventing a default to the
global account code when a null value existed at a lower level.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100412000657

Product/Feature: Expense/Proxy
Description: A user profile appears twice (is duplicated) for selection when
using the Proxy function.
Resolution: The code is modified to change the search functionality to return
distinct users.

100415000017

Product/Feature: Expense/Cash Advance
Description: An Unexpected Software Error (UE) is generated when
attempting to approve cash advance request whose Comment field includes a
special character, such as an ampersand (&).
Resolution: The code is modified to add an escape for the special characters
in the Cash Advance workflow Comment field.

100415000583

Product/Feature: Expense/Calendar View
Description: In an expense report, the weekly calendar view for viewing
expense entries displays amounts inconsistent with the list view.
Resolution: The code is modified to show the same amount in the calendar
view that is displayed in the Requested column in the entries list.

100419000133

Product/Feature: Expense/Travel Allowance
Description: Importing a trip using One-Click results in a different location
(Frankfurt Main) than importing the trip as a Travel Allowance itinerary
(Frankfurt Oder).
Resolution: The code is modified to change the itinerary logic to match that
of the Smart Expenses logic. Now, the first step of matching is by IATA to UN
location code and, if no match is found, perform second step of matching by
country, state, & city name.

100419000464

Product/Feature: Expense/Attendee Import
Description: When importing attendees using the Attendee Import feature,
only the last attendee is added to the attendee count and to the amount split
even though all attendees import correctly.
Resolution: The code is modified to now set the default instance count for all
attendees to 1 - this resolves the issue of splitting the overall expenses.

100420000013

Product/Feature: Expense/Processor
Description: The system only recognizes a user's Expense Processor role,
and not the Expense Processor Manager role, when attempting to approve
expense reports requiring the Expense Processor Manager role. Note that the
assignment of these two roles to the same user is improper configuration.
Resolution: The code is modified to instead recognize the Expense Processor
Manager role in the scenario where a user has been incorrectly assigned both
the Expense Processor role and the Expense Processor Manager roles.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100420000235

Product/Feature: Expense/User Role/Permissions Admin
Description: The User Permissions role can incorrectly modify the
permissions of a group they are not a member of - they should be restricted
from this action.
Resolution: The code is modified as follows:

100423000181

•

A new feature is added that allows the user to select groups from a tree
type control that is driven from the hierarch list items instead of the
table.

•

Group restrictions are now implemented on the Role admin role. This
prevents this user from having access to groups they should be restricted
from.

Product/Feature: Expense/Attendees
Description: The Add to Expense button is not available and the user
cannot add an attendee using this functionality.
Resolution: The code is modified to create the correct javascript elements
when the system switches between forms that include different expense
types.

100423000683

Product/Feature: Expense/Expense Types
Description: The Fixed Asset expense type is missing in Expense (classic)
which results in the inability to create an audit rule for this expense type in
either Expense (classic) or Travel & Expense (current).
Resolution: The code is modified to add a missing row to the
CT_CONFIG_HIER_NODE_MAP table to resolve the issue. A second issue
where an expense type that was a parent does not remove that designation
when it is no longer a parent expense type is also resolved by resetting that
expense type to NULL.

100426000003

Product/Feature: Expense/Groups
Description: A user is incorrectly allowed to modify Group assignment for a
user in User Permissions - they should be limited to only the group hierarchy
they rights to.
Resolution: The code is modified to allow the user to select their groups from
a tree style control that is driven from the hierarchy list items instead of the
hierarchy_node table.

100426000015

Product/Feature: Expense/Travel Allowance
Description: City value is not included in itinerary, resulting in a warning
message even though the city was provided in the itinerary information.
Resolution: The code is modified to disregard any default value or copy down
configuration for the City (LN_KEY), Transaction Date (TRANSACTION_DATE),
Personal Expense (IS_PERSONAL), and Travel Allowance
(TRAVEL_ALLOWANCE) fields for TA fixed expenses.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100426000508

Product/Feature: Expense/Travel Allowance
Description: The configuration administrator is able to clear (disable) the
Enabled for Policies check box, resulting in disabling system expense types in
a Policy.
Resolution: The code is modified to add migration code that repairs
unmapped system expense types. Now, the check box is read-only for system
expense types, and a tooltip is added to the check box with explanatory text
about its behavior and use.

100426001054

Product/Feature: Expense/Travel Allowance
Description: Incorrect travel allowance itineraries are displaying for a user's
travelers account when the user has a large number of travel allowance
itineraries to choose from.
Resolution: The code is modified to increase the value length of TA Itin Keys
from 200 to 2000 to ensure the Itin Keys are not truncated.

100427000527

Product/Feature: Expense/Allocations
Description: On validation the Custom field WBS turns red and does not take
a value.
Resolution: The code is modified to validate the information in a different
manner and a Cancel button is now added to the dialog box if required to
cancel out of the action.

100427000599

Product/Feature: Expense/Itemizations
Description: An Unexpected Software Error (UE) is generated when the user
attempts to save an itemization where a required field is not given a value - in
this case an error message should display.
Resolution: The code is modified to now remap the field’s itemization default
value setting of "None" to result in a NULL value for child itemizations.

100427000784

Product/Feature: Expense/Travel Allowance - Czech
Description: The system is only creating a single Provide Meals expense item
when the user is creating an expense report with multiple single-day
itineraries. An expense item of Provided Meals should be created for each day.
Resolution: The code is modified to no longer account for only the first
itinerary when updating the page for that entry. Now, all assigned itineraries
are accounted for when adjusting for provided meals.

100428000044
100310000633

Product/Feature: Expense/Configuration Report
Description: User is not able to view the Configuration Report using this
feature - instead, the system times out in 5 seconds and a server timeout
error is displayed.
Resolution: The code is modified within the ASP page to increase the server
timeout to 3 minutes.

100429000504

Product/Feature: Expense/Imaging
Description: An expense report created using the Rich Card Data feature
does not create a PDF of the receipt on submit. The Policy for this user
includes using the Utilize rich card data for receipts handling feature.
Resolution: The code is modified to remove code that limited the feature to
the Concur Test environment only.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100504000147

Product/Feature: Expense/Validation Rules
Description: The system cannot import fields into the validation rule data
table if the fields contain a comma.
Resolution: The code is updated to now have the validation rule data table
use the same import field formatting as other core import jobs.

100504000664

Product/Feature: Expense/Language Locales
Description: A server error message is displayed when attempting to change
the default language setting in User Profile to English (India).
Resolution: The code is modified to add the English (India) locale to the
database.

100505000008

Product/Feature: Expense/Car Mileage
Description: The Distance to Date field value changes after a user or their
Proxy performs a change and saves an already registered company car.
Resolution: The code is modified to now update the car initial distance field
value only if the car is not registered.

100505000218

Product/Feature: Expense/Delegates
Description: The user is not able to view or modify the delegate
configuration in Internet Explorer when the configuration applies to a large
number of Groups.
Resolution: The code is modified to no longer pass the Group information
within the URL string, and to query for it instead from the value in the Modify
page.

100505000885

Product/Feature: Expense/Expense Entries
Description: If the Comment field has text, then the text is removed, then
the text is added back, the exception is not cleared that requires information
in the Comment field, resulting in the exception firing and the text not being
saved in the Comment field.
Resolution: The code is modified to now update the commentKey (clear it
out) on entry save update when the text is deleted.

100507000358

Product/Feature: Expense/E-mail Notifications
Description: A Pending Approval email notification sent to a delegate has the
submitter name in the Subject and not the name of the Approver to whom it
is being sent for approval.
Resolution: The code is modified to migrate the system email templates to
use the approver's name instead of submitter's name while sending emails to
approver's delegates.

100512000108

Product/Feature: Expense/User Admin
Description: The Processor Manager role cannot be granted additional
permissions, including the ability to view reports sent back to employees.
Resolution: The code is modified to add a drop down list box control from
which can be chose the additional permissions to add to this role.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100513000015

Product/Feature: Expense/Localization - French
Description: The label Tax Posted Amount is not correctly translated to
French.
Resolution: The code is modified to fix an error in the variable parameter for
French, which is causing display of the wrong label for the currency.

100513000144

Product/Feature: Expense/Workflow
Description: The second Approver in a multi-approver Workflow does not
receive the Pending Approval email notification if the initial approval status
was a Custom status.
Resolution: The code is modified to fix the helper methods
getStepEmailSubject and getStepEmailTemplate to include a new condition for
pending e-mails. The new condition for pending e-mails is true if the step is
not complete and the step's initial status is custom.

100514000181

Product/Feature: Expense/Audit Trail
Description: An Unexpected Software Error (UE) is generated when
attempting to view an audit trail in Travel & Expense.
Resolution: The code is modified to "escape" the dollar sign character which
was being interpreted as a grouping character when the regular expression
was applied to it.

100518000202

Product/Feature: Expense/Attendees
Description: The Attendee Summary field displays foreign currency instead
of the expected USD currency type.
Resolution: The code is modified so that if an expense with attendees
includes both foreign and domestic (in this case, USD) both currencies are
displayed.

100519000311

Product/Feature: Expense/Account Codes
Description: The Is Billable entry field cannot be used as a level in the
account code hierarchy.
Resolution: The code is modified to now update the account admin code to
recognize the IS_BILLABLE system field as a valid field for use in the account
code hierarchy.

100519000505

Product/Feature: Expense/User Admin
Description: The User admin role can incorrectly modify the permissions of a
group they are not a member of - they should be restricted from this action.
Resolution: The code is modified as follows:
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•

A new feature is added that allows the user to select groups from a tree
type control that is driven from the hierarch list items instead of the
table.

•

Group restrictions are now implemented on the Role admin role. This
prevents this user from having access to groups they should be restricted
from.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100521000006

Product/Feature: Expense/User Admin
Description: The User admin role does not have access to all available roles
when selecting them from Feature Hierarchy groups.
Resolution: The code is modified as follows:

100521000035

•

A new feature is added that allows the user to select groups from a tree
type control that is driven from the hierarch list items instead of the
table.

•

Group restrictions are now implemented on the Role admin role. This
prevents this user from having access to groups they should be restricted
from.

Product/Feature: Expense/Travel Allowance - Slovakia
Description: When a domestic trip type is set up for a Slovakia user the
system treats the trip as a foreign trip type and applies the incorrect rate foreign instead of domestic.
Resolution: The code is modified to fix the rules for Czech travel allowance
so that the Czech module looks up the home country value from the
ct_ta_calc_method table - doing this allows this module to correctly determine
foreign and domestic locations even where it is used for other countries (such
as Slovakia).

100524000439
100517000044
100510000643
100524000637

Product/Feature: Expense/User Admin
Description: System will not add a user - displays error message that this is
a duplicate when there is no duplicate to be found in the system.
Resolution: The code is modified to prevent the passing of non-synchronized
cuuid's into the middle tier.
Product/Feature: Expense/Audit Trail
Description: An Unexpected Software Error (UE) is generated when
attempting to view the Audit Trail for a specific user (this does not affect any
other user in the company).
Resolution: The code is modified to add a call to filter the Unicode terminator
character generated by exceeding the 1300 character limit on the field from
the property value.

100526000213

Product/Feature: Expense/Employee Import
Description: A customer importing a large number of 350-level records in the
Employee Import is experiencing performance problems with the system. The
issue is that the queue that is created is very large and every record is
queued by default.
Resolution: The code is modified to change the CUP service queue processing
to only queue rows after the job has started and to only queue the first step
in the processing chain. After each batch of rows of the first step has been
queued, subsequent steps are then queued, this keeps the size of the queue
down significantly.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100601000024

Product/Feature: Expense/Localization - French
Description: User with French locale set does not see any users when
searching for users in delegate assignment and proxy login.
Resolution: The code is modified to replace non-javascript safe characters
with escaped characters using the strJSReplace method to support the French
display of users.

100601000461

Product/Feature: Expense/Attendees
Description: The cursor appears as an hourglass after having already
processed editing and saving attendees - the cursor does change as soon as it
is moved on the screen, it is just not changing without this input.
Resolution: The code is modified to set the cursor back to the default
"pointer" cursor on the body element.

100608000850

Product/Feature: Expense/Groups
Description: The End Date time value is incorrectly set to 00:00:00:000
when attempting to set an end date for a Tax Authority group. This error
affects the End Date value in multiple tables in the database.
Resolution: The code is modified to now save the time portion of the End
Date value as 23:59:59.

100608000850

Product/Feature: Expense/Groups
Description: The End Date time value is incorrectly set to 00:00:00:000
when attempting to set an end date for a Tax Authority group. This error
effects the End Date value in multiple tables in the database.
Resolution: The code is modified to now save the time portion of the End
Date value as 23:59:59.
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Section 13:

Resolved Cases – Invoice

Case ID

Defect ID

Case/Defect Description

Client

091028000053

Product/Feature: Invoice/Extended Search Attributes
Description: Extended search attributes added to a form that can be
configured in the Vendor Payment (Classic) interface cannot be configured or
worked with in the new Invoice (Current) interface. Only standard default
search criteria are available in the Current interface.
Resolution: A new configuration under Invoice Admin was created that
allows customer to configure by policy which fields are displayed and
searchable when selection a vendor for a payment request.

091209000752

Product/Feature: Invoice/Workflow
Description: Workflow steps configured so that the Vendor Approval step
precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) step are not supported.
Workaround: The client should configure Workflow so that the Vendor
Approval step never precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) workflow step.
Instead, the Vendor Approval step should follow the COA step.

100427000904

Product/Feature: Invoice/Header Form Payment Status
Description: The payment status on the payment request header does not
display the actual payment status.
Resolution: An update was made to show the proper localized text version of
the payment status within the payment request header form.

100429000723

Product/Feature: Invoice/Header Form Payment Status
Description: Payment requests cannot be submitted if the Payment Status
form field is added to a payment request header form.
Resolution: An update was made to allow submission while still having the
Payment Status field on a payment request header form.

N/A

Product/Feature: Invoice/Usability
Description: Client is encountering usability issues with regard to navigation
by mouse, tabbing, and how the system returns focus to a page after an
action. They are requesting improvements on these issues.
Resolution: The following actions have been taken to resolve these issues:
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•

The user no longer needs to click twice to move focus from one connected
list field to the next in a 3 level connected list hierarchy - instead a single
click brings focus to the next field.

•

Internet Explorer now brings focus to the Expense Type field when tabbing
from entering data for a line item - this improvement allows the user to
quickly move from one line item to selecting an expense type, to the next
line item.

•

Invoice will now bring focus to the line item section of the request directly
after saving the header form itself - this saves the user time bringing
focus to this next logical task that follows a header save action.
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Section 14:

Resolved Cases – Analysis/Concur Intelligence

Case ID

Defect ID

Case/Defect Description

Client

100329000526

Product/Feature: Concur Data Warehouse Standard Reports
Description: ‘Unassigned Credit Card Transaction’ Standard Report is timing
out for some clients.
Resolution: The report was updated to return data more efficiently by
removing the ‘Auto Group & Summarize’ property for the first query of the
report.

100516000047

Product/Feature: Concur DW Archive, Concur Data Warehouse Model
Description: ‘Invoice Request Accrual’ Standard Report shows deleted
invoices.
Resolution: The DW Expense Archive was not deleting the ‘Is Deleted’
attribute of a deleted request. The DW Expense Archive has been updated to
include: Is Deleted, Deleted By, and Deleted Date. These fields are available
at:
Concur Data Warehouse > Invoice > Payment Request Header Information >
Additional Details
We also created a new filter (Exclude Soft Deleted Requests) and added it to
the ‘Invoice Request Accrual’ report. The filter is available at:
Concur Data Warehouse > Invoice > Common Payment Request Header Filters

100520000040

Product/Feature: Concur Data Warehouse Standard Reports
Description: ‘Reports Approved but Receipts Not Viewed’ report is returning
incorrect results.
Resolution: ‘Reports Approved but Receipts Not Viewed’ was not filtering on
active workflows. If a report was either sent back to the employee or recalled
by the employee, an inactive workflow was being created. The report would
then include this invalid workflow when returning results. A filter was added to
the report to only evaluate active workflows.

100601000377

Product/Feature: Reporting Database
Description: There is a mis-spelling of the word ‘Province’ in the DW Settings
table.
Resolution: Updated the field with the correct spelling.
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Section 15:

Resolved Cases – Jobs

Case ID

Defect ID

090727000565

Product/Feature: Jobs/Company Card

091229000490

100305000482

Case/Defect Description

Client

Description: Card transactions are sometimes incorrectly hidden from the
employee.
Resolution: The 600 record from the employee import was incorrectly using
the date of the import instead of the card assignment date when determining
the appropriate status for a card transaction.
Product/Feature: Jobs/Concur Pay
Description: The Company Bank Account currency was not included in
extracts for Concur Pay.
Resolution: The code was using an incorrect table to get currency information
for credit card entries, resulting in no currency being outputted. The code was
modified to use a different table for retrieving currency information.

100216000758

Product/Feature: Jobs/Company Card Import
Description: Card import jobs processing a Diners APA feed reports the error
“Could not read the CR/LF” for each record.
Resolution: The import definition file was modified to change the maximum
record length to match the feed.

100323000187

Product/Feature: Jobs/Company Card Import
Description: The importer for US Bank USBC1 feeds does not read level 3
purchasing data.
Resolution: The importer was modified to read level 3 purchasing data when
it is provided in the feed.

100408000360

Product/Feature: Jobs/Employee Import
Description: Email notification wasn’t sent to users with the Integration
Administrator role for every failure status.
Resolution: The code was modified to send an email notification if the status
is JOB_RUN_STATUS_FAILURE_BADFILE in addition to
JOB_RUN_STATUS_SUCCESS_WITH_ERRORS or JOB_RUN_STATUS_FAILURE.

100408000360

Product/Feature: Jobs/Direct Reimbursement Feedback Job
Description: Email notifications sent for the Direct Reimbursement Feedback
job contain %localized_job_code_name% in the subject.
Resolution: The code sending this email notification was modified to include
the job name.

100416000128

Product/Feature: Jobs/Company Card Import
Description: Certain payment transactions in a Citibank Concur 7.2b feed
were not being hidden on import.
Resolution: The import definition file was modified to recognize certain
payment adjustments as Payments.
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Case ID

Defect ID

Case/Defect Description

100504000032

Product/Feature: Expense Admin/Company Card

Client

Description: Card Admin was unable to modify the Effective Date of a card
account.
Resolution: The code was modified so that the date can be modified after it is
set initially.

100514000571

Product/Feature: Jobs/Company Card Import
Description: US Bank card feeds for Canada (CNDA1) provide the Employee
ID in a different field than the US feed (USBC1).
Resolution: The import definition file was modified to determine the field
containing the employee ID (Mail Stop or Employee ID) based on the Region
Identification.
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Release Notes – July 2010
Section 1: Please Note the Following Alerts
Concur Expense Administration Functions at Parity will be Retired from
the Classic User Interface with the August Release
Beginning with the August release (August 19, 2010), functions at parity in the
current UI (listed below) will be retired from the classic UI. In the future, this
transition will take place approximately one release after the current UI reaches
functional parity.

EMAIL REMINDERS
•

Email Reminder Rules functionality

AUDIT RULES
•

Custom Audit Rules functionality

SSL Requirement Change to Documents Posted to Concur
As of June 17th of 2010, SAML documents must be posted to Concur using SSL
(https). Please note the following about this critical and important change:
•

HTTPS is available now - clients do not need to wait for the June 17th
deadline to use secure POST with https. It is highly recommended that
clients act on this now to allow testing time and ensure compliance by the
cutover date.

•

No coordination or communication with Concur is required for the client to
change their SAML POST to be HTTPS compliant - questions should be
directed to the client's IT department.

•

On June 17th 2010 all non-secure (HTTP) SSO request will fail and clients will
be unable to log in using SSO. At that time, all users will be required to
manually log in with their credentials (username and password).

Account Code Columns Character Limit in SAE
Overview
Account Code columns were increased to 48 characters in the March release. As a
result, a 20 character limit is no longer enforced in either the Concur Travel &
Expense (Expense Admin: Expense Type and Expense Type importer) user interface
or the Expense Classic Account Code user interface.
This is an advance notice that the Standard Accounting Extract (SAE) Account Code
columns character limit, currently 20, will increase to 48 in the September 2010
release.
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The following columns are affected:
CT_ACCT_NODE_EXP_TYPE_MAP.ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_ALLOCATION.ACCOUNT_CODE_1
CT_ALLOCATION.ACCOUNT_CODE_2
CT_CASH_ADVANCE.ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_CREDIT_CARD_ACCOUNT.CLEARING_ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_EFT_PAYMENT_JOURNAL.LIABILITY_ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_EFT_PAYMENT_JOURNAL.CASH_ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_EFT_PAYOR_ACCOUNT.LIABILITY_ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_EFT_PAYOR_ACCOUNT.CASH_ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_JOURNAL.ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_PAYMENT_TYPE.CLEARING_ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_SETUP_ACCT_PKG_SPD_MAP.ACCOUNT_CODE
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Section 2: Enhancements From Client Suggestions Forum
The following features were submitted using Concur's Suggestion service, available
via Concur's forums. They are now included in this service release.
•

Processor: All Groups I Can Access Option:
When the Expense Processor has access to more than one group, the
Starting Group list displays on the Process Reports page. A new option
has been added to the list, called All Groups I Can Access. This option allows
the processor to view reports for all groups at once, instead of having to
select each individual group.

•

Processor: Send Back to Approver:
The Expense Processor can now send a report to another expense report
approver.

•

Copy an Expense Within an Expense Report:
With this release, a user can copy an expense within an expense report. The
user can then edit the copy as needed.

•

Split an Expense Report at Approval Workflow:
With this release, an approver and/or processor can send one or more
expenses back to the employee – without returning the entire expense report.
The remaining expenses on the report are then approved and moved to the
next workflow step.

•

Scrollbar Added for Company Card Charges on My Concur:
A scrollbar is now added to the Available Company Card Charges pane in My
Concur to open more screen space for the client.
Each of the features in this section is described in brief here, and in more
detail in their respective sections within this document - if you need additional
information please refer to these sections.
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Section 3: Concur Expense
The following features are included in this service release.

Retirement Message: Custom Audit Rules
Overview
As of the July release, the Custom Audit
Rules functionality available in the
current user interface has reached
functional parity to the classic user
interface. In the August release, the
Custom Audit Rules will be retired from the

Business Purpose
This enhancement improves
communication to clients about a
retiring feature.
classic user interface.

An announcement to inform clients of this upcoming retirement has been placed on
the Custom Audit Rules page:

Refer to the Expense: Audit Rules Setup Guide for more information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
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Retirement Message: Email Reminder Rules
Overview
Business Purpose
As of the July release, the Email
Reminders Rules functionality available
This enhancement improves
in the current user interface has
communication to clients about a
reached functional parity to the classic
retiring feature.
user interface. In the August release,
the Email Reminder Rules will be retired from the classic user interface.
An announcement to inform clients of this upcoming retirement has been placed on
the Email Reminder Rules page:

Refer to the Expense: Email Reminders Setup Guide for more information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Split Expense Report on Approval
Overview
With this release, an approver and/or
processor can send one or more
expenses back to the employee –
without returning the entire expense
report. The remaining expenses on the
report are then approved and moved to
the next workflow step.
Release Notes
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Business Purpose
This enhancement reduces processing
flow time for approved expenses. It
allows approved expenses to proceed
forward; only expenses that require
additional attention are returned to the
employee.
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Return Selected Expenses

To return an expense, the approver selects the
desired expense, selects the Send Back Expense?
check box, and clicks Approve.

The Send Back to
Employee / Expenses to
Send Back window appears.
The approver reviews the
listed expenses, enters a
comment, and clicks OK.

Then, Expense automatically:
•

New report:
♦

Creates a new report named "Addendum to: <report name>" using the
report header information from the original report along with any reportlevel exceptions

♦

Attaches the selected expenses along with any entry-level exceptions

♦

Adds an audit trail item, which includes the original report name and
report ID

♦

Returns the newly generated report to the employee along with the
approver-entered comment

NOTE: The newly created report is treated like a regular new report from that
point forward. The user may not elect to submit it and can delete the
report entirely. If it is submitted it is handled like a completely
separate report from the original transaction.
•
Release Notes
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♦

Approves the remaining expenses on the original report

♦

Adds an audit trail item, which includes the newly generated report name
and report ID

♦

Moves the original report to the next workflow step

Both reports (with current status and comment) appear on the user's My Concur
page and Report List page. The user can now open the newly generated report,
make the requested changes, and submit the report.
Both reports appear on the employee's
Active Work section of My Concur

Audit trail entries appear on both
the original report and the newly
generated report

Processor
This document describes the process for an approver. The process is identical for a
processor.

Eligible Expenses
Not all entries can be split from the original expense report and sent back to an
employee. Several of the Concur Expense features are incredibly complex and are
only effective if all related expenses appear on the same expense report. Certain
required calculations and some of the compliance processing require that the entire
report remaining in-tact. For that reason, an expense report that is associated with a
cash advance or authorization request or an expense report that contains fixed
allowance expenses (created using the Travel Allowance feature) cannot be split up.
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In addition, the interdependent nature of itemized expenses requires that
itemizations (the "child" entries of an itemized expense) cannot be sent back
individually; the entire itemized expense (the "parent") must be sent back to the
employee.
In these cases, the Send Back Expense? check box does not appear for the
approver or processor.

Returning all Expenses
If an approver or processor returns all expenses on a report using the Send Back
Expense? check box, Expense assumes that the entire report should be returned.
Expense does not create the "addendum" report; Expense returns the original report
as per normal procedure.

Configuration
To "activate" this feature, the only requirement is that the entry-level Send Back
Expense? check box is added to the appropriate entry form(s).
Clients who are interested in using this feature must contact Concur Client Support
and provide the following information:
•

The entry-level forms that require the new field

•

Whether the field can be modified by approvers and/or processors

My Concur: Scroll Bar Added to Company Card Charges
Overview
Business Purpose
A scroll bar is now added to the
Available Company Card Charges
This enhancement optimizes the
window in My Concur. This change
viewing area in My Concur.
"collapses" the card charges viewing
area, allowing the user access to all
their card charge information while opening additional screen space for other
windows.
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Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
Refer to the Expense: Known Issues section of this document for more
information about this feature.

Expense Processor: Send to Additional Approver
Overview
The Expense Processor can now send a
report to another report approver. The
Send to Approver button appears on
the Expense Report page in Process
Reports:
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When the processor clicks the Send to Approver button, the Approval Flow
window appears with two new steps added:
•

An approver step where the processor must select the added approver

•

A processor step to return the report to the processor

Once the added approver has approved the report, it returns to the Processor for
final review.
Refer to the Expense: Processor User Guide for more information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
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Expense Processor: Report List Limit Set to 1000 by Default
Overview
Business Purpose
The Process Reports page is now
limited to returning 1000 reports
This enhancement improves the
maximum when the processor runs a
performance of Concur Expense.
query. If the desired report is not in the
list, the processor should refine the search query.
Refer to the Expense: Processor User Guide for more information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Expense Processor: All Groups I Can Access Option
Overview
Business Purpose
When the Expense Processor has access
to more than one group, the Starting
This enhancement allows processors to
Group list displays on the Process
quickly view all reports waiting to be
Reports page. A new option has been
processed.
added to the list, called All Groups I Can
Access. This option allows the processor to view reports for all groups at once,
instead of having to select each individual group.

Refer to the Expense: Processor User Guide for more information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
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Email Reminder Rules Now Available in Current User Interface
Overview
As of the July release, the Email
Reminders Rules functionality is
available in the current user interface.
The Rules tab has been added to the
Email Reminders page in Expense
Admin:

Business Purpose
This enhancement allows clients to
manage their email reminder rules in
the current user interface.

This functionality is in full parity with the classic user interface.
Refer to the Expense: Email Reminders Setup Guide for more information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

User Administrator: Travel User Check Box Renamed to Travel Wizard
User
Overview
Business Purpose
The Travel User role check box on the
User Details page of User
This enhancement clarifies a user role.
Administration has been renamed to
Travel Wizard User. There is no change to the underlying functionality.
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NOTE: If this permission is granted to the user by a Cliqbook Travel group
assignment, it cannot be removed on the User Details page.
Refer to the Shared: User Administration User Guide for more information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

User Permissions: Groups Specified During Role Assignment Can Be
Modified
Overview
Business Purpose
Prior to this release, when group aware
roles were assigned, the selected
This enhancement allows clients to
groups were no longer editable. To
manage their group assignments
change the assigned groups, the
without needing to remove and re-add
administrator had to remove and re-add
the role to the user. With this release, the administrator can modify the groups the
user has permissions for, without having to reassign the role.
The administrator selects the assigned group-aware role, and sees the Groups
section at the bottom of the page:
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The Groups section can be used to modify the assigned groups.
Refer to the Shared: User Administration User Guide for more information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Unassign Lodge Account
Overview
Business Purpose
An assigned Lodge transaction can now
be unassigned by a Company Card
The feature brings functional parity of
administrator and placed in an
Lodge account assignment to the new
orphaned state for assignment to an
user interface.
employee at a future date. The
orphaned status is typically given to transactions that the system cannot find an
employee to assign to. With this feature, the orphaned status is now available to all
transactions.
How it Works
The unassignment feature is available from the Manage Lodge Transactions tab of
the Company Card page when displaying assigned transactions. Using the
Transactions Assigned to Employees search option, the administrator specifies the
Lodge account and the system lists all assigned transactions in this category. From
this list, the administrator selects the transactions to unassign as shown in the figure
below:
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Clicking Unassign to Employee causes a confirmation dialog box to appear:

Once confirmed, the transactions are retained in the system as orphans (unassigned
transactions) that are available for assignment at a future date.

Email Reminders Can Now be Copied in Current User Interface
Overview
As of the July release, the Email
Reminders functionality allows clients to
copy existing email reminders.
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Refer to the Expense: Email Reminders Setup Guide for more information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Copy an Expense Within an Expense Report
Overview
With this release, a user can copy an
expense within an expense report. The
user can then edit the copy as needed.
For example, assume that the user
wants to create breakfast expenses for
a three-day trip. The user can create
the first one and then copy it twice.

Business Purpose
This enhancement saves time because
the user does not have to re-type
information for similar expenses within
the same report.

To copy an expense, the user selects the expense and clicks Copy.
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Then, Expense creates the new expense and:
•

The original date is incremented by 1 day.

•

All allocations, attendees, expense-level comments, and value added tax
(VAT) details from the original expense are copied to the new expense.

•

Credit card information, e-receipts, mobile entry information, and travel
segments (associated with travel itineraries) from the original expense are
not copied to the new expense.
NOTE: This type of information is generally associated with only one expense
so it is not copied to the new expense.

•

If the Payment Type of the original expense is a credit card, then the
Payment Type of the new expense is changed to Cash.

The new expense appears below the original. Then, the user can make any desired
edits (for example, to the amount).
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Eligible Expenses
Expenses that can be copied are:
•

Standard expenses (expenses that have not been itemized)

•

Itemizations (the "child" expenses of an itemized expense)

Expenses that cannot be copied are:
•

Itemized expenses (the "parent" to the itemizations)

•

Fixed allowance expenses (created using the Travel Allowance feature)

Also, note the following:
•

Only one expense can be copied at a time.

•

An expense cannot be copied to a different report.

•

Copies can be made prior to report submission or when an expense report is
set back to the user.

Configuration
There are no configurations steps; the feature is automatically available.

Release Notes
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Section 4: Concur Invoice
The following features are included in this service release.

Restrict a Processor from Changing the Vendor on a Request
Overview
With this release the administrator can
now prevent the Processor role from
changing the vendor associated with a
payment request if that request is
pending a Processor in workflow.

Business Purpose
The enhancement gives the
administrator more flexibility to restrict
changes to the request during
workflow.

This setting is changed using the Allow
Processor users to change vendors on requests pending processor roles
option in the Invoice Settings section of Invoice Admin. By default this option is
selected (enabled), so the system will permit a change of vendor. However, by
clearing (disabling) the check box the Processor role is prevented from changing the
vendor.
The new setting is shown below in its default state (setting enabled):

Refer to the Invoice: Invoice Settings Setup Guide for more information.

Processor: Approval Status and Payment Status Search Enhancements
Overview
Business Purpose
The Processor can now draw on a
preset selection of search status
This enhancement provides faster
choices when searching for requests in
search capabilities for the Processor
combination with either the Approval
role.
Status or Payment Status search
queries. This change means the Processor no longer needs to type the search status
choice into a text box, but instead simply choose the status from a drop down list.

Release Notes
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To do this, the Processor navigates to the Requests Ready for Processing page
and selects the search query as shown in the figure below:

Selecting the query causes the combination box to reset and include the relevant
search status choices, such as Accounting Review and Pending Approval for the
Approval Status search query:

And for the Payment Status search query, Cancelled and Extracted among others:

Refer to the Invoice: Processor User Guide for more information.

Release Notes
July 2010
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Section 5: Concur Pay
The following features are included in this service release.

Payment Manager - Reschedule Batch Functionality is Now Available
Overview

Business Purpose
The Reschedule Selected Batch
This enhancement allows clients to
button has been added to the Monitor
Batches page of Payment Manager.
manage their batch scheduling when
they need to close batches off the
This functionality allows the
regular schedule.
Reimbursement manager to change the
schedule of an open batch, either
setting it to close earlier or later than the current schedule. The administrator selects
the desired batch, and clicks Reschedule Selected Batch:

The Reschedule Batch window appears:

Release Notes
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Refer to the Expense: Reimbursement Manager User Guide for more
information on this functionality.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Payment Manager – Drill Down to Payment Demand Audit Trail
Overview
The Payment Demand List page in
Payment Manager now allows the
Reimbursement Manager to drill down
to view the payment demand audit trail.

Business Purpose
This enhancement gives clients access
to the audit trail information for
payment demands. It closes a feature
gap with the classic user interface.

The Reimbursement manager can click
on the View Audit Trail link for the
desired payment demand in the Payment Demand List:

The Audit Trail for Payment Demand window appears:

Release Notes
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Refer to the Expense: Reimbursement Manager User Guide for more
information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Payment Manager – Drill Down to Report Summary
Overview
The Payment Demand List page in
Payment Manager now allows the
Reimbursement Manager to drill down
to view the summary for the report
associated with a payment demand.

Business Purpose
This enhancement gives clients access
to the report summary information for
payment demands. It closes a feature
gap with the classic user interface.

The Reimbursement manager can click
on the report name in the Payment Demand List:

The Report Summary window appears:

Release Notes
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Refer to the Expense: Reimbursement Manager User Guide for more
information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Payment Manager- Funding Account Page Now Supports Separate
Credit and Debit Account Numbers
Overview
Business Purpose
Some funding banks have two different
bank account numbers associated with
This enhancement supports funding
banks in the United Kingdom.
a funding account, one for debit
transactions (when Concur makes a
withdrawal to fund payments) and one
for credit transactions (when Concur makes a deposit for returned payments). For
those banks, the Settlement Account Number (for debit transactions) and IBAN
(for credit transactions) fields will appear on the Funding Account page in
Payment Manager:

Release Notes
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All other banks will continue to see only the IBAN field on the Funding Account
page.
Refer to the Expense: Reimbursement Manager User Guide for more
information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
NOTE: This feature is only available in the current user interface.

Release Notes
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Section 6: Web Services
The following features are included in this service release.

Trip Web Service Controlled Release
Overview
The Trip web service is now
available in a controlled release.
Please note the following about
this service:

Business Purpose
This feature intends to make Concur the de
facto standard for publishing travel related
events and information from booking sources
other than Cliqbook.

•

Allows travel agencies,
travel suppliers, and other
travel related service providers to integrate travel events and information into
Concur

•

Concur will use this data to match and consolidate bookings it receives from
disparate sources and put these into consolidated travelers’ itineraries
providing travelers a convenient way to view their trips in a single, itinerary
view

•

Travelers can view their itineraries through Concur mobile and web
applications

•

Intended primarily for travelers at companies NOT using Cliqbook
Refer to the Travel: Trip Web Service Setup Guide for more information.

Configuration
Partners must register and enable a partner application that uses this web service to
access this functionality.
Refer to the Shared: Web Services Setup Guide for more information.

Web Service Request Limits Expanded
Overview
The Concur web services now have an
expanded limit on the number of
requests clients can submit. The limits
are:

Release Notes
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Business Purpose
This feature is designed to enhance the
stability and security of the web
services.

•

No more than ten requests per
one minute interval.

•

No more than 144000 requests per day.
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These limits are enforced per client and per web service, so a client can submit ten
requests for the Attendee web service and ten requests for the List Item web service
within the same one minute interval.
Refer to the Shared: Web Services Setup Guide for more information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
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Section 7: Analysis and Concur Intelligence
The following features are included in this service release.

IMPORTANT - Change in Retention Settings
In Cognos, the default retention rules allow for 5 run histories and 1 saved output for
each report. These fields were editable so clients could change the numbers if
desired. Unfortunately, the excess saved report histories and saved report outputs
has negatively affected overall system performance. As a result, we are resetting to
the defaults and removing the ability to edit these fields.
Users will be able to copy the report output to their own systems – as they always
have – if saved report outputs are needed.

Reset on August 20
On August 20, Concur will reset all retention rules for reports to the default of 5 run
histories and 1 report output.

New Standard Report: E-Receipt Enabled Employees (Concur
Intelligence only)
This is the first of several standard reports related to e-receipts. By default, it lists
employees and whether e-receipts are enabled for each employee.
This report is located in the new E-Receipts folder at Concur Intelligence - Standard
Reports > E-Receipts.

REPORT PROMPTS

Release Notes
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REPORT OUTPUT

Standard Report Updates
Analysis/Concur Intelligence
The following standard reports have been updated.
NOTE: All changes apply to Analysis and Concur Intelligence unless otherwise noted.
The changes are:
•

Release Notes
July 2010

Administration > Employee Details
This report will now include the following fields:
♦

BI Manager Name

♦

BI Employee ID

♦

Travel Employee Manager

♦

Travel Employee Manager ID

♦

Travel Class

•

Compliance > Report Entry Exceptions Details
The Exception Count column will be removed. System limitations cause the
calculations to be unreliable.

•

Compliance > Upcoming Hotel Reservations with Rates in Excess of
Negotiated Rate
(Concur Intelligence only)
This report has been enhanced to allow drill-through to the itinerary details.

•

Expense Processing > Workflow Cycle Times - Details
(Concur Intelligence only)
This prompt now includes approvers who have never created reports.

•

Spending > Airfare Details
This report has been moved to the Vendor folder.

•

Spending > Top Spend by Vendor
Spending > Top Spenders by Employee
Spending > Top Spenders by Expense Type
The Exclude Unpaid filter has been added so that these reports now include
only paid reports.
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•

•

Trip > Trip Approvals
This report now includes a new, optional prompt: Last Approver Action. This
allows users to filter the report to show:
♦

All trip approvals

♦

Only Rejected trip requests

♦

Only Fulfilled trip requests

Vendor > Car Details (drill-through from Car Rental Summary)
The issues are:
♦

♦

In the Car Rental Summary by Vendor section of the Car Rental
Summary report:
•

The drill-through links are for a particular vendor in a particular
country; however, the drill-through report did not show the associated
country.

•

The amounts shown are in the reporting currency; however, the
amounts in the drill-through report are in booking currency.

The existing subtitle reads "All Car Rental Pickup Dates between ..." when,
in fact, it does not include "all"; it includes only those associated with the
link clicked on the Car Rental Summary report.

With this release, the drill-through subtitle will reflect the actual data that is
shown, the correct currency, and the appropriate country.

Model Updates
Added to Concur Data Warehouse > Expense
New fields have been added to the model.
These fields contain the ISO country abbreviation.
•

Expense > Expense Reports > Entry Information > Country Code

•

Expense > Expense Reports > Credit Card > Credit Card Transactions >
Additional Merchant Details > Merchant Country Code

These fields were added to support the changes to the Employee Details standard
report:

Release Notes
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•

Expense > Lists > Employee Information > Additional Details > BI Manager
ID

•

Expense > Lists > Employee Information > Additional Details > Travel
Employee Manager ID
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Section 8: Jobs
The following features are included in this service release.

Employee Import for Travel-Only Role Changes
Overview
Selected 310-level Expense and Invoice
fields are now no longer required,
allowing the administrator to now
assign the Travel role in this record set
by setting a Null value for the Expense
and Invoice fields.

Business Purpose
This enhancement allows the client to
configure Travel-only user permissions
without setting values for other
product areas.

Travel Profile User & Amadeus User Added to Employee Import
Overview
The Profile User Permission and
Amadeus User Permission fields are
now added to the Employee Import
350-level record set.

Business Purpose
This enhancement allows the client to
access new areas of the product.

The purpose of each field is as follows:

Release Notes
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•

Profile User:
Provides a user access to their profile information - created to allow clients
who are not yet live limited access to Travel Profile information.

•

Amadeus User:
Provides a user access to the Amadeus Travel module.
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Section 9: Supported Configurations
The following configurations are either supported or no longer supported with this
service release.

Upcoming Support
Support for Windows 7 Under Service Pack 1
Support for Microsoft Windows 7 using Service Pack 1 will be included in an
upcoming release.

Support for Google Chrome Version 5.0
Support for Google Chrome version 5.0 will be included in an upcoming release.

Support for Apple Macintosh Safari 5.0
Support for Macintosh Safari version 5.0 will be included in an upcoming release.

Cliqbook Email Transition to Concursolutions Domain in July
Starting July 2010, all emails generated by Cliqbook using the outtask.com domain
will transition to a new domain, concursolutions.com. The client's IT department
should prepare their sites to accept email from this domain if they not already done
so.
Refer to the Concur Travel & Expense Supported Configurations document
available from Concur Client Central for more information.

Current Release - No Longer Supported
Support For Windows XP Using Service Pack 2 Ends July 13 2010
Microsoft will end support for Windows XP using Service Pack 2 on July 13th, 2010.
With the loss of support for this operating system the following Microsoft browser
and service pack combinations will also no longer be supported by Microsoft:

Release Notes
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•

Internet Explorer version 7.0 using Service Pack 2

•

Internet Explorer version 6.0 using Service Pack 2
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Section 10:

Updated Documentation

Documentation is available for Concur clients from the Concur Service Central web
site.

Client Documentation Now Converted to Standalone Guides
The Concur Technical Publications department has converted all product
documentation from chapters in manuals to either Setup or User guides. These
standalone guides allow users to select only the functionality they would like to
review. This conversion supports the transition of Concur offerings from the classic
interface, where permissions were limited to a standard set of roles, to the current
user interface, where custom roles can provide any combination of permissions.
These guides are available through a dedicated URL that will always be updated with
the latest documentation. The Current Documentation page lists all setup and user
guides within their respective product groups, in alphabetical order. Links at the top
of the page allow the user to quickly access the desired product.

Release Notes
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NOTE: Clients will no longer require the restricted docs as this functionality is no
longer valid. As a result these document types are now retired.
This conversion groups all Concur product documentation into the following areas:
•

Release Notes: The document released each month detailing features
included in the monthly release

•

Setup Guides: Originally configuration chapters, these guides explain how to
set up a feature within the Expense, Invoice, or Travel products

•

User Guides: Originally administration and end-user chapters, these guides
explain how to use a feature after configuration

•

Import and Extract Specifications: These documents remain as chapters
within manuals - they explain how to configure and run jobs, such as
Employee import

You can view these changes by logging in on Concur Client Central and navigating to
Resources > Release Documentation and clicking the link under Concur Travel &
Expense.

Release Notes
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Section 11:

Resolved Cases - Concur Travel & Expense

Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100311000512

Product/Feature: Expense/Charge Import
Description: User is not able to import credit card charges - instead they see
an error message. This was happening because an obsolete currency in the
system was being referenced.
Resolution: The code is modified to now allow reference to the deleted
currency when assigning credit card transactions to the expense report. This
is necessary to support specific card processors who continue to use retired
currencies.

100318000258

Product/Feature: Expense/User Admin
Description: The composite Expense and Invoice user's login name is
incorrectly being overridden with a different login name when configured to
use the composite login name rather than the more common email address.
(typically SSO clients).
Resolution: The code is modified to no longer overwrite the Logon ID value
with the Login Name value when the login id source is se to composite.

100401000236

Product/Feature: Expense/Expense Entries
Description: The Most Recently User (MRU) list is not showing the number of
results specified by the administrator. It should show either the number
specified by the administratoror a default number of 10.
Resolution: The code is modified to fix the logic of how items are deleted
from the MRU list in the database.

100409000580

Product/Feature: Expense/Forms & Fields
Description: The Amount custom field incorrectly changes a null value to
0.00 when a user adds a value then removes it at a later time.
Resolution: The code is modified to add an additional check that prevents
amount formatting if the amount in the Custom field is blank.

100419000007

Product/Feature: Expense/User Admin
Description: The instructional text for the User Admin field Login Name is
mis-labeled - instead of "must be a valid email address" the text should
specify the need for a valid domain.
Resolution: The code is modified to change the label text to "must be
suffixed with a valid domain".

100420000850

Product/Feature: Expense/Groups
Description: Administrator cannot adjust Groups with roles - a role must be
removed, Groups added, then the role reassigned to the Group.
Resolution: The code is modified to allow reassignment of roles without need
to remove the role and then reapply the role with modified Group to the
user(s).

100422000495

Product/Feature: Expense/Audit Rules
Description: A currency selected in Audit Rules does not specify the currency
identifier associated with the country, for example, CAD or USD.
Resolution: The code is modified to now display the currency identifier
alongside the associated currency amount.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100423000469

Product/Feature: Expense/Expense Admin
Description: The Copy feature that allows the user to copy an email reminder
is not available in Travel & Expense.
Resolution: The code is modified to now include the Copy feature in the
Email Reminders feature.
Refer to the section Email Reminders Can Now be Copied in Current User
Interface in this document for more information.

100427000024

Product/Feature: Expense/Travel Allowance
Description: Fixed travel expenses are not being updated when switching
itinerary rows between foreign and domestic to update the “foreign or
domestic” field value. In addition, the audit rules and VAT taxes are not being
re-run for the changed fixed allowance expenses.
Resolution: The code is modified to find all the associated unlocked fixed
allowance expenses when saving an itinerary row for a configuration using
fixed allowances. For each one, the system will now update the
foreign_or_domestic field and additionally re-run the audit rules and VAT
taxes.

100504000350

Product/Feature: Expense/Expense Entries
Description: A detailed report that includes a parent expense does not
display the expense detail when customized allocation display is used on the
report.
Resolution: The code is modified to not look for or display the allocations for
parent entries.

100504000759
100707000813

100506000018

Product/Feature: Expense/Car Mileage
Description: A waypoint that is entered does not appear when the Car
Mileage is reviewed.
Resolution: The code is modified to fix a typographic error that was
preventing the condition code to format correctly.
Product/Feature: Expense/User Admin
Description: Using the Expense advanced filters in User Admin results in a
server error.
Resolution: The code is modified to now get the user id prior to the
viewLogin code so that the correct login history will display.

100506000116

Product/Feature: Expense/Travel Allowance
Description: The Time of Day module is not resetting the extended trip day
count based on location as it does with other generic modules.
Resolution: The code is modified to add a new property option that can reset
the extended trip day count upon location value. This property is turned off by
default.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100512000502

Product/Feature: Expense/Currency Exchange
Description: The system is incorrectly allowing a change to the currency
when a user with a reimbursement currency of USD receives a cash advance,
changes the currency from USD, and then applies the new currency to a new
expense report.
Resolution: The code is modified to add a client-side validation to the User
Admin and Profile pages to prevent this behavior. The reimbursement
currency cannot be changed for a user with an outstanding cash advance
balance.

100512000724

Product/Feature: Expense/Processor
Description: The copy and paste functionality available using the Copy from
Clipboard button is no longer available.
Resolution: The code is modified to add back the Copy from Clipboard
button that had been incorrectly removed due to a prior issue fix. This button
only displays when using Internet Explorer as the browser.

100517000715

Product/Feature: Expense/Travel Allowance - Sweden
Description: Swedish travel allowance itineraries that qualify as an Extended
Trip type are not being associated with the Trip Type custom field as expected
in the SAE.
Resolution: The code is modified to now use the integer.equals() method
when determining the trip type and comparing the integer objects.

100519000427

Product/Feature: Expense/Travel Allowance
Description: The exchange rate used to set the base reimbursement on
future date itineraries is not updated when the user adds the itinerary to the
expense report. This happens for users who are reimbursed in a currency
different from that specified for their travel allowance rate.
Resolution: The exchange rate available for a future date is “today’s” rate,
which likely is not current at the time the itinerary is subsequently used. The
code is modified to now reprocess the travel allowances on any associated
itinerary that has a future date exchange rate saved on the day of travel.

100519000587

Product/Feature: Expense/Audit Rules
Description: Audit rule set to trigger when daily rental rate of credit card car
rental exceeds travel itinerary does so when the amount is not exceeded but
instead only matched.
Resolution: The code is modified to fetch and populate the reservation
Amount Per Day field prior to evaluating for the audit rule.

100519000614

Product/Feature: Expense/Groups
Description: Groups that should not be displayed are appearing to the
administrator when adding roles to Groups.
Resolution: The code is modified to no longer display Groups that have been
deleted - the stored procedure will now filter out these types of Groups.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100520000092

Product/Feature: Expense/Attendees
Description: Attendees cannot be added on the Parent Expense type of an
itemized entry - this option is grayed out after itemizing the expense report.
Resolution: The code is modified to no longer disable the attendee grid on
the parent entry. This will allow the traveler to keep adding and editing
attendees at this level.

! Note that all amount information for attendee tracking is calculated and

stored at the itemization level. Editing attendees on the parent expense
will not update this detail on the itemizations. Recommended practice for
clients where attendee spend tracking is important is to require attendees
on the itemization.

100524000453

Product/Feature: Expense/Smart Expenses
Description: Client cannot turn off the Auto Itemization feature - itemization
is performed even when there is no folio to expense mappings configured for
a given policy.
Resolution: The code is modified to now perform auto-itemization during the
import only if a least one record exists for a given policy in Folio mapping.

100525000088

Product/Feature: Expense/User Admin
Description: An application error is displayed when attempting to open a
user from the User Admin page.
Resolution: The code is modified to correct a corrupted BIHierNodeKey. A
SQL script will clean up any data not already fixed by clients.

100530000018
100610000246

100531000027

Product/Feature: Expense/Company Car
Description: The registration text is incorrectly overlaying other text in the
user interface.
Resolution: The code is modified to no longer apply Absolute style to the
layout of the page.
Product/Feature: Expense/Value Added Tax
Description: The card importer is incorrectly using the system-generated tax
amount instead of the value provided in the tax amount source from the
company card transaction where tax amount is equal to $0.00.
Resolution: The code is modified to now include all credit cards, not just
AMEX, in the new feature allowing VAT amounts to be used from the credit
card data instead of the system calculating this amount.

100602000307

Product/Feature: Expense/Smart Expenses
Description: The Transaction Amount field is incorrectly displaying the
billed amount as the transaction amount instead of the posted amount in the
user’s reimbursement currency
Resolution: The code is modified to no longer default the credit card entry
exchange rate to 1 when the system matches a credit card charge with a
manually-created existing expense entry when the billing currency is different
than the user’s reimbursement currency.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100602000491

Product/Feature: Expense/Expense Items
Description: When attempting to import credit card entries to an expense
report the system generates the error message "Selected items cannot be
added to the report at this time - please try again at a later date. If you
continue to have difficulties, please contact your Expense administrator".
Resolution: The code is modified to correct the currency from the obsolete
Venezuelan Bolivar (VEB) to the active Venezuelan Bolivar Fuerte (VEF). The
wrong currency was supplied by the card processor.

100603000027

Product/Feature: Expense/Printed Reports - Russian
Description: The Russian Printed Format is incorrectly showing personal
expense as normal expenses in column 5 - this column corresponds to the
Claimed amount.
Resolution: The code is modified to now display Claimed Amount in column 5
and to only populate column 6 if the transaction is foreign.

100610000152

Product/Feature: Expense/Travel Allowance
Description: The system is not calculating the border crossing time correctly
when traveling between foreign and domestic locations. The system is
incorrectly using the departure city time zone (not at all times the correct
travel allowance configuration) to perform the calculation.
Resolution: The code is modified to now adjust the GMT border crossing time
used in validation if the departure city is foreign and the arrival city is
domestic (relative to the travel allowance configuration for that user). In
addition, a new tooltip is available to the Border Cross Time field to remind
the user to use the correct time relative to the travel allowance configuration
at their site.

100611000673

Product/Feature: Expense/Forms & Fields
Description: The read-only field Itemization Field Source is displaying the
incorrect value.
Resolution: The code is modified to add a field to the
CE_ADMIN_GetFormFieldsProc stored procedure so that the value displayed
on the form field UI is pulled from the correct field level configuration.

100616000897

Product/Feature: Expense/Audit Service
Description: When the Concur Audit Service workflow step is between the
Manager step and the Processor step and 2 different auditors open the
expense report and save their audit review at around the same time, the
second audit review results in the expense report being approved for payment
instead of remaining in the Processor queue.
Resolution: The code is modified to now validate the approval action and
verify the report is in the Auditor's queue prior to advancing the workflow for
the Audit Review step.

100618000038

Product/Feature: Expense/VAT
Description: The City of Departure field is auto-populating with values
when the Relocation Airfare, Individual Airfare, Group Airfare, and Airfare are
included as expense types.
Resolution: The code is modified to now cause the expense entries to
reference the Copy Company Card's Location to Entry setting in the tax
configuration- if the setting is turned off the entries will not be populated with
the location from the card transaction.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100621000851

Product/Feature: Expense/Workflow

100625000277
100625000076
100623000098

Description: An Approval Confirmation does not appear when working with
the Approve and Forward functionality.
Resolution: The code is modified to now check for both a value of undefined
and a value of false when checking the Confirmation Agreement Accepted
parameter.
Product/Feature: Expense/Attendees
Description: No Attendee Detail appears for an attendee after searching for
them and adding them to the expense report.
Resolution: The code is modified to add back a variable inadvertently
removed in the June release that prevented the opening of the Attendee
Details box.

100625000845

Product/Feature: Expense/Car Mileage
Description: When entering a value into the Mileage Calculator the first
character becomes highlighted, then disappears.
Resolution: The code is modified to no longer highlight the first character
that appears in the Waypoint combination box control.

100626000004

Product/Feature: Expense/Password Admin
Description: Remove the Password Admin link for users with the User Admin
role.
Resolution: The code is modified to now remove the Password Admin link
for all users with the User Admin role. The User Admin role already has rights
to change passwords, so the extra link was redundant and confusing to the
user.

100628000977

Product/Feature: Expense/Cost Object Workflow
Description: An Unexpected Software Error (UE) is generated when a COA
entry is changed to zero.
Resolution: The code is modified to no longer consider a field with a value of
0 (zero) as empty or null, but instead to check for non Null and non Zero
values.

100629000230

Product/Feature: Expense/Tax & Reclaim
Description: User is not able to update value in the Entry Field to Subtract
from Gross field in the Group Name and Tax Code under Tax Rates - an
Unexpected Software Error (UE) is generated instead.
Resolution: The code is modified to prevent the addition of a Tax Rate
Condition from generating a UE.
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Section 12:

Resolved Cases: Invoice

Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100510000295

Product/Feature: Intelligent Capture/Aborted Batches
Description: A batch running with other batches in an export step would
unexpectedly stop while Intelligent Capture was updating fingerprints
concurrently.
Resolution: A patch is now applied that will cause the system to adhere to a
lock/sleep pattern in order to avoid concurrence and batch aborts in the
export step.

100610000243

Product/Feature: Intelligent Capture/Future Dates
Description: In many cases during the OCR process of Intelligent Capture
dates are read wrong due to things like images being of poor quality. In these
cases, unless the end user during verification catches these incorrect dates, a
resulting incorrect future date can make its way to Concur Invoice.
Resolution: A validation rule was added to the verify step that will warn the
user if a date is a future date (a future date is defined as any date that is past
the current date). The client can change the date manually.
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Section 13:

Resolved Cases – Jobs

Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100311000143

Product/Feature: Jobs/Import Status Notification
Description: Email Notification subject for Validation List Import is missing
the job name.
Resolution: Modified the OID to include the job name as is done with core
imports.

100520000275

Product/Feature: Jobs/Employee Import
Description: Clients cannot create a Travel-only user without explicitly
indicating whether or not they have the Expense User and Expense Approver
roles.
Resolution: Modified the employee importer so that these fields can be left
blank.
Refer to the section Employee Import for Travel-Only Role Changes in
this document for more information.
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Section 14:

Know Issues: Concur Travel & Expense

Case ID

Case/Defect Description

N/A

Product/Feature: Expense/My Concur
Description: Scroll bar added to Company Card Charges in My Concur is not
displayed under Internet Explorer browser supported versions 6.x, 7.x, or 8.x.
Workaround: There is no workaround for this issue at this time - it will be
resolved in the August release.
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Section 15:

Known Issues - Invoice

Case ID

Case/Defect Description

091209000752

Product/Feature: Invoice/Workflow
Description: Workflow steps configured so that the Vendor Approval step
precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) step are not supported.
Workaround: The client should configure Workflow so that the Vendor
Approval step never precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) workflow step.
Instead, the Vendor Approval step should follow the COA step.
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Legal Notice
This document contains proprietary information and data that is the exclusive
property of Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. No part of this
document may be reproduced, transmitted, stored in a retrievable system,
translated into any language, or otherwise used in any form or by any means,
electronic or mechanical, for any purpose, without the prior written consent of
Concur Technologies, Inc.
Information contained in this document applies to the following products in effect at
the time of this document's publication:

Concur Travel & Expense, July 2010

The above product(s) and information contained in this document are subject to
change without notice. Accordingly, Concur Technologies, Inc. disclaims any
warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information contained in this
document, and assumes no liability for damages incurred directly or indirectly from
any error, omission, or discrepancy between the above product(s) and the
information contained in this document.
© 2004 – 2010 Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. All rights
reserved.
Concur® Expense, Concur, and their respective logos are all trademarks of Concur
Technologies, Inc. All other company and product names are the property of their
respective owners.
Published by Concur Technologies, Inc.
18400 NE Union Hill Road
Redmond, Washington 98052
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Release Notes – August 2010
Section 1: Please Note the Following Alerts
Concur Expense Administration Functions at Parity will be Retired from
the Classic User Interface with the August Release
Beginning with the August release (August 19, 2010), functions at parity in the
current UI (listed below) will be retired from the classic UI. In the future, this
transition will take place approximately one release after the current UI reaches
functional parity.

EMAIL REMINDERS
•

Email Reminder Rules functionality

AUDIT RULES
•

Custom Audit Rules functionality

SSL Requirement Change to Documents Posted to Concur
As of June 17th of 2010, SAML documents must be posted to Concur using SSL
(https). Please note the following about this critical and important change:
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•

HTTPS is available now - clients do not need to wait for the June 17th
deadline to use secure POST with https. It is highly recommended that
clients act on this now to allow testing time and ensure compliance by the
cutover date.

•

No coordination or communication with Concur is required for the client to
change their SAML POST to be HTTPS compliant - questions should be
directed to the client's IT department.

•

On June 17th 2010 all non-secure (HTTP) SSO request will fail and clients will
be unable to log in using SSO. At that time, all users will be required to
manually log in with their credentials (username and password).
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Section 2: Enhancements From Client Suggestions Forum
The following features were submitted using Concur's Suggestion service, available
via Concur's forums. They are now included in this service release.
•

Attendee Favorites Group:
With this release, users can define groups of favorite attendees. This means
the user can now create, edit, and delete these groups, attach them to
expenses, and copy one or more group to another user.

•

Show Comment as Icon:
The My Concur page now displays a Comments icon in the expense report
lists on My Concur - this provides a visual representation that the report has
comments, and allows the user to hover over the icon to read the comment.
Each of the features in this section is described in brief here, and in more
detail in their respective sections within this document - if you need additional
information please refer to these sections.
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Section 3: Concur Expense
The following features are included in this service release.

Preview for September: New User Interface
Overview
Business Purpose
A newly designed interface for the
Concur Expense and Cliqbook Travel
This enhancement updates the look
product will be available in the
and feel of our products while
September timeframe to client
providing faster task completion and
administrators (Processors, etc.) using
reduced navigational "clicks & scrolls."
the Concur Expense product. Clients will
see the Try our new look! link that
activates the interface for their entity as shown in the figure below:

A sample of the new Expense - Expense Report page is shown in the figure below:
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This updated look is based on five key usability and feature goals:
•

Reduce the number of clicks

•

Reduce the amount of scrolling

•

Reduce time to accomplish key actions

•

Seamlessly integrate Concur Travel & Expense

•

Automate through innovation

Report Comments Icon on My Concur
Overview
The My Concur page now displays the
Comments icon in the expense report
lists on My Concur.
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Business Purpose
This enhancement streamlines the text
in the report list and provides a strong
graphical indication that a report has
comments.
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The text of the comments can be viewed by hovering over the comment icon.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Managing Groups of Favorite Attendees
Overview
With this release, users can define
groups of favorite attendees. Users can:
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•

Create, edit, and delete groups

•

Attach groups to expenses

•

Send a copy of one or more
groups to another user

Page 7

Business Purpose
Like distribution lists in Outlook, this
feature saves time for the user who
has regular groups of attendees for
expenses. In addition, with this
feature, a user can send a copy of a
group to another Expense user.
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Create a Group of Favorite Attendees
Note the following:
•

Attendees that you add to a group must first be in your favorites list. If you
want to add someone who is not a favorite, make him/her a favorite then add
to a group.

•

Each group can have as many as 500 individual members.

•

There is no limit to the number of groups you can create.

•

An attendee can belong to more than one group.

You can create a group:
•

Using Profile
– or –

•

Using the Attendees area of the Expense (or New Expense) tab on the
Expense Report page

USE PROFILE
To create a group:
1.

In Profile:
♦

Select Favorite Attendees from the left menu.

♦

Select the Attendee Groups tab.

♦

Click Add New.

Your list of favorites appears on the Attendee Groups tab.
2.

On the Attendee Groups tab:
♦

Select each attendee who is to be included in the group.

♦

In the Group Name field, type a name for the group.
NOTE: The name does not have to be unique but it is a best practice to
have unique group names.
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♦

Click Save Group.

The selected attendees now appear in a group.

USE THE ATTENDEES AREA
You can create a group from an existing expense. To do so:
1.
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In the Attendees area of the Expense (or New Expense) tab, select the
desired attendees.
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2.

Click Create Group.

3.

Enter the group name.

4.

Click Save. The new group appears on the Attendee Groups tab in Profile.

Use a Group of Favorite Attendees
You can access your groups using:
•

The Favorites button
– or –

•

The type-ahead list

USE THE FAVORITES BUTTON
To add a group of favorites on an expense:
1.

In the Attendees area of the Expense (or New Expense) tab, click
Favorites (as usual).

2.

In the Search Attendees window:
♦

Release Notes
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Click the Attendee Groups tab.
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♦

Select one or more groups.

♦

Click Add to Expense.

The attendees now appear as individual attendees on the expense.

USE THE TYPE-AHEAD LIST
Your groups also appear in the type-ahead list to the right of Favorites. To do so:
Release Notes
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1.

Type an asterisk in the field. The list appears.

2.

Select the desired group. The attendees will appear as individual attendees on
the expense.

Send a Copy of a Group to Another User
You can send a copy of one or more of your groups to another user. The group then
appears immediately on the recipient's Attendee Groups tab; all individual
attendees in the group also appear on the recipient's Attendees and Favorites
tabs.
To send a copy to another user:
1.
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On the Attendee Groups tab in Profile:
♦

Select one or more groups.

♦

Click Send Copy.
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2.

In the Send a copy of the selected group(s) window:
♦

Find the desired recipient.
NOTE: You can send to one recipient at a time.

♦

Click Send.

Note the following:
•

Remember - you sent a copy. Any modifications that you make to your group
will not affect the recipient; any modifications that the recipient makes to
his/her copy will not affect your group.

•

Since the group names do not have to be unique, you cannot overwrite or
otherwise destroy data in the recipient's group list.

•

If the recipient does not have access to an attendee type, any attendees of
that type will not be included in their copy of the group.

Edit a Group
To add more attendees to an existing group or remove attendees from an existing
group:
1.

On the Attendee Groups tab, select the group.

2.

Click Edit.

3.

Make the desired changes.

4.

Click Save Group.

Delete a Group
When you delete a group, the group is dissolved; the individual attendees are still
available on your favorites list. If you delete an attendee from your favorites list and
that attendee is in one or more of your groups, a confirmation message appears.
To delete:
1.
Release Notes
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2.

Click Delete.

Expense Currencies Now Available in the Current User Interface
Overview
The Expense Currencies functionality
is now available in the current user
interface. A new page, Currency
Admin, has been added to the
Expense Admin page. This feature is
in full parity with the classic user
interface.

Business Purpose
This enhancement moves an expense
administrative function to the current
user interface.

Refer to the Expense: Currencies Setup Guide for more information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Receipt Handling: Receipt Limits Now Available in the Current User
Interface
Overview
Business Purpose
The Receipt Limits functionality is now
available in the current user interface.
This enhancement moves an expense
A new page, Receipt Handling, has
administrative function to the current
been added to the Expense Admin
user interface.
page. Receipt Limits is available as a
tab on that page. This feature is in full parity with the classic user interface.
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Refer to the Expense: Receipt Handling - Receipt Limits Setup Guide for more
information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Receipt Handling: Payment Hold Configuration Now Available in the
Current User Interface
Overview
Business Purpose
The Payment Hold Configuration
functionality is now available in the
This enhancement moves an expense
current user interface. A new page,
administrative function to the current
Receipt Handling, has been added to
user interface.
the Expense Admin page. Payment
Hold Configuration is available as a
tab on that page. This feature is in full parity with the classic user interface.

Refer to the Expense: Receipt Handling – Payment Hold Configuration Setup
Guide for more information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
Release Notes
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Receipt Handling: Scan Configurations Now Available in the Current
User Interface
Overview
Business Purpose
The Scan Configurations functionality
is now available in the current user
This enhancement moves an expense
interface. A new page, Receipt
administrative function to the current
Handling, has been added to the
user interface.
Expense Admin page. Scan
Configurations is available as a tab on that page. This feature is in full parity with
the classic user interface.

Refer to the Expense: Scan Configurations - Receipt Limits Setup Guide for
more information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Receipt Handling: Receipt Imaging Now Available in the Current User
Interface
Overview
Business Purpose
The Receipt Imaging functionality is
now available in the current user
This enhancement moves an expense
interface. A new page, Receipt
administrative function to the current
Handling, has been added to the
user interface.
Expense Admin page. Receipt
Imaging is available as a tab on that page. This feature is in full parity with the
classic user interface.
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Refer to the Expense: Receipt Imaging - Receipt Limits Setup Guide for more
information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
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Section 4: Concur Invoice
The following features are included in this service release.

New Field Payment Method Type in Payment Request Confirmation
Overview
Companies can now update actual pay
method information in Concur Invoice.
This data can be made visible to
relevant system users, as well as to
suppliers (via the Supplier Portal).

Business Purpose
This enhancement allows companies to
increase visibility on payment to both
system users and suppliers, minimizing
inquires to AP.

A new optional field, Payment Method
Type, has been added to the Payment Request Confirmation V2 (Current) import
specification.
The possible values, including a blank value are:
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•

ACH (by clearinghouse)

•

WIRE (by wire transfer)

•

CHECK (by printed check)

•

CARD (by any card type including debit, procurement, or charge card)
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Section 5: Concur Pay
The following features are included in this service release.

Retirement Message for Direct Reimbursement
Overview
The Concur Pay - Direct Reimbursement
payment service will be retired on Dec.
31, 2010. Clients using this service
have already been notified of the
upcoming retirement.

Business Purpose
This enhancement improves
communication to clients about a
retiring feature.

In the July release, for clients using Direct Reimbursement, an announcement has
been placed on the Report Payees List page of Reimbursement Manager:

Refer to the Expense: Reimbursement Manager Setup Guide for more
information.

Configuration
Only Direct Reimbursement clients will see this message. No additional configuration
is required.

Retirement Message for View Current Batches Page
Overview
The Monitor Batches page in Payment
Manager has reached functional parity
with the View Current Batches page
in Reimbursement Manager. The View
Current Batches page will be retired in
the November release.
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communication to clients about a
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In the August release, an announcement has been placed on the View Current
Batches page of Reimbursement Manager:

Refer to the Expense: Reimbursement Manager Setup Guide for more
information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required.

Retirement Message for View Historical Batches Page
Overview
The Monitor Batches page in Payment
Manager has reached functional parity
with the View Historical Batches
page in Reimbursement Manager. The
View Historical Batches page will be
retired in the November release.

Business Purpose
This enhancement improves
communication to clients about a
retiring feature.

In the August release, an announcement has been placed on the View Historical
Batches page of Reimbursement Manager:

Refer to the Expense: Reimbursement Manager Setup Guide for more
information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required.
Release Notes
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Retirement Message for Funding Account List Page
Overview
Business Purpose
The Funding Accounts tab on the
Configure Batches page in Payment
This enhancement improves
Manager has reached functional parity
communication to clients about a
with the Funding Account List page in
retiring feature.
Reimbursement Manager. The Funding
Account List page will be retired in the November release.
In the August release, an announcement has been placed on the Funding Account
List page of Reimbursement Manager:

Refer to the Expense: Reimbursement Manager Setup Guide for more
information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required.
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Section 6: Web Services
The following features are included in this service release.

OAuth Login and Confirmation Pages
Overview
Business Purpose
The Concur web services now support
standard OAuth, also known as threeThis feature expands the web service
legged OAuth. This implementation of
OAuth support.
OAuth requires that the affected Concur
user log in and verify that they allow the partner application to make changes to
their information. To allow this confirmation step, two new pages have been created:
•

The OAuth Login page allows the user to log in with their Concur credentials.

•

The OAuth Confirmation page displays after the user has logged in. It
shows information about the partner application and the change it would like
to make to the user’s account.

Once the user confirms the change, the partner application is able to update the
user’s information.
This feature is currently used by the Trip web service, and it allows partners to
create new air, car, hotel or other bookings for the users.
Refer to the Shared: Web Services Setup Guide for more information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Trip API Extensions
Overview
The Trip web service has been
extended. Please note the
following new features of this
service:

This enhancement provides more options for
partners to send booking data to Concur.

•

Now supports clients
sending a batch of bookings, instead of sending each individual booking in a
single request.

•

Now supports the following new booking objects:
♦
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Dining
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♦

Ride

♦

Rail

♦

Parking

♦

Event

Refer to the Travel: Trip Web Service Setup Guide for more information.

Configuration
Partners must register and enable a partner application that uses this web service to
access this functionality.
Refer to the Shared: Web Services Setup Guide for more information.
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Section 7: Analysis and Concur Intelligence
The following features are included in this service release.

Analysis/Concur Intelligence – Report Updates
Two of the existing Standard Reports have had some usability updates made to them in the
August Release. The impacted reports are:
•

Executive Briefing Summary – In the ‘Total Spend By Expense Type’ results
section, some text referenced a drill through that did not exist. The text has
been removed in this release.

•

Expenses Near Receipt Limit – An optional prompt was added to the Prompt
Page for this report. Users now have the option to filter on Payment Type
when running this report.

New Standard Report: Flight Segment Details
This reports will provide a detailed look of all segments taken by employee over a given time
period. Users will also have the option of selecting a single employee when running this report.
This report is available at:
Concur Intelligence – Standard Reports > Trips or Analysis – Standard
Reports > Trips
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Flight segment Details: Report Prompts
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Flight Segment Details: Report Output

New Standard Report: Car Receipt Details
This report will allow users to quickly view details provided by Car Rental vendors
who provide e-receipts. E-Receipts provide an additional level of detail directly from
the Vendor and can include information about optional costs incurred from the car
rental (upgrades, GPS Units, etc). This report is available at:
Concur Intelligence – Standard Reports > E-Receipts or Analysis – Standard
Reports > E-Receipts
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Car Receipt Details: Report Prompts

Car Receipt Details: Report Output

Analysis/Concur Intelligence – Model Updates
The following fields have been added to the Concur Data Warehouse model in the
August release.
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Added to Concur Data Warehouse > Expense > Audit Trail > Report Entry
Audit > Additional Details > Audit Type
Added two new Audit Types to the DW Expense Archive:
•

Entry. Exception

•

Entry. Receipts

Added to Concur Data Warehouse > Invoice > Payment Request Header
Information > Additional Details
Added this field to this folder:
•

Check Number

Added to Concur Data Warehouse > Invoice > Payment Request Dates
and Statuses
Added this field to this folder:
•
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Section 8: Supported Configurations
The following configurations are either supported or no longer supported with this
service release.

Upcoming Support
Support for Windows 7 Under Service Pack 1
Support for Microsoft Windows 7 using Service Pack 1 will be included in an
upcoming release.

Support for Google Chrome Version 5.0
Support for Google Chrome version 5.0 will be included in an upcoming release.

Support for Apple Macintosh Safari 5.0
Support for Macintosh Safari version 5.0 will be included in an upcoming release.

Cliqbook Email Transition to Concursolutions Domain in July
Starting July 2010, all emails generated by Cliqbook using the outtask.com domain
are now transitioned to a new domain, concursolutions.com. The client's IT
department must convert their sites to accept email from this domain if they have
not already done so.
Refer to the Concur Travel & Expense Supported Configurations document
available from Concur Client Central for more information.

Current Release - No Longer Supported
Support For Windows XP Using Service Pack 2 Ended July 13 2010
As of July 13, 2010 Microsoft has ended support for Service Pack 2 under the
Windows XP operating system. With the loss of support for this operating system
combination the following Microsoft browser and service pack combinations are no
longer supported by Microsoft:
•

Internet Explorer version 7.0 under Service Pack 2 for Windows XP

•

Internet Explorer version 6.0 Under Service Pack 2 for Windows XP

Concur products may continue to operate under this combination, but it is strongly
recommended that the client upgrade to Service Pack 3 to ensure that desktop
security patches are available from Microsoft.
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Section 9: Updated Documentation
Documentation is available for Concur clients from the Concur Service Central web
site.

Client Documentation Now Converted to Standalone Guides
The Concur Technical Publications department has converted all product
documentation from chapters in manuals to either Setup or User guides. These
standalone guides allow users to select only the functionality they would like to
review. This conversion supports the transition of Concur offerings from the classic
interface, where permissions were limited to a standard set of roles, to the current
user interface, where custom roles can provide any combination of permissions.
These guides are available through a dedicated URL that will always be updated with
the latest documentation. The Current Documentation page lists all setup and user
guides within their respective product groups, in alphabetical order. Links at the top
of the page allow the user to quickly access the desired product.
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NOTE: Clients will no longer require the restricted docs as this functionality is no
longer valid. As a result these document types are now retired.
This conversion groups all Concur product documentation into the following areas:
•

Release Notes: The document released each month detailing features
included in the monthly release

•

Setup Guides: Originally configuration chapters, these guides explain how to
set up a feature within the Expense, Invoice, or Travel products

•

User Guides: Originally administration and end-user chapters, these guides
explain how to use a feature after configuration

•

Import and Extract Specifications: These documents remain as chapters
within manuals - they explain how to configure and run jobs, such as
Employee import

You can view these changes by logging in on Concur Client Central and navigating to
Resources > Release Documentation and clicking the link under Concur Travel &
Expense.
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Section 10:

Resolved Cases - Concur Travel & Expense

Case ID

Case/Defect Description

091124000106

Product/Feature: Expense/Workflow
Description: The audit trail for a Cost Object Approval workflow type does
not show the approver as having changed and then approved the report instead it shows simply a value of Change. This results in the approver not
able to find the COA approved report in the Reports Approved list.
Resolution: The code is modified to now include the Closed Process instance
along with all other processes. In this case the reset of the workflow causes
the system to recreate the process without factoring in the Closed Process
type.

091215000535

Product/Feature: Expense/Workflow (COA)
Description: A user submitting an expense report with no Cost Object
Approval (COA) approver available results in a skipstep audit trail entry
showing the submitter's name and the description Status changed from
Pending Cost Object Approval to Approved and under Updated By the name
of the Submitter is shown. The correct entry should read System and the
information is misleading since it appears the submitter approved their own
report.
Resolution: The code is modified to switch the Emp key to System when the
COA step on the expense report is being skipped.

100301000406

Product/Feature: Expense/Delegates
Description: The contents of the You are administering expense for list is
taking too long a time to appear or is not appearing at all. This issue is
appearing where a user can be a delegate for a very large number of
employees.
Resolution: The code is modified to decrease the time it takes to initialize the
delegators by restructuring the database storage.

100419000302

Product/Feature: Expense/Roles
Description: Employees are being issued a Global node key instead of the
correct value included in the Custom 21 column.
Resolution: The code is modified to now base the tree control on the list
items instead of the hierarch node table.

100426000932

Product/Feature: Expense/Email Notifications
Description: User is including a value for the
%CompanyToEmployeeAmount% variable, but the variable does not appear
on the email notification as expected.
Resolution: The code is modified to use the correct variable,
%DueEmployee%.

100504000781

Product/Feature: Expense/Company Car
Description: A Personal Car expense is being incorrectly based upon the
submission date of the expense report it is included in instead of the correct
transaction date.
Resolution: The code is modified to now update the Period key after a
transaction date change for a car mileage entry.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100506000798

Product/Feature: Expense/Localization
Description: Include French localization changes in this release.
Resolution: The code is modified to change the terminology for the following
French terms:

100517000588

•

Charge changed from "frais" to "transaction"

•

Allocate and all related forms changed from "Attribuer" to "Affecter"

•

Audit trail changed from "Piste de verification" to "Historique des
modifications"

•

Approval Queue changed from "File en attente d'approbation" to
"Approbations en attente"

Product/Feature: Expense/User Import
Description: Import fails to import users with a Chinese locale (zh_CN) when
using the User Import feature.
Resolution: The code is modified to include the Chinese locale in the
system's list of permitted locales.

100610000150

Product/Feature: Expense/Groups
Description: Not all available Groups are being displayed when assigning
User Permissions.
Resolution: The code is modifed to now make the stored procedure that
saves the user roles parse the passed in li_key path for the hierarchy node
instead of running this intensive query.

100610000886

Product/Feature: Expense/Attendees
Description: Editing an attendee is incorrectly resulting in the system
generating an external ID of NULL.
Resolution: The code is modified to now retain the external ID if the site
setting to auto generate the external ID is set to True.

100616000491

Product/Feature: Expense/General
Description: The expense report appears unresponsive after an audit rule for
the Address field is triggered and the user clicks the Cancel button from the
report header page.
Resolution: The code is modified to correct the javascript Null exception
being generated that prevented the user from navigating to the Expense List
page for the expense report.

100623000883

Product/Feature: Expense/Expense Entry
Description: Expense entry transactions from a QFX file are not imported.
Instead, an Unexpected System Error (UE) is generated.
Resolution: The code is modified to now map inactive expense types to the
undefined expense type instead of inactive and allow the user to manually
correct the issue.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100706000867

Product/Feature: Expense/Workflow
Description: The message that appears when an expense report is autoapproved because the default approver is the same as the Cost Center owner
is misleading - it should be corrected or no message should appear at all.
Resolution: The code is modified to no longer display a message if the Cost
Object Approval step is already approved by the same approver on a prior
step.

100707000836

Product/Feature: Expense/Ledgers
Description: When attempting to add an additional level to the Asia - HKCITI
- Orcl ledger a database timeout occurs (visually, an icon appears that simply
spins, but no save action occurs).
Resolution: The code is modified to further optimize the stored procedure to
prevent a time out in this situation.

100708000042

Product/Feature: Expense/Travel Allowance
Description: An incidental property Partial Pay is being added incorrectly
where a day is only partial (less than 24 hours) but 100% allowance is
allowed the employee.
Resolution: The code is modified to only apply the incidental when all meals
are provided and the day is a full 24 hours and the employee is entitled to
100% allowance.

100713000180

Product/Feature: Expense/Localization - Chinese
Description: The strings "Log Off" and "Log In" are incorrectly translated to
"Cancellation" in Chinese. Instead, this translation should read "Leave" (离开).
Resolution: The code is modified to include the corrected strings in the
system.

100713000180

Product/Feature: Expense/Localization - Chinese
Description: The Mobile promotional banner is not displaying correctly in the
Chinese language:
•

More flexibility, More control

•

Click here to register

•

Concur Mobile for your Blackberry (R), iPhone, or Windows Mobile Phone

Resolution: The code is modified to now correct the following English to
Chinese translations:

100715000026

•

More flexibility, More control = 更多的灵活性、更大的控制

•

Click here to register = 点击此处登记

•

Concur Mobile for your Blackberry (R), iPhone, or Windows Mobile Phone
= Concur 移动适用于黑莓手机(R)、iPhone, Windows 移动电话

Product/Feature: Expense/Expense Entry
Description: The Allocate and Itemize buttons disappear and reappear
under certain conditions.
Resolution: The code is modified to remove a prior issue fix that caused this
problem.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100715000475

Product/Feature: Expense/Expense Entry
Description: The Payment Type Name is displayed as "PAT_KEY" for an
expense report with both US Bank and American Express transactions. In this
instance, the same report is handling two credit card transactions from
different cards with different payment types. The first card shows the correct
payment type value while the second card shows the payment type key
variable.
Resolution: The code is modified to now redraw the form and then ensure
the payment type is in the dropdown list.

100716000037

Product/Feature: Expense/One-Click
Description: Users without the Expense User role are incorrectly seeing the
one-click button to create expense reports. In this case, the user had both the
Travel (Cliqbook) user and Expense Manager roles, but not the Expense User
role.
Resolution: The code is modified to suppress display of the one-click button
where the user does not have the Expense User role. This fix does not prevent
an employee delegating for another employee with rights to create expense
reports from using this functionality.

100719000329

Product/Feature: Expense/Localization
Description: French Canadian localized strings are missing in parts of the
user interface.
Resolution: The code is modified to remove the French strings that were
incorrectly appearing for users choosing French Canadian.

100719000471

Product/Feature: Expense/Email Notifications
Description: The email reminder type Report > Approval Status > Not
Submitted is missing in the new Current interface - it is in the Classic interface
so this is a parity gap.
Resolution: The code is modified to include this email reminder logic in the
feature.

100719000773

Product/Feature: Expense/Email Reminders
Description: An employee acting as a delegate who is inactive should be
removed from the Delegation list to prevent confusion in selection and
prevent email notifications from being generated to the inactive delegate.
Resolution: The code is modified to now send email notifications, such as
reminders, to delegates only if the delegate is active.

100720000011

Product/Feature: Expense/Printed Reports
Description: When two or more authorization requests are associated to a
single expense report only one request is displayed when printing the
receipt/detailed expense report.
Resolution: The code is modified to now show reports with multiple
authorization requests to print in a comma-separated list on the report.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100721000029

Product/Feature: Expense/Email Reminders
Description: The email reminder Details value does not appear if the
reminder name begins with an asterisk (*).
Resolution: The code is modified to now use a direct string comparison
instead of using RegEx which would have issues when a name contained
characters and combinations used as metacharacters in RegEx.

100722000537

Product/Feature: Expense/Cash Advance
Description: A cash advance request in Approved status is stuck in this
status and cannot be advanced by the Cash Advance admin.
Resolution: The code is modified to not let a user approve a cash advance if
it is not pending the user but is still showing up in the user's queue.

100809000010

Product/Feature: Expense/Printed Reports
Description: The current date is being shown instead of the correct userdefined date on a printed report printed under a policy that is assigned a
Russian Print Report. This is a legal requirement for these users.
Resolution: The code is modified to now use the UserDefinedDate value
instead of the current date.

100811000710

Product/Feature: Expense/Expense Entry
Description: When an expense report that has had a portion of the expenses
sent back is printed, the Amount Due Employee field value does not match
the reports total value.
Resolution: The code is modified to now recalculate the journals after a
report is split and approved, forcing the journal procedure to run.
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Section 11:

Known Issues - Invoice

Case ID

Case/Defect Description

091209000752

Product/Feature: Invoice/Workflow
Description: Workflow steps configured so that the Vendor Approval step
precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) step are not supported.
Workaround: The client should configure Workflow so that the Vendor
Approval step never precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) workflow step.
Instead, the Vendor Approval step should follow the COA step.
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Legal Notice
This document contains proprietary information and data that is the exclusive
property of Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. No part of this
document may be reproduced, transmitted, stored in a retrievable system,
translated into any language, or otherwise used in any form or by any means,
electronic or mechanical, for any purpose, without the prior written consent of
Concur Technologies, Inc.
Information contained in this document applies to the following products in effect at
the time of this document's publication:

Concur Travel & Expense, August 2010

The above product(s) and information contained in this document are subject to
change without notice. Accordingly, Concur Technologies, Inc. disclaims any
warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information contained in this
document, and assumes no liability for damages incurred directly or indirectly from
any error, omission, or discrepancy between the above product(s) and the
information contained in this document.
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reserved.
Concur® Expense, Concur, and their respective logos are all trademarks of Concur
Technologies, Inc. All other company and product names are the property of their
respective owners.
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Release Notes – September 2010
Section 1: Please Note the Following Alerts
Concur Expense Administration Functions at Parity will be Retired from
the Classic User Interface with the October Release
Beginning with the October release (October 15, 2010), functions at parity in the
current UI (listed below) will be retired from the classic UI.

EXPENSE CONFIGURATION CHANGE LOG
•

All - now available in the current interface

LOCATIONS
•

All - now available in the current interface

ATTENDEES
•

All – now available in the current interface

TAX ADMINISTRATOR
•

All – now available in the current interface

Account Code Columns Character Limit in SAE
Overview
Account Code columns were increased to 48 characters in the March release. As a
result, a 20 character limit is no longer enforced in either the Concur Travel &
Expense (Expense Admin: Expense Type and Expense Type importer) user interface
or the Expense Classic Account Code user interface.
This is an advance notice that the Standard Accounting Extract (SAE) Account Code
columns character limit, currently 20, will increase to 48 in the October 2010
release.
The following columns are affected:
CT_ACCT_NODE_EXP_TYPE_MAP.ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_ALLOCATION.ACCOUNT_CODE_1
CT_ALLOCATION.ACCOUNT_CODE_2
CT_CASH_ADVANCE.ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_CREDIT_CARD_ACCOUNT.CLEARING_ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_EFT_PAYMENT_JOURNAL.LIABILITY_ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_EFT_PAYMENT_JOURNAL.CASH_ACCOUNT_CODE
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CT_EFT_PAYOR_ACCOUNT.LIABILITY_ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_EFT_PAYOR_ACCOUNT.CASH_ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_JOURNAL.ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_PAYMENT_TYPE.CLEARING_ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_SETUP_ACCT_PKG_SPD_MAP.ACCOUNT_CODE
NOTE: Individual SAE files will not change unless the Account Codes themselves
change. Even if clients elect to increase the length of their Account Codes,
because the SAE is a delimited feed rather than a fixed width feed, changes in
field lengths do not materially impact the format of the data produced. Fields
in the SAE are not padded to the maximum length, so the data in the SAE will
be unchanged.
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Section 2: Enhancements From Client Suggestions Forum
The following features were submitted using Concur's Suggestion service, available
via Concur's forums. They are now included in this service release.
•

Expense Report List on My Concur Expanded:
The list of reports that appears in the Active Work section of My Concur has
been expanded to include all reports that are not extracted, and recent
extracted or paid reports.

•

Negative Hotel Expense Does not Require Itemization:
Negative Hotel expenses (refunds) no longer require itemization before
saving.
Each of the features in this section is described in brief here, and in more
detail in their respective sections within this document - if you need additional
information please refer to these sections.
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Section 3: Concur Expense
The following features are included in this service release.

Expense New Look Now Available to Administrators
Overview
A new style for the Concur Expense
product is now available for
administrative users (only
administrators have the link to try it
out) in the September timeframe. At
this time only Concur Expense has
integrated the new look – Cliqbook
Travel and Invoice will follow in
upcoming releases.

Business Purpose
This enhancement provides functional
changes that reduce graphics and bring
clarity and a cleaner, more visual
interface to the product - this
streamlines the task flow of working
within Concur Expense.

This new user interface is available to the Expense Admin and Processor and is not
available to the Expense User. The intent is to allow the administrator to view and
test the interface, and Expense Configuration Administrators can decide to activate it
for their site.

Preview of the New Look
The figure below shows the new look for My Concur:
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This figure shows the new look for a typical expense report:

Preview: Testing the New Interface
Following the upgrade to the new service release (SU59), the Expense Admins and
Processors will see the Try our new look informational dialog box, shown below:
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At that time, they can elect to try the new look by clicking Try our new look! - this
will cause the system to display the new look.

Preview: Returning to the Old Interface
The administrator can return to the old interface after previewing the new interface
by navigating to their Profile > System Settings page. There, in the upper-right
corner, a link appears that reverts the interface to the original appearance.

NOTE: Returning to the original interface is only available when previewing - fully
activating the interface (explained next) does not allow for this option.

Activation: Activating the New Interface for the Site
After the Expense Configuration Administrator has clicked Try our new look! the
system is reset to display the informational dialog box shown in the figure below:

This informational dialog box allows the administrator to activate the new look for
the entire site, and all employees, by clicking Activate New Look. This will move
the site to the new look permanently. All users will see the new look when they log in
after this link has been clicked.
NOTE: Once the new look has been activated for the site, it cannot be changed back
to the previous user interface. Verify that you are ready to move to the new
look before clicking the Activate New Look button.
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NOTE: The Processor role can see the new look but does not have access to the
Activate New Look link.

Schedule of Transition to New Interface
Clients can work with the new user interface over the next two months. Then, in the
November timeframe, all Expense clients will be transitioned to the new interface.
This two month interval will provide clients the time they need to test and prepare
their sites for this change. Both Travel and Invoice will follow a transition schedule
that will have clients using the new interface in the first quarter of 2011.

Expense Configuration Change Log Now Available In New User
Interface
Overview
The Expense Configuration Change Log
feature is now available in the new user
interface. A new page, Change Log,
has been added to the Expense Admin
page. This feature is in full parity with
the classic user interface.

Business Purpose
This enhancement brings functional
parity for this feature to the new
interface.

This feature is used to display and view configuration activity – additions, deletions,
and modifications – and import information.
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! For this release, a known issue prevents the Expense Configuration administrator
(Restricted) role from accessing this feature within the current interface (it is
available to this role in the classic Expense interface). This issue will be resolved
in an upcoming release.
Refer to the Expense: Configuration Change Log Setup Guide for more
information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Locations Now Available In New User Interface
Overview
The Locations feature is now available
in the new user interface. A new page,
Locations, has been added to the
Expense Admin page. This feature is
in full parity with the classic user
interface.

Business Purpose
This enhancement brings functional
parity for this feature to the new
interface.

This feature is used to add cities to the Location helper so that the employee can
choose the correct location when filling out an expense report.

Refer to the Shared: Location User Guide for more information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
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My Concur Page- Expense Reports List Expanded
Overview
The Expense Reports list in the
Active Work section of the My Concur
page has been expanded to include:

Business Purpose
This enhancement gives users more
information on their recent expense
reports.

•

All reports not marked as fully
extracted (in Processing
Payment or Payment Hold)

•

All Paid/Extracted reports that arrived at that status in the last 21 days (to
make it easy to see what has been paid recently)

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Itemization Not Required for Negative Hotel Expenses
Overview
When hotels send refunds to users, the
users were required to itemize the
negative expenses. In the September
release, users are no longer required to
itemize negative hotel expenses.

Business Purpose
This enhancement makes handling
hotel refunds quicker and easier.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
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New Option for Value Added Tax (VAT) Configurations
Overview
There is a new option – Only Calculate
Domestic – on the Employee Related
Configuration tab in Tax
Administration.

Business Purpose
This enhancement allows clients a
quick configuration option to track only
domestic tax.

It is used in VAT configurations for
clients who wish to track only domestic tax.

Configuration
Access the option by selecting Administration > Expense Admin > Tax
Administration (left menu) > Employee Related Configurations tab.

New Country and State/Province Entry-Level Fields
Overview
Two new fields are available for
placement on any of the entry-level
Expense forms. They are:
•

Country Code

•

Country Subdivision

Business Purpose
These new fields provide a benefit
specifically for clients who use value
added tax (VAT) - making countrylevel information easier to gather.

Though designed to be used by clients
who track value-added tax (VAT), these fields can be used by any client.
With these new fields, VAT clients can gather the required country information (or
province, for example, for Canada) rather than having the user specify a city,
especially if there is no other need for the city information. Also, for a traveler who
only travels domestically, the country field can be set to copy down from the
employee level so the user never has to change it - or even see it.
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In this sample, the Country Code
field has been renamed to Country;
the Country Subdivision field has
been renamed to State/Province.

How They Work
CITY FIELD
When the user selects a city, the State/Province field and Country field are
automatically populated.

STATE/PROVINCE FIELD
If the user changes the State/Province field, the City field is cleared if the city is
not in the newly selected state/province.

COUNTRY FIELD
If the user changes the Country field:
•
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•

The City field is cleared.

•

If the currency no longer matches the country, a message appears to the user
and the currency fields change accordingly.

If the user selects a country that does not have subdivisions, then the
State/Province field becomes unavailable, for example:

HIDDEN AND READ-ONLY FIELDS – FIELDS NOT ON THE FORM
Like other fields, these new fields can be hidden, read-only, or editable by the user,
approver, or processor. Fields that are on the form but are hidden or read-only
perform as described above.
Fields that are not on the form will not perform as described above and will be null.
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Audit Rules
For audit rules that use the Entry data object and the Country Default Currency or
the Country option, the data is now collected from the Country field.

Tax (VAT) Calculation
The Country and State/Province fields will determine the Tax Authority if the City
field is not on the form or is blank. The exception is for Car Mileage expenses which
use the user's home location for these calculations as it does today.

Copy Down
Copy down works the same as any other field. These will normally be copied down
from the report level or from the employee level.

Sample Configurations
By default, neither of the new fields automatically appear on any entry-level form.
They must be added manually.
For VAT clients, a possible configuration is to add the Country and State/Province
field and remove the City field or make the City field optional (not required). VAT
will be tracked using the country/state/province information.

Configuration
If a client wants to use either of the new fields, the client must contact Concur
Support.
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Mobile Registration Page Updated
Overview
The Mobile Registration page has been updated for this release.

Note the following:
•

The new page provides easier access to the BlackBerry App World, the iPhone
App Store, and the Android Market.

•

The user profile requirements (card number, cell number, etc.) have been
removed.

•

Users can click Learn more for each device to access the Introduction and
FAQ.
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New User Setting

There is also a new setting available in Administration > Company Admin.
The new Remote wipe mobile device check box (in the Mobile Settings section)
appears only for users who have completed the Mobile Registration page (entered
a PIN).
Note the following:
•

If an administrator selects this check box, the user's PIN is set to null (blank).
The next time the user tries to log in, all cached device data is cleared.

•

This flag will also be set automatically by the system if the user enters the
wrong PIN five times. Consecutive failed attempts are tracked on the device.
If the user exceeds five, the PIN is set to null (blank) and all cached device
data is cleared.

NOTE: Currently, there is no way to set this flag using the employee import.

Configuration
There are no configuration steps.
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Section 4: Concur Invoice
The following features are included in this service release.

Option to Direct Users to the Data Entry View for Assigned Requests
Overview
The Invoice Admin can now specify the
default view Invoice Users see for
assigned payment requests: Reviewer
View or Data Entry View.

Business Purpose
This enhancement gives the client
increased flexibility to optimize Invoice
User's review and coding tasks.

Reviewer View is optimized for simple,
quick confirmation, and displays line items and distributions together.
Data Entry View is optimized for users who need to add or make significant changes
to line items. This is a good choice for clients who have a centralized AP process, but
still require significant coding by invoice owners.

WHY USE THIS SETTING?
This setting is useful for companies who expect the assignee (the Invoice Owner) to
provide the line item breakdown rather than the AP User who originated and
assigned the request. Data Entry View provides more editing flexibility, so it is the
better choice for the user filling out line items.

WHAT THE USER SEES
Reviewer View (Setting On, default view):
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Data Entry View (Setting Off):

CONFIGURING THE SETTING
This feature is enabled by default, meaning the Invoice User will see the reviewer
view for their requests. By disabling this setting the Invoice User will always see
requests assigned to them open in the data entry view.

 To direct users to the data entry view for their requests:
1.

From the Invoice Settings page, clear the Show Invoice Users reviewer view
for assigned payment requests setting - this disables the default setting and
forces the data entry view.

2.

Click Save.

Please note the following when using this setting:
•

This setting does not apply to a request that has been submitted or is in
approval workflow - requests in those states always display the Reviewer
View

•

This setting applies only to payment requests assigned by the AP User to a
user with the Invoice User role

•

Requests created in other ways (that is, directly created by the Invoice User)
are not affected by this setting - requests in this state always display the Data
Entry View

•

This setting is global and applies to all Invoice Users; there is no employee
preference level setting

•

The user may need to log out, then in again, to have the setting apply
Refer to Invoice: Invoice Settings Setup Guide for additional information.
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Section 5: Concur Pay
Bank Information Page in Profile Now Visible to All Concur Pay Users
Overview
The Bank Information page in Profile
is now visible to all Concur Pay users.
This page is only editable under certain
circumstances.

Business Purpose
This enhancement gives all Concur Pay
users visibility into their bank
information.

•

The Allow employees to edit
bank account in My Info setting in the Employee Group Configuration is
now the only setting that controls whether the page is editable.

•

The Use Bank Account Import setting in Reimbursement Manager no
longer impacts the Bank Information page.

•

This change does not impact clients using Direct Reimbursement. They will
continue to see the Bank Information page only when the Allow employee
to edit bank account in My Info is selected. This page will be read-only
when the Use Bank Account Import is selected.

•

Clients who do not use Concur Pay Expense Reimbursement or Direct
Reimbursement will not see the Bank Information page in Profile.
Refer to the Expense: Reimbursement Manager Setup Guide for more
information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

New Batch Send Date Options
Overview
Business Purpose
In the September release, the Batch
Send Date list options on the Batch
This enhancement clarifies and
Definitions page of Reimbursement
expands the Batch Send Date options.
Manager have been relabeled to
Calendar days, and two new options have been added: 4 and 5 Calendar days.
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NOTE: This is not a functional change- the Batch Send Date has been using
calendar days to calculate since the June 2009 release.
Refer to the Expense: Reimbursement Manager Setup Guide for more
information.

Configuration
The four and five day options only work for Expense Reimbursement clients. Direct
Reimbursement clients should not select the new options as their batches would not
be created.
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Support for Wright Express MasterCard US Card Program
Overview
Concur Pay now supports the Wright
Express MasterCard US card program
for expense reimbursement.

Business Purpose
This enhancement expands the card
program support for Concur Pay.

Configuration
A card program batch definition using this card program is required to use this
feature.
Refer to the Expense: Reimbursement Manager User Guide for more
information.

Support for Citibank MasterCard Spain and UK Card Programs
Overview
Concur Pay now supports the Citibank
MasterCard Spain and UK card
programs for expense reimbursement.

Business Purpose
This enhancement expands the card
program support offered by Concur
Pay.

Configuration
A card program batch definition using this card program is required to use this
feature.
Refer to the Expense: Reimbursement Manager User Guide for more
information.

Concur Pay Expands Support for Processing Reports with a Negative
Amount (A Credit) Due To a Card Issuer
Overview
Two additional company card issuers
has been added to the list of issuers
that allow Concur Pay to process reports
that have a negative amount (a credit)
due to a card issuer.

Business Purpose
This enhancement expands the card
program support offered by Concur
Pay.

Refer to the Expense: Reimbursement Manager User Guide for more
information on this functionality.
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Important note
This functionality is only available with certain card issuers. The card types that
currently support this are:
American Express CA
American Express US
American Express UK
Citibank MasterCard US
Citibank Visa US
Citibank MasterCard CA
Citibank MasterCard Spain NEW
Citibank MasterCard UK NEW
Citigroup Diners MasterCard US
JP Morgan Chase MasterCard US
JP Morgan Chase Visa US
JP Morgan Chase MasterCard CA
US Bank Visa US
US Bank MasterCard US
US Bank FirstStar Visa US

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature. Over time additional card
issuers will be enabled to use this feature.
NOTE: If clients have an audit rule in place to prevent users from submitting a report
with a net credit, the rule must be inactivated to allow them to use this
feature.
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Section 6: Web Services
The following features are included in this service release.

Concur Web Services Now Generally Available
Overview
The Concur Web Services are
now generally available to all
clients.

Business Purpose
This feature opens the Concur web services
platform for use by all clients.

Concur is creating a family of
web services that allow Concur clients and partners to write web applications that
share Concur Travel & Expense data and functions found within Concur Cliqbook
Travel, Concur Expense, Concur Invoice, or Concur for mobile devices. Applications
that use these web services are called partner applications.
The Concur web services infrastructure consists of:
•

A user interface to register partner applications that will be using the web
services

•

A user interface to enable the partner applications for each company

•

A common authentication and authorization model that will determine the
application’s level of access

•

One new user permission, Web Services Administrator, to register and enable
web services

Administrators use the Web Services links in Company Admin to manage partner
applications. You can use these links to register a partner application with Concur, or
enable a partner application to access your Concur data.
Refer to the Shared: Web Services Reference Guide for more information.
The currently available web services are:
Attendee: Add, modify or delete attendees.
Expense Portal: Request expense report or company card data for users, to display
on an internal portal page.
External Validation: Send expense report data to a custom connector to validate
field data.
Extract: Request extract of available data.
List Item: Add, modify or delete list items.
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Trip: Add, modify or delete trip itineraries or bookings.

Configuration
Partners must register and enable a partner application that uses the web service to
access this functionality.
Refer to the Shared: Web Services Reference Guide for more information.

Expense Portal Web Service Now Available
Overview
Business Purpose
The Expense Portal web service
allows clients to pull Concur
This feature allows clients to present expense
Expense data for display on
data to their users on their company’s portal.
internal company portal pages.
The clients can show their users information about their card charges, reports or
approvals, by requesting the data from Concur, then formatting and displaying it on
the portal website. This enables a company’s portal to mimic the Concur Expense
functions found in View Card Charges, View Reports, and View Approvals.
Refer to the Expense: Expense Portal Web Service Reference Guide for more
information.

Configuration
Partners must register and enable a partner application that uses this web service to
access this functionality.
Refer to the Shared: Web Services Reference Guide for more information.

External Validation Web Service Now Available
Overview
The External Validation
web service is now
available. Please note
the following about
this service:

Business Purpose
This feature allows clients to validate expense report
data without having to import validation information to
Concur. Reports including invalid data can be returned to
employees for correction. Approved Amounts can be
reduced to fit within available budget.

•

Concur Expense
sends expense
report information to a custom connector, created by the client or Concur.

•

The custom connector validates the report information and sends a response
back to Concur Expense.
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•

The connector can modify the approved amount or indicate an entry-level
exception. Custom exceptions are created on the Exceptions page of
Expense Admin.
Refer to the Expense: External Validation Web Service Reference Guide for
more information.

Configuration
Partners must register and enable a partner application that uses this web service to
access this functionality. In addition, partners must host the custom connector and
provide Concur the configuration information.
Refer to the Shared: Web Services Reference Guide and Expense: External
Validation Web Service Reference Guide for more information.

Trip Web Service Extensions
Overview
The Trip web service has been
extended. Please note the
following new features of this
service:

Business Purpose
This enhancement provides more options for
partners to send booking data to Concur.

•

Now supports clients
sending a batch of trips or bookings, instead of sending each individual trip or
booking in a single request.

•

Now supports the Get Trip Service List function, which returns a list of all
available Trip web service endpoints.

•

Now supports the Search Booking function, which returns the details of the
specified booking.
Refer to the Trip Web Service Reference Guide for more information.

Configuration
Partners must register and enable a partner application that uses this web service to
access this functionality.
Refer to the Shared: Web Services Reference Guide for more information.
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New Role: Web Services Administrator
Overview
A new role has been created,
with access to the Web Services
links in Company Admin. The
Web Services Administrator
permission is available on the
Travel, Expense and Invoice tab
of User Permissions. Prior to
this release, the Company Admin
permission was the only
permission that could view the
Web Services links.

Business Purpose
This enhancement provides a specific user role
for managing partner applications that can be
assigned independently of the Company
Administrator permission. Previously, only
users with the Company Administrator
permission were able to manage partner
applications.

Refer to the Shared: Web Services Reference Guide for more information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
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Section 7: Concur's Mobile App
New Features and User Interface for Concur's Mobile App
Concur's mobile app has been enhanced and updated. The changes affect the
BlackBerry, iPhone, and Android.

IMPORTANT - Separate Release Schedule
The release for the mobile app is not on the same schedule as Concur Travel &
Expense, Concur Expense, and Concur Cliqbook Travel. In addition, each smartphone
is handled differently, resulting in different release dates for each smartphone.

HOW IT WORKS
When the app is ready for release, Concur submits it to the various app stores. Each
app store tests and approves the app, which takes between 3 and 10 days. When
testing is complete, the app is made available in the store.

Planned Availability Next Week in the App Stores
Concur's new mobile app should be available next week, depending on the testing
schedule for each app store. During the week of September 20, look for the new app
in:
•

BlackBerry App World

•

App Store (iPhone)

•

Android Market

NOTE: For BlackBerry users, the OTA (over-the-air) release is available after
September 17 via a link on the Concur Travel & Expense Mobile
Registration page (in Profile).
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Information Available on Concur Client Central
Over the next several weeks, information will become available:
•

On Concur Client Central by navigating to Resources > Document Library>
Concur Mobile:

•

On Concur Client Central by navigating to Resources > Release
Documentation:
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•
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Section 8: Analysis and Concur Intelligence
The following features are included in this service release.

Analysis/Concur Intelligence – Report Updates
These standard reports and metrics have had some usability updates made to them
in the September Release. The impacted reports are:
•

Invoice Dashboard Metrics – A filter change was made for all Invoice
Dashboard Metrics. By default, these metrics were only filtering Requests
where the Payment Status was equal to ‘Paid.’ By customer request, we are
now filtering where Payment Status is either ‘Paid’ or ‘Extracted.’ The
Dashboard Metrics this change impacts are:
Invoice Approval Aging
Invoice Cycle Time
Invoice Cycle Time Segments
Invoice Expense Type Spend Trend
Invoice Requests Processed Year Over Year
Invoice Spend by Expense Type
Invoice Spend by Vendor
Invoices Processed per AP User
Invoices Processed per Origination Source
Overall Invoice Vendor Spend
Percent Invoice Requests with Uncleared Exceptions
Top 10 Invoice Expense Types Average MTD vs. YTD
Top 10 Invoice Vendors
Total Invoice Requests Processed
Total Invoice Spend by Expense Type
Total Invoice Spend by Expense Type Trend
Total Invoice Spend by Month

•

Air Carbon Footprint - Summary – A small change to the color scheme was
made for the results output dial. The standard Red/Yellow/Green scheme was
reversed to Green/Yellow/Red as greater CO2 emissions are less desirable
and should have the correct corresponding color.

New Standard Report: Trips by Traveler
This report will allow a company to quickly see the travel habits of their employees
and easily identify which ones are frequently traveling. This report is available at:
Concur Intelligence – Standard Reports > Trips
– or –
Analysis – Standard Reports > Trips
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TRIPS BY TRAVELER: REPORT PROMPTS
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TRIPS BY TRAVELER: REPORT OUTPUT

New Standard Report: User Cliqbook History
This report provides the Travel Manager a snapshot of Employee Cliqbook usage of a
defined period of time. This report is available at:
Concur Intelligence – Standard Reports > Trips
– or –
Analysis – Standard Reports > Trips
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USER CLIQBOOK DETAILS: REPORT PROMPTS

USER CLIQBOOK DETAILS: REPORT OUTPUT
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Analysis/Concur Intelligence – Model Updates
The following fields have been added to the Concur Data Warehouse model in the
September release.
Added field(s)

To folder(s)

Class of Service

Travel > Air Segments > Cabin Class Code
Travel > Ticket Segments > Cabin Class Code
Travel > Rail Segments > Cabin Class Code

Employee Active
Flag

Travel > Trips > Additional Employee Information

Attendee First Name

Expense > Expense Reports > Expense Attendees

Attendee Last Name

Expense > Authorization Requests > Authorization Request
Attendees
Meetings > Meeting Attendees > Attendees
Meetings > Meeting Attendees > Attendee Events
Meetings > Meeting Attendees > Attendee Meeting Q&A
Meetings > Meeting Attendees > Attendee Event Q&A
Meetings > Meeting Attendees > Attendee Travel
Meetings > Meeting Attendees > Attendee Lodging

Employee First Name
Employee Last Name

Expense > Expense Reports > Report Header Information >
Additional Employee Details
Expense > Expense Reports > Expense Report Workflow Trail >
Additional Employee Details
Expense > Expense Reports > Credit Card > Credit Card Accounts >
Additional Employee Details
Expense > Authorization Requests > Authorization Request Headers
> Additional Employee Details
Expense > Authorization Requests > Authorization Workflow Trail >
Additional Employee Details
Expense > Travel Allowance > Fixed Travel Allowance > Additional
Employee Details
Expense > Travel Allowance > Reimbursable Travel Allowance >
Additional Employee Details
Expense > Travel Allowance > Itineraries > Additional Employee
Details
Expense > Cash Advances > Cash Advance Details > Additional
Employee Details
Expense > Cash Advances > Cash Advance Workflow Trail >
Additional Employee Details
Expense > Lists > Cars > Additional Employee Details
Invoice > Payment Request Header Information > Additional
Employee Details
Invoice > Payment Request Workflow Trail > Additional Employee
Details
Travel > Trips > Additional Employee Details
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Added field(s)

To folder(s)

Effective Start Date

Configuration > Exchange Rates > Expense Exchange Rates

Effective End Date
From Currency
Name
From Currency Code

*This data is only available if rate are loaded as part of an Exchange
Rate import. This data is will NOT be available if using the OANDA
Exchange Rate Service.

To Currency Name
To Currency Code
Exchange Rate
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Section 9: Supported Configurations
The following configurations are either supported or no longer supported with this
service release.

New Certifications
Support for Apple Macintosh Safari Version 5.0
Support for Macintosh Safari version 5.0 is included in this release.

Support for Google Chrome Version 6.0
Support for Google Chrome version 6.0 is included in this release.

Support for Firefox 3.5 & 3.6 under Mac OS X Leopard 10.4 or later
Support for Firefox version 3.5 and 3.6 under Mac OS X Leopard versions 10.4 or
later is included in this release.

Upcoming Support
Support for Mozilla Firefox Version 4.0
Support for the Firefox browser version 4.0 under both the Mac Leopard and
Microsoft Windows operating systems will be included in an upcoming release.

Support for Google Chrome Version 7.0
Support for Google Chrome version 7.0 will be included in an upcoming release.

Support for Windows 7 Under Service Pack 1
Support for Microsoft Windows 7 using Service Pack 1 will be included in an
upcoming release.
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Section 10:

Updated Documentation

Documentation is available for Concur clients from the Concur Service Central web
site.

Client Documentation Now Converted to Standalone Guides
The Concur Technical Publications department has converted all product
documentation from chapters in manuals to either Setup or User guides. These
standalone guides allow users to select only the functionality they would like to
review. This conversion supports the transition of Concur offerings from the classic
interface, where permissions were limited to a standard set of roles, to the current
user interface, where custom roles can provide any combination of permissions.
These guides are available through a dedicated URL that will always be updated with
the latest documentation. The Current Documentation page lists all setup and user
guides within their respective product groups, in alphabetical order. Links at the top
of the page allow the user to quickly access the desired product.
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NOTE: Clients will no longer require the restricted docs as this functionality is no
longer valid. As a result these document types are now retired.
This conversion groups all Concur product documentation into the following areas:
•

Release Notes: The document released each month detailing features
included in the monthly release

•

Setup Guides: Originally configuration chapters, these guides explain how to
set up a feature within the Expense, Invoice, or Travel products

•

User Guides: Originally administration and end-user chapters, these guides
explain how to use a feature after configuration

•

Import and Extract Specifications: These documents remain as chapters
within manuals - they explain how to configure and run jobs, such as
Employee import

You can view these changes by logging in on Concur Client Central and navigating to
Resources > Release Documentation and clicking the link under Concur Travel &
Expense.
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Section 11:

Resolved Cases - Concur Travel & Expense

Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100504000706

Product/Feature: Expense/Roles
Description: Assigning a group to a Cognos role is resulting in User
Permissions that show only the list name, and not the list code. This is a
parity issue with the older interface functionality.
Resolution: The user interface is modified to no longer reset the selected role
for the By Role mode.

100506000181

Product/Feature: Expense/Itineraries
Description: A cancelled trip is available for import to the Travel Allowance
itinerary.
Resolution: Trips that have been cancelled are now excluded from the import
area of the itinerary.

100520000747

Product/Feature: User Administration/User Details
Description: Org Unit list items with trailing zeroes are not displaying the
zeroes once they have been selected and saved.
Resolution: The fields are now treated as text fields instead of integer fields
when configured as text but they contain only numeric data and therefore do
not drop the trailing zeroes.

100609000152

Product/Feature: Expense/Localization
Description: Simplified Chinese language display of the Receipts Required
informational text incorrectly includes an English string as shown below:
要求发票！
根据公司政策，您必须提供下列费用的发票。
您可以传真发票或附加扫描的发票图像，但是还必须提交原纸质发票。
If you have already provided receipts, you can submit your report now.
Resolution: The ExpenseJS.xml file now includes the correct strings for this
informational text.

100623001021

Product/Feature: Expense/Car Configuration
Description: The label for Vehicle ID is missing in the user interface.
Resolution: The code is modified to retrieve the label string from the
CT_FORM_FIELD_LANG table after conversion of the client - it was
erroneously attempting to retrieve the label from a table not available after
conversion.

100624000242

Product/Feature: Expense/List Items
Description: Client is unable to change the display of their list from Code
(Text) to Text (Code) - an error message "This list name is already in use by
another list" is generated.
Resolution: The code is modified to remove a duplicate list with the same
name as a list in a deleted state.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100624000423

Product/Feature: Expense/List Items
Description: Default Search settings for a List Data type are in effect for all
lists except those applying to User Management.
Resolution: The code is modified to add a missing list information Json
object. A sub procedure is now employed to retrieve the list info Json object.

100706000390

Product/Feature: Expense/Car Mileage
Description: An expense report that includes a mileage entry using commute
deduction is submitted, and when opened by the manager does not show the
correct deduction as entered by the user. Instead, home is defined as the
office location.
Resolution: The code is modified to no longer override deduction points
(commute deduction) when opening the mileage widget in read-only mode.

100707000353

Product/Feature: User Administration/User Details
Description: When users were given the Authorized Approver permission,
the Can Approve Exceptions permission was automatically granted.
Resolution: The Can Approve Exception permission is no longer
automatically granted when the Authorized Approver permission is granted.

100708000311

Product/Feature: Expense/Header Form
Description: A field configured for copy down is not showing the value
resident in the parent field; instead, it is showing the reference record key
value.
Resolution: The code is modified to now redraw the ledger name in selected
cases.

100708000648

Product/Feature: Expense/Expense Entry
Description: An Approver selecting an entry for the first time can cause the
system to stop responding from a few seconds to no response at all.
Resolution: The code is modified to no longer return a large number of list
items for a read-only field. This was causing a database query that could
resolve in a few seconds or not at all.

100719000895

Product/Feature: Expense/Processor Manager
Description: Processor Manager is unable to delete an expense report - the
report continues to appear to the Processor in their queue.
Resolution: The code is modified to delete the expense report from the
CT_PROCESSOR_QUEUE table prior to deleting the report record from the
system.

100721000099

Product/Feature: Expense/Reporting Groups
Description: Client is experiencing several issues when attempting to add
groups to roles where multiple levels of Cognos Reporting groups exist.
•

A group more than one level deep causes only the last selected level to
display

•

Widen the visible window to allow long data lines to appear

•

Add delimiter lines for multiple group display

Resolution: The code is modified to concatenate groups as they are selected
in a hidden value and use that value as the display. User interface changes
are also now implemented.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100729000293

Product/Feature: Expense/Transaction Matching
Description: Airfare credit card charges were not matching to the associated
itinerary in Smart Expenses.
Resolution: The code is modified to account for the extra checksum digit
included in the ticket number data in the credit card charge when matching to
itineraries.

100805000214
100830001016

100812000815

Product/Feature: Expense/Expense Entry
Description: An Unexpected Software Error (UE) is generated when viewing
an itemized child entry of a submitted expense report.
Resolution: The code is modified to not execute code that determines control
type (pick list or drop down) based on number of list items if the expense
report list is displayed in read-only mode.
Product/Feature: Expense/SAML Sign On
Description: A feature in SAML Sign On that appends a domain name to a
user's login ID is incorrectly applying this domain to the wrong user. This is
caused by a large number of login IDs in the table, some of which are faulty.
Resolution: The code is modified to build the login ID by first checking to see
if the login ID has the "@" character. If so, then append the SAML issuer to
the login ID and then look up the user.

100813000176
100812000410

Product/Feature: Expense/Split Approval
Description: An Unexpected Software Error (UE) is generated when an
Approver attempts to split approve (partially approve and reject) an expense
report where two or more line items, one approved, one rejected, have
identical data and dates.
Resolution: The code is modified to remove a bug causing problems with the
array of expense report entries.

100816000594

Product/Feature: Expense/Localization
Description: Simplified Chinese translation on the Profile > Delegates page
shows English string "Name" in list of labels that can be localized instead of
correct Chinese string.
Resolution: The associated XML file that includes the Simplified Chinese
strings is now updated to include the correct Chinese string for the English
string "Name."

100818000166

Product/Feature: Expense/Workflow
Description: The Approver comment provided when an expense report is
sent back to the employee due to time limit under a Hold For Receipt
expiration displays the text identifier "[undefined:Expensereceiptimagehold.workflow.expired]." rather than the actual text.
Resolution: The code is modified to retrieve the message from the correct
file. In this case, the message was being generated from the wrong file,
resulting in the message key, rather than the text, being displayed.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100820000025

Product/Feature: Expense/Exceptions
Description: The system does not allow the client to change the name of an
exception or its message when clicking Save to save their changes. Instead,
an error message appears.
Resolution: The code is modified to increase the existing parameter for node
list parameter for the stored procedure that adds and updates an exception
object.

100830000978

Product/Feature: Expense/List Management
Description: When creating a multi-level list in List Management, a space at
the end of the list item code would cause the list to fail to display. Attempts to
correct the list item through the user interface did not work.
Resolution: All trailing spaces are now removed from list items when they
are saved.

100831000283

Product/Feature: Expense/Workflow
Description: An expense report pending an approval by the Approver after
being submitted are stuck in workflow and cannot move forward. This issue
occurs when the submitter is both the report owner and the Approver for a
Cost Object Approval where the owner is responsible for approving for any
step following the first step.
Resolution: The code is modified to determine if the workflow under these
approval conditions is using either the Limit or Level based Cost Object
Approval hierarchy and then move the report forward based on this
information.

100901000124

Product/Feature: Expense/Audit Rules
Description: An Unexpected Software Error (UE) is generated when
attempting to edit the conditions of an audit rule that contains a Date field
incorporating a specified date, such as "is after 08/15/10." In addition, the
other set conditions are not firing correctly.
Resolution: The code is modified to handle dates and conditions. Now, a
custom audit rule can be modified if it contains a condition with a date as a
value. A new condition can now be created that includes a date from the Date
Helper.

100915000601

Product/Feature: Expense/Groups
Description: Groups that should be available from the Editable By list when
creating an exception can be selected, but are ignored by the system and
instead groups assigned to the current administrator are those that have
privileges to edit the exception.
Resolution: The code is modified to now list and display the correct groups
for the Editable By field.
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Section 12:

Known Issues - Expense

Case ID

Case/Defect Description

N/A

Product/Feature: Expense/Configuration Change Log in the Current
interface
Description: The Expense Configuration administrator (Restricted) role
cannot access the Configuration Change Log feature within the current Concur
Travel & Expense interface (this role can access the feature from the classic
Concur Expense interface).
Workaround: This issue will be resolved in an upcoming release. Clients are
advised to use the classic interface with this role for now.
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Section 13:

Known Issues - Invoice

Case ID

Case/Defect Description

091209000752

Product/Feature: Invoice/Workflow
Description: Workflow steps configured so that the Vendor Approval step
precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) step are not supported.
Workaround: The client should configure Workflow so that the Vendor
Approval step never precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) workflow step.
Instead, the Vendor Approval step should follow the COA step.

N/A

Product/Feature: Vendor Images & Audit Rules
Description: If setting up an audit rule to check for image available on a
vendor during manual assign or submit users must view the image or wait for
a scheduled job to update the image available flag on the vendor before
assigning or submitting.
Resolution: Concur Invoice has been updated to check for vendor images
during manual assign or submit prior to the application running audit rules.
This eliminates the need to manual view images or wait for the scheduled job
to run.
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Legal Notice
This document contains proprietary information and data that is the exclusive
property of Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. No part of this
document may be reproduced, transmitted, stored in a retrievable system,
translated into any language, or otherwise used in any form or by any means,
electronic or mechanical, for any purpose, without the prior written consent of
Concur Technologies, Inc.
Information contained in this document applies to the following products in effect at
the time of this document's publication:

Concur Travel & Expense, September 2010

The above product(s) and information contained in this document are subject to
change without notice. Accordingly, Concur Technologies, Inc. disclaims any
warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information contained in this
document, and assumes no liability for damages incurred directly or indirectly from
any error, omission, or discrepancy between the above product(s) and the
information contained in this document.
© 2004 – 2010 Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. All rights
reserved.
Concur® Expense, Concur, and their respective logos are all trademarks of Concur
Technologies, Inc. All other company and product names are the property of their
respective owners.
Published by Concur Technologies, Inc.
18400 NE Union Hill Road
Redmond, Washington 98052
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Release Notes – October 2010
Section 1: Please Note the Following Alerts
Clients Will be Switched to the New Look November 30th
With the September release, Expense Client Administrators (administrators with any
of the Expense Administrator or Processor roles) could elect to preview the New Look
interface of Expense and Invoice. October continues to offer this option, allowing the
client to preview this new interface by clicking the Try our new look! button
available only to these roles. The client can then decide to activate the new look for
their site - this can be done at any time up until November 30th, at which time all
clients will be switched to the new look.
ACTIVATION PRIOR TO THE NOVEMBER 30TH SWITCHOVER
To activate the new look for a company, the client uses the Activate New Look
button available only to the Expense Configuration administrator or Expense
Configuration administrator (Restricted) roles. By clicking this button the company is
permanantly converted to the new look.
ADDITIONAL NOTES
•

Selected Invoice enhancements to the Invoice process will be worked in at a
later date.

•

The new Cliqbook Travel Wizard will be "opt-in" with the full cut-over date still
to be determined. However, both the Cliqbook old and new travel wizard will
work in the new look framework.
Refer to the Concur Expense New Look! Fact Sheet and a video presentation
on Concur Client Central that describes the New Look interface for more
information.
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Concur Expense Administration Functions at Parity will be Retired from
the Classic User Interface with the October Release
Beginning with the November release (November 12, 2010), functions at parity in
the current UI (listed below) will be retired from the classic UI.

COGNOS
•

All - now available in the current interface

LEDGERS
•

All - now available in the current interface for Expense users - Invoice users
can draw on this feature in both the current and classic interface

Company Card Link to Move From Expense Admin to Expense Tools
The Company Card link, used to access the company card functionality, will move
from the Expense Admin menu list...

...to the Expense Tools menu list in the November release:
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Section 2: Enhancements From Client Suggestions Forum
The following features were submitted using Concur's Suggestion service, available
via Concur's forums. They are now included in this service release.
•

Relocate Processor Send to Approver Button:
The Send to Approver button has been moved to the right to better match the
task flow the Processor will follow when processing expense reports.

•

Carry Forward Attendee Data When Adding Multiple Attendees:
Data associated with an attendee is carried forward when adding multiple
attendees, allow the user to quickly fill out their attendee list.

•

Copy Down of Attendees From Parent to Itemization:
Amounts, attendee counts, and No Shows are automatically carried down
when the user begins working with itemizations. In addition, when the parent
is updated, the itemizations are also updated, and the amounts spread
equally between all attendees.
Each of the features in this section is described in brief here, and in more
detail in their respective sections within this document - if you need additional
information please refer to these sections.
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Section 3: Concur Expense
The following features are included in this service release.

Ledgers Now Available in Current User Interface
Overview
Business Purpose
The Ledgers functionality is now
available in the current user interface. A
This enhancement moves an expense
new tab, Accounting Structure, has
administrative function to the current
been added to the Accounting
user interface.
Administration feature of the
Expense Admin page. This feature is in full parity with the classic user interface.

Refer to the Expense: Ledgers Setup Guide for more information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Move the Send to Approver Button in Processor
Overview
The Send to Approver button in
Processor – introduced in July 2010 –
has been moved to the left of the
Approve button.

Business Purpose
This enhancement makes it easier for
Processors because it better matches
their existing task flow.

Its original placement was to the right
of the Approve button, which meant that Processors had to change their task flow
when processing expense reports.

Release Notes
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Configuration
There is no configuration. This change is automatic.

Copy-down Itemization Information to Attendees
Overview
Itemizations that involve attendees
have been enhanced.

Business Purpose
This enhancement provides a benefit
for all Concur Expense clients.

Assume that you itemize an expense
that has attendees and your system is
configured to copy down the attendees to the itemizations.

With the new enhancement, attendees entered at the parent expense can copy down
to any itemization with attendees. On the initial creation of the itemizations, the
attendees present on the parent expense will copy to the itemization. If you then
make changes to the attendees on the parent expense (for example, add an
attendee), you will be asked if you want to copy the change to the itemizations.
In this example, there are two attendees, each allotted half ($30) of the itemization
($60).

When you add a third attendee to the parent expense, you are prompted about
carrying the change to the itemizations.

Release Notes
October 2010
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Upon clicking Yes, the third attendee is added to the itemization and the amounts
are adjusted.

Important!
Be aware that - when Expense added the third attendee to the itemization, it added
up the individual attendee amounts (from the two attendees) and divided by 3. If
you have made manual adjustments to the amounts, you must adjust them again.
Because of the way Expense handles amounts, its only option is to divide the
amounts equally.

Configuration
If you wish to use this feature, contact Concur Client Support.
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Smart Expenses Toolbar Updated
Overview
Currently, the Show Trips check box in
the Smart Expenses section of the
expense report page allows a user to
see trip information. The Refresh
button allows the user to refresh the
smart expense data.

Business Purpose
This enhancement provides a cleaner
user interface.

With this release the Show Trips check box has been removed; trips appear
automatically. The Refresh button has been removed; it is no longer needed.

Configuration
There is no configuration required; the change is automatic.

Carry-forward of Attendee Information
Overview
Business Purpose
Currently, when a user manually enters
attendee information (name, company,
This enhancement saves time for users
job title, etc.) and the attendees are
who manually enter attendee
(for example) from the same company,
information.
the user must repeat the company
name for each attendee. With this new
feature, attendee information can be automatically copied (carried forward) from one
manual entry to the next.

How it Works
The company decides which attendee fields, if any, use the carry-forward feature.
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Typically, a company would have Attendee Type, Company, and any custom fields
carry forward. Some companies may opt to not use the feature at all.
This feature works when the user adds attendees in Profile > Favorite Attendees or
from the expense. However, the information is carried forward only when the user
clicks Save & Add Another; it does not carry-forward on Save.

Configuration
If you wish to use this feature, contact Concur Client Support.

Account Code Columns Character Limit in SAE
Overview
In the March 2010 service release a change was made to increase the Account Code
columns to 48 characters. However, at that time a 20-character restriction was
retained for both the Concur Travel & Expense (Expense Admin: Expense Type and
Expense Type importer) user interface and the Expense Classic Account Code user
interface until the client could update their bridge program for the new 48-character
change.
As of the October release, the 20 character restriction is removed for the Standard
Accounting Extract (SAE) Account Code columns character limit, and all clients can
now enter 48 characters for their Expense Types under Expense Admin > Expense
Type and Expense Admin > Accounting Administration.
The following columns are affected:
CT_ACCT_NODE_EXP_TYPE_MAP.ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_ALLOCATION.ACCOUNT_CODE_1
CT_ALLOCATION.ACCOUNT_CODE_2
CT_CASH_ADVANCE.ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_CREDIT_CARD_ACCOUNT.CLEARING_ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_EFT_PAYMENT_JOURNAL.LIABILITY_ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_EFT_PAYMENT_JOURNAL.CASH_ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_EFT_PAYOR_ACCOUNT.LIABILITY_ACCOUNT_CODE
Release Notes
October 2010
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CT_EFT_PAYOR_ACCOUNT.CASH_ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_JOURNAL.ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_PAYMENT_TYPE.CLEARING_ACCOUNT_CODE
CT_SETUP_ACCT_PKG_SPD_MAP.ACCOUNT_CODE
NOTE: Individual SAE files will not change unless the Account Codes themselves
change. Even if clients elect to increase the length of their Account Codes,
because the SAE is a delimited feed rather than a fixed width feed, changes in
field lengths do not materially impact the format of the data produced. Fields
in the SAE are not padded to the maximum length, so the data in the SAE will
be unchanged.

Administrative Features Now Retired From the Classic Interface
As noted in prior release notes, the following administrative features are now fully
functional within the current user interface, and are retired from the classic user
interface:
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•

Attendees

•

Change Log

•

Locations
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Section 4: Concur Invoice
The following features are included in this service release.

Announcing the General Availability of the Concur Invoice Pay Feature
Users of Concur Invoice can now
leverage the world-class Payment
Business Purpose
Manager feature to pay their supplier
invoices electronically. Hundreds of
This enhancement brings the proven
Expense users have passed millions of
Payment Manager feature to the
transactions using Payment Manager.
Concur Invoice product line.
Now, the Invoice user can do the
same. Payment options include
Automated Clearing House (ACH), check generation, or client paid options.
Combined with Concur banking partners, the user can now move time-consuming
payment tasks off site and benefit from:
•

Partnering with world-class, professional payment service providers

•

Costs that are pennies on the dollar currently spent in-house

•

Complete visibility and management of cash flow

•

Flexibility of mixing payment methods across multiple funding accounts

Benefits of the Concur Invoice Pay Feature
The existing Invoice user can pay a small setup fee to implement Invoice Pay and
draw on the following benefits:

Release Notes
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•

Fully Managed Lifecycle: The entire payment lifecycle, from receiving an
invoice to final payment, is managed by the client from within Invoice Pay.

•

Security and Compliance: Electronic payment partners retain records and
ensure compliance with all regulations. Security is provided by banking
partners who specialize in electronic payment services.

•

Visibility and Control: The Invoice Pay user can access all records to
answer queries from internal users or suppliers, and can order a stop or
partial payment using options within the system.

•

Cash Flow Management: The user has complete control of day-to-day and
month-to-month management of their cash flow. They can bundle their
payments so that the cash flow best serves their business while keeping their
suppliers paid on time, ensuring a good business relationship.

•

Return on Investment: The user reaps the immediate benefit of cost saving
by moving offsite the tasks of identifying, scheduling, processing, and mailing
the payment. Instead, bank partners experienced in this service undertake
these tasks on behalf of the user for a fraction of the cost of in-house
processing.
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Multiple Funding Accounts and Payment Methods
Concur Invoice Pay supports multiple funding accounts from different banking
partners, allowing the user to select (or inherit, through a merger or acquisition)
several different funding accounts for their suppliers.
Invoice Pay also includes the following payment methods, all of which can be mixed
to pay selected suppliers in different ways:
•

Check Payments: A Concur banking partner provides a check service for the
Invoice Pay user, including everything from check design and signature block
to issuing the check to the supplier just in time for the final due date.

•

ACH Payments: Standard Accounting Clearing House electronic payment is
available in the Invoice Pay feature.

•

Client Paid Option: When a client must be paid, now, the user can draw on
a payment option that allows instant payment and retains a record of the
transaction within the system.

The current supported feature set includes payment:
•

In U.S. currency, within the United States (comprising 50 states)

•

In a standard payment cycle of 30 days

What the User Sees - Invoice Payment Manager
The figure below shows the Payment Manager user interface, used for
configuration and daily management of payments:

Funding account configuration is performed in the Funding Account page:
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Check configuration, from start to finish, is performed using options in the Check
Configuration page as shown in the figure below:
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Check and ACH Payment Processing - Timing
The timing of payments to the supplier is shown in the figures below.
Invoice Pay ACH Payment Processing

Invoice Pay Check Payment Processing

Proposed Future Enhancements
The proposed feature set for upcoming releases includes:
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•

A separate payment extract with the actual payment data

•

A Pay Manager Reconciliation page
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•

The ability to change the Paid Amount field to a different value

•

Easier bank account maintenance

•

On-demand import allowing update and view in Payment Manager

More Information
Documentation and Training is available as follows:
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•

Fact Sheet and Configuration Checklist - available October 15th

•

The Concur Invoice Pay User Guide - available October 29th

•

A special Friday call on Invoice Pay - November 12th
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Section 5: Request
The following features are included in this service release.

New Feature - Travel Requests
Overview
The travel request feature - simply
known as Request - is being introduced
in October. The Request feature is
designed to help businesses control
expenses by requiring employees to
obtain approval before incurring travel
expenses.

Business Purpose
This new feature provides a benefit
because it allows clients to better
monitor travel by requiring preapproval.

NOTE: This is a very brief description of the new feature. The complete details are
provided in the Request documentation as described in Full Documentation
Set on the following pages.
Here is a sample workflow for Requests:
1.

The user creates a request, which includes the departure and arrival dates,
the reason for the trip, and the details of the different segments, such as air,
car rental, and hotel.

2.

The user submits the request:
♦

The request is routed to the user's Request approver.
– and –

♦

If the company configured Request to send an email to the travel agent to
pre-book the trip, then the email is sent now.

NOTE: In the October release, only the request header information is emailed
to the travel agent. In a following release, the segment information
will be included. If you plan to use this email, consider waiting until
the segment information is included.
3.

Release Notes
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The approver can:
♦

Approve the request

♦

Approve the request and forward it to another approver (if the company is
configured to use this feature)

♦

Send the request back to the user with a comment to perhaps change and
resubmit the request or to decline the request
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If the request is approved and if the company configured Request to send an email
to the travel agent to finish the booking process, then the email is sent now.
Once the trip expenses are incurred, the user associates the approved request with
the expense report that contains the actual trip expenses – as proof that the
expenses were pre-approved.

Roles/Permissions
There are four roles:
•

Request User

•

Request Approver

•

Request Configuration Administrator

•

Request Configuration Administrator (restricted)

Roles can be assigned in User Permissions (Company Admin), Permissions Admin, or
via the employee import.

What the User Sees
The new Request header page is a configurable form and is defined in the Request
policy. The user completes the header and then adds the segments.

The segments (air, hotel, etc.) are also configurable forms and are defined in the
Request policy. The desired segments are added by the user.

Release Notes
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The user submits the request for approval. Once approved, the user associates the
request with an expense report in one of these ways:
•

Release Notes
October 2010

Create a new report and apply the request from the report header
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•

Create a new report from the request from My Concur

•

Apply a request to an existing report, before adding expenses

Full Documentation Set
Requests is a new feature with its own full set of configuration documents: Policies,
Segment Types, Forms and Fields, Audit Rules, Exceptions, Workflows, Workflow
Email Notifications, etc.
Clients can access the documents in Concur Client Central using Resources > Release
Documentation.
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It is strongly recommended that you start with the Overview document.
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Section 6: Web Services
The following features are included in this service release.

Trip Web Service: Booking Object Element Fields Standardized
Overview
Business Purpose
The fields used by the booking
object elements to indicate start
This feature makes is easier to use booking
and end dates and locations have
objects by standardizing the labels of fields.
been standardized to begin with
Start and End, instead of custom
labels. For example, the Car booking element PickUpLocation field has been renamed
StartLocation and the DropOffLocation field has been renamed EndLocation.
Refer to the Trip Web Service Reference Guide for more information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Trip Web Service: Ability to Add Users by Sending Itinerary or Booking
Request Batch
Overview
Business Purpose
The Trip web service has been
extended to add a new user
This enhancement gives TMC partners an easy
when it receives an itinerary or
way to add their users to the Concur company.
booking request batch. To
support this change, the Post
Trip Details Batch and Post Booking Details Batch functions have been modified to
require the following fields in each itinerary or booking item:
When creating a new user:
The following elements should be added between the <UserID> and <TripName> or
<RecordLocator> elements when creating a new user.
<UserInfo>: The parent element for user to be created. It contains the following
child elements:
<FirstName>: The user’s first name
<LastName>: The user’s last name
<Email>: The user’s email address.

Release Notes
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For all requests:
<CompanyId>: The unique identifier for the company.
<UserId>: The unique identifier for the user. This must be in the format of an email
address. This value is also used by the user as their login ID when accessing their
itineraries using Concur for mobile devices.

NOTE: The X-UserID header field is no longer used in the authorization header.
When the user account is created, it is granted the Itinerary Viewer user role. This
role grants access to trip information using the Concur for mobile devices application.
Refer to the Trip Web Service Reference Guide for more information.

Configuration
Partners must register and enable a partner application that uses this web service to
access this functionality.
Refer to the Shared: Web Services Reference Guide for more information.

Trip Web Service: Restrictions Based on Partner Type
Overview
Business Purpose
The Trip web service has been
designed to receive Trip
This enhancement allows the web service to
information from various
accept requests from different types of booking
sources. Due to the different
sources.
needs required by the different
sources, some functions are designed for a particular source. Those sources are
restricted to using specific functions. The restrictions, by partner type, are as
follows:
TMC: The Travel Management Companies must use the batch methods to post
itineraries or bookings, even when only sending a single itinerary or booking. These
methods require the TMC to supply the company and user ID information in each
request, and use the two-legged OAuth model for authentication.
Travel Supplier: The Travel Suppliers (such as airlines that supply direct booking)
must use the single request method to post itineraries or bookings. These methods
require user interaction to confirm that the request is valid, and use the standard
OAuth model for authentication.
Mobile Application Providers: The Mobile Application Providers (such as providers
of applications that book taxis) must use the single request method to post
itineraries or bookings. These methods require user interaction to confirm that the
request is valid, and use the standard OAuth model for authentication.
Refer to the Trip Web Service Reference Guide and the Shared: Web Services
Reference Guide for more information.
Release Notes
October 2010
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Configuration
Partners must register and enable a partner application that uses this web service to
access this functionality.
Refer to the Shared: Web Services Reference Guide for more information.
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Section 7: Jobs
The following features are included in this service release.

Addition of Travel Request roles to the Employee Import
Two new roles are added to the Employee Import 300-level record. These roles are
in support of the Travel Request feature. Clients who do not wish to use these fields
do not need to change their They are:
•

Travel Request User

•

Travel Request Approver
Refer to Chapter 4: Employee Import of Expense Reports – Import and
Extract Specifications for more information.

NOTE: These fields replace Future Use fields in the existing import format - this
means no change is required to existing imports currently in use unless the
client elects to include these fields in their import.

Release Notes
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Section 8:

Concur's Mobile App

Separate Release Schedule
The release for the mobile app is not on the same schedule as Concur Travel &
Expense, Concur Expense, and Concur Cliqbook Travel. In addition, each
Smartphone is handled differently, resulting in different release dates for each
Smartphone.

HOW IT WORKS
When the app is ready for release, Concur submits it to the various app stores. Each
app store tests and approves the app, which takes between 3 and 10 days. When
testing is complete, the app is made available in the store.

Information Available on Concur Client Central
As information is released, it will become available to clients:
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•

On Concur Client Central by navigating to Resources > Document Library>
Concur Mobile:

•

On Concur Client Central by navigating to Resources > Release
Documentation:
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•
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In Online Help in Concur Travel & Expense, Concur Expense, and Concur
Cliqbook Travel:
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Section 9: Analysis and Concur Intelligence
The following features are included in this service release.

Standard Reports
Two of the existing Standard Reports have had some usability updates made to them
in the October Release. The impacted reports are:
•

Release Notes
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Travel Reports Updates – This update was made based on a Solution
Suggestion. Many clients have requested a change to the Name field on the
Travel reports. The Name field as it is currently displayed shows the First,
Middle and Last name of an employee. Clients did not want to have the Middle
name displayed, so that value has been removed. The Travel Standard
Reports this change impacts are:
♦

Travel Rule Class

♦

Air Carbon Footprint - Details

♦

Airfare Expensed Not Booked in Concur Travel

♦

Car Rentals Expensed Not Booked in Concur Travel

♦

Hotel Expense Exceeds Negotiated Rate

♦

Hotel Stays Expense Not Booked in Concur Travel

♦

Non-Cliqbook Hotel Bookings

♦

Past Hotel Reservations with Rates in Excess of Negotiated Rate

♦

Travel Policy Exceptions

♦

Travelers Not Using Cliqbook

♦

Upcoming Hotel Reservations with Rates in Excess of Negotiated Rate

♦

Voided Air Tickets

♦

Airfare Details

♦

Expense Airline Ancillary Fees - Detail

♦

Employees Travelling

♦

Itinerary Details

♦

Number of Trips by Arranger

♦

Ticket Details

♦

Trip Approvals

♦

Airfare Summary

♦

Car Rental Details

♦

Car Rental Expense Exceeds Reserved Amount

♦

Car Rental Summary
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•

♦

Hotel Details

♦

Hotel Expense Exceeds Reserved Rate

♦

Hotel Summary

♦

Itinerary Details

Employee Roles – If an employee has the same role for more than one Group,
the Employee Role report displayed one line in the report output for every
group the employee belonged to. This led users to believe there were
duplicate employees. We have updated the logic in this report to suppress the
duplicate line items.

New Standard Report: Meeting Attendee Survey Answers
This report shows survey responses of travelers attending a specific company
meeting. This report is available at:
Concur Intelligence – Standard Reports > Meetings or Analysis – Standard
Reports > Meetings

Meeting Attendee Survey Answers: Report Prompts

Release Notes
October 2010
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Meeting Attendee Survey Answers: Report Output

New Standard Report: Meeting Attendee Flight Segments
This report will provide Travel Managers with detailed information on the location of
an employee going to a Meeting at any given point. This can be used to coordinate
transportation for multiple employees. This report is available at:
Concur Intelligence – Standard Reports > Meetings or Analysis – Standard
Reports > Meetings

Meeting Attendee Flight Segments: Report Prompts

Release Notes
October 2010
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Meeting Attendee Flight Segments: Report Output

New Standard Report: Meeting Attendee Flight Details
This meeting will assist Travel Managers in driving compliance. For example,
Meetings are typically planned well in advance and users should be booking
accordingly. This report will enable Travel Manager to validate that, as well as other
behaviors related to the companies travel policy. This report is available at:
Concur Intelligence – Standard Reports > Meetings or Analysis – Standard
Reports > Meetings

Meeting Attendee Flight Details: Report Prompts

Release Notes
October 2010
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Meeting Attendee Flight Details: Report Output

New Standard Report: Meeting Attendee Hotels
This report shows hotel reservations for travelers attending a specific company
meeting. This report is available at:
Concur Intelligence – Standard Reports > Meetings or Analysis – Standard
Reports > Meetings

Meeting Attendee Hotels: Report Prompts

Release Notes
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Meeting Attendee Hotels: Report Output

Analysis/Concur Intelligence – Model Updates
The following fields have been added to the Concur Data Warehouse model in the
October release.

ADDED TO:
Concur Data Warehouse > Travel >Trips > Keys
Added this field to this folder:
•

Meeting Key

ADDED TO:
Concur Data Warehouse > Travel >Trips > Keys > Prompt Keys
Added this field to this folder:
•

Meeting Key Prompt

ADDED TO:
Concur Data Warehouse > Meetings > Meeting Attendees > Attendees
Concur Data Warehouse > Meetings > Meeting Attendees > Attendee Meeting Q&A
Concur Data Warehouse > Meetings > Meeting Attendees > Attendee Event Q&A
Concur Data Warehouse > Meetings > Meeting Attendees > Attendee Travel
Concur Data Warehouse > Meetings > Meeting Attendees > Attendee Lodging
Added this field to these folders:
•

Attendee Email

NOTE: Invoice Audit Trail information (listed below) is an “opt in” feature, and is not
turned on by default. If you are interested in seeing this data, please create a
case with Concur Support to enable this functionality.
Release Notes
October 2010
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ADDED TO:
Concur Data Warehouse > Invoice > Audit Trail > Request Audit
Added these fields to this folder:
•

Change Date/Time

•

Employee Making Change – Name

•

Employee Making Change – ID

•

Field Changed (Database Column)

•

Old Value

•

New Value

•

Message

ADDED TO:
Concur Data Warehouse > Invoice > Audit Trail > Request Audit > Additional Details
Added these fields to this folder:
•

Audit Type

•

Employee Making Change – Legacy Key

•

Request Legacy Key

ADDED TO:
Concur Data Warehouse > Invoice > Audit Trail > Request Line Item Audit
Added these fields to this folder:
•

Change Date/Time

•

Employee Making Change – Name

•

Employee Making Change – ID

•

Field Changed (Database Column)

•

Old Value

•

New Value

•

Message

ADDED TO:
Concur Data Warehouse > Invoice > Audit Trail > Request Line Item Audit >
Additional Details
Added these fields to this folder:
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•

Request Line Item Legacy Key

ADDED TO:
Concur Data Warehouse > Invoice > Audit Trail > Employee Audit
Added these fields to these folders:
•

Change Date/Time

•

Employee Making Change – Name

•

Employee Making Change – ID

•

Field Changed (Database Column)

•

Old Value

•

New Value

•

Message

ADDED TO:
Concur Data Warehouse > Invoice > Audit Trail > Employee Audit > Additional
Details
Added these fields to these folders:
•

Audit Type

•

Employee Making Change – Legacy Key

•

Employee Legacy Key

Analysis/Concur Intelligence – Data Updates
The following data has been added to the nightly archives. The new data being
moved will utilize existing fields in the Data Warehouse Travel model, so no visible
changes have been made to the model.

ADDED TO:
Concur DW Travel Archive
Added this data to this archive:
•

Travel Roles

The data can be viewed within the model at:
•

Expense > Lists > Employee Roles

ADDED TO:
Concur DW Expense Archive
Added this data to this archive:
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•

Country

•

Sub-Division

This data can be viewed within the model at:
•

Expense > Expense Reports > Entry Information
♦

Country

♦

Country Code

♦

State/Province/Region

IMPORTANT - Change in File Output Settings
In Cognos, the default file output for Excel is .mht. This is a generic, non-product
associated file output. The overwhelming majority of our clients use Excel. To
support our clients, Concur will be changing the file output for Excel reports from
.mht to .xls. This change should be transparent and have no impact to users running
reports interactively or receiving report outputs in email. However, if there is a job
scheduled that is specific to the file extension; the job needs to be updated to take
into account the new file extension.

Reset on November 5
On November 5, Concur will change the file output for Excel reports to .xls. If there
are any questions or concerns about this change, please email Sean Gagne at
seang@concur.com.
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Section 10:

Supported Configurations

The following configurations are either supported or no longer supported with this
service release.

New Certifications
Support for Apple Macintosh Safari Version 5.0
Support for Macintosh Safari version 5.0 is included in this release.

Support for Google Chrome Version 6.0
Support for Google Chrome version 6.0 is included in this release.

Support for Firefox 3.5 & 3.6 under Mac OS X 10.4 or later
Support for Firefox version 3.5 and 3.6 under Mac OS X versions 10.4 or later is
included in this release.

Upcoming Support
Support for Mozilla Firefox Version 4.0
Support for the Firefox browser version 4.0 under both the Mac OS X and Microsoft
Windows operating systems will be included in an upcoming release.

Support for Google Chrome Version 7.0
Support for Google Chrome version 7.0 will be included in an upcoming release.

Support for Windows 7 Under Service Pack 1
Support for Microsoft Windows 7 using Service Pack 1 will be included in an
upcoming release.

Support for Windows Internet Explorer Version 9.0
Support for Microsoft Internet Explorer version 9.0 will be included in an upcoming
release.
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Section 11:

Resolved Cases - Concur Travel & Expense

Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100324000177

Product/Feature: Expense/Flight Fee
Description: The incorrect expense type is displayed based on the amount
paid for an unspecified airline carrier.
Resolution: The correct expense type of Fee is now used - the missing
company is now added to the list of Airline Travel companies retained in the
system.

100326000315

Product/Feature: Expense/Permissions
Description: Client requires use of a middle initial when assigning
permissions.
Resolution: The Role Admin feature now includes the middle initial value and
this value can be specified (required) when assigning permissions to a user.

100326000618

Product/Feature: Expense/Mobile - Approvers - Audit Trail
Description: Approvers using Mobile to view receipts for an expense report
are not recorded in the audit trail that they have done so.
Resolution: The expense report Audit Trail now includes an entry to indicate
when receipt images were viewed by the approver while he or she was using
Concur's mobile app.
IMPORTANT NOTE! The fixed code for this issue will be released for the
individual mobile devices in version 7.1 prior to the November SU61 service
release.

100419000752

Product/Feature: Expense/Test User
Description: Attempting to use the Purge Test User Transactions button
results in a server error.
Resolution: The users associated with the data that was not purged had
been inactivated - a user in an inactive state cannot have their data purged.
To fix, switched user(s) to active status, purged test transactions, then
reverted user(s) to inactive status again.
For more information about the Test User, refer to the Shared: Test User
User Guide.

100427000560

Product/Feature: Expense/Roles
Description: User cannot assign a Group for the Expense Cash Administrator
role.
Resolution: The wrong prod_code value was assigned to the role in the
CT_ROLE table. The statement is now updated to correct this incorrect data.

100505000522

Resolution: Product/Feature: Expense/Itemizations
Description: Business Meal - Customer Attendee types are not copying down
to itemization expenses even where the Itemization Field Source value is set
to Parent for the Attendee field global field setting.
Resolution: The resolution of this issue is a new feature, Attendee Copy
Down from Parent, that allows copy down from parent to itemization, and is
available in this release.
Refer to the Attendees section in these release notes, and the Expense:
Attendees Setup Guide for more information.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100519000679

Product/Feature: Expense/Expense Reports
Description: Expense reports of an uncommonly high byte size are causing
script errors in the browser - the size of the report should have no effect on
the system or browser. In this case, upwards of 400 itemizations with
exceptions are included in the expense report.
Resolution: Two fixes resolve this issue. First, the system is corrected to no
longer process exceptions twice, but instead once only for each exception.
Next, the system was re-fetching and placing the itemizations one at a time this is fixed to now load all itemizations into the grid at one time.

100521000145

Product/Feature: Expense/Configurable Printed Reports
Description: Access rights attributes for selected CPR fields do not allow
modification where they were fully modifiable at a prior time - this results in
fields that cannot be added to the printed report.
Resolution: Changes to a field at the form level are no longer silently
discarded on the Save action. Now, if the control type is static, the control is
disabled.

100526000886

Product/Feature: Expense/User Admin
Description: The user is incorrectly able to set a BI Manager for a user who
is a BI Manager for the first user - this is a circular reference that should not
be allowed by the system.
Resolution: The system is set to no longer display a user that is not
authorized or logically allowed to be specified as the BI Manager for a user.

100603000472

Product/Feature: Expense/Travel Allowance
Description: Expense reports with travel allowance expenses are not
calculating the allowable and unallowable amounts correctly when using the
Use Percent Rule available for the US travel allowance module. The user is
then responsible for paying the unallowable overage.
Resolution: The Expenses & Adjustments tab logic for displaying locks
was incorrectly based on values only applicable to fixed allowances, impacting
the journal entry calculations. Logic is now added to the code that, for
reimbursable configurations, will display rows locked if ct_ta_day.in_use_lock
= Y.

100603000857

Product/Feature: Expense/Email Reminders
Description: User defines multiple allowable login domains in the Edit
Company Details page, but receives the warning "The email address you
entered does not end in XXXXX" where XXXXX is the primary domain. System
should work for all domains entered by user.
Resolution: The code is removed that performs a divisional check before
reading domains from the company_domain table. This will prevent the
warning when a user enters an e-mail address for additional domains.

100607000007

Product/Feature: Expense/Delegates
Description: A dash or hyphen in a name or email address of a user prevents
the system from searching for the user as an expense delegate or approver.
Resolution: The system is updated to no longer filter and ignore any
searches using hyphens, dashes, commas, or spaces when searching for an
expense delegate or approver.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100610000807

Product/Feature: Expense/User Interface
Description: A user is allowed to bypass the Itemize button and proceed
directly to the Nightly Lodging Expenses tab, and the system is not
validating or saving Required field types for imported corporate card
transactions.
Resolution: The code is modified to force the onchange event where the user
is switching focus from a field on the form to the Nightly Lodging Expenses
tab. This change will cause the system to display the reminder Your changes
may be lost if you proceed. Would you like to save these changes? so that the
data is not lost when naviagting to the new tab.

100618000363

Product/Feature: Expense/User Interface
Description: The term "Cliqbook" is incorrectly appearing in the error
message "An e-mail address will be required in order to take advantage of
Cliqbook functions."
Resolution: The string "Cliqbook" is now changed to the correct string
"Concur."

100622000432

Product/Feature: Expense/Audit Trail
Description: The audit trail is inconsistent when recording the action of a
user editing an expense report that has been sent back by the approver.
Resolution: The code is modified to now add the entry delete audit trail
message if the report is in Sent Back to Employee status.

100708000042

Product/Feature: Expense/Travel Allowance
Description: The pay_partial_day-Incidental settings was not functioning as
expected for incidentals (Brusprenger).
Resolution: The Norwegian rules are now fixed accordingly.

100713000790

•

With setting pay_partial_day_incidental=N, if the day is partial (< 24
hours) but 100% allowance is applicable then Bruspenger should not
apply.

•

With setting pay_partial_day_incidental=Y, if the day is partial (< 24
hours) but 100% allowance is applicable then Bruspenger should apply.

Product/Feature: Expense/Receipts
Description: Itemizing an expense with a receipt generated through the
Concur mobile app is being incorrectly marked as Image Required by the
receipt rules. This in turn is causing the parent of the itemization to be
marked as Image Required.
Resolution: The RuleEntry object is now set to return the Has Mobile Receipt
value from the parent.

100715000382

Product/Feature: Expense/Audit Rules
Description: When creating an audit rule the Employee Bank Account
Status field is not editable.
Resolution: To fix this issue a Helper is now added to the Audit Rules admin
feature for the Employee Bank Account Status field.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100721000809

Product/Feature: Expense/Role Groups
Description: Existing Reporting roles cannot be modified by adding or
removing a group - the user is forced to rebuild the role group from the
beginning. In addition, the Modify button, when used, does not pre-select the
current group set, but instead leaves the user with a complete list of which
none is highlighted.
Resolution: A prior fix to increase performance is corrected to now load the
hierarchy lists to the node at a single time. For a role or user with pre-existing
groups, this will result in the correct groups being highlighted for deletion.

100722000093

Product/Feature: Expense/Localization - Spanish
Description: Request to add the work "los" to the Spanish translation of the
Receipt Required popup message.
Resolution: The corrected string now reads:
Aviso: Se necesitan recibos.
Según la política de la compañía, debe proporcionar los recibos de los gastos
especificados a continuación.
Debe enviar los recibidos originales.
Si ya ha facilitado los recibos, puede enviar ahora el informe.

100727000161

Product/Feature: Expense/Tax Administrator
Description: An amount based rule in the Tax Rates Condition Editor shows
the currency as USD even though it's in another currency. It is not possible to
change the currency from USD.
Resolution: This is a display issue only, and does not cause a change of the
currency in the system database. The issue is now fixed in the Tax Rates
Condition editor, the Receipt Limits, and the Email Reminder Rules functions
as well.

100729000391

Product/Feature: Expense/Imaging
Description: The audit trail is not recording the fact that receipt images are
now re-attached to an expense report after images were first attached, then
removed. This final step is ignored and not recorded in the audit trail even
though the images are now ready for viewing.
Resolution: The Imaging feature is updated to now reset the soft-deleted
"old" content to new in order to alert the system to the association of new
images to the expense report.

100730000002

Product/Feature: Expense/Company Card
Description: The entire amount in the Amount field of the Company Card
Charges page cannot be seen - the field size is restricting the view of the
value. This was especially visible where 3-character currencies were being
displayed.
Resolution: The width of the column is increased and each column is now
resizable by the user.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100805000595

Product/Feature: Expense/User Admin
Description: The system is incorrectly flipping the User Status value from All
to Active when the user opens the next 25 users for viewing and the User
Expense Advance Filters option is being used.
Resolution: The ddActive section of the sort query string is now removed
from the travelSearch code, allowing it to now be included in Expense queries
as well as Travel.

100809000704

Product/Feature: Expense/User Admin
Description: The Permission administrator feature does not allow users with
the User admin role to view users with the Cognos role. This is a text display
issue where the stored procedure is returning HTML encoding for certain
characters.
Resolution: A call is added to now un-encode and then transform the
encoding before displaying group names in the grid panel.

100826000113

Product/Feature: Expense/Profile
Description: The user is unable to clear the Expense approver name field in
the User Profile using either the keyboard Delete key, or by using the rightclick context menu Delete command.
Resolution: The code is modified to add javascript to clear out the hidden
Approver ID field value when the approver Name field is also cleared.

100826000423

Product/Feature: Expense/Ledgers
Description: A large number of entries in the Ledger Hierarch list box results
in the complete number of entries not being displayed - only part of the list is
being shown.
Resolution: The stored procedure responsible for gathering and displaying
the list is now increased to include over 500 items.

100830000287

Product/Feature: Expense/Test User
Description: Test User expense reports are being sent to Production users for
approval. This user type should never generate a report that mixes with any
Production data.
Resolution: The validateApprover method now checks for the TestEmp
consistency. If the current session is held by a Test Employee then the
approver must be a Test Employee as well. And the converse must be true as
well.

100831000287

Product/Feature: Expense/List Management
Description: User cannot share list items - the required scrollbar to show list
items "under" the popup window is not available to scroll all available list
items into view.
Resolution: This display issue has been resolved.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100901000156

Product/Feature: Expense/Audit Rules - Attendees
Description: A hard stop is generated by audit rules when an Approver or
Processor changes the approved amount for an expense with attendees that is
not in the reimbursement currency - the sum of the cost per attendee does
not add up to the expense total, causing the rule to fire.
Resolution: A rounding difference due to the different way the midtier and
the user interface are using different calculations to get the approved amount
back in the transaction currency for use with attendees causes this problem.
The issue is resolved by fixing the two different calculations to be more
consistent.

100901000686

Product/Feature: Expense/Workflow
Description: The Approval Flow page for an expense report using Cost Object
Approval incorrectly displays the submitter/delegate name instead of "system"
under Updated By for the skip workflow action.
Resolution: When the Cost Object workflow step on the report is skipped
(autoapproved) because of no cost object approvers found, the approver emp
key and the delegate emp key on the step is stored as the logged in users
emp key. In this case, it was the submitter and hence the skipped step has
submitter's/delegate's name against it. The fix is to switch the emp key and
the delegate emp key to system if the cost object step on the report is being
skipped.

100902000084

Product/Feature: Expense/Attendees
Description: The Create Group button incorrectly remains active and not
grayed out after removing all attendees from the Attendee section of the
user interface. Selecting the button at this time causes the system to become
unresponsive.
Resolution: The code is modified to disable the Create Group button after
the entire remove action is complete.

100902000701

Product/Feature: Expense/Attendees
Description: The system incorrectly continues processing the addition of a
new group for attendees even if the user has not provided a name for the new
group. In this situation the system should generate a warning message to
provide a name prior to continuing. Instead, the system continues processing
for a period of time.
Resolution: An extra processing call to display the processing icon was
initiating prior to the system noting and warning the user that no group name
was being provided. The call is removed and the code rearranged to resolve
the issue.

100908000298

Product/Feature: Expense/Attendee Import
Description: A text value is being incorrectly displayed after import as the
value for a Custom list which should only show the li_key value. It appears
that the import code is not recognizing the field as a list field type.
Resolution: A call is added in SaveAttendee that nulls out Custom fields if the
field is not on the form.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100910000804

Product/Feature: Expense/Forms & Fields
Description: A user modifying a field after accessing Forms and Fields finds
that Copy Down Source was not being correctly updated by the system on the
Modify Fields and Modify Form Fields windows - the value reads a None. The
field does display correctly by navigating away from, then back, to the
window.
Resolution: This was a display issue occurring intermittently the first time
the Modify Fields/Modify Form Fields window was opened. This issue has been
resolved to consistently display the correct information.

100914000058

Product/Feature: Expense/Expense Entry
Description: Tax reclaim code was not updating correctly on itemizations
when the parent expense country field was updated and copied down to the
itemizations.
Resolution: The optional code to copy the tax reclaim code to a custom field
at the entry level was not correctly updating that custom field on the
itemization based on a change to the parent entry’s country field.

100915000432

Product/Feature: Expense/Expense Entries
Description: The amount in the Deduct from Gross field cannot be changed
when this field's value is greater than the Total Amount field in an entry (this
applies to non-VAT/GST scenarios).
Resolution: The code is modified to now fix check access rights for fields
prior to performing the offline VAT amount check.

100919000031

Product/Feature: Expense/User Admin
Description: An Approver cannot be added in User Admin for any Expense
User whose name includes an ampersand (&) in their last name.
Resolution: The code has been updated so the name parameters in the URL
are encoded properly.

100920000826

Product/Feature: Expense/Change Log
Description: The Expense Configuration administrator (Restricted) role
cannot access the Change Log feature.
Resolution: This role can now access the Change Log feature in the new
interface.

100920001452

Product/Feature: Expense/User Interface
Description: The display of controls that are disabled/not editable are
inconsistent in the new look.
Resolution: All disabled text fields now match the appearance of the disabled
combination box controls.

100921000529

Product/Feature: Expense/User Admin
Description: Client is permitted to assign over the allowable number of users
to the Cognos Business Author and Cognos Professional Author roles in the
User Permissions feature.
Resolution: The system is modified to now use a new stored procedure that
will return the number of users assigned to a specific role and alert the client
to this number if it is exceeded.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100921000676

Product/Feature: Expense/Mileage Calculator
Description: The Google Mileage Calculator link does not work when using
the Internet Explorer browser. A separate, blank window appears instead.
Resolution: The code is modified to remove the escape and replace it with
encodeURIComponent. This fix is necessary as the escape function fails to
handle non-ASCII characters correctly.

100921000840

Product/Feature: Expense/Attendees
Description: The Search Attendees popup window is not appearing in the
correct location in the browser - it is clipped and part of the popup is
displaying outside the bottom edge of the browser window.
Resolution: The code is modified to remove the alignTo parameter and allow
the dialog box to align correctly.

100922000020

Product/Feature: Expense/User Interface
Description: A Date Range is Invalid warning message appears and the user
cannot view charges in the Date Range field on the View Charges page.
Resolution: This issue is resolved by changing the date handling within the
system to work with any user date preferences. Prior to this fix, the date
range had to be specified in M/D/Y format, and this caused the error message
to appear.

100922000223

Product/Feature: Expense/Localization
Description: A banner for Concur Mobile is incorrectly localized as "Ajoutez
un dine a la pause de midi." in Canadian French.
Resolution: The typo has been corrected to now read "Ajoutez un diner a la
pause de midi."

100923000953

Product/Feature: Expense/User Interface (Internet Explorer only)
Description: Scrolling appears very slow and must be clicked repeatedly to
move the scroll bar.
Resolution: The issue is resolved by changing the code so that the system
recognizes that the tab state has not changed and does not attempt to redraw
the scrolling area repeatedly.

100924000533

Product/Feature: Expense/User Interface
Description: The button surround graphical lines are missing for the Save
Itemizations button under the new look - instead only the text is appearing
at the bottom of the window.
Resolution: The forks for the new look are removed to allow the graphical
lines to appear.

100927000286

Product/Feature: Expense/Locations
Description: The State name is not being properly appended to the location,
causing all newly created cities to show up as "city name, United States"
instead of "city name, state name" for domestic locations.
Resolution: The code is modified to fix the subcountry length so that it is no
longer truncated in the Location Names table.
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Section 12:

Known Issues - Invoice

Case ID

Case/Defect Description

091209000752

Product/Feature: Invoice/Workflow
Description: Workflow steps configured so that the Vendor Approval step
precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) step are not supported.
Workaround: The client should configure Workflow so that the Vendor
Approval step never precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) workflow step.
Instead, the Vendor Approval step should follow the COA step.
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Legal Notice
This document contains proprietary information and data that is the exclusive
property of Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. No part of this
document may be reproduced, transmitted, stored in a retrievable system,
translated into any language, or otherwise used in any form or by any means,
electronic or mechanical, for any purpose, without the prior written consent of
Concur Technologies, Inc.
Information contained in this document applies to the following products in effect at
the time of this document's publication:

Concur Travel & Expense, October 2010

The above product(s) and information contained in this document are subject to
change without notice. Accordingly, Concur Technologies, Inc. disclaims any
warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information contained in this
document, and assumes no liability for damages incurred directly or indirectly from
any error, omission, or discrepancy between the above product(s) and the
information contained in this document.
© 2004 – 2010 Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. All rights
reserved.
Concur® Expense, Concur, and their respective logos are all trademarks of Concur
Technologies, Inc. All other company and product names are the property of their
respective owners.
Published by Concur Technologies, Inc.
18400 NE Union Hill Road
Redmond, Washington 98052
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Release Notes – November 2010
Section 1: Please Note the Following Alerts
Clients Will be Switched to the New Look November 30th
With the September release, Expense Client Administrators (administrators with any
of the Expense Administrator or Processor roles) could elect to preview the New Look
interface of Expense and Invoice. October continues to offer this option, allowing the
client to preview this new interface by clicking the Try our new look! button
available only to these roles. The client can then decide to activate the new look for
their site - this can be done at any time up until November 30th, at which time all
clients will be switched to the new look.
ACTIVATION PRIOR TO THE NOVEMBER 30TH SWITCHOVER
To activate the new look for a company, the client uses the Activate New Look
button available only to the Expense Configuration administrator or Expense
Configuration administrator (Restricted) roles. By clicking this button the company is
permanently converted to the new look.
ADDITIONAL NOTES
•

Selected Invoice enhancements to the Invoice process will be worked in at a
later date.

•

The new Cliqbook Travel Wizard will be "opt-in" with the full cut-over date still
to be determined. However, both the Cliqbook old and new travel wizard will
work in the new look framework.
Refer to the Concur Expense New Look! Fact Sheet and a video presentation
on Concur Client Central that describes the New Look interface (click
Resources > Release Docs > Fact Sheets).

Concur Expense Administration Functions at Parity will be Retired from
the Classic User Interface with the December Release
Beginning with the December release (December 17, 2010), functions at parity in
the current UI (listed below) will be retired from the classic UI.

FIELD VALIDATIONS
•

All - now available in the current interface

EXPENSE ACCOUNT CODE HIERARCHY
•

All - now available in the current interface

FEATURE HIERARCHIES
•
Release Notes
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Section 2: Enhancements From Client Suggestions Forum
The following features were submitted using Concur's Suggestion service, available
via Concur's forums. They are now included in this service release.
•

New Entry-Level Value Added Tax (VAT) Fields:
Eight new entry-level VAT-related fields are being introduced with this
release. The new fields provide a more granular look at VAT tax and reclaim
amounts.
Each of the features in this section is described in brief here, and in more
detail in their respective sections within this document - if you need additional
information please refer to these sections.
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Section 3: Concur Expense
The following features are included in this service release.

New Entry-Level Value Added Tax (VAT) Fields
Overview
Eight new entry-level VAT-related fields
are being introduced with this release.
The new fields provide a more granular
look at VAT tax and reclaim amounts.

Business Purpose
This enhancement provides more
precise and flexible visibility of VAT
summary amounts.

Different countries calculate reclaim
amounts differently – some use the original amount as the basis, some use the
adjusted amount as the basis; some strictly enforce the defined calculation, some do
not. These new fields give companies the choices they need to implement their
reclaim strategy in different countries.

The new fields are:
•

Total Tax Posted Amount – sum of the tax calculated based on the expense
amount

•

Total Tax Adjusted Amount – sum of the tax prorated based on the
approved expense amount

•

Total Reclaim Posted Amount – sum of the reclaimable tax amount
calculated from the Total Tax Posted Amount
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•

Total Reclaim Adjusted Amount – sum of the reclaimable tax amount
calculated from the Total Tax Adjusted Amount

•

Net Tax Amount – calculated as Posted Amount minus Total Tax Posted
Amount

•

Net Adjusted Tax Amount – calculated as Approved Amount minus Total
Tax Adjusted Amount

•

Net Reclaim Amount – calculated as Posted Amount minus Total Reclaim
Posted Amount

•

Net Adjusted Reclaim Amount – calculated as Approved Amount minus
Total Reclaim Adjusted Amount

These new fields are:
•

Stated in the reimbursement currency of the expense

•

Updated on entry save and on final approval

•

Available for display for the user, approver, or processor

•

Defined as Read-Only or Hidden; they are not editable

•

Available for configurable printed reports

•

Not available for workflow rules, processor queries, or audit rules

Phased Approach - Designed for Use in Tax Year 2011
The introduction of these fields is the first in a series of enhancements. In later
releases, these fields will become available for the accounting extract and for the
reporting (Analysis and Concur Intelligence) archive.
When the new fields are introduced in this release, they will start collecting tax data.
Be aware that the fields will not be populated with past 2010 year-to-date tax data.
They are designed to be ready for tax year 2011.
Clients can decide whether or not they wish to use the fields. If so, clients can work
with Concur to develop a plan – to ensure that the correct fields are on the correct
forms, visible to the correct users.

Current Custom Fields – NOT Affected
Currently, some clients optionally use these two fields to collect tax data:
•

Custom 39-Tax Reclaim Amount

•

Custom 40-Net of Tax Amount

Be aware that custom 39 and 40 are not affected by these new fields.
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Configuration
Clients can contact Concur immediately if they want to add any of the new fields to
the detailed view of the expense list that is displayed for employees and approvers.
Individual processors will be able to add these fields as columns on their view of the
expense list on a report without additional assistance.

Expense Account Code Hierarchies Now Available in Current User
Interface
Overview
Business Purpose
The Expense Account Code
Hierarchies functionality is now
This enhancement moves an expense
available in the current user interface.
administrative function to the current
A new button, Modify Hierarchy, has
i t f
been added to the Accounting Structure tab of the Accounting Administration
feature of the Expense Admin page. This release consolidates the Expense
accounting information on the Accounting Administration page. This feature is in
full parity with the classic user interface.

When users select a ledger and click Modify Hierarchy, they are able to use the
Account Code Hierarchy for ledger window to add or remove hierarchy levels:
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Refer to the Expense: Account Codes Setup Guide for more information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Expense Field Validations Now Available in Current User Interface
Overview

Business Purpose

The Expense Field Validation
functionality is now available in the
current user interface. A new tab,
Validations, has been added to the
Forms and Fields feature of the Expense
with the classic user interface.
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Refer to the Expense: Forms and Fields Setup Guide for more information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Company Card Link Moved to Expense Tools Menu
Company Card administrators will now find the Company Card link under the
Expense Tools menu instead of Expense Admin as shown in the figure below:
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Section 4: Concur Invoice
The following features are included in this service release.

Invoice Pay - Enhancements for November
The following features are now available in the new Invoice Pay product:

Extract Reconciliation
A new Extract Reconciliation page in Payment Manager allows the Payment
Manager role to compare extracted amounts to actual Invoice Pay payments. The
user can view sub totals, note the total payment request count, and drill down for
additional information.
The figure below shows the new page, with arrows pointing to the details of the
amounts paid and extracted. Amounts in process, paid, and amounts not included
(not processed) are also displayed.

Clicking the link "39 requests" allows the user to drill down, search on, and note the
paid requests in detail in the Invoice Pay Requests page. This page also features a
Search function that is used to return requests against selected search criteria:
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Refer to the Invoice: Invoice Pay User Guide for more information.

On-Demand Supplier Bank Info Import Available in User Interface
The Payment Manager can now take advantage of immediate updates to their
supplier banking data using an on-demand banking import available in the user
interface. This is useful whenever supplier bank information has changed, and must
be updated quickly in Invoice Pay to allow successful payment. With this import, the
data changes instantly, allowing the request to be funded and paid.
The figure below shows the new Banking Import page:

! The client's Vendor Master List remains the system of record - all changes made

via the Banking Import must also be made to the master list. Also note that the
Approved Vendor Import (Overnight Processing) remains available as a vehicle to
update vendor banking information.
Refer to the Invoice: Invoice Pay User Guide for more information.

Payment Manager Can Now Change the Paid Amount
When a Payment Manager notices discrepancies late in the payment process cycle,
they can now elect to change the Payment Amount for a payment request. The
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figure below shows the new command, available from the Actions menu, with the
Update Payment Amount dialog box where optional comments can be added to
the Notes to Supplier section:

Please note the following when using this feature:
•

Payment Amount is editable only in Payment Manager, by users with the
Payment Manager role

•

If amounts are edited here, they will NOT match the Estimated Pay Amount in
the SAE, which is run once and does not receive further updates

•

If a client chooses to change an amount in the interface, it’s recommended to
immediately reconcile the difference in their ERP
Refer to the Invoice: Invoice Pay User Guide for more information.

Edit Tax at Line Item Level
A new Tax field allows the user to enter tax at the line item level. This field can
handle different tax rates within a single invoice, such as Sales and Use tax rates in
the U.S., and the Value Added Tax in other countries. This line-item Tax field is
available in the Payment Request import, the Standard Accounting Extract, and for
use in the Audit Rules and Processor Queries as well.
Note that some clients will only need to enter tax at the header level, while others
will only enter at the line item level. Clients who need both should configure adding
both the header Tax field and the new line item Tax field. If a client configuration
includes Tax fields added at both header and line item levels, a Switch Tax Mode
button will display on the Payment Request page, and end-users can click it to
switch between the header and line item "tax edit modes".
The figures below assume that Tax field configuration has been added at both header
and line item levels; therefore the Switch Tax Mode button is displayed.
Release Notes
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Focus switched to header “tax edit” mode. (Note that in this mode, header field is
editable and line item field does not display.)

Focus switched to line item “tax edit” mode. (Note that in this mode, header field is
read-only, and line item fields display are editable.)
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Section 5: Web Services
Concur Admin Can View and Enable TMC Partner Applications for Client
Companies
Overview
Business Purpose
Users with the System Admin
role (available internally only)
This enhancement gives Concur a way to view
can view all web service
and enable a private partner application for a
applications when using the
different company.
Enable Partner Application page
in Company Admin for any company. This functionality allows them to enable a
private partner application registered by a TMC for a company that is a client of the
TMC.
Refer to the Shared: Web Services Reference Guide for more information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature. The user must have the
System Admin role to be able to view the applications.
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Section 6: Jobs
The following features are included in this service release.

Standard Payment Request Accounting Extract
Three new fields have been added to the Standard Payment Request Accounting
Extract specification to support the Invoice Pay feature. They are:

PAYMENT LIABILITY ACCOUNT CODE
•

Position 226 – (Used to be Future Use 31)

•

Field name - Liability Accounting Code (Added when created a funding
account or check configuration)

•

Field Label - Payment Liability Account Code

•

Table name - CTP_EFT_FUNDING_ACCT

•

Column Name - LIABILITY_ACCOUNT_CODE

•

Length - 48

CASH ACCOUNT CODE
•

Position 227 – (Used to be Future Use 32)

•

Field name - Cash Accounting Code (Added when creating a funding account
or check configuration)

•

Field Label - Cash Account Code

•

Table name - CTP_EFT_FUNDING_ACCT

•

Column Name - CASH_ACCOUNT_CODE

•

Length - 48

PAYMENT SETTLEMENT DATE
•

Position 228 – (Used to be Future Use 33)

•

Field name - Estimated Pay Date (This is the payment settlement date on
the payment demand table)

•

Field Label - Payment Settlement Date

•

Table name - CTP_EFT_PAYMENT_DEMAND

•

Column Name - PAYMENT_SETTLEMENT_DATE
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Section 7: Concur's Mobile App
Separate Release Schedule
The release for the mobile app is not on the same schedule as Concur Travel &
Expense, Concur Expense, and Concur Cliqbook Travel. In addition, each
Smartphone is handled differently, resulting in different release dates for each
Smartphone.

HOW IT WORKS
When the app is ready for release, Concur submits it to the various app stores. Each
app store tests and approves the app, which takes between 3 and 10 days. When
testing is complete, the app is made available in the store.

Information Available on Concur Client Central
As information is released, it will become available to clients:
•

On Concur Client Central by navigating to Resources > Document Library>
Concur Mobile:

•

On Concur Client Central by navigating to Resources > Release
Documentation:
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•
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Section 8: Analysis and Concur Intelligence
The following features are included in this service release.

Analysis/Intelligence – Report Updates
Two of the existing Standard Reports have had some usability updates made to them
in the November Release. The impacted reports are:
•

Hotel Summary – There were several updates made to this report. On the
Prompt Page the ‘Rank’ prompt was renamed to ‘Show Top’ and the ‘Hotel
Top 10 Destinations’ prompt was renamed ‘Hotel Top x Destinations,’ where x
is an user defined value. On the results screen, ‘City’ has been re-named to
‘Location.’ A new section: ‘Top x Hotel Properties’ section has been added.
This is similar to the ‘Top Summary By Vendor’ section, but captures data at
the Hotel Property level, instead of at the Hotel Vendor level.

•

Hotel Details – There were several updates made to this report. On the
Prompt Page, an optional Search/Select prompt was added to Hotel Property
and the date Prompt was re-named ‘Travel Start Date.’ On the results
screen, ‘Hotel Stays’ was renamed to ‘Travel Start Date,’ and ‘Estimated Cost’
was renamed to ‘Total Hotel Spend.’ The ‘Employee’ column was removed
and a ‘Hotel Properties’ column was added.

•

Expense Accrual – In this report, the Country field has been added. This was
added in response to a Solution Suggestion to help multi-national companies
get a view on how their expenses are geographically distributed.

New Standard Report: Fare Analysis
This report will enabled Travel Managers to evaluate the flights selected by
Travelers, and quickly compare the Quoted Price to the best available GDS and
Internet prices. This report is available at:
Concur Intelligence – Standard Reports > Spending or Analysis – Standard
Reports > Spending
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Fare Analysis: Report Prompts

Fare Analysis: Report Output

New Standard Report: Expense Reports Filed By Country
Displays the total number of expense reports filed on a country by country basis.
This report is available at:
Concur Intelligence – Standard Reports > Administration or Analysis –
Standard Reports > Administration
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Expense Reports Filed By Country: Report Prompts

Expense Reports Filed By Country: Report Output

New Standard Report: Expense and Travel Overview
This report is a combination of multiple individual metrics that all executive level
users to quickly view travel and expense metrics in a single view. This report is
available at:
Concur Intelligence – Standard Reports > Administration or Analysis –
Standard Reports > Administration
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Expense and Travel Overview: Report Prompts

Expense and Travel Overview: Report Output
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Analysis/Concur Intelligence – Model Updates
The following fields have been added to the Concur Data Warehouse model in the
November release.

Added to:

Concur Data Warehouse > Invoice > Commonly Used Fields
Added this field to this folder:
♦

Supplier Currency

Added to:

Concur Data Warehouse > Invoice >Payment Request Header Information
Added this field to this folder:
♦

Supplier Currency

Added to:

Concur Data Warehouse > Invoice > Supplier Details
Added this field to this folder:
♦

Supplier Currency

Analysis/Concur Intelligence – Archive Job Notifications
In the November release, users with either the IT Administrator or IT Administrator
(Restricted) role will now receive notifications on the job status of the DW Expense
or DW Travel archive jobs. This Solutions Suggestion has been requested by
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multiple clients. This functionality is consistent with other job notifications. A
sample email notification is displayed below:
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Section 9: Supported Configurations
The following configurations are either supported or no longer supported with this
service release.

Upcoming Certifications
Support for Mozilla Firefox Version 4.0
Support for the Firefox browser version 4.0 under both the Mac OS X and Microsoft
Windows operating systems will be included in an upcoming release.

Support for Google Chrome Version 7.0
Support for Google Chrome version 7.0 will be included in an upcoming release.

Support for Windows 7 Under Service Pack 1
Support for Microsoft Windows 7 using Service Pack 1 will be included in an
upcoming release.

Support for Windows Internet Explorer Version 9.0
Support for Microsoft Internet Explorer version 9.0 will be included in an upcoming
release.
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Section 10:

Resolved Cases - Concur Travel & Expense

Case ID

Case/Defect Description

091006000446

Product/Feature: Expense/Tax Configuration
Description: A Null value displays in Tax Organizations for Configuration
when a feature hierarchy has not been configured.
Resolution: The issue is resolved by changing the null check so that it
happens before the conversion to a string. Previously the first segment of the
Tax Configuration was returned as "Null."

100611000037

Product/Feature: Expense/Localization
Description: A request is made that the Dutch translation Fiatteur be
changed to Goedkeurder in the user interface.
Resolution: The proposed update is accepted by Concur as a better term.
The issue is resolved by updating the term where used throughout the
application. Some of these changes would require importing of the corrected
strings via the localization import file.

100616000401

Product/Feature: Expense/Value Added Tax (VAT)
Description: Issues editing configuration under the Tax Reclaim Groups
interface.
Resolution: The issue is resolved by changing the Tax Reclaim Groups so
that configuration for tax expense types that are deleted, but in use are saved
in a new tax expense group, ensuring that the configuration remains in place
for expenses with dates falling under the older configuration.

100628000554

Product/Feature: Expense/Audit Rules
Description: Groups selected in the Editable By and Applies To fields do
not stay selected if the group name contains a comma (,).
Resolution: The issue is resolved by escaping the character in all EditableBy
and AppliesTo group fields.

100805000603

Product/Feature: Expense/Printed Reports
Description: Label headings the user wishes to have printed only once for
expense entry line items are instead printing for every line entry.
Resolution: The issue is resolved to now print only the single header line for
all rows.

100816000333

Product/Feature: Expense/Account Codes
Description: When a multi level account code hierarchy has been set up and
account codes are defined at multiple levels, the inherited code and inherited
level are not updated appropriately for a child level when the account code of
the parent level is deleted.
Resolution: The issue is resolved so that the inherited code and inherited
level for child levels are updated to the values for the level where an account
code is actually defined when the account code at the parent level is deleted.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100820000028

Product/Feature: Expense/Exchange Rates
Description: Using the new Copy function for expenses, the Oanda Rate
value is not changing if a different date is entered - this should change based
on the changed date.
Resolution: The issue is resolved by re-fetching the exchange rate based on
the new transaction date.

100901000469

Product/Feature: Expense/Car Mileage
Description: The initial (first) waypoint entered in the mileage calculator is
not displayed as zero ("0").
Resolution: The issue is resolved by forcing a zero value for the first
waypoint when creating the XML for the mileage calculator.

100908000148

Product/Feature: Expense/Exception Messages
Description: User can only modify Exception-level messages once - should
have the ability to edit these messages at any time.
Resolution: The issue is resolved by increasing the parameter length to
dynamic MAX, so that if large amount of data is passed to these 2 grouprelated parameters, SQL Server can dynamically adjust the size and handle
the amount of data.

100908000948

Product/Feature: Expense/Allocations
Description: An extracted and paid expense report's allocation details, in this
case the Project Code field, can be edited - this value and others should be
locked and not editable. This happens when opening the expense report for
the first time - subsequent openings do not exhibit this behavior.
Resolution: The issue is resolved by setting up the formAccessCode prior to
displaying the allocation grid so that the fields are read-only.

100920000167

Product/Feature: Expense/User Interface
Description: A "doubled" image is displayed when the Expense Processor
clicks the View menu and views the drop down list.
Resolution: The issue is resolved by changing the code to prevent the View
menu from duplicating whenever the Processor changes the view type.

100921000096

Product/Feature: Expense/Travel Allowance
Description: A negative duration was incorrectly being rendered and an error
message displayed under Swedish TA when calculating duration of a single
day trip where both the departure and arrival values precede 0600.
Resolution: The issue is resolved by having the calculation return a zero
duration for single day trips where both the departure and arrival values
precede 0600.

100921000900

Product/Feature: Expense/Localization
Description: User logging in as a Proxy sees the English word "Yourself"
instead of the proper Portuguese translation.
Resolution: The issue is resolved by updating the files to make the string
localizable.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100922000605

Product/Feature: Expense/User Permissions
Description: User has difficulty viewing all groups assigned to a role - they
are not shown in full, especially where multiple groups are assigned to a role.
Resolution: The issue is resolved by fixing a line break issue on the Group
grid. Grids are now taller and wider to properly display the longer roles
properly. Having each group on a separate line should solve the usability
issues.

100922000875

Product/Feature: Expense/Processor
Description: A Processor is unable to see a result set when searching for
expense reports where Approval status equals "Final Accounting Approval"
status.
Resolution: The issue is resolved by resetting the list to no longer show
statuses not used in any of the company’s workflows in the Processor search
dropdown list.

100924000335

Product/Feature: Expense/New User Interface
Description: The Create Expense Report and View Exceptions button in
Authorization Request does not reflect the new user interface appearance.
Resolution: The issue is resolved by updating these two buttons to the new
user interface look.

100928000707

Product/Feature: Expense/Audit Service
Description: The Concur Auditor cannot view submitted expense reports.
When the Auditor sends a report back to the employee, it becomes
unsubmitted and the Auditor does not appear to have privileges to view the
report with this status.
Resolution: The issue is resolved by migrating the value in
CT_EMPLOYEE_EXTN to C for Concur Auditors, and setting this same value in
init-data.

100929000404

Product/Feature: Expense/Car Configuration
Description: The incorrect rate and currency is displaying for a Danish user
in Car Configuration.
Resolution: The Car Mileage expense types should not be available if the Car
Config currency is different than the user's reimbursement currency.

100930000972

Product/Feature: Expense/Expense Types
Description: If an entry form that is assigned to an expense type is deleted,
the user is unable to edit the expense type(s) for which that form was
assigned.
Resolution: The issue is resolved by updating the form for the expense type
to the default entry form in Expense Types if the previously assigned form
had been deleted, thus preventing the error causing the expense type not be
editable.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

101003000007

Product/Feature: Expense/Audit Rules
Description: The number of expense types included in a condition using the
Entry – Expense Type field and the “In” or “Not In” operator was being limited
incorrectly based on the length of the text appearing in the value field. There
should be no limit to the number of expense types that can be included in a
condition using the “In” or “Not In” operator.
Resolution: The issue is resolved by removing the limitation on the number
of expense types that can be included. You can now include an unlimited
number of expense types when using the “In” or “Not In” operator.

101004000942

Product/Feature: Expense/Audit Rules
Description: An audit rule is not firing - it should fire every time.
Resolution: The issue is resolved by stripping the spaces from the ExpKey
value containing the four-digit sequence so that the audit rule can evaluate
correctly. This allows correction of bad data caused by a previous bug.

101005000067

Product/Feature: Expense/Tax Administration
Description: An Unexpected Software Error (UE) is generated when a user
attempts to save changes in Tax Authority when there are a large number of
expense types and conditions.
Resolution: The issue is resolved by increasing the Timeout value to 180
seconds for mid-tier saving of Tax expense type groups and adding an index
to the CT_REPORT_ENTRY_TAX table.

101008000217

Product/Feature: Expense/Forms & Fields
Description: The Allocation Code list box type field cannot display the entire
descriptive string - the string is too wide for the box.
Resolution: The issue is resolved by adding a scroll bar to show the entire
string whenever the string length exceeds the width of the list box.

101011000584

Product/Feature: Expense/Attendees
Description: An Unexpected Software Error (UE) is generated when creating
an Attendee group that includes restricted characters (in this case, the &
symbol). The user should be notified by the system if a character being used
is incompatible.
Resolution: The issue is resolved by escaping the character using standard
quotes.

101012000440

Product/Feature: Profile/Expense Information
Description: The City field is incorrectly not appearing in the employee
profile. This field should appear for the user so they can select the appropriate
location per the form definition.
Resolution: The issue is resolved to add the City field to the employee form
so that it will appear correctly in the employee profile.

101014000228

Product/Feature: Expense/Tax Administration
Description: The tax value is rounded instead of correctly rendering a fourdigit result.
Resolution: The issue is resolved by changing the tax rates Decimal Precision
setting to allow up to 4 decimals.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

101018000025

Product/Feature: Expense/Expense Entry
Description: The Total Requested amount is not displaying the requested
amount payable to the user. This happens when a calculation formula is used
on an Entry form to deduct an amount - in this case deducting Alcohol Amount
from a Dinner Expense.
Resolution: The issue is resolved by matching the functionality of the
Requested Amount column for individual entries to that of the Total Requested
amount.

101019000248

Product/Feature: Expense/Attendees
Description: The Attendee icon incorrectly appears after the user has
changed the expense type so that no attendees are included in the Expense
form.
Resolution: The issue is resolved by setting the Attendee information field to
null and redrawing the form to remove the Attendee icon.

101020000859

Product/Feature: Expense/Delegates
Description: Delegate information is not included in the Workflow when a
delegate submits an expense report.
Resolution: The issue is resolved by setting the delegate_emp_key value
correctly. This had resulted in empty values being returned for
GetApprovalFlowSteps.

101021000383

Product/Feature: Expense/Attendees
Description: Hotel entries for attendees do not copy down when itemized.
Resolution: The issue is resolved by updating the attendee copy down code
in the Hotel Wizard to match the configurable Itemization Wizard.

101025000621

Product/Feature: Expense/Car Configuration
Description: A user modifying a Personal Car registration entry to Preferred
Car causes the system to incorrectly add a new Personal Car entry (a
duplicate of existing car) instead of modifying the specified car configuration.
Resolution: The issue is resolved by removing empty period units variable
that was breaking the query string.

101027000268

Product/Feature: Expense/Tax Admin
Description: Existing and new expense types created in Tax Administration >
Reclaim and Groups are not being saved.
Resolution: The issue is resolved by removing code that stripped the white
space from expense type. This was causing a failure of the length test when
the blank was being stripped.
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Section 11:

Resolved Cases - Jobs

Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100811000001

Product/Feature: Expense/Company Card
Description: Westpac Bank payment transactions are being shown to the
employee.
Resolution: Modified the VISA VCF 4.0 importer to recognize Westpac Bank’s
unique coding of payment transactions.

100922000853

Product/Feature: Expense/Company Card
Description: Unhandled exception on import of American Express GL1025
feed.
Resolution: Modified the card import code to provide a proper message if a
required web service is unavailable.

100928001114

Product/Feature: Expense/Company Card
Description: Inactive employees receive email notification on arrival of new
card charges.
Resolution: Modified the card import code to send email only to active
employees.

101010000040

Product/Feature: Expense/Company Card
Description: ANZ VISA VCF 4.0 import loads transactions of type 31
incorrectly.
Resolution: Modified the card importer to properly recognize transactions of
type 31 as credits rather than debits.
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Section 12:

Known Issues - Invoice

Case ID

Case/Defect Description

091209000752

Product/Feature: Invoice/Workflow
Description: Workflow steps configured so that the Vendor Approval step
precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) step are not supported.
Workaround: The client should configure Workflow so that the Vendor
Approval step never precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) workflow step.
Instead, the Vendor Approval step should follow the COA step.
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Legal Notice
This document contains proprietary information and data that is the exclusive
property of Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. No part of this
document may be reproduced, transmitted, stored in a retrievable system,
translated into any language, or otherwise used in any form or by any means,
electronic or mechanical, for any purpose, without the prior written consent of
Concur Technologies, Inc.
Information contained in this document applies to the following products in effect at
the time of this document's publication:

Concur Travel & Expense, November 2010

The above product(s) and information contained in this document are subject to
change without notice. Accordingly, Concur Technologies, Inc. disclaims any
warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information contained in this
document, and assumes no liability for damages incurred directly or indirectly from
any error, omission, or discrepancy between the above product(s) and the
information contained in this document.
© 2004 – 2010 Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. All rights
reserved.
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Release Notes – December 2010
Section 1: Please Note the Following Alerts
Clients Have Switched to the New Look As Of November 30th
With the September release, Expense Client Administrators (administrators with any
of the Expense Administrator or Processor roles) could elect to preview the New Look
interface of Expense and Invoice by clicking the Try our new look! button available
only to these roles. The client could then decide to activate the new look for their
site.
As of November 30th all clients are now switched to the new look.
ADDITIONAL NOTES
•

Selected Invoice enhancements to the Invoice process will be worked in at a
later date.

•

The new Cliqbook Travel Wizard will be "opt-in" with the full cut-over date still
to be determined. However, both the Cliqbook old and new travel wizard will
work in the new look framework.
Refer to the Concur Expense New Look! Fact Sheet and a video presentation
on Concur Client Central that describes the New Look interface.

On-Demand Excel Employee Import Circular Check is Enforced
All employee imports using the on-demand import feature are subject to a system
check to ensure that no manager can be selected for an employee if that employee is
currently approving the reports of the selected manager. This "circular reference" is
not permitted by the system in order to ensure compliance with industry standards.
See the Jobs section of this document for additional information.

Concur Expense Administration Functions at Parity will be Retired from
the Classic User Interface with the January Release
Beginning with the January release (January 14, 2011), functions at parity in the
current UI (listed below) will be retired from the classic UI.

EXPENSE ALLOCATION FORM EXTENDED ATTRIBUTES
•

Expense - now available in the current interface

PAYMENT TYPES
•
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Section 2: Enhancements From Client Suggestions Forum
The following features were submitted using Concur's Suggestion service, available
via Concur's forums. They are now included in this service release.
•

Invoice Processor Can Now View Selected Approver's Queue:
An Invoice Processor can now view all payment requests pending an Approver
in order to quickly display, review, and process requests that may be stalled
in workflow.

•

Invoice Processor Can Now Export Search Results to Microsoft Excel:
The Invoice Processor can now export the results of a query or search in the
Process Requests page to an Excel spreadsheet. The format of the
spreadsheet includes both the rows and column headings, and custom queries
can also be exported.

•

List View Can Now Be Customized:
Users can now elect to customize the column view in the View My Requests,
Approve Requests, and the Assign Requests pages in order to better
match their work requirements.
Each of the features in this section is described in brief here, and in more
detail in their respective sections within this document - if you need additional
information please refer to these sections.
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Section 3: Expense
The following features are included in this service release.

Expense Payment Types Now Available in Current User Interface
Overview
Business Purpose
The Expense Payment Types
functionality is now available in the
This enhancement moves an expense
current user interface. A new page,
administrative function to the current
Payment Types, has been added to
user interface.
the Expense Admin page. This feature
is in full parity with the classic user interface.

Refer to the Expense: Payment Types Setup Guide for more information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Enabling Taxability Fix For Swedish Travel Allowance
The November release featured an enhancement to Swedish Travel Allowance (TA)
to update the taxable/non-taxable Custom fields with the appropriate amounts for
Swedish TA entries.
To activate the ability to update these TA entries for the client a property setting will
first need to be added and then a query run on the database.
To do this, contact Concur Client Services and submit a service request.
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Section 4: Invoice
The following features are included in this service release.

Processor: View Approver's Queue
Overview
Business Purpose
An Invoice Processor can now view all
payment requests pending an Approver
This enhancement allows the Processor
in order to quickly display, review, and
to locate, view, and act on stalled
process requests that may be stalled in
requests.
workflow. This is done using the new
Requests Pending Approval for command available from the Query menu in the
Process Reports page.

When selected, the command displays the View Requests Pending Approval
dialog box where the Processor can type in the name and then select the Approver
whose approval queue they want to review.

Once selected the requests are listed in the Requests Pending Approval For page
where the Processor can take the appropriate action on each request.
Refer to the Invoice: Processor User Guide for more information.
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Processor: Export Query Results to Microsoft Excel Spreadsheet
Overview
The Invoice Processor can now export
the results of a query or search in the
Process Requests page to an Excel
spreadsheet. The format of the
spreadsheet includes both the rows and
column headings, and custom queries
can also be exported.

Business Purpose
This enhancement provides flexibility in
how the user can work with queries
and searches, and communicate results
to external parties.

HOW IT WORKS
After running either a custom query or entering criteria for a search, the user clicks
the Send to Excel button at the bottom of the Process Requests page.

The File Download dialog box displays, and the user clicks Save to locate a folder
on the local machine to rename (optional) and store the file. From here, the user can
elect to view and/or print the spreadsheet from within Microsoft Excel.
Please note the following when using this feature:
•

The filename is constructed as "requests_time_date"

•

A limit of 12,500 rows is enforced - if the exported list is greater than this the
system displays a message asking if the export should continue

•

Only those columns visible on the page are included in the output
Refer to the Invoice: Processor User Guide for more information.

Invoice Pay: View Requests with Adjusted Payment Amounts
Overview
Business Purpose
The Payment Manager can now view
payment requests paid at an adjusted
This enhancement lets the user quickly
payment amount instead of the original
identify and view details about
submitted payment amount. This is
adjusted payments to vendors.
done using a link in the Extract
Reconciliation page that displays whenever an extract includes a payment request
Amount (submitted) value that is different from its Payment Amount (adjusted)
value.
This feature is used to reconcile differences between Invoice Pay data and the client
ERP whenever an extract is run with a request that was adjusted after the extract
output was generated.
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WHAT THE USER SEES
The link in the Extract Reconciliation page appears within the row of any extract
that includes payment amount adjustments:

The link opens the Payment Amount Adjusted Requests page where the adjusted
requests are displayed in rows:

The user references the column headings Amount and Payment Amount to
identify the two different values.

FILTERING THE PAYMENT REQUEST RESULT SET
If the user needs to filter the view within this page, two methods are available:
•
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•

Search: Search functionality by ID, invoice number, amount, vendor, or
other variable allows the user to view only the requests they need to:

Refer to the Invoice: Invoice Pay User Guide for more information.

Invoice Pay: Change Payment Method
Overview
Business Purpose
The Payment Manager can now change
the funding method (ACH, Check) for
This enhancement frees the user to
either a payment demand or a request
pay via alternate methods, when
within a demand. For example, assume
conditions delay timely payment.
Acme Vendor is typically paid by ACH.
However, they recently changed their bank without notifying you, and you have
invalid bank information on file, which is causing failed payments. This feature allows
the user to change some time-sensitive Acme invoices to be paid by check, until the
matter is resolved.

HOW IT WORKS
When the Payment Manager encounters a failed demand or request they use one of
two available commands from the Actions menu, each available only as the
alternate payment choice for the demand or request. For example, a request with a
status of Failed due to invalid banking information allows for payment using the
Change Payment Method to Check command, while an invalid vendor address
allows use of the Change Payment Method to ACH command.
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In the figure below, a payment demand to be paid using the Check payment method
has failed payment due to an invalid supplier address. The user selects the Change
Pay Method to ACH command from the Actions menu to change the pay method
and complete the payment cycle:

Note that this action can be taken on a demand or request only under the following
conditions:
•

Is past the Approval workflow step (is approved)

•

Is not yet sent to the Payment engine (Open, Unsent) or could not be paid
(Failed)

And for the alternate pay method itself:
•

The alternate pay method (ACH; Check) is available to the payor and
configured successfully

•

Confirmation of a valid address (Check) and active banking account (ACH)
exists for the vendor associated with the demand or request
Refer to the Invoice: Invoice Pay User Guide for more information.
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Section 5: Expense Pay
The following features are included in this service release.

Expense Pay EMEA – Switzerland Now Available
Overview
Expense Pay support in EMEA has been
expanded to include Switzerland. This
feature includes the following changes:
•
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The Funding Account page
fields in Payment Manager have
been localized for Switzerland.
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•

The Bank Information page fields in Profile have been localized for
Switzerland.

•

The Excel User Import has been updated to accept Swiss bank information.

•

The Employee Import has been updated to accept Swiss bank information.

•

Support has been added for Swiss Franc (CHF) payments to Citibank
MasterCard and Visa in Switzerland.
Refer to the Expense: Reimbursement Manager Setup Guide for more
information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Royal Bank of Scotland N.V. Now Supported for UK Funding
Overview
Royal Bank of Scotland N.V. is now
supported as a funding bank for UK
clients.

Business Purpose
This enhancement expands funding
bank support in the UK.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
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JPMorgan Chase Now Supported for UK Funding
Overview
JPMorgan Chase bank is now supported
as a funding bank for UK clients.

Business Purpose
This enhancement expands funding
bank support in the UK.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
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Section 6: Jobs
The following features are included in this service release.

On-Demand Excel Employee Import Circular Check is Enforced
All employee imports using the on-demand import feature are subject to a system
check to ensure that no manager can be selected for an employee if that employee is
currently approving the reports of the selected manager. This "circular reference" is
not permitted by the system in order to ensure compliance with industry standards.
What The System Does Under This Scenario
When the system encounters this scenario it imports all the employee information
except for the Manager selection and then displays the following error message:

The employee has been imported without a manager. The specified
manager '<Manager Employee ID>' is invalid because the managerial
chain results in a circular reference: <comma separated list of
managers causing the circular reference>.
Enter a valid Manager for the employee into the spreadsheet.
Example
As an example, Jean is chosen as manager to Dale, but Dale is currently approving
Jean's expense reports. Under this condition, choosing Jean as Dale's manager is
prohibited as a circular approval is created.

Travel Card Account Synchronization Using New 650-Level Record
A 650-level record set is now added to the Employee Import specification. This
record addition allows card account information to now be imported and
synchronized with Travel.
The 650 record set is used instead of the 600-level record whenever the user wants
to include card information in the import. It is identical except for the addition of the
following fields:
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•

Card Type

•

Expiration Date

•

Billing Address

•

Billing City

•

Billing State

•

Billing Postal Code

•

Billing Country Code
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•

Future Use 1-10
Refer to Chapter 4, Employee Import, of the Expense Reports – Import and
Extract Specifications manual for more information.

Support for Switzerland Banking in the 810-Level Record
The Bank Country field in the 810-level record set of the Employee Import
specification now supports Switzerland banking. Users can now specify the Swiss ISO
Country Code, CH, as the country in which the expense claim filer has their bank
account.
Refer to Chapter 4, Employee Import, of the Expense Reports – Import and Extract
Specifications manual for more information.

Additions to the Standard Accounting Extract
Four new fields are added to the SAE to support extract of Tax fields at the entry
level. This change will apply to all new clients going forward from this service
release. However, existing clients who wish to include these fields should contact
Concur Client Central and submit a service request.
The fields are:

TOTAL TAX POSTED AMOUNT
•

Position 246

•

Field name - Report Entry Total Tax Posted Amount

•

Field Label - Total Tax Posted Amount

•

Table name - CT_REPORT_ENTRY

•

Column Name - TOTAL_TAX_POSTED_AMOUNT

•

Length - 23

NET TAX AMOUNT
•

Position 247

•

Field name - Net Tax Amount

•

Field Label - Net Tax Amount

•

Table name - CT_REPORT_ENTRY_VIEW

•

Column Name - NET_TAX_AMOUNT

•

Length - 23

TOTAL RECLAIM ADJUSTED AMOUNT
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•

Position 248

•

Field name - Report Entry Total Reclaim Adjusted Amount
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•

Field Label - Total Reclaim Adjusted Amount

•

Table name - CT_REPORT_ENTRY

•

Column Name - TOTAL_RECLAIM_ADJUSTED_AMOUNT

•

Length - 23

NET ADJUSTED RECLAIM AMOUNT
•

Position 249

•

Field name - Net Adjusted Reclaim Amount

•

Field Label - Net Adjusted Reclaim Amount

•

Table name - CT_REPORT_ENTRY_VIEW

•

Column Name - NET_RECLAIM_ADJUSTED_AMOUNT

•

Length - 23
Refer to Chapter 9, Standard Accounting Extract, of the Expense Reports –
Import and Extract Specifications manual for more information.
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Section 7: Analysis and Intelligence
The following features are included in this service release.

Analysis/Intelligence – Report Updates
Two Standard Reports had some functionality updates made to them in the
December Release. The impacted reports are:
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•

Billed Transaction Reconciliation – The date range on this report was changed.
Previously, in conjunction with our Billing standards, the date range on this
report was a fixed range from the twenty eighth to the twenty seventh.
Concur billing is using a dynamic range of the last day of the month, minus
five. This new date range is now reflected in the Billed Transaction
Reconciliation report.

•

Billed Transaction Reconciliation- Details – The date range on this report was
changed. Previously, in conjunction with our Billing standards, the date range
on this report was a fixed range from the twenty eighth to the twenty
seventh. Concur billing is using a dynamic range of the last day of the month,
minus five. This new date range is now reflected in the Billed Transaction
Reconciliation report.
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Section 8: Web Services
The following features are included in this service release.

Web Services Release Notes
The Web Services release notes are available in a standalone document. This
document is accessed through Concur Client Central > Resources > Release Docs >
Web Services (as shown in the figure below):
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Section 9: Concur's Mobile App
Separate Release Schedule
The release for the mobile app is not on the same schedule as Travel & Expense,
Expense, and Travel. In addition, each Smartphone is handled differently, resulting
in different release dates for each Smartphone.

How It Works
When the app is ready for release, Concur submits it to the various app stores. Each
app store tests and approves the app, which takes between 3 and 10 days. When
testing is complete, the app is made available in the store.

Information Available on Concur Client Central
As information is released, it will become available to clients:
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•

On Concur Client Central by navigating to Resources > Document Library>
Concur Mobile:

•

On Concur Client Central by navigating to Resources > Release
Documentation:
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•
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In Online Help in Travel & Expense, Expense, and Travel:
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Section 10:

Supported Configurations

The following configurations are either supported or no longer supported with this
service release.

Upcoming Certifications
Support for Adobe 10.0
Support for Adobe Reader version 10.0 will be included in an upcoming release.

Support for Mozilla Firefox Version 4.0
Support for the Firefox browser version 4.0 under both the Mac OS X and Microsoft
Windows operating systems will be included in an upcoming release.

Support for Windows 7 Under Service Pack 1
Support for Microsoft Windows 7 using Service Pack 1 will be included in an
upcoming release.

Support for Windows Internet Explorer Version 9.0
Support for Microsoft Internet Explorer version 9.0 will be included in an upcoming
release.
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Section 11:

Documentation

Please note the following documentation change(s).

Documentation Change - Value Added Tax (VAT) and Tax
Administration Guides Combined
The value added tax (VAT) feature is configured using the Tax Administration tool in
Expense Admin. Instead of having a separate setup guide for the value added tax
(VAT) feature and one for the Tax Administration tool, this information has been
combined into the Expense: Value Added Tax (VAT) / Tax Administration Setup
Guide.
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Section 12:

Resolved Cases - Travel & Expense

Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100224000086

Product/Feature: Expense/Smart Expenses
Description: User is not shown the Report Header first in the sequence of
adding trip segments. This means that Required fields in the header cannot be
copied down to allocations, resulting in inaccurate representations. This
behavior should be changed so that the header is completed prior to input of
allocations (trip segments).
Resolution: The code is modified to display the Report Header first in this
sequence if any field on the header is set as Required. This allows the copydown to proceed and the flow of tasks to complement each other.

100902000585

Product/Feature: Expense/Test User
Description: All Test User data is not removed from the system when clicking
Purge Test User Data.
Resolution: The issue is resolved by adding code that will now purge the
T_CREDIT_CARD_ACCOUNT_AUDIT table prior to purging the
CT_CREDIT_CARD_ACCOUNT table. There was a foreign key that didn't allow
deletion from the CT_CREDIT_CARD_ACCOUNT table.

100923000446

Product/Feature: Expense/Cash Advance
Description: Under Spanish, Portuguese, and Italian languages the user is
not able to input any amount value after the decimal in the Cash Advance
Request page. It appears the comma is not accepted as a part of the overall
value representation.
Resolution: The code is modified to now accept the decimal separator from
the user's system settings.

100928000328

Product/Feature: Expense/Workflow
Description: An Unexpected Software Error (UE) occurs when inserting an ad
hoc approver step while within cost object approval process.
Resolution: Fixed by creating the cost object approval view as expanded and
collapsing after approver search dropdown is added if needed to overcome
issue with Ext 3.2 optimization.

100930000082

Product/Feature: Expense/Travel Allowance Import
Description: Older rate inactivation records show as warnings on the import
results.
Resolution: Prune rates and rate inactivation records older than Jan 1, 2010
from the import file.

101007000053

Product/Feature: Expense/User Permissions - Search by Role
Description: User in User Permissions is unable to view employees by role
using the Search by Role feature - no employees are returned when selecting
any role.
Resolution: The code is modified to add a Processing prompt to indicate to
the user that the system is processing, and when it stops processing. This will
indicate to the user that the query has timed out and that the specificity of
the search be refined.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

101007000923

Product/Feature: Expense/Audit Trail - Russian Language
Description: Russian translation is not appearing for the exception text for
the Audit Trail feature.
Resolution: The code is modified to now use the Properties object to properly
encode and then decode the Unicode characters.

101015000217

Product/Feature: Expense/Workflow
Description: Approving an expense report using the Split Approval feature
results in comments not appearing for the user who needs to know why a line
item was rejected.
Resolution: The code is modified to retain the comments while moving
between popups instead of losing the comments when the user is prompted to
select an approver in the next approval step for the part of the report going
forward.

101015000559

Product/Feature: Expense/Workflow
Description: An expense report that includes an ampersand (&) in its name
that is approved using the Split Approval feature generates an Unexpected
Software Error (UE) when clicking the Approve button or, during exception
review, when clicking OK.
Resolution: The code is modified to now HTML encode that part of the
expense report (the addendum) that is passed on to the MidTier.

101019000195

Product/Feature: Expense Admin/Locations
Description: When performing a search in Locations no record outside of the
500 record limit can be viewed when sorting either ascending or descending.
This limits the user to viewing only the "first" 500 records returned by the
system.
Resolution: The code is modified to add a second row to the Search section
so that the user can further refine the search criteria they are entering and
return the records they want to view.

101021000707

Product/Feature: Expense/Test User
Description: A purge of the Test User data does not remove all of this data
type. Instead, the error message Warning: Null value is eliminated by an
aggregate or other SET operation is displayed.
Resolution: The code is modified to add additional code so that the
CT_CAR_WAYPOINT entries are deleted when purging Test User data deleting these entries must precede the deletion of the report entry.

101028000131

Product/Feature: Expense/Attendee Import
Description: An attendee import results in an error message An exception
occurred while processing an import record.
Resolution: The code is modified to delete a referenced record first before
attempting to delete the attendee record to avoid returning a foreign key
violation.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

101028000166

Product/Feature: Expense/Expense Entry
Description: When using the Split Approval feature the addendum report
from the rejected line item of an expense report does not display the correct
sub total value of the overall report total. This stalls the report by preventing
submission of the report.
Resolution: The code is modified to now set the flag to True when rebuilding
the Journal procedure. This allows the addendum report to be created and the
amount due employee and amount due company to be populated.

101029000786

Product/Feature: Expense/Audit Trail
Description: A Processor attempting to view the audit trail causes the system
to generate an Unexpected Software Error (UE).
Resolution: The code is modified to now bypass the audit trail record at the
level when the XML is copied to the CT_AUDIT trail where, when parsed by
java code, it can generate a UE. This fix does not change or erase any audit
trail data - it simply relieves the code from fully consuming this task when the
XML parameters result in data that is too long.

101029000803

Product/Feature: Expense/User Interface
Description: User using the new look user interface is not able to access the
Proxy feature - it is hidden in the View Charges page.
Resolution: The code is modified to ensure the header page and proxy
controls are visible for both branding types, old and new look interface.

101103000952

Product/Feature: Expense/Workflow - Test Users Only
Description: The system cannot identify the next Approver and the expense
report is incorrectly sent back to the Test User with the error message Missing
the required approver for next step after the Hold For Receipt Image step is
completed by attaching a receipt.
Resolution: The code is modified to now check the request cache based on
the expense report status as a Test Report type.

101104000067

Product/Feature: Expense/User Interface - You Are Administrating For
Description: A user who is acting as a Proxy user for a Travel-only user sees
their own name on all Expense-related pages. They do not see the name of
the user they are assisting as a Proxy user.
Resolution: The code is modified to no longer display the Proxy user's name
on the Expense (and Expense-related) pages if the user they are assisting is a
Travel-only user.

101115000075

Product/Feature: Expense/Localization
Description: Request to change the localized text in the Receipts Required
message displayed on submit.
Resolution: The text is now modified:
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•

From: Debe enviar los recibidos originales.

•

To: Debe enviar los recibos originales.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

101201000216

Product/Feature: Expense/Taxability
Description: Taxability feature for Swedish TA entries populates taxable/nontaxable custom fields for parent entries as well as itemized entries.
Resolution: Code is modified to leave the fields on the parent entry blank.
See the section Enabling Taxability Fix For Swedish Travel Allowance for
more information.

! This issue requires that the client submit a service request to Concur to
update the TA fields for TA entries.
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Section 13:
Case ID
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Resolved Cases - Jobs
Case/Defect Description
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Section 14:

Resolved Cases - Request

Case ID

Case/Defect Description

101208000992

Product/Feature: Request/Access
Description: User experiences error message when attempting to access
Request. The dialog box that appears includes the message Stack Overflow at
line 4688.
Resolution: The code is modified to fix prototype libraries stack.overflow and
hash.get.
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Section 15:

Known Issues - Invoice

Case ID

Case/Defect Description

091209000752

Product/Feature: Invoice/Workflow
Description: Workflow steps configured so that the Vendor Approval step
precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) step are not supported.
Workaround: The client should configure Workflow so that the Vendor
Approval step never precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) workflow step.
Instead, the Vendor Approval step should follow the COA step.
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Legal Notice
This document contains proprietary information and data that is the exclusive
property of Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. No part of this
document may be reproduced, transmitted, stored in a retrievable system,
translated into any language, or otherwise used in any form or by any means,
electronic or mechanical, for any purpose, without the prior written consent of
Concur Technologies, Inc.
Information contained in this document applies to the following products in effect at
the time of this document's publication:
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The above product(s) and information contained in this document are subject to
change without notice. Accordingly, Concur Technologies, Inc. disclaims any
warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information contained in this
document, and assumes no liability for damages incurred directly or indirectly from
any error, omission, or discrepancy between the above product(s) and the
information contained in this document.
© 2004 – 2010 Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. All rights
reserved.
Concur® is the trademark of Concur Technologies, Inc. All other company and
product names are the property of their respective owners.
Published by Concur Technologies, Inc.
18400 NE Union Hill Road
Redmond, Washington 98052
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